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Introduction

In a magnetic material, a uniform or localized perturbation of the magnetic order results in the col-
lective or propagative precession of the spin magnetic moments. When the precession of the magnetic
moments is not uniform (i.e. not in phase), one speaks of a spin wave (or magnons when treated in the
corpuscular case), the concept of which was introduced by Bloch in 1930 [1]. These waves have sev-
eral special characteristics compared to electromagnetic waves propagating in vacuum, which make
them very attractive for miniaturizing high-frequency components (from a few hundred MHz to ten
THz) despite the fact that they have slower group velocities compared to photons. First of all, their
wavelengths are generally several orders of magnitude lower than those in vacuum and their frequen-
cies can be adjusted via a magnetic field for example. They have a dispersion relation f(k) whose
characteristics vary according to the magnetic order (ferro, ferri, anti-ferromagnetic) of the material,
the shape of the latter or the amplitude and orientation of an applied magnetic field. Their propagation
can thus show an isotropic or anisotropic character.

Magnonics is the topic that focuses on the study of the emission, propagation and detection of
these spin waves. This area has been the subject of intense research for about 20 years with the aim
of developing new electronic components that are potentially less energy-consuming and more ver-
satile. For example, it has been demonstrated in laboratories that the control of the amplitude and/or
the phase of these waves can be used to produce logic components (with the example of the magnon
transistor [2]), microwave components (radio frequency filters, phase delay lines, phase shifters, cir-
culators, multiplexers. . . [3]) or for communication technologies (5G) [4–7]. Magnonics thus em-
braces a strong potential, whether fundamental or applied, through promises of miniaturization, wide
usable frequency band and low energy consumption. It is also to be noted that spin waves carry a
"spin current", the magnetic equivalent of a load current but without ohmic loss. By combining mag-
netic materials with materials with a strong spin-orbit coupling, a new field called "spin-orbitronics"
is in full swing and opens up new avenues for developing very low-energy components, while re-
ducing their size and giving them a multifunctional character. All these studies in magnonics and
spin-orbitronics are motivated by the need to go beyond CMOS technologies, and as such, spin wave
devices were mentioned in 2021 as a credible alternative to CMOS by " the International Roadmap for
Devices and Systems (IRDS)" [8]. For example, it should be noted that 50 nm magnonic waveguides
have been produced, thus having dimensions close to those of current CMOS transistors [9].

Within the framework of this thesis, we were interested in a particular type of system of magnon-
ics called "magnonic crystal". A magnonic crystal is a magnetic material whose magnetic properties
are periodically and artificially modified. The propagation of spin waves in these systems follows the
laws established and formalized in 1929 by C. Kittel concerning the propagation of waves in periodic
systems and which have since constituted the foundations of solid-state physics [10]. An important
property of these structures which makes them unique and attractive is that the propagation of waves
in these media can only take place in certain very specific frequency bands. Indeed, for wave vectors
corresponding to a multiple of the elementary length of the periodic lattice, the waves are in Bragg
conditions. This results in the appearance of stationary modes (therefore non-propagating) with, in
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addition, an energy band in which no wave can propagate. Magnonic crystals thus allow the emer-
gence of a multitude of innovative methods to control and modulate spin waves for logic operations or
signal processing. These objects are thus the magnetic counterparts of the photonic crystals in optics
which were born in 1987 [11, 12] and which made it possible to guide and/or trap light to produce
more efficient optical integrated circuits and photovoltaic solar cells [13]. However, although known
since the 1970s [14], it was not until the early 2000s that the concept of magnonic crystal reappeared
[15, 16], in particular thanks to the mastery of nanofabrication techniques as well as ultra-thin film
deposits.

Compared to other artificial crystals, magnonic crystals offer a major advantage: the band struc-
ture is not only dependent on the periodicity of the crystal, it can change depending on the magnetic
configuration or the application of an external field. This additional degree of freedom strongly dis-
tinguishes them from photonic crystals. To go further in band engineering, several strategies, other
than the application of a magnetic field, have been explored in the literature, in particular by varying
the geometry of the reflective centers of the magnonic crystal such as for example the thickness, the
width or the number of magnetic layers [17, 18], the presence of discs [19, 20] or holes [21–23], but
also by modulating the magnetic constants through the incorporation of another material [24, 25] or
by ion implantation [26] in the magnetic layer

The magnonic crystals thus present a rich diversity of applications. In the work presented in
this manuscript, we were particularly interested in their radio frequency (RF) absorption and filtering
properties [23, 27, 28]. In particular, our main objective was to obtain a model system operating at
zero bias field (i.e. at remanence) but presenting RF absorption bands which could be modified on
purpose. This type of components is called reconfigurable. The advantage of having systems oper-
ating at remanence is to avoid using permanent magnets to maintain uniform magnetization in the
magnetic material and ensure the functionality of the component. Indeed, the majority of magnonic
devices and magnonic crystals discussed in the literature operate with a saturated magnetization along
a particular direction. No longer using permanent magnets will not only solve the stray field prob-
lems associated with magnets which complicate the integration of components, but also respond to
the ecological and economic problems linked to the supply of rare earths and whose the market is
controlled by only a few countries.

Regarding the reconfigurable aspect, the objective is to obtain components that can have several
functionalities, again with the aim of reducing the ecological and energy impact of the components.
The reconfigurability of the device is generally obtained by transitioning the system between different
remanent magnetic states having different RF responses. Although presenting a strong application
potential, there are still relatively few studies in this field. Among the works carried out, we can
mention in particular those concerning the use of networks of nanopillars [29, 30], of elliptical nanos-
tructures with two different magnetic materials [31], or of nanowires coupled by dipolar interaction
[32–34]. However, most of these works require complex remanent state initialization schemes with
large applied field amplitudes. Among the most promising avenues is the use of shape anisotropy in
nanostructures of rhombohedral shape and specific dimensions. These structures allow the stabiliza-
tion of a quasi-uniform magnetic configuration along the long or short axis of the nanostructure [35]
via a magnetic pulse of the order of few tens of mT. A frequency shift of the spin wave modes of the
order of 400-600 MHz depending on the configurations used [36, 37] was thus obtained. To increase
this frequency gap, the authors used the same type of nanostructures but composed of several mag-
netic layers spaced by a non-magnetic material (for example NiFe/Cr/NiFe), thus allowing frequency
shifts in the range 3-15 GHz from 1 GHz up to 5 GHz depending on the number of magnetic and
non-magnetic layers and their arrangement [38–40]. In addition, they also demonstrated the possi-
bility of propagating spin waves at remanence through straight or curved waveguides formed by an
arrangement of chains of these same nanostructures [41], making it possible to obtain a function of
the "spin wave switch" type [41].

In the work presented here, we have sought to achieve a reconfigurable magnonic crystal at re-
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manence from a simple and well-known geometry, namely a periodic array of holes in a thin film (or
"antidot lattices" in the literature). Over the past ten years, a very large number of publications have
focused on the determination of spin wave modes in this type of artificial lattice as well as on the
observation of forbidden frequency bands. Beyond applications in magnonics, they have also been
studied to produce high-density storage memories [42, 43] or magnetic nanoparticle sensors [44]. To
obtain the reconfigurability at remanence of this lattice of holes, we chose to explore a way little fol-
lowed for the moment in magnonics. This consists in taking advantage of the intrinsic properties of
the materials and, in particular for our case, of the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy of some. Few
research works have explored the intrinsic magnetic properties of the magnetic material in order to
produce reconfigurable RF components at remanence. There is the case of thick films of magnetic fer-
rites like bismuth hexaferrite which have strong magnetic anisotropy [45]. Such devices are currently
marketed [46], however, due to their thickness and dimensions (in the order of mm), such magnetic
films are difficult to nanostructure, thus limiting the miniaturization of the component. In the case
of thin films, most studies in magnonics in general, or on magnonic crystals in particular, have been
carried out either with YIG or with permalloy (Py). YIG is a ferrimagnetic insulating material and
has the lowest dynamic damping coefficient (3.10−5) [47], which makes it possible to propagate spin
waves over distances up to millimeters in the case of thick films (of the order of µm) [7]. Neverthe-
less, it has a low saturation magnetization (about 0.17 T) which limits the usable RF range (a few
hundred MHz close to remanence). All the experimental demonstrations of logical operations men-
tioned above were carried out with YIG. However, in order to be compatible with existing CMOS
technologies, one must be able to grow it in its crystalline form on silicon substrates, which is still
quite complex from a technological point of view although great progress has been made in recent
years [48]. Permalloy is a metallic ferromagnetic material very widely used in the literature because
of its ease of fabrication and nanostructuring [7]. Its saturation magnetization is relatively high (1
T) but its damping coefficient is much higher than the one of YIG (about 6.10−3) [7]). As a result,
the attenuation length (proportional to 1/α) that the spin waves can travel, where their amplitudes are
decreased by a factor of 1/e, is of the order of only a few microns.

Thus, we studied the possibility of fabricating an antidot array from a thin film of the Heusler alloy
Co2MnSi [49, 50]. This material has been studied at CEMES for several years [51–53]. In the context
of our work, its main advantage compared to YIG or Py is its cubic anisotropy which can reach a few
tens of mT [52, 53]. We will show that this allows i) to stabilize quasi-uniform magnetic states in
antidot arrays having the good aspect ratio between the size of the antidots and their spacing and ii) to
adjust the number and the frequencies of the reconfigurable spin wave modes depending on the anti-
dots size. It is interesting to note that, to our knowledge, only a few studies on magnonic waveguides
based on Heusler alloys have been carried out until now [54–59], and even less on the production of
magnonic crystals based on Heusler alloys [49, 50]. Compared to YIG or Py, the Co2MnSi Heusler
alloy also has other advantages. It is ferromagnetic with a saturation magnetization of approximately
1.3 T. This makes it possible to obtain working frequencies at remanence above 1 GHz [52, 53] and,
in the case of magnonic crystals, to increase the width of the forbidden frequency bands [60, 61]. It
is also half-metallic (spin polarization greater than 90% [62, 63]) which is the cause of a low damp-
ing coefficient value ranging from 1.10−3 [53, 64] to 4.10−4 [54, 65]. Finally, its Curie temperature
of around 985K [66] offers a good thermal stability to the components. Thus, it makes it possible
to consider the development of devices combining magnonics, spintronics and spin-orbitronics [67,
68]. Its main drawback concerns its fabrication. It is usually deposited on MgO (001) substrates to
ensure an epitaxial growth, which could limit its compatibility with existing microelectronic devices.
However, a recent research work has proven that it is possible to grow polycrystalline Co2MnSi on
(amorphous) glass substrates without a drastic change in the spin polarization and damping coefficient
(on the order of 1.5.10−3) [64]. Such a result offers the prospect of depositing good quality Co2MnSi
on silicon substrates making the transition to industrial applications compatible.

This manuscript is organized around six chapters. While the first chapter offers a reminder of the
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basic mechanisms of spin dynamics in magnetic thin films, the second will address the fundamental
concepts and the state of the experimental art concerning magnonic crystals. It will also introduce a
description of Heusler alloys, in particular Co2MnSi. The third chapter will describe the numerical
and experimental techniques used during our work. After presenting the main magnetic properties of
the Co2MnSi thin film deposited at the CEMES, the chapter 4 will go into details in one of the main
task of this work, namely the micro and nanofabrication processes developed to obtain magnonic
crystals from a thin film of Co2MnSi. In particular we will present the two different strategies that
have been explored to realize the antidot arrays, i.e. FIB milling on one side and electron beam (e-
beam) lithography followed by Ar+ ion milling on the other side. The chapter 5 will present a purely
numerical study in which we will show the necessary conditions (antidots size and spacing) to ob-
tain reconfigurable spin wave modes at remanence in a square antidot lattice made of Co2MnSi. We
focused our attention on hole dimensions compatible with nanofabrication techniques. We will high-
light in particular the contribution of the cubic anisotropy compared to isotropic materials. We will
also show how the size of the holes and their spacing modify the number and frequency of reconfig-
urable modes. We discuss the effect of a finite sample size since the first part of the chapter deals with
the case of a quasi-infinite crystal. Finally, we will present the expected performance of this artificial
component to go from one quasi-uniform remanent state to another under the effect of a field pulse by
following a numerical strategy proposed by other authors. The last chapter will address the character-
ization by ferromagnetic resonance of spin wave modes in magnonic crystals fabricated either by FIB
or by electron beam lithography followed by Ar+ ion etching. We will show in particular the impact
of FIB etching on the modification of the intrinsic properties of the Heusler alloy and consequently
on the spectrum of the measurable spin wave modes. The spatial profile of the different measured
modes will be discussed according to the evolution under field of the state of magnetic equilibrium.
In a last part we will show that despite a relatively degraded quality of our sample which is explained
in chapter 4, some reconfigurable spin wave modes could be observed for magnonic crystals made
from e-beam lithography and ion beam etching.
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Chapter 1

Dynamic magnetism

In this chapter, we recall the fundamentals of dynamic magnetism through the different magnetic
interactions, the formalization of uniform precession of magnetization and the concept of spin waves.
The concepts of ferromagnetic resonance and spin waves dispersion are described, in particular in
the case of magnetic thin films and magnetic stripes with magneto-crystalline anisotropy. Finally, the
notions of relaxation and damping of magnetization are briefly approached.

1.1 Micromagnetism

1.1.1 Origin and classification of magnetic materials

To some extent, all materials can be described as magnetic [69]. Magnetism comes from the
magnetic moments of the atoms constituting matter. In the same way that a current loop produces
a magnetic moment perpendicular to the plane of the loop, the movement of electrons generates a
magnetic moment. The atomic nucleus also has a magnetic moment but it is much weaker than the
one from the electrons (three orders of magnitude separate them [70]). As a result, the materials
magnetism results mainly from electrons. The electron magnetic moment is composed of two con-
tributions. The first contribution is related to the orbital motion of the electron around the atomic
nucleus, which generates a magnetic moment normal to the plane of the orbit. The second is associ-
ated with an intrinsic property of the electron called spin. One can imagine the spin as the precession
of the electron on itself, which produces a magnetic moment parallel to the axis of rotation. In reality,
this representation is false as the shape of the electron or the distribution of its charge in its volume
are not known. Moreover, the spin has no classical analogue and can only be correctly described in a
quantum manner. The magnetic moment thus generated by the orbital magnetic moment L⃗ and spin
magnetic moment S⃗ can be written as [70] :

m⃗ = −γe(L⃗+ S⃗) = −γeJ⃗ (1.1)

with J⃗ the total angular momentum of the electron and γe =
g|e|
2me

the electronic gyromagnetic factor
with g the Landé factor, e the elementary charge of an electron and me its elementary mass. The
Landé factor g has a value of 2 in the case of a magnetic moment m⃗ solely comprising the spin
moment (case of a free electron) and a value of 1 in the case where the magnetic moment is purely
orbital.

The global magnetic moment of materials is then the vector sum of all atomic magnetic moments.
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Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

The magnetic moment or magnetic dipole m⃗ is an elementary quantity of magnetism affiliated to
atoms. In micromagnetism, one can nevertheless consider a magnetic system as a continuous meso-
scopic medium by freeing oneself from the description of the system at the atomic scale. The notion
of magnetic moment per unit volume V or magnetization M⃗ can be introduced as [71]:

M⃗ =

∑

V m⃗

V
(1.2)

The application of a magnetic field H⃗ will tend to align the magnetization along the direction of
H⃗ . The response of the magnetization M⃗ to an applied magnetic field H⃗ is expressed through the
magnetic susceptibility χ̄ [72]:

M⃗ = χ̄ · H⃗ (1.3)

Magnetic susceptibility χ̄ is a 3× 3 tensor, and in the case of isotropic materials it reduces to a scalar
χ.

Depending on the magnetic order, orientation and magnitude of the atomic magnetic moments in
a solid, it is possible to group materials into different magnetic classes.

When the electronic layers of atoms or ions are complete, by the Pauli exclusion principle, they
do not have permanent magnetic moments. In this case, the material is called diamagnetic or non-
magnetic because of its weak response to a magnetic field. When a magnetic field is applied to a
diamagnetic material, the orbital motion of the electrons is altered in such a way as to produce an
opposite magnetic field, which implies a negative magnetic susceptibility (χ < 0). This diamagnetic
behaviour is in fact present in all types of materials, but this effect remains very weak compared to
other magnetic responses, which will be discussed below.

When the electronic layers of atoms or ions are incomplete, they have permanent magnetic mo-
ments. If the material has no long-range magnetic order, the latter is then paramagnetic. The atomic
magnetic moments are randomly oriented due to thermal fluctuations, implying a null total magnetic
moment. When a magnetic field is applied, these magnetic moments will partially align with the field
inducing a permanent magnetic moment. The magnetic susceptibility is then weakly positive (χ > 0).
By removing the magnetic field, the magnetization is not preserved.

Materials with a long-range magnetic order can be ferro-, ferri- or antiferromagnetic. Depending
on the relative orientation of the neighbouring atomic magnetic moments, they may have a sponta-
neous macroscopic magnetic moment, i.e. one that remains in the absence of a magnetic field, or not.
Above a certain critical temperature, called the Curie temperature for ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic
materials and the Néel temperature for antiferromagnetic materials, the atomic magnetic moments of
these materials orient themselves randomly, becoming paramagnetic. In the case of antiferromagnetic
materials, they consist of two sub-arrays of magnetic moments, one oriented spontaneously in one
direction and the other oriented in the opposite direction, implying a total magnetic moment of the
material of zero (χ > 0). Ferrimagnetic materials also exhibit antiparallel magnetic moments but
they are not equivalent in magnitude, thus generating a spontaneous macroscopic magnetic moment.
These different amplitudes of antiparallel magnetic moments can be obtained with a material com-
posed of different types of atoms or ions. Finally, ferromagnetic materials have a parallel alignment
of their magnetic moments also implying spontaneous magnetization. The magnetic susceptibility of
ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials is then positive and very large (χ≫ 0).

In this thesis, we worked with the Heusler alloy Co2MnSi (CMS) which is a ferromagnetic ma-
terial. In the following section we will discuss the magnetic interactions that favor the orientation of
magnetic moments.
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1.1.2 Magnetic interactions and effective magnetic field

The orientation of magnetic moments in a finite-size sample is not uniform throughout its volume
at equilibrium. The latter has magnetic domains, where the magnetization is uniform, resulting from
the competition between different magnetic interactions. In this case, the macroscopic magnetization
of this magnetic sample is written as [71]:

M⃗ =

∑

i M⃗iVi
∑

i Vi
(1.4)

with M⃗i and Vi the magnetization and the volume of the magnetic domains respectively. The norm of
the magnetization is constant in space and varies only with temperature:

∥M⃗(r⃗)∥ =Ms(T ) (1.5)

Thus only the direction of the magnetization M⃗(r⃗) varies and its norm is the saturation magnetization
Ms. By applying a magnetic field strong enough to saturate the ferromagnetic sample, the magnetic
domains disappear to reveal the saturation magnetization Ms.

The predominance of these magnetic interactions governing the magnetic domains depends on
the type of material (exchange interaction), its crystal structure (magnetocrystalline anisotropy), its
shape (dipole interaction, shape anisotropy) and the presence of external magnetic fields (Zeeman
interaction). The distribution of magnetic directions in a material results from the minimization of the
total free energy of the magnetic system, which is composed as follows:

Etot = Eex + EK + Ed + EZ (1.6)

The first three energy terms are affiliated with the exchange interaction, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
and the dipolar interaction respectively. These interactions are intrinsic to the magnetic system. The
fourth term is the Zeeman interaction which results from an applied external magnetic field. Other
interactions exist, such as magnetostriction, but these are weak in the magnetic system studied in this
thesis. For this reason they will be neglected.

The different energy terms will be expressed with spherical coordinates with the notations used
in Figure 1.1. The magnetization with cartesian coordinates (Mx,My,Mz) is expressed with the

Figure 1.1: Representation of the magnetization M⃗ and the applied magnetic field H⃗ in a Cartesian reference
frame in spherical coordinates
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spherical coordinates (Ms, θ, ϕ) according to:

Mx =Ms sin θ cosϕ My =Ms sin θ sinϕ Mz =Ms cos θ (1.7)

Exchange interaction

The exchange interaction, introduced in 1928 by Heisenberg [73], is a purely quantum effect and is
at the origin of the long-range magnetic order, especially in ferromagnetic materials. Electrons carry
magnetic moments and by the Pauli exclusion principle, electrons cannot occupy the same quantum
state, i.e. they cannot be in the same position if they have the same spin. Since electrons are indistin-
guishable fermions, the total wave function of the multi-electron system must be antisymmetric when
one electron is exchanged with another. The total wave function of the multi-electron system can be
decomposed into a spatial component and a spin component. In a two-electron system, this translates
into two possible combinations: the spin component of the total wave function is symmetric (parallel
spin alignment) with the spatial component of the total wave function which is then antisymmetric
or vice versa. The change of symmetry of the spatial component of the wave function involves dif-
ferent positions of the electrons with respect to each other but also with respect to the atomic nuclei.
By Coulomb repulsion and attraction, a preferential symmetry of the spatial component of the wave
function will impose on the system, and the spin component of the wave function will adapt its sym-
metry by favoring an alignment of parallel (ferromagnetic materials) or antiparallel (ferrimagnetic,
antiferromagnetic materials) spins. The exchange interaction energy is written as the sum of scalar
products of magnetic spin moments weighted by a coupling parameter Jij:

Eex = −
N
∑

i ̸=j

Ji,jS⃗i · S⃗j (1.8)

with Jij the exchange integral. This parameter represents the overlap of the orbitals of two electrons i
and j and its value depends mainly on their relative distance. In the case where the exchange integral
is positive, the exchange energy is lower with a parallel configuration of spins (ferromagnetism), and
in the case of a negative exchange integral, an anti-parallel configuration (antiferromagnetism, ferri-
magnetism) is favored. As discussed previously, the exchange interaction is limited to small distances
(nearest neighbour atoms) due to the necessity of overlapping electronic orbitals. Nevertheless, this
interaction allows magnetic order to be established over long distances through indirect exchange in-
teractions, particularly in the case of ferromagnetic metallic materials with the exchange interaction
via the conduction electrons. The indirect exchange interactions are reflected in the value of the ex-
change integral and its dependence on the interatomic distance. This interaction is thus at the origin
of spontaneous magnetization in ferromagnetic materials. Furthermore, it can be noted that the ex-
change interaction does not depend on a particular periodicity of position of the atoms, so it is not
necessary to have a crystalline material for it to be ferromagnetic.

In micromagnetism, for a magnetic volume, the exchange energy can then be written as:

Eex =
A

M2
S

∫

(∇⃗ · M⃗(r⃗))2dV (1.9)

with r⃗ the position (x, y, z) in space and A the exchange constant characterizing the intensity of the
exchange interaction which is specific to a material (unit Jm−1). It depends on the spin of the atoms,
the atomic number Z of the atoms, the exchange integral and the interatomic distance. The exchange
interaction can also be described by an exchange field H⃗ex such as:

H⃗ex = Λ2
ex∇⃗2M⃗ (1.10)
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with Λex the exchange length which describes the range of the exchange interaction, i.e. the distance
below which the exchange interaction predominates over the dipolar interaction which, we will see
just after, is a long range interaction. The exchange length is written as:

Λex =

√

2A

µ0M2
S

(1.11)

with µ0 the vacuum permeability. For ferromagnetic metals, the exchange length is generally in the
order of nm. For example for NiFe and Co2MnSi it is close to 5 nm.

Dipolar interaction

The dipole interaction corresponds to the impact of the magnetic field generated by the magnetic
sample on itself. This corresponds to a dipole-dipole interaction of all the magnetic moments of the
sample: each magnetic moment generates a dipole field and is subjected to the magnetic field gen-
erated by all the other magnetic moments. As all magnetic moments must be taken into account for
the calculation of the dipole field, this interaction is long range. Discontinuities of the magnetiza-
tion at the edges of the sample (component of the magnetization normal to an external or internal
surface) produce magnetic poles which induce a dipole field H⃗d opposite to the magnetization. This
interaction results from Maxwell’s principle which states that there can be no magnetic monopole or
divergence of the magnetic field. Consequently, whenever the magnetization is such that ∇⃗ ·M⃗ ̸= 0, a
demagnetizing field will appear to recover a zero magnetic field divergence. The dipole field thus also
enters in competition with the uniform magnetization resulting from the exchange interaction, which
then generates magnetic domains within the sample. The dipole energy Ed, also called magnetostatic
energy, is therefore minimized when the magnetic field fluxes are closed and is expressed as follows:

Ed = −µ0

2

∫

M⃗ · H⃗ddV (1.12)

To determine the dipole field H⃗d, one can use Maxwell’s equations in the magnetostatic approximation
(absence of electrical charges and currents, the system is considered quasi-static, it is slow compared
to the speed of light) [74–76], which will be discussed in more detail later in section 1.3.1:

∇⃗ × H⃗d = 0 (1.13)

∇⃗ · B⃗ = µ0∇⃗ · (H⃗d + M⃗) = 0 (1.14)

With the equation (1.13), a scalar potential Φd is associated with the dipole field such that H⃗d(r⃗) =

−∇⃗Φd(r⃗). Using the equation (1.14), the scalar potential can be written [74, 75]:

Φd(r⃗) =
1

4π

[

∫

V

λV (r⃗′)

|r⃗ − r⃗′|
d3r⃗′ +

∫

S

σS(r⃗′)

|r⃗ − r⃗′|
d2r⃗′

]

(1.15)

The first term of the sum comprises λV = −∇⃗ · M⃗ which corresponds to the magnetic charges of the
volume, which will thus generate a dipolar field. The second term with σS = M⃗ · n⃗ corresponds to the
magnetic surface charges with n⃗ the normal to the surface of the magnetic sample pointing outwards.
It is in particular this second term that gives rise to the demagnetizing field H⃗demag generated by
the shape of the magnetic sample. The dipole field being the gradient of the scalar potential, it is
expressed as follows [74] :

H⃗d(r⃗) =
1

4π

[

−
∫

V

∇⃗ · M⃗(r⃗′)
r⃗ − r⃗′

|r⃗ − r⃗′|3
d3r⃗′ +

∫

S

M⃗(r⃗′) · n⃗(r⃗′) r⃗ − r⃗′

|r⃗ − r⃗′|3
d2r⃗′

]

(1.16)
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The dipole interaction predominates over the exchange interaction over long distances because of its
intensity proportional to 1

|r⃗−r⃗′|3 with |r⃗ − r⃗′| the relative position of the magnetic moments [77].
If the magnetization is uniform in the volume, the first term in the formula (1.16) disappears.

As a result, the dipole field is now only conditioned by the geometry of the magnetic system (de-
magnetizing field), which is also called shape anisotropy. By reducing the shape of a sample to a
uniformly magnetized ellipsoid, the dipole or demagnetizing field becomes a linear function of the
magnetization and is therefore more easily written as:

H⃗demag = −NM⃗ (1.17)

with N the demagnetizing tensor which will be discussed in more detail in section 1.2.3. Apart from
simple geometries, the calculation of the dipole field remains complex such as in the case of magnonic
crystals, where there are few or no general analytical formulas (some exist for very particular cases,
which are mentioned in section 2.1.2 of chapter 2). In this case, micromagnetic simulations through
the spatial discretization of the structures, detailed in section 3.1.1 of chapter 3, represent very useful
tools for the calculation of the demagnetizing field in these structures.

In the spherical coordinate system (Ms, θ, ϕ) of Figure 1.1, the energy density of the demagnetiz-
ing field in the case of a uniformly magnetized ellipsoid can be written as:

edemag =
µ0

2
M⃗ ·NM⃗ =

µ0

2
M2

s

[

Nx sin
2 θ cos2 ϕ+Ny sin

2 θ sin2 ϕ+Nz cos
2 θ
]

(1.18)

with Nx, Ny and Nz scalar elements of N with Nx +Ny +Nz = 1.

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy

The orbital magnetic moments of the electrons are influenced by electrostatic forces coming from
the atomic sites. These electrostatic interactions are anisotropic with respect to the crystal symmetry
of the material and tend to favor particular electron orbitals. By spin-orbit coupling, which corre-
sponds to the coupling between the spin magnetic moment and the orbital magnetic moment, the spin
magnetic moments of the electrons are then also influenced by the crystal symmetry and preferentially
align along a particular crystallographic direction. On a macroscopic scale, this translates into the
presence of easy and difficult axes of magnetization which therefore depend on the crystal structure
of the system [78]. An easy axis (hard axis) corresponds to a crystallographic direction for which the
magnetic moments will preferentially align (avoid alignment). This results in an anisotropic magnetic
energy corresponding to the work required by an applied magnetic field to orient the magnetization
out of the axis of easy magnetization. This energy can be written as:

EK =

∫

eKdV (1.19)

with eK the magnetocrystalline energy density. Its expression depends on the symmetry of the mag-
netic crystal system.

The simplest case is uniaxial anisotropy, as it has only one direction of easy magnetization. This
type of anisotropy can occur in thin films stressed during growth or naturally in crystalline solids with
hexagonal symmetry. The magnetocrystalline energy density is written in this case up to order 2 [69,
70, 74, 76]:

eKu
= Ku1 sin

2 β +Ku2 sin
4 β (1.20)

eKu
= −Ku1

M2
s

(u⃗ · M⃗)2 − Ku2

M4
s

(u⃗ · M⃗)4 (1.21)

with Kui the uniaxial anisotropy constants at order i (1, 2) in Jm−3 and β the angle between the mag-
netization M⃗ and the uniaxial anisotropy axis u⃗. The expression of eKu

with (1.21) is the formulation

10
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used for micromagnetic simulations. By considering only the first order and when Ku1 is positive, the
magnetocrystalline energy is minimal when β = 0, and thus the uniaxial anisotropy axis u⃗ is an axis
of easy magnetization, as shown in Figure 1.2 a). When Ku1 is negative, the energy is minimal when
β = 90◦. In this case, we have a plane of easy magnetization which is perpendicular to the uniaxial
anisotropy axis (Figure 1.2 b)).

In the spherical coordinate system (Ms, θ, ϕ) of Figure 1.1, the uniaxial anisotropic energy den-
sity along the direction of the uniaxial anisotropy axis defined either along the x, y or z axes can be
written respectively:











Axis of uniaxial anisotropy along x⃗ : eKu
= Ku1

(

1− sin2 θ cos2 ϕ
)

Axis of uniaxial anisotropy along y⃗ : eKu
= Ku1

(

1− sin2 θ sin2 ϕ
)

Axis of uniaxial anisotropy along z⃗ : eKu
= Ku1 sin

2 θ

(1.22)

Figure 1.2: Uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy density with a) Ku1
> 0, the z⃗ axis is the easy

magnetization axis, and b) Ku1
< 0, the (xy) plane is an easy magnetization plane.

The second magnetocrystalline anisotropy which is frequently present and which, in the context of
this thesis, is of great importance is the cubic anisotropy. Indeed, as Fe or Ni [71], Co2MnSi Heusler
alloy exhibits a cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy by having several easy and hard axes. Taking the
orthogonal axes of cubic anisotropy a⃗, b⃗ and c⃗, the cubic energy density can be written as [69, 70, 76]:

eKc
= Kc1(α

2
1α

2
2 + α2

2α
2
3 + α2

3α
2
1) +Kc2(α

2
1α

2
2α

2
3) (1.23)

eKc
=
Kc1

M4
s

[

(⃗a·M⃗)2(⃗b·M⃗)2+(⃗b·M⃗)2(c⃗·M⃗)2+(c⃗·M⃗)2(⃗a·M⃗)2
]

+
Kc2

M6
s

[

(⃗a·M⃗)2(⃗b·M⃗)2(c⃗·M⃗)2
]

(1.24)

with αi =
Mi

Ms
the cosine directions with respect to the axis i of the cubic symmetry and Mi are the

components of the magnetization projected on the i axis. The formulation (1.24) of the magnetocrys-
talline energy density is also the one most commonly used in micromagnetic simulations. By taking
the cubic symmetry along the x, y, z axes of the magnetic system, one can express the αi such that:

αx =
Mx

Ms

= sin θ cosϕ αy =
My

Ms

= sin θ sinϕ αz =
Mz

Ms

= cos θ (1.25)

By focusing only on the first order and by combining (1.23) and (1.25), the cubic magnetocrystalline
energy density is then written :

eKc
= Kc1 sin

2 θ(cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos2 ϕ sin2 ϕ) (1.26)

Let us consider a magnetic crystal system with a cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy whose cubic
anisotropy axes are ⟨100⟩, ⟨010⟩, ⟨001⟩. In the case where the cubic anisotropy constant is positive

11



Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

Figure 1.3: Cubic magnetocrystalline energy density in the case of the cubic anisotropy axes
⟨100⟩, ⟨010⟩, ⟨001⟩ with a) Kc1 > 0 and b) Kc1 < 0. Angular profile of the cubic magnetocrystalline en-
ergy density in the (100) plane for c) Kc1 > 0 and d) Kc1 < 0. 0◦ corresponds to the axis ⟨100⟩ and 90◦ to the
axis ⟨010⟩.

(Kc1 > 0), one can observe on Figure 1.3 a) that the cubic energy density in the ⟨100⟩ direction is
lower than those in the ⟨110⟩ and ⟨111⟩ directions. Consequently, the direction ⟨100⟩ is an easy axis
and the directions ⟨110⟩ and ⟨111⟩ are hard axes. In the opposite case (Figure 1.3 b)), when Kc1 < 0,
we then have e⟨111⟩ < e⟨110⟩ < e⟨100⟩, and thus the directions ⟨111⟩ and ⟨011⟩ constitute easy axes and
the direction ⟨100⟩ a hard axis. In the case of magnetic thin films, one can restrict the representation
of the energy density to the (100) plane to visualize the easy and hard axes. They are oriented along
the directions ⟨100⟩ and ⟨110⟩ respectively in the case of Kc1 > 0 in Figure 1.3 c) and inversely in
the case of Kc1 < 0 (Figure 1.3 d)).

It is possible to define a cubic anisotropy field HK aligned along the easy axes such that [76]:

HK =
2Kc1

µ0Ms

(1.27)

It should be noted that this anisotropy field is fictitious, but it allows to account for the action of the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. A more complete formula for the cubic anisotropy field can be found
in [70].

Zeeman interaction

The magnetic interactions discussed so far are intrinsic to the ferromagnetic material. In particular,
the exchange interaction and the dipole interaction are ubiquitous. The Zeeman interaction arises from
the application of an external magnetic field. The energy associated with this interaction tends to be

12
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minimized for an alignment of the magnetization with an applied magnetic field [74]:

EZ = −µ0

∫

M⃗ · H⃗extdV (1.28)

In the spherical coordinate system (Ms, θ, ϕ), the Zeeman energy density is written:

eZ = −µ0MsH0 [sin θ sin θH cos (ϕ− ϕH) + cos θ cos θH ] (1.29)

with H0 the magnitude of the applied magnetic field H⃗ , θH and ϕH the angles respectively between
the z axis, the x axis of Figure 1.1 and the applied magnetic field H⃗ .

Effective magnetic field

By minimizing the total free energy Etot locally or globally, one obtains the different magnetiza-
tion configurations at equilibrium. It is possible to formulate this condition with an effective magnetic
field H⃗eff such that [75, 77]:

H⃗eff = − 1

µ0

∇⃗M⃗Etot (1.30)

The effective magnetic field can also be expressed as H⃗eff = H⃗ex + H⃗K + H⃗d + H⃗Z .
The use of the effective field allows a simpler approach to the total energy minimization equation.

At static equilibrium, the direction of the magnetization must be stable throughout the volume. This
translates into the fact that no torque should be exerted on the magnetization, such as:

M⃗ × H⃗eff = 0 (1.31)

This equation is known as the Brown equation [77] and will be mainly solved in complex magnetic
systems by micromagnetic simulations, as approached in chapter 3 section 3.1.2. Therefore, at equi-
librium, the magnetization must be collinear with the effective field throughout the volume of the
magnetic sample.

1.2 Uniform precession of magnetization

1.2.1 Equations of magnetization motion: Landau-Lifshitz and Landau-Lifshitz-

Gilbert equations

As the magnetization can be averaged over the whole system as seen in section 1.1.1, the dynamics
of the magnetic system can be reduced to the description of the dynamics of a macrospin in the
case of a uniform magnetization M⃗ . It then becomes possible to solve the evolution of this mean
magnetization in a classical way. From a dynamical point of view, if the torque M⃗×H⃗eff is non-zero,
the magnetization will react in a gyratory manner. The latter will in fact precess around the effective
field H⃗eff . This phenomenon is called Larmor precession. One can then define an average angular
momentum J⃗ of the ferromagnetic material. According to the fundamental principle of dynamics, the
time variation of the angular momentum is equal to the torque exerted on it:

dJ⃗

dt
= M⃗ × µ0H⃗eff (1.32)
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with H⃗eff the effective field described previously in 1.1.2 part. In the same way that the angular
momentum of electrons is related to the electrons magnetic moment by a proportionality factor, the
electron gyromagnetic factor γe (1.1), the average angular momentum of the ferromagnetic system is
proportional to the average magnetization via the gyromagnetic factor γ. This equation is written as
follows and is the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation established in 1935 [79]:

dM⃗

dt
= −γµ0M⃗ × H⃗eff (1.33)

The Landau-Lifshitz equation is used to describe the phenomenon of Larmor precession but also the
response of a ferromagnetic system to a microwave electromagnetic excitation. The gyromagnetic
factor γ, characteristic of the collective precession of magnetic moments at the frequency ω ≈ γHeff ,
is a parameter which is not exactly equal to the electronic gyromagnetic factor γe (γ ≈ γe) mentioned
earlier in section 1.1.1. This parameter has to be determined experimentally. When the electronic
gyromagnetic factor is mainly composed of the spin gyromagnetic factor (case of quenched orbitals),
the latter is 28 GHzT−1. This involves that the electron has a frequency of precession of 28 GHz
when subjected to a magnetic field of 1 T. Therefore, the precession frequency of the magnetization
is rather in the range GHz-THz.

Moreover, the LL equation (1.33) guarantees the conservation of the magnitude of the magnetiza-
tion [80] discussed earlier in section 1.1.2, since when one carries out a scalar product of the equation
(1.33) with the magnetization M⃗ , one obtains:

dM2

dt
= 0 (1.34)

This equation means that the magnetization performs a precessional motion whose radius is fixed. The
trajectory of the magnetization is not necessarily circular and will depend strongly on the magnetic
interactions defining the effective field.

If one looks at (1.33) as it is, no energy loss phenomenon is introduced and the magnetization M⃗
would precess endlessly around the effective magnetic field. In reality, however, a damping process
is at work which eventually involves the return at equilibrium of the magnetization M⃗ along the
effective field H⃗eff . This damping phenomenon can be added in the form of a viscosity term acting
on the magnetization and directed towards the effective field. This damping effect is illustrated in
Figure 1.4. There are various ways of introducing this damping effect [79, 80]. Often it is simpler to

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the damped precessional motion of the magnetization described by the
LLG equation.

use the notion of a dimensionless phenomenological damping factor α, developed by T. Gilbert [81].
The equation of motion of the magnetization is then described via the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation:

dM⃗

dt
= −γµ0M⃗ × H⃗eff +

α

MS

(

M⃗ × dM⃗

dt

)

(1.35)
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1.2. Uniform precession of magnetization

The damping coefficient α allows us to take into account the different energy dissipation processes,
which will be later discussed in section 1.5. The origin of the dissipative contributions is multiple,
however it is possible to extract this parameter experimentally, in particular with measurements of
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), which will be approached later in chapter 3 section 3.3.2.

1.2.2 Solving the Landau-Lifshitz equation: Polder susceptibility tensor and

Ferromagnetic Resonance

The LL and LLG equations describing the magnetic response are difficult to solve as they are
intrinsically non-linear. Analytical solutions exist for simplified cases, otherwise their resolution re-
quires numerical methods, such as micromagnetic simulations. Nevertheless, it is possible to linearize
them if one considers the case where the oscillation amplitudes of the applied magnetic field and of
the magnetization are small. In the case of high precession amplitudes, non-linear effects arise [82,
83]. For a start, the damping effects will be neglected here. One considers an effective magnetic
field H⃗eff (r⃗, t) which can be decomposed into a static part H⃗0 along the direction z⃗ and a dynamic
component h⃗(t). The magnetization is decomposed in the same way with M⃗0 the equilibrium mag-
netization and m⃗(t) the dynamic component. One considers that the material is saturated and that its
equilibrium magnetization is aligned with the applied static field (M⃗0 ∥ H⃗0). The effective field and
the magnetization can therefore be written as follows:

H⃗eff (r⃗, t) = H0z⃗ + h⃗(t) (1.36)

M⃗(r⃗, t) =Msz⃗ + m⃗(t) (1.37)

The dynamic components can be expressed as time-harmonic solutions: m⃗(t) = m⃗eiωt and h⃗(t) =
h⃗eiωt. Since the amplitude of the field and magnetization oscillations are very weak, one hasm(t) <<
Ms and h(t) << H0. With all these assumptions, the LL equation (1.33) reduces to:

dm⃗

dt
= −γµ0

[

Msz⃗ × h⃗(t) + m⃗(t)×H0z⃗
]

(1.38)

By projecting onto the x, y, z axes, one obtains the following system of equations respectively:

iωmx = γµ0Mshy − γµ0H0my (1.39)

iωmy = −γµ0Mshx + γµ0H0mx (1.40)

iωmz = 0 (1.41)

By solving this system of equations [80], it is possible to express the relationship between m⃗(t) and
h⃗(t) using a tensor:

m⃗ = χ · h⃗ (1.42)

with χ the Polder susceptibility tensor [80] which is written as:

χ =





χ iκ 0
−iκ χ 0
0 0 0



 (1.43)

where χ = ωmω0

ω2

0
−ω2

and κ = ωmω
ω2

0
−ω2

, with ωm = γµ0Ms and ω0 = γµ0H0 [84].
Since the non-diagonal components are opposite, the tensor is anti-symmetric, which is consistent

with the gyratory response of the magnetization. This tensor is also of order 2 involving a generation
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of dynamic magnetization only in the (xy) plane, there is no dynamic longitudinal component of the
magnetization.

As the excitation frequency ω approaches the frequency ω0 (ω → ω0), the elements of the tensor
tend to infinity. Therefore, ω0 is defined as the ferromagnetic resonance frequency. The phenomenon
of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) was established theoretically in 1935 by Landau and Lifshitz [79]
and discovered experimentally in 1946 by Griffiths [85]. It consists in the absorption of electromag-
netic energy by a ferromagnetic material establishing a uniform and in-phase precession of magnetic
moments for an infinite duration. This mathematical anomaly arises from the ideal case of a magnetic
system with no energy losses subjected to microwave excitation. The solution of the LLG equation in
the case of losses will be dealt with in section 1.5.1.

Finally, due to the anti-symmetry of the tensor, the direction of precession at resonance can only
be to the right with respect to the equilibrium direction [70].

This linear response of the magnetization to a microwave magnetic field described above is in
the very special case of a non-dissipative magnetic medium of infinite dimensions without exchange
interactions and anisotropy. In reality, the shape of the magnetic system as well as the presence of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy will strongly influence the resonance frequency of the system.

1.2.3 Kittel formulas

In 1948, Kittel [86] demonstrated that the shape of the magnetic material influences its resonance
frequency. This dependence can be calculated via the demagnetizing field H⃗demag = −NM⃗ intro-
duced earlier in section 1.1.2. The static and dynamic components of the effective field H⃗eff (r⃗, t) are
rewritten as follows:

H⃗0 = H⃗e0 −NM⃗0 (1.44)

h⃗(t) = h⃗e(t)−Nm⃗(t) (1.45)

with H⃗e0 and h⃗e(t) the static and dynamic components respectively of the external magnetic field, and

N the demagnetizing tensor. In the case of an ellipsoid, this tensor is diagonal:

N =





Nx 0 0
0 Ny 0
0 0 Nz



 (1.46)

where Nx, Ny and Nz are the demagnetizing factors. Their values depend on the shape of the system
of interest and must obey the following condition: Nx + Ny + Nz = 1. The system is magnetically
saturated along the z⃗ axis and is subjected to a transverse dynamic excitation in the (xy) plane. One
can therefore write:











H⃗0 = H⃗e0 −NzM⃗0

h⃗(t) = h⃗e(t)− nm⃗(t) with n =

[

Nx 0

0 Ny

]

(1.47)

From the equation (1.42), we can rewrite (1.47):

χ
−1
m⃗ = χe

−1
m⃗− nm⃗ (1.48)

with χe the susceptibility describing the response of the magnetic system to the dynamic excitation.

One can then write the resolution of the LL equation (1.33) in a matrix form:

h⃗e = χ
−1
e m⃗ =

1

ωm

[

ωx iω
−iω ωy

]

m⃗ (1.49)
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with ω0 = γµ0 (H0e −NzMs), ωx = ω0 +Nxωm and ωy = ω0 +Nyωm.

The system is brought to resonance when its response diverges. The condition of resonance results
from the non-invertibility of the tensor χe:

det
(

χ
−1
e

)

=
ωxωy − ω2

ω2
m

= 0 ⇒ ωres =
√
ωxωy (1.50)

The Kittel formula for the above resonant frequency is expressed as:

ωres = γµ0

√

[He0 +Ms (Ny −Nz)] [He0 +Ms (Nx −Nz)] (1.51)

Thus, the resonance pulsation also depends on the saturation magnetization and the demagnetizing
tensor. Another special property of the Kittel tensor is that the precession is no longer circular but
elliptical.

In the case of a thin magnetic layer, which can be assimilated to a flattened cylinder, where the
magnetization is oriented in plane or out of plane of the magnetic layer, the demagnetizing factors are
respectively Nx = Nz = 0, Ny = 1 and Nx = Ny = 0, Nz = 1. The resonance frequencies of a thin
film reduce to:

{

ωres = γµ0

√

He0 (He0 +Ms) M⃗//Plane

ωres = γµ0 (He0 −Ms) M⃗⊥Plane
(1.52)

1.2.4 Kittel formulas with magnetocrystalline anisotropy

The material under study in this thesis has a cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Therefore in
this section we will discuss the Kittel formulas in the case of a thin film with magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. First, we will discuss the calculation of the ferromagnetic resonance in the case of an
anisotropic ferromagnetic material through two methods: the method of spherical coordinates and the
method of effective demagnetization factors [80]. We will then apply one of these two methods on
one of the two different kinds of anisotropy previously discussed. The ferromagnetic resonance in the
case of uniaxial anisotropy will be determined by using the method of spherical coordinates and the
one in the case of a cubic anisotropy by using the method of effective demagnetization factors.

Spherical coordinates method

The spherical coordinates method was developed by Smit and Beljers [87] and by Suhl [88]. By
replacing the Cartesian components of the magnetization (Mx, My, Mz) by their spherical compo-
nents (Ms, θ, ϕ) and by solving the equation (1.35), it then becomes possible to derive the expression
of the resonance frequency with α = 0, called the Smit-Suhl formula such that [80]:

ωres =
γ

Ms sin θeq

√

EθθEϕϕ − E2
θϕ (1.53)

with Eθθ =
∂2E
∂θ2

, Eϕϕ = ∂2E
∂ϕ2 , Eθϕ = ∂2E

∂θ∂ϕ
and E the total free energy density. The partial derivatives

are calculated at equilibrium with the equilibrium angles θ = θeq and ϕ = ϕeq that can be determined
via:

(Eθ)θ=θeq ,ϕ=ϕeq
=

(

∂E

∂θ

)

θ=θeq ,ϕ=ϕeq

= 0 (Eϕ)θ=θeq ,ϕ=ϕeq
=

(

∂E

∂ϕ

)

θ=θeq ,ϕ=ϕeq

= 0 (1.54)
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If one now takes into account the energy dissipation (α ̸= 0), the resonance frequency becomes
complex. The real part corresponds to the expression (1.53) and the imaginary part is:

ω
′′

=
1

2

αγ

Ms

(

Eθθ +
1

sin2 θeq
Eϕϕ

)

(1.55)

The Smit-Suhl formula nevertheless presents a divergence when the magnetization is normal to
the (xy) plane (θ = 0). To avoid this problem, it is possible to use the formula proposed by Baselgia
et al [89]:

ωres =
γ

Ms

√

Eθθ

[

Eϕϕ

sin2 θ
+

cos θ

sin θ
Eθ

]

−
[

Eθϕ

sin θ
− cos θ

sin θ

Eϕ

sin θ

]2

(1.56)

Effective demagnetization factor method

The method of effective demagnetization factors was introduced by Kittel [86] and developed by
MacDonald [90]. The interest of this method is to write the effective field H⃗eff in the same way as
the demagnetizing field (1.17) in the case of weak magnetization oscillations (m≪Ms):

H⃗eff = −N effM⃗ (1.57)

with N eff the effective demagnetizing tensor. The advantage of expressing the effective field in such
a way to take account of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is that one can use the Kittel formulas
previously developed in section 1.2.3 by substituting the tensor N by N eff = N + Na. Na is

the demagnetizing tensor of magnetocrystalline anisotropy such that H⃗a = −NaM⃗ (in the case of
uniform magnetization).

Thin film with uniaxial anisotropy

One considers the case of a thin film whose infinitely thin thickness is perpendicular to the z axis
and therefore the plane of the thin film corresponds to the (xy) plane. The coordinate system is the
same as in Figure 1.1. The uniaxial anisotropy axis is along the x axis. The magnetization makes an
angle θ with the z axis and an angle β with the uniaxial anisotropy direction. A magnetic field H⃗0 of
amplitude H0 is applied and is sufficiently strong so that the magnetization is uniform and collinear
with this field (θH = θ)

In order to determine the resonance frequency of a thin magnetic layer with uniaxial anisotropy, it
is possible to use the spherical coordinates method using the Baselgia formula (1.56). The free energy
density of this magnetic system is:

Etot = EZ + Edemag + EKu
(1.58)

withEZ the energy density of the Zeeman interaction,Edemag the energy density of the demagnetizing
field and EKu

the energy density of the uniaxial anisotropy. By calculating the partial derivatives of
(1.54) with the formulas for the different energy densities, respectively via (1.29), (1.18), (1.22), the
resonance frequencies when the magnetization is in the plane of the thin film (θ = π

2
), parallel to the

uniaxial anisotropy axis (ϕ = 0) or perpendicular to the anisotropy axis (ϕ = π
2
) are expressed:

ωres = γµ0

√

(

H0 +Ms +
2Ku1

µ0Ms

)(

H0 +
2Ku1

µ0Ms

)

∥ plane and ϕ = 0 (1.59)

ωres = γµ0

√

(H0 +Ms)

(

H0 −
2Ku1

µ0Ms

)

∥ plane and ϕ =
π

2
(1.60)
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Thin film with cubic anisotropy

We will now deal with the case of a thin magnetized layer with a cubic magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, in the coordinate system schematized in Figure 1.5 a). Figure 1.5 a) is almost identi-
cal to that of Figure 1.1, except that the (x, y, z) coordinate system of Figure 1.1 is replaced by the
crystallographic directions [100], [010] and [001]. Another coordinate system (x, y, z) is used for sim-
plicity in Figure 1.5 such that the magnetization is collinear with the z axis. One also introduces ϕM

the angle between the magnetization and the crystallographic axis ⟨100⟩ in the plane of the thin film.

Figure 1.5: a) Schematic representation of the coordinate system in the case of cubic anisotropy. b) Calculation
of the resonance frequency of a thin film with cubic anisotropy in the {100} plane magnetized in the plane of
the layer (θ = π

2 ) with the magnetic parameters: Ms = 1.26 mT, γ = 28.7 GHzT−1, A = 18.10−12 Jm−1.
Kc1 = −17 kJm−3 for the red and orange curves corresponding respectively to the ϕM = π

4 and ϕM = 0.
Kc1 = −10 kJm−3 for the dark blue and light blue curves corresponding respectively to the cases ϕM = π

4
and ϕM = 0. The dashed black curve corresponds to the case without cubic anisotropy (Kc1 = 0).

As seen previously, it is possible to apply the method of spherical coordinates to determine the
resonance frequency of a thin film with cubic anisotropy, this time with the total energy density
Etot = Ez + Edemag + EKc

. It is also possible to apply the method of effective demagnetization
factors, and we will also see its use in section 1.4.3. Depending on the crystallographic orientation
of the thin film plane ({100}, {110} or {111}) and on the orientation of the magnetization with
respect to the film plane (parallel or perpendicular), there are different expressions for the anisotropic
demagnetizing factors. The CMS thin films deposited during this thesis are oriented {100}, the cubic
anisotropy demagnetizing factors are written in this case [91]:

• When the magnetization M⃗ is in the plane of the thin film (θ = π
2
):











Na
xx = Na

xy = 0

Na
yy =

3HA

2Ms
(cos (4ϕM)− 1)

Na
zz = − HA

2Ms
(cos (4ϕM) + 3)

(1.61)

• When the magnetization M⃗ is normal to the plane of the thin film (θ = 0):
{

Na
xx = Na

yy = Na
xy = 0

Na
zz = −2HA

Ms

(1.62)

withHA = Kc1

µ0Ms
. In order to determine the resonance frequencies in the different configurations (par-

allel, perpendicular magnetization to the film plane), it is then sufficient to replace the demagnetizing
factors of (1.51) by Nx +Na

xx, Ny +Na
yy and Nz +Na

zz:
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• When the magnetization is in the plane of the layer (θ = π
2
, Nx = 1, Ny = Nz = 0) and is

parallel to the crystallographic axis ⟨100⟩ (ϕM = 0):

ωres = γµ0

√

(

H0 +
2Kc1

µ0Ms

)(

H0 +
2Kc1

µ0Ms

+Ms

)

(θ =
π

2
, ϕM = 0) (1.63)

• When the magnetization is in the plane of the layer (θ = π
2
, Nx = 1, Ny = Nz = 0) and is

parallel to the crystallographic axis ⟨110⟩ (ϕM = π
4
):

ωres = γµ0

√

(

H0 −
2Kc1

µ0Ms

)(

H0 +
Kc1

µ0Ms

+Ms

)

(θ =
π

2
, ϕM =

π

4
) (1.64)

• When the magnetization is perpendicular to the plane of the layer (θ = 0, Nx = Ny = 0,
Nz = 1):

ωres = γµ0

(

H0 −Ms +
2Kc1

µ0Ms

)

(θ = 0) (1.65)

In Figure 1.5 b) is plotted the ferromagnetic resonance curves as a function of the applied field
f(H0) in the case of a thin film magnetized in the plane (θ = π

2
) with a cubic magnetocrystalline

anisotropy for negative anisotropy constants Kc1 = −17 kJm−3 and Kc1 = −10 kJm−3. The
resonance frequencies were calculated when the magnetization is aligned along the crystallographic
axis ⟨100⟩ (ϕM = 0) (hard axis when Kc1 < 0) and along the crystallographic axis ⟨110⟩ (ϕM = π

4
)

(easy axis when Kc1 < 0). The presence of the cubic anisotropy and its intensity will shift the f(H)
curve towards weaker field values when the magnetization is aligned with an easy axis, and conversely
towards stronger fields in the case of the magnetization aligned with a hard axis.

1.3 Magnetostatic spin waves in a thin film

So far, we focused on the uniform precession of the magnetization, i.e. the FMR mode (of
wavevector k = 0), by the application of a microwave field on the whole magnetic system. If a
microwave magnetic field is applied locally, it will then be possible to locally excite a precession of
the magnetic moments of the sample. By dipole and exchange interactions, this precessional motion
will be communicated from one magnetic moment to an other (k ̸= 0). The propagation of this pre-
cessional motion is called a spin wave. This corresponds to a precession of the magnetic moments at
the same frequency but out of phase with each other, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Illustration of a spin wave.

Firstly, we will consider the case of magnetostatic waves whose wavelengths are longer than the
exchange length in the case of an infinite magnetic volume. In this case, the phase difference between
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1.3. Magnetostatic spin waves in a thin film

neighbouring magnetic moments is weak. This corresponds to the spin waves regime dominated by
dipolar interaction. In a second step, we will detail the different types of spin waves that can prop-
agate in magnetic thin films, the classification of which is based on the orientation of the saturated
magnetization with respect to the direction of propagation. Then, we will deal with the propagation of
spin waves in the dipole-exchange regime, where the exchange interaction can no longer be neglected.
Also the magnetocrystalline anisotropy interaction will be taken into account in the dispersion rela-
tion. Finally, the dispersion of spin waves in anisotropic magnetic waveguides will be detailed in
particular.

1.3.1 Magnetostatic approximation and Walker equation

In the microwave range, the wavelength of spin waves is shorter than that of electromagnetic
waves through vacuum (k ≫ ω

c
with c the speed of light). This corresponds to the case of slow waves

and one can then describe the propagation of spin waves in the magnetostatic limit [70, 80]. For the
moment, neither the exchange interaction nor the magnetocrystalline anisotropy interaction are con-
sidered here. Therefore, these excitations are called dipolar spin waves (nonexchange magnetostatic
waves), magneto-quasi-static waves or more generally magnetostatic waves, where their wavevectors
are weak, involving that the exchange interaction is negligible compared to the dipolar interaction
(Λ ≫ Λex). In this approximation, the magnetic and electric components of a magnetostatic wave are
decoupled and Maxwell’s equations are written as follows:

∇⃗ × h⃗ = 0 (1.66)

∇⃗ · b⃗ = 0 (1.67)

where h⃗ is the magnetic field of the wave, b⃗ = µ0(I +χ)⃗h is the induction, with I the identity matrix.
From the equation (1.66), one can calculate a scalar potential ψ allowing to write:

h⃗ = −∇⃗ψ (1.68)

By substituting the equation (1.68) into the equation (1.67), one then obtains the propagation equation
of a spin wave, also called Walker Equation [92]:

∇⃗ · [µ0(I + χ) · ∇⃗ψ] = 0 (1.69)

The resolution of this equation allows the determination of the magnetostatic modes of spin waves and
their dispersions in a magnetic homogeneous medium. In the case of the propagation of a plane wave
in an infinite ferromagnetic medium (bulk), the magnetostatic potential can be expressed as ψ(r⃗, t) =
ψ0e

i(ωt−k⃗.r⃗). Since the z axis coincides with the direction of the magnetization at equilibrium as in
Figure 1.5, the equation (1.69) then becomes:

(1 + χ)(k2x + k2y) + k2z = 0 (1.70)

with ki the components of the spin wave wavevector. By introducing θk as the angle between k⃗ and M⃗ ,
and by replacing χ by its expression in the equation (1.43), the dispersion relation for magnetostatic
spin waves is [70]:

ω =
√

ω0(ω0 + ωm sin2 θk) (1.71)

One can notice that the dispersion relation does not depend on the amplitude of the wavevector but
only on its direction. This involves that the group velocity (vg = dω

dk
) is zero and that these magne-

tostatic waves do not propagate (stationary feature). There are in fact several possibilities that allow
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Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

magnetostatic waves to have a non-zero group velocity, and therefore to propagate. First of all, this
concerns the influence of the exchange interaction, which we will discuss in section 1.4, but also the
influence of the edge conditions. In particular, we will deal with the case of the thin film in section
1.4.4.

Via the equation (1.71), the frequencies of magnetostatic waves in an infinite ferromagnetic
medium are in the range: ω0 ≤ ω ≤

√

ω0(ω0 + ωm). Moreover, this system is degenerate as for
one frequency there are several possible wavelengths. This degeneracy can be removed again by
including the exchange interaction or by considering a finite dimensional system.

1.3.2 Typology of spin waves in a magnetic thin film

In this section, we will deal with the solutions of the Walker equation (1.69) in the case of a thin
film of thickness t. The equilibrium magnetization M⃗ is oriented along the z direction as schematized
in Figure 1.7. As seen previously, the spin wave modes which are solutions of the Walker equation de-
pend on the relative orientation of their propagation direction k⃗ with the magnetization M⃗ . Generally,
three configurations of spin waves in magnetic thin films are mainly studied in the literature and will
be detailed below. In order to better represent these three cases of spin waves propagation, they can
be schematized by dividing the thin film into quarter-wave domains as illustrated in Figure 1.7. The
red arrows in these domains represent the dynamic magnetization m⃗(t) which is perpendicular to the
direction of the equilibrium magnetization M⃗ , in the limit of small precession angles. The presence
of this dynamic magnetization generates magnetic "charges" on the faces of the thin film and/or in the
wave planes in the plane of the thin film. The accumulation of these charges then manifests itself as
a dynamic dipolar field (green arrows in Figure 1.7) involving the propagation of a spin wave.

Figure 1.7: Schematics of the three main propagating spin wave modes in magnetic thin films: a) Forward
Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (FVMSW), b) Backward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (BVMSW)
and c) MagnetoStatic Surface Spin Waves (MSSW). The z axis is always oriented along the direction of the
magnetization M⃗ . The magnetic thin film is divided into quarter-wave domains, where the red arrows represent
the dynamic magnetization m⃗(t) and the green arrows represent the generated dynamic dipolar field h⃗d(t).

Forward Magnetostatic Volume Spin Waves (FVMSW)
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1.3. Magnetostatic spin waves in a thin film

When the equilibrium magnetization of the thin film is normal to the plane of the layer and the
spin wave wavevector k⃗ is perpendicular to M⃗ , the magnetostatic waves propagating in this configu-
ration are called Forward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (FVMSW) [93]. By solving the Walker
equation in this configuration, Kalinikos [70, 94] established an approximation of the dispersion re-
lation of FVMSW for the first mode in thickness (the magnetization is uniform along the thickness)
which is written:

ω2 = ω0

[

ω0 + ωm

(

1− 1− e−k∥t

k∥t

)]

(1.72)

with k∥ =
√

k2x + k2y the wavevector component in the plane of the thin film. From this formula,
the dispersion of FVMSW is not dependent on the direction of the wavevector in the plane of the
film k⃗∥ but only on its amplitude. As a result, this involves an isotropic propagation of the wave.
Nevertheless, the presence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy (not taken into account in the dispersion
relation above) can induce an anisotropy in the propagation of FVMSW in the plane of the film. An
example of the dipersion of FVMSW is plotted in Figure 1.8 b) (green dashed line). In this graph, the
frequency increases with the wavevector which involves a positive group velocity vg = dω

dk
> 0 and

in the same direction as the phase velocity vϕ = ω
k

, explaining the name of "forward". The amplitude
of the dynamic magnetic components is sinusoidally distributed in the thickness of the thin film,
explaining their characteristic as a volume wave. Finally, FVMSW have a quasi-circular precession
of the dynamic components of the magnetization (mx,my) due to a similarity of the dynamic dipole
fields (hx, hy) since they are in the plane of the thin film.

Backward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (BVMSW)

Damon and Eschbach described in the 1960s two particular types of in-plane magnetostatic waves
in thin films [95]. When the propagation of the wave is parallel to the direction of the magnetization
(⃗k ∥ M⃗ ), these spin waves are called Backward Volume Magnetostatic Spin Waves (BVMSW). When
the propagation of the wave is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetization (k⃗ ⊥ M⃗ ), these
waves are called MagnetoStatic Surface Spin Waves (MSSW) or Damon-Eshbach modes and will be
discussed in the next part. As M⃗ is in the plane of the layer and oriented towards the z axis, the
propagation of BVMSW takes place along z with k⃗z. The dispersion relation for BVMSW can also
be approximated by [94]:

ω2 = ω0

[

ω0 + ωm

(

1− e−kzt

kzt

)]

(1.73)

In the graph of Figure 1.8 b) (blue dashed line), the frequency of BVMSW decreases with the
wavevector. As a result, the group velocity is negative and opposite to the phase velocity which
is positive. Consequently, the energy of the wave travelling with the group velocity vg propagates in
the opposite direction to the phase of the wave represented by k⃗. This original phenomenon explains
the name of "backward" to qualify these spin waves. Similar to FVMSW, BVMSW waves are volume
waves as their oscillation amplitude is sinusoidally distributed in the thickness of the thin film. Unlike
FVMSW, BVMSW have elliptical magnetization precessions (mx ̸= my) due to the fact that the mx

component is out of plane compared to the my component.

MagnetoStatic Surface Spin Waves (MSSW)

By solving the Walker equation in this case, the MSSW dispersion in the dipolar regime is written
as [70]:

ω2 = ω0 (ω0 + ωm) +
ω2
m

4

(

1− e−2kt
)

(1.74)

The amplitude of MSSW is maximum at the surface and decreases exponentially through the thickness
of the magnetic film. As a result, this type of magnetostatic waves propagates at the surface and are
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Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

therefore qualified as surface waves, contrary to FVMSW and BVMSW. As a consequence, these
waves do not have thickness modes. Depending on the direction of the applied magnetic field, these
surface waves propagates on the upper surface of the film when the product k⃗ ∧ M⃗ is direct (i.e.
k⃗ ∧ M⃗ > 0) and on the bottom surface of the thin film when propagating in the opposite direction
(i.e. k⃗ ∧ M⃗ < 0). This can lead to frequency differences between the two directions of propagation if
the two interfaces (upper and bottom surfaces) are different. It can be seen from the dispersion curve
in Figure 1.8 b) that the frequency increases with the wavevector, involving a positive group velocity.
In addition, analog to BVMSW, MSSW present elliptical magnetization precessions (mx ̸= my).

1.4 Spin waves in the dipole-exchange regime

So far the spin waves dispersion has been established in the dipolar regime, i.e. for small values
of wavevector (k → 0). With the decrease of the spin waves wavelength, the exchange interaction
is no longer negligible when the wavelength approaches the exchange length Λex (generally in the
order of ∼ 5 nm). The exchange interaction must be then taken into account, corresponding to the
dipole-exchange regime. First, the dipole-exchange regime will be applied to the case of an infinite
ferromagnetic volume and then will be applied to the case of a thin film. Finally, the influence of the
cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy will be introduced in the case of a thin film and of a magnetic
waveguide.

1.4.1 Spin waves in a ferromagnetic volume

By considering the expression of the exchange field (1.10) and writing the dynamic magnetization
and dynamic field on a plane wave basis such that m⃗ ∝ eik⃗·r⃗ and h⃗ ∝ eik⃗·r⃗, the operator ∇⃗2 in the
expression (1.10) reduces to −k2. The exchange effect can then be introduced into the magnetostatic
waves dispersion (1.71) by substituting ω0 by ω0 + ωmΛ

2
exk

2 [80]:

ω =
√

(ω0 + ωmΛ2
exk

2)
(

ω0 + ωm

(

Λ2
exk

2 + sin2 θk
))

(1.75)

The addition of the exchange interaction gives a parabolic character to the dispersion curves for large
wavevectors. Henceforth these waves are no longer stationary as in the purely dipolar regime but
propagating as the group velocity is now non-zero.

1.4.2 Spin waves in a thin film

In the case of a thin film, as the exchange interaction is short-range, the magnetic moments near
the surface of the film are strongly affected by this discontinuity. It is then necessary to introduce a
new boundary condition in addition to the limits on b⃗ and h⃗. This condition is related to the pinning
of spins at the surface of the thin film. This condition was described by Rado and Weertman [96] and
is written as:

2A

µ0M2
s

M⃗ × ∂M⃗

∂n⃗
+ Tsurf = 0 (1.76)

where n⃗ is the normal to the surface of the thin film and Tsurf represents the torques of surface
interactions other than exchange. When the spin pinning is zero, Tsurf → 0, thus ∂m

∂n
= 0 involving a
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1.4. Spin waves in the dipole-exchange regime

maximum amplitude of the magnetization dynamic component. When the spin pinning is perfect, i.e.
Tsurf → ∞, m = 0, leading to an immobility of the spins at the interface.

Kalinikos and Slavin [97] developed a complete theory allowing the approximate analytical cal-
culation of the spin wave modes dispersion in the dipole-exchange regime in an isotropic thin film
with an arbitrary angle between the equilibrium magnetization M⃗ and the propagation direction k⃗.
One considers the coordinate system (η, ζ, ξ) such that the thickness of the thin film t is along the
axis ξ and (η, ζ) constitutes the plane of the thin film, as represented in Figure 1.8 a). The ζ axis is

Figure 1.8: a) Schematic representation of the coordinate system for the calculation of the spin wave dispersion
in the dipole-exchange regime [91]. b) Spin waves dispersion in a thin film of thickness t = 50 nm of type
MSSW (in red), BVMSW (in blue) and FVMSW (in green) in the dipole-exchange regime (solid line) and
in the purely dipolar regime (dashed line) with the Permalloy magnetic constants [7]: Ms = 800 kAm−1,
Aex = 16 pJm−1, H0 = 100 mT (for MSSW and BVMSW), 1.1 T (for FVMSW), and γ

2π = 28.7 GHzT−1.

also collinear with the direction of propagation k⃗. A magnetic field is applied which is strong enough
to saturate M⃗ in a direction which forms an angle θ with respect to the ξ axis and an angle ϕ in the
plane of the film with respect to the ζ axis. In the case of magnetic moments uniformly pinned on
both surfaces of the thin film, the spin waves dispersion relation is then [97]:

ωp =
√

(

ωH + Λ2
exωmk2p

) (

ωH + Λ2
exωmk2p + ωmFpp

)

(1.77)

with

Fpp = Ppp + sin2 θ

(

1− Ppp

(

1 + cos2 ϕ
)

+ ωm
Ppp (1− Ppp) sin

2 ϕ
(

ωH + Λ2
exωmk2p

)

)

(1.78)

where ωH = γµ0Hi, Hi = H0z +Hd0z (H0z and Hd0z are the z-components of the external magnetic
field and constant demagnetization field respectively), k2p = k2ζ + κ2p the total wavevector of the spin
wave and κp the wavevector quantized to order p in the thickness of the thin film (Perpendicular
Standing Spin Waves (PSSW)). By considering a zero pinning of the magnetic moments on the film
surfaces, the matrix element allowing the dipole field to be taken into account Ppp is expressed:

Ppp =
k2ζ
k2p

[

1−
k2ζ
k2p

1

(1 + δ0p)

2

kζt

(

1− (−1)p e−kζt
)

]

(1.79)

with δ0p the Krönecker symbol.
In Figure 1.8 b), the dispersions of the three main spin wave configurations MSSW (θ = π

2
,

ϕ = π
2
) (red line), BVMSW (θ = π

2
, ϕ = 0) (blue line) and FVMSW (θ = 0) (green line) in the

dipole-exchange regime are shown assuming that the thin film is sufficiently thin so that the spin
wave profile is uniform through the thickness (p = 0 and so κp = 0 and kp = kζ = k).
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Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

The parabolic feature resulting from the exchange interaction on the spin waves dispersion be-
comes non-negligible from a certain wavevector k ≈ 10 µm−1 in the example used in Figure 1.8 b),
thus constituting the boundary between the purely dipolar regime and the dipole-exchange regime.
Moreover, one can notice that the BVMSW dispersion has a minimum in frequency and thus by
extension in energy when the exchange interaction starts to dominate the dipolar interaction.

1.4.3 Spin waves in a crystal anisotropic thin film

In the previous section, an approximate formula for the spin waves dispersion in the dipole-
exchange regime was presented, however the magnetocrystalline anisotropy interaction had not been
considered. Kalinikos and Slavin [91] also developed a comprehensive theory of spin waves disper-
sion in the dipole-exchange regime in a thin film with magnetocrystalline anisotropy. To include the
anisotropy interaction, they used the method of effective demagnetization factors, discussed previ-
ously in section 1.2.4. Using the same representation as in Figure 1.8 a), the angle ϕM between M⃗
and the ⟨100⟩ axis in the plane of the thin film is introduced. The approximate analytical dispersion
of spin waves in a crystal anisotropic thin film is expressed as [91]:

ωp =
√

Ωp

[

Ωp + ωm

(

Fpp + F a
pp

)]

(1.80)

with

Fpp = sin2 θ − Ppp sin
2 θ cos2 ϕ+ Ppp

[

cos2 θ +
ωm (1− Ppp) sin

2 ϕ sin2 θ

Ωp

]

(1.81)

F a
pp =N

a
xx +Na

yy +
[

Na
xxN

a
yy +Na

yy sin
2 θ −

(

Na
xy

)2
] ωm

Ωp

+ {Na
yy

[

cos2 ϕ− sin2 θ
(

1 + cos2 ϕ
)]

+Na
xx sin

2 ϕ

−Na
xy cos θ sin (2ϕ)}

Pppωm

Ωp

(1.82)

Ωp = ωH + Λ2
exωmk

2
p (1.83)

where now ωH = γµ0 (H0z +Hd0z −Na
zzMs).

When one sets F a
pp = 0 (anisotropy constants Ku1 and Kc1 are zero), one retrieves the expression

(1.77) and thus the case without magnetocrystalline anisotropy seen previously 1.4.2. Also, in the case
of a uniform precession instead of a propagating one (kp = 0, by extension the exchange interaction
is then neglected) in a thin film thin enough so that only the first mode in thickness (p = 0) remains,
the parameter P00 is then null and one retrieves the expressions of the ferromagnetic resonances in
the case of a thin film with cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the plane {100} (1.63) (θ = π

2
,

ϕM = 0), (1.64) (θ = π
2
, ϕM = π

2
), (1.65) (θ = 0, ϕM = π

2
).

1.4.4 Spin waves in a crystal anisotropic waveguide

When spin waves propagate in a magnetic waveguide of finite width w and thickness t, their
dispersion is strongly modified due to the finite width of the waveguide and this is accentuated when
the width of the waveguide is of the same order of magnitude as the spin waves wavelength. In this
system, the spin waves propagate along the waveguide in the y′ direction, the width of the waveguide
is along the x′ axis and the thickness along z′ as illustrated in the representation in Figure 1.9. Their
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1.4. Spin waves in the dipole-exchange regime

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the spin wave waveguide with the first three quantized modes.

propagation modes are quantized in the width w of the waveguide through the formation of standing
waves and are translated via the expression of the wavevector kx′,n. The latter can only take discrete
values indexed by n = 1, 2, 3... corresponding to the number of antinodes of the standing wave. It
then indexes the different standing spin waves modes in the x′ direction. The spatial profile of the
quantized spin waves in the width can be described approximately by sinusoidal functions, such as

mz′(x
′) = A0 sin

(

nπ
weff

(

weff−w

2
+ x′

))

, with weff the effective width of the waveguide [98–100].
As the dipolar field is not uniform in particular on the edges of the waveguide, it is necessary to
introduce the notion of effective width weff [98, 100, 101] where one can consider that the effective
field is constant on this width, such that:

weff = w

[

d

d− 2

]

(1.84)

with the pinning parameter d in the purely dipolar case (w ≫ t > Λex) which is written:

d =
2π

c
(

1 + 2 ln
(

1
c

)) (1.85)

c = t
w

is the aspect ratio between the thickness t and the width of the waveguide w. This pinning
parameter thus accounts for the decrease in mode amplitude near the edges of the waveguide.

The total wavevector is then written:

kn =
√

k2y′ + k2x′,n (1.86)

with kx′,n = nπ
weff

. As a consequence, the angle ϕ between the magnetization M⃗ and the wavevector

k⃗ now also depends on the order of quantization of the spin wave in the width. As a result, the spin
wave dispersion then depends on the propagation angle ϕn which is calculated as:

ϕn = arctan

(

kx′,n

ky′

)

(1.87)

The dispersion relation (1.80) can be rewritten, in the case of a waveguide of small thickness (p = 0,
w ≫ t), by replacing kp by kn and ϕ by ϕn − ϕMy′ , where ϕMy′ is the angle between M⃗ and the
direction along the length of the waveguide y′ [99, 102, 103]:

ωn =
√

Ωn [Ωn + ωm (Fn + F a
n )] (1.88)

with
Fn =sin2 θ − Pn sin

2 θ cos2 (ϕn − ϕMy′)

+ Pn

[

cos2 θ +
ωm (1− Pn) sin

2 (ϕn − ϕMy′) sin
2 θ

Ωn

]

(1.89)
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F a
n =Na

xx +Na
yy +

[

Na
xxN

a
yy +Na

yy sin
2 θ −

(

Na
xy

)2
] ωm

Ωn

+ {Na
yy

[

cos2 (ϕn − ϕMy′)− sin2 θ
(

1 + cos2 (ϕn − ϕMy′)
)]

+Na
xx sin

2 (ϕn − ϕMy′)−Na
xy cos θ sin (2 (ϕn − ϕMy′))}

Pnωm

Ωn

(1.90)

Ωn = ωH + Λ2
exωmk

2
n (1.91)

where ωm = γµ0Ms, ωH = γµ0Hi and Pn = 1− 1−e−knt

knt
.

Figure 1.10: Spin waves dispersions in a CMS waveguide of width w = 600 nm and thickness t = 50 nm
with a) MSSW (θ = π

2 , ϕMy′ =
π
2 ) and b) BVMSW (θ = π

2 , ϕMy′ = 0). The dispersions of the quantized spin
wave modes to order n are in solid lines with a color gradient and the dispersions of the thin film mode (FMR)
is in dashed lines. The magnetic parameters are those of the CMS [53]: µ0Ms = 1.26 T, Aex = 18 pJm−1,
Kc1 = −17 kJm−3, µ0H0 = 100 mT and γ

2π = 28.7 GHzT−1.

An example of calculated dispersions of quantized spin waves in a CMS waveguide of width
600 nm with the magnetic parameters of [53] in the MSSW and BVMSW configurations is shown in
Figure 1.10.

It should be noted that only odd modes (n = 1, 3, 5...) are generally excited in the waveguide
due to the symmetry of the excitation. In the case of an even-numbered mode, the quantization
pattern is composed of areas with equal amplitudes but in phase opposition, as can be seen in the
schematic in Figure 1.9. As a result, the torque generated by the dynamic magnetic field applied to
the magnetization is cancelled out. In the same way, the more the spin wave has antinodes (large n),
the weaker the torque exerted by the dynamic field will be. This is why generally only the first, third
and fifth modes can be considered.

The use of this analytical formula for spin waves dispersion in a waveguide considers an effec-
tive width in the waveguide such that the effective field is constant. In the MSSW configuration, a
strong demagnetizing field is at work along x′ and the effective field is inhomogeneous, especially
at the edges of the waveguide, where the effective field decreases drastically. Consequently the for-
mula (1.88) is valid for spin wave modes located in the center of the waveguide (where Heff can
be considered as constant) but it is not valid on the edges of the waveguide and thus does not allow
to predict the existence of edge modes [58, 104]. Their excitation frequencies are below the lowest
excitation frequency calculating from the formula (1.88). A more complete theory considering the
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1.5. Magnetic relaxation processes

inhomogeneity of the effective field in a waveguide and thus predicting the existence of edge modes
has been developed by Kostylev et al. [104] and requires numerical resolution.

1.5 Magnetic relaxation processes

So far we have defined uniform precessional motions of the magnetization and spin waves without
taking into account energy losses. In reality, the magnetic moments do not precess at infinity around
the internal magnetic field but tend to align themselves with an equilibrium state where the magneti-
zation is collinear with the effective field. This magnetic relaxation is achieved through a transfer of
energy from the precession of spin magnetic moments to other degrees of freedom, such as phonons,
electrons, impurities, defects.

1.5.1 Solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation

As discussed in the previous section 1.2.2, to solve the LLG equation, one linearizes the equation
(1.35) such that:

iωm⃗ = −γµ0

[

M⃗0 × h⃗+ m⃗× H⃗0

]

+ iω
α

MS

M⃗0 × m⃗ (1.92)

In comparison with the equation (1.38), the determination of the Polder susceptibility tensor in the
case of a dissipative regime is reduced to the following transformation:

ω0 → ω0 + iαω (1.93)

By applying a transverse magnetic pulse excitation such that h⃗e = δ(t)x⃗, the magnetic response
describes a spherical spiral which decreases exponentially towards the equilibrium state, as illustrated
in Figure 1.4. This change results in a new expression of the components of the Polder tensor in a
complex form: χ = χ

′−iχ′′
and κ = κ

′−iκ′′
. To find the resonance condition, one needs to calculate

the χ± eigenvalues of the Polder susceptibility tensor, which are expressed as [80]:

χ± = χ± κ =
ωm

ω0 ∓ ω + iαω
(1.94)

with χ+ the resonant circular precession eigenvalue and χ− the non-resonant circular precession
eigenvalue. χ+ is decomposed into the complex form χ+ = χ

′

+ − iχ
′′

+:

χ
′

+ =
ωm (ω0 − ω)

(ω0 − ω)2 + α2ω2
χ

′′

+ =
ωmαω

(ω0 − ω)2 + α2ω2
(1.95)

The appearance of this imaginary component characterizes the damping and is reflected in the
absorption of electromagnetic energy. This phenomenon allows the measurement of the ferromagnetic
resonance. Considering the damping results in the appearance of an absorption peak of finite height
and width as can be seen in Figure 1.11 a) and b), an example of the plotting of χ

′

+ and χ
′′

+ as a
function of the applied field and the frequency respectively. The value of χ

′′

+ is maximal when the
condition ω = ω0 is satisfied, we then have an electromagnetic energy absorption peak. Whether
the imaginary part is expressed as a function of frequency or field strength, it behaves as a Lorentz
function, as shown in Figure 1.11. The peak can be characterized by its Full Width at Half Maximum
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Chapter 1. Dynamic magnetism

Figure 1.11: Real and imaginary parts of the resonant circular precession eigenvalue χ+ for a) a sweep in field
µ0H0 at f = 5 GHz and b) for a sweep in frequency f at µ0H0 = 173.6 mT. The magnetic parameters used
are close to those of CMS: µ0Ms = 1.28 T, Aex = 21.5 pJm−1, and γ

2π = 28.8 GHzT−1.

(FWHM), which is the width of the peak at half the maximum height. The FWMHs according to a
magnetic field or frequency scan are respectively:

∆H =
2αω0

γµ0

∆ω = 2αω0 (1.96)

Consequently, the Gilbert damping parameter α can be determined by measuring the width of the
absorption line at the ferromagnetic resonance. Other magnetic relaxation mechanisms also contribute
to the broadening of the absorption peak. Thus, experimentally, the linewidth in field is rewritten as:

∆H =
2ωα

γµ0

+∆H0 (1.97)

with ∆H0 the inhomogeneous broadening. The latter is the sum of the external contributions to the
relaxation mechanisms. If one considers at least three extrinsic contributions, ∆H0 can be written
[105]:

∆H0 = ∆Hinh +∆Hmos +∆H2mag (1.98)

where ∆Hinh corresponds to the inhomogeous residual linewidth and results from local fluctuations
due to for example crystal defects, dislocations, local variations of thickness. ∆Hmos is the contribu-
tion from the orientation spread of crystal phases (crystallites) and ∆H2mag corresponds to the two
magnon scattering contribution. When the resonance occurs along the easy or hard axis of a material
with cubic crystal anistropy, ∆Hmos vanishes.

1.5.2 Origins of damping

Numerous mechanisms are at the origin of intrinsic and extrinsic processes of magnetization re-
laxation. The dissipative term in the LLG equation (1.35) is characterized by the phenomenological
damping coefficient α, which is defined by both intrinsic and extrinsic relaxation processes. This
parameter is measured via the linewidth of the susceptibility (1.97).

Magnetic excitations (magnons) are not isolated and thus interact with the surrounding medium
such as with phonons, conduction electrons, material inhomogeneities such as crystal defects, im-
purities. One distinguishes "spin-spin" relaxation processes, for which a magnon diffuses on an
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inhomogenity (destruction of a magnon) transforming into other magnons by energy conservation
(creation of magnons), and "spin-lattice" relaxation processes which involves the transfer of energy
of the magnon to the lattice (energy absorption by the lattice) [80]. The spin-lattice relaxation pro-
cesses can be direct with the destruction of magnons and the creation of phonons, or can be indirect
where the transfer is performed via electron scattering. In the end, the energy is generally transfered
to the lattice resulting in heating.

We will discuss briefly the different relaxation processes that can occur in ferromagnetic materials.

Intrinsic relaxation processes

The instrinsic relaxation processes correspond to the natural mechanism for dissipation of energy
so that the magnetization returns to its equilibrium position. The processes gather two main contri-
butions: the relaxation of magnons via scattering with conduction electrons and the direct transfer of
magnons energy to phonons.

In ferromagnetic metals, damping is majorly induced by electron-magnon interactions. This in-
teraction with the itinerant electrons involves larger linewidth than in the case of magnetic insulators
such as YIG. Depending on the conservation of spin of the conduction electrons after interaction, two
different processes occur.

Spin-flip scattering, s-d interaction: In the case of scattering of a magnon and an itinerant electron
of energy ϵk and spin σ, this process can be described by the creation and annihilation of an electron-
hole pair as the itinerant electron is transfered at a higher energy ϵk+q with a flipped spin state σ′.
The spin has to flip owing to the conservation of the angular momentum. If the electron-hole pair are
scattered, for example with a phonon, a coherent magnon can then be emitted again. If the electron is
scattered incoherently (with a phonon or a magnon), a magnon is reemitted with a phase difference.
This phase difference involves a loss of coherence which will lead to damping. This mechanism is at
the origin of the linear dependence of the linewidth with frequency. The latter is consistent with the
Gilbert term of the linewidth.

In the case of half-metals such as Co2MnSi, this relaxation process is not possible in theory owing
to the predicted full spin polarization. This feature is at the origin of the lower damping of half-metals
compared to usual ferromagnetic metals such as Fe, NiFe.

Non spin-flip scattering, spin-orbit relaxation: The case of electron-magnon scattering without
spin flip arises due to spin-orbit interaction and is detailed in [106]. A way to visualize this effect
is called the "breathing Fermi surface". When the magnetization precesses, the Fermi surface is
distorted periodically owing to spin-orbit coupling. The repopulation of the energy levels occurs
nevertheless on a timescale of the momentum relaxation time which differs from the precession time.
As a result, a phase lag arises between the magnetization precession and the pulsation of the Fermi
surface leading to decoherence and thus damping. It was demonstrated by first principle calculations
that the spin-orbit relaxation is the major source of damping in ferromagnetic materials [107–110].

Eddy Currents: In a metallic sample, microwave electromagnetic fields are screened by conduc-
tion electrons on a distance equal to the skin depth. This generated Eddy currents resulting from the
oscillating pumping field or directly from the magnetization precession of the system can induce a
major source of spin wave relaxation. It was demonstrated that this effect generates a non-zero com-
ponent of the spin wave wavevector out of the plane of the thin film. The latter is written k = 1+i√

2|δ|

with δ the skin depth such that δ =
√

2
µωσ

with σ the conductivity of the considered material and µ

its permeabilitty. Due to the imaginary part of the wavevector, the spin wave is evanescent along the
thickness leading to a loss of coherence. In the case of thicker samples than δ, the contribution of
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Eddy currents to the damping must be considered and calculated by integrating the Maxwell’s equa-
tions across the thickness. In the case of CMS thin films at room temperature, the calculated δ in the
order of 200 nm is sufficiently larger than the deposited thickness (∼ 45 nm) of the samples measured
in this thesis to consider the effect of Eddy currents negligle [111].

Magnon-phonon scattering: Magnons can couple to the lattice leading to the formation of phonons.
This can be visualized by considering a precessing spin nearby the atoms which will be periodically
attracted or repelled leading to the generation of phonons. Inversely, phonons can induce spin preces-
sion that can disrupt the phase of the spin wave. This then lead to decoherence of the precession and
ultimately to its damping [83].

In the end, the measured damping coefficient α is the sum of all of these contributions.

Extrinsic relaxation processes

Extrinsic relaxation processes gather energy losses mechanisms due to structural defects, inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic parameters, or interface effects. These contributions arise from the imper-
fections of the material. They can be measured via the non-zero linewidth ∆H0 at zero frequency.
The two principal sources are generally the inhomogeneity of the magnetic properties and the two-
magnons scattering effect [112].

Inhomogeneity of the magnetic properties: The inhomogeneity of the magnetic parameters in-
duces local variations of the effective field leading to the dephasing of magnetic modes and their de-
coherence of precession. This mechanism is the main source of damping in materials. The linewidth
broadening can be expressed in this case:

∆HA = |∂Hres

∂A
|∆A (1.99)

with ∆A coresponding to the average spread of the magnetic parameter of interest A. It can be for ex-
ample the saturation magnetization or the anisotropy field. The field linewidth due to inhomogeneities
is frequency and angle independent.

Two-magnons scattering (TMS): The uniform mode of magnetization precession (k = 0) can
be scattered by defects into non-zero wavevector spin waves (k ̸= 0) with the same energy. For
this process to occur, the material needs to have defects or magnetic inhomogeneities and the FMR
mode has to be degenerated with a propagating mode. This involves a non monotonous behavior of
the spin waves dispersion curve. It is to be noted that in a perpendicular configuration, i.e. when
the magnetization is oriented out of plane (FVMSW), there is no TMS as the dispersion relation of
FVMSW does not have degenerate modes with the uniform mode.
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Chapter 2

Magnonic crystals and reconfigurable

applications at remanence

During this thesis, we chose to develop magnonic crystals for microwave filtering applications that can
be reconfigurable at remanence. In this chapter, the concept of magnonic crystals will be introduced.
First, the general case of waves propagating in periodic structures will be tackled before its use for
the description of spin waves dispersion in magnetic periodic structures (magnonic crystals). Then, a
non-exhaustive state of the art of magnonic crystals present in the litterature is discussed. Further de-
tails can be found in [7, 113]. Among magnonic crystals, we chose in particular two-dimensional (2D)
magnetic antidot lattices for our purpose. Spin waves quantization and dispersion within these pat-
terned structures are discussed. Several reconfigurable magnonic crystals at remanence exist and we
propose the use of Co2MnSi (CMS) Heusler alloys for the development of reconfigurable magnonic
devices at remanence.

2.1 Magnonic crystals concept

2.1.1 Waves propagation in periodic structures

Waves propagation in periodic structures or crystals are studied since the end of the XIXth century
[114]. In 1929, Bloch [115] has formulated the solutions as Bloch waves which since constitute the
basis principles of solid state physics [10]. A major property of these structures which makes them
unique and attractive is that waves propagation in such media can only be performed in particular
frequency bands. A fundamental example of such phenomenon occur with electrons of a solid crystal
and lead to the appearance of electronic band structures with forbidden regions called energy gaps or
band gaps and allowed regions called bands.

In the case of a free electron, its energy is only kinetic. Its dispersion, which corresponds to the
plot of its energy as a function of its wavevector, is then parabolic and is represented in Figure 2.1 a).
Now if we take the simple case of a linear solid with a periodic arrangement of atoms, in addition to its
movement the electron also weakly interacts with the periodic potential of the ions cores. As electrons
can be regarded as waves, waves propagating within a crystal are partially and specularly reflected
by the successive atomic planes when their wavelength is smaller or comparable to the crystal lattice
constant. A constructive interference of the reflected waves can be observed for specific wavelengths
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Chapter 2. Magnonic crystals and reconfigurable applications at remanence

via the Bragg law [10], which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 b) and defined as:

2a sin θ = nλ (2.1)

with λ the wave wavelength, a the crystal lattice constant, θ the incidence angle of the wave relatively
to the atomic planes and n an integer (n = 1, 2, 3...). In a one-dimensional solid, the Bragg law can
be reduced to the condition:

k = ±nπ
a

(2.2)

Electronic wavefunctions at this particular value are not exactly traveling waves as in the case of a
free electron but rather an equal mix of reflected waves traveling to the right and waves traveling
to the left with same group velocities but with opposite signs [114]. This leads to the formation of
standing waves thus preventing its further extension within the crystal. Two standing wavefunctions
can then be formed and each accumulate electrons at two different locations relatively to the atomic
lattice: in between ionic potentials and in the ionic potential. This leads to two different energies for
the electrons. Such difference in energy generates an energy band gap at the first Brillouin boundaries
k = ±π

a
as illustrated in Figure 2.1 c). Bandgaps opening due to Bragg diffraction also occur at other

Brillouin boundaries indexed by the integer n.

Figure 2.1: Plot of the dispersion E(k) in the case of a) a free electron and c) a nearly free electron in a 1D
solid crystal. b) Scheme of Bragg reflection phenomenon.

Such dispersion curve can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation in the case of an
electron interacting with periodic atomic potentials with the help of the Bloch functions [10]. The
Bloch theorem stipulates that the solutions of this problem can be expressed as a product of a plane-
wave envelope function and a periodic Bloch function:

ψk(r⃗) = uk(r⃗)e
ik⃗·r⃗ (2.3)

with uk(r⃗) characterizing the periodicity of the crystal lattice such that uk(r⃗) = uk(r⃗ + T⃗ ), and T⃗ a
translation vector of the lattice periodicity.

Another way to visualize this phenomenon is with the empty lattice approximation [10]. In this
approximation, an electron in a periodic potential lattice is dealt with but the potentials are sufficiently
weak to consider the electron as free. Due to the periodicity of the lattice, the free electron dispersion
can be repeated at each n2π

a
wavevectors, thus folding these parabolic dispersion branches within the

first Brillouin zone, as plotted with dotted magenta lines in Figure 2.1 c). Indeed from Bragg diffrac-
tion, one can write k⃗′ + G⃗ = k⃗, with k′ a wavevector from the first Brillouin zone. These periodic
dispersion curves cross at ±π

a
wavevectors. When turning on the potentials, as discussed previously,

energy bandgaps open at the Brillouin zone boundaries corresponding to an anticrossing of these pe-
riodic dispersion curves. As the dispersion curves are periodic with the reciprocal lattice ±n2π

a
, a

mirror symmetry relative to k = 0 exist. Consequently, band diagrams visualization can be limited to
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the first Brillouin zone. In Figure 2.1 c), the dispersion plot is not restricted in the first Brillouin zone,
which corresponds to the so-called extended zone scheme.

As a result, band structures of periodic media are governed by two opposing mechanism. On one
hand, waves propagating through periodic scatterers first begin to be confined in-between the scat-
terers, which act like resonators, and then couple coherently restoring them their dispersive behavior.
On the other hand, for particular wavevector values, waves propagating in such periodic media are
subjected to Bragg reflection preventing their further extension throughout the periodic media. For-
bidden energy or frequency bands thus arise from the periodicity of the solid crystal. The calculation
of the allowed and forbidden energy bands of electrons in solid crystals are of utmost importance for
determining whether the solid is an insulator or conductor. As a consequence, band engineering can
be performed to obtain particular physical properties when one can artificially induce periodicities in
a material.

Periodic artificial crystals can be created by the periodic introduction of defects/modifications
that will act as scattering centers also called scatterers. Photonic crystals which emerged in 1987 [11,
12] constitute a well-known example of periodic artificial crystals. A photonic crystal is a material
(dielectric or metallic) with a periodic refractive index whose periodicity is comparable to the wave-
length of light [116]. The periodic refractive index is analog to the periodic potential in a solid crystal.
Beyond the generation of photonic band gaps which allows filtering of certain light frequencies, pho-
tonic crystals can also for example guide, reflect, trap light with these band gaps [116, 117]. These
effects are notably used to achieve integrated optical circuits and more efficient photovoltaic solar
cells [13]. Consequently, such systems exhibit optical properties that would not exist otherwise, such
as a negative refraction index [118–121]. Photonic crystals with particular dispersion features can
bend light propagation in the opposite direction of the usually one described by Snell law [118, 119].
Such property could lead to the achievement of a flat ’superlens’ which could result in an imaging
resolution no more limited by light diffraction [119, 120].

These works suggested then many enthusiasms since 1990 to make periodical systems with other
types of waves such as elastic waves [122], plasmons [123] and more particularly spin waves, thus
giving rise to the concept of magnonic crystals [15, 16, 124].

2.1.2 Magnonic crystals

Magnonic crystals are magnetic materials with artificially and periodically modulated magnetic
properties. Analog to electrons in a solid crystal or photons in a photonic crystal, spin waves propa-
gating in such periodic metamaterial can be subjected to Bragg reflections leading to the appearance
of frequency band gaps for specific wavevectors in the spin waves dispersion. Although periodical
systems started to be studied in magnetic materials during the years of 1970 [14], surprisingly it did
not gather much interest at that time compared to dielectric materials, whose works for the devel-
opement and study of photonic crystals had exploded. In fact, magnonic crystals are more suitable
for nanoscale microwave devices as spin waves wavelengths in the microwave regime are several or-
ders shorter (four to five orders) than that of electromagnetic waves in photonic crystals. In addition,
magnonic crystals offer a major advantage over all of the other types of artificial crystals: its band
structure is not exclusively dependent on the crystal periodicity, lattice symmetries and geometrical
shape of the periodic scatterers. It can also be modified according to the spatial arrangement of the
spin magnetic moments fixed by the application of an external magnetic field. Due to the anisotropic
dispersion of spin waves in the particular case of in-plane magnetization (MSSW, BVMSW), the spin
waves band structure generated by magnonic crystals can be modified according to the amplitude and
orientation of an applied magnetic field. This additional degree of freedom gives to magnonic crystals
a reconfigurable, reprogrammable property [113], standing them out from photonic crystals.

Magnonic crystals can be one-dimensional (1D), 2D or even 3D, where the periodic modulation
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is along one, two or three directions in space respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. They can be
obtained from bulk magnetic materials or from magnetic thin films. With the aim of miniaturized
magnonic devices, most of the magnonic crystals studied in the literature are made with magnetic
thin films.

Figure 2.2: Simple schemes of 1D, 2D and 3D magnonic crystals.

Numerous periodic patterning strategies for magnonic crystals were explored in the literature and
can be classified according to their dimension properties (1D, 2D or 3D) and their type of magnetic
periodic modulation [113]. Several parameters can be varied in space: the geometrical shape (thick-
ness, width, presence of holes, dots), the intrinsic magnetic parameters (saturation magnetization,
exchange constant), the applied magnetic field.

1D magnonic crystals mainly gather magnetic thin films or waveguides with alternating arrays of
ferromagnetic stripes and non-magnetic stripes [125] or other ferromagnetic stripes (bi-component)
[126, 127] or ion-implanted stripes [26], with periodically varied width (waveguide) [18, 128, 129],
with a periodic application of an external magnetic field via a shape meandered current line [130].
The latter magnonic crystal has the distinctive property of dynamic controllability with the applica-
tion of current leading to the possible on-demand modification of spin waves band structure. The
majority of magnonic crystals present in the literature are static as their periodic modulated magnetic
properties do not change in time. 2D magnonic crystals are generally composed of periodic lattices
of dipolar-coupled magnetic nanostructures/disks [19, 20], periodic lattices of antidots etched in a
magnetic thin film [21, 23, 131] or ferromagnetic dots incorporated in another ferromagnetic thin film
matrix (bi-component) [24, 25]. Finally, few 3D magnonic crystals exist in the literature due to their
technological complexity. Still one can find magnetic thin films or waveguides with periodic etched
grooves called surface-modulated magnonic crystals [17, 132], thickness-modulated single and bi-
component nanowires [133] or periodic ferromagnetic spheroid embedded in another ferromagnetic
matrix [61]. Consequently, the design possibilities of magnonic crystals are quasi-infinite. A rich
diversity of applications thus results from magnonic crystals such as tunable filters [134] or phase
shifters [135], frequency and time inverters [136], power limiters [137], sensors [138], logic circuits
[139, 140] and transistors [2].

The Figure 2.3 shows two examples of 1D magnonic crystals: a periodic magnetic stripes ar-
rays [141] and a width-modulated waveguide [18]. For the periodic stripes arrays in Figure 2.3 a),
the dispersion of spin waves excited in the MSSW configuration (H⃗ applied along the length of the
stripes) is measured by Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS). This technique, that will be shortly detailed
in chapter 6 section 6.2.2, allows to measure the frequency bands and band gaps according to the
spin waves wavevectors. In the dispersion plot in Figure 2.3 a), a large band gap occurs at the first
Brillouin boundary (k = π

a
) and another smaller band gap at a higher frequency can be seen. In the

case of the width-modulated waveguide in Figure 2.3 b), the transmitted spin waves intensities were
measured at a distance of 8 µm from a source antenna by space-resolved Brillouin Light Scattering
microscopy for a range of frequencies. Compared to the calculated spin wave dispersion of an unpat-
terned waveguide, reflection bands appear for Bragg wavevectors.

When the Bragg conditions are not met, most of the propagating spin waves intensity is retrieved
as few part of it is reflected. The transmission and reflection coefficients of magnonic crystals depend
on the periodic structuration [17, 124, 142] and on the angle incidence of the incoming spin waves.
For example, all ferromagnetic magnonic crystals such as bi-component magnonic crystals are indeed
better candidates for an efficient tuning of spin waves band structure owing to their strong exchange
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Figure 2.3: a) On the left, SEM image of permalloy (NiFe) stripes arrays, and on the right, their measured
spin waves dispersion by BLS for an applied magnetic field along the length of the stripes H = 500 Oe [141].
b) On the left, SEM and optical images of a width-modulated magnonic crystal and a reference unpatterned
waveguide. On the right, the analytical spin waves dispersion (in black), the measured transmitted spin waves
intensity for the magnonic crystal (in blue) and for the reference waveguide (in red) (the blue dashed line
represents calculated spin waves intensities for the magnonic crystal) [18].

coupling at the interface of the two different ferromagnetic materials and their maximized dynamic
dipolar coupling [24, 143–146]. As a result, spin waves propagation is less damped and can extend
more easily in the entire magnonic crystal. They can thus be subjected to more Bragg reflections
leading to the opening of more bandgaps. Nevertheless, bi-component magnonic crystals are usually
more difficult to make [146, 147] with the necessity of multilevel electronic beam lithography with
the constraint of alignment of the two contrasting magnetic materials [148]. In our case, this would
have not been possible to fabricate as we do not have a sputtering that can combine successively
ion beam etching and magnetic thin film deposition neither the equipments for self-aligned shadow
deposition [147].

In this thesis, we chose to study a magnonic crystal for microwave filtering applications due to
the existence of the frequency band gaps. Several properties are important for the realization of a mi-
crowave filter, such as a low attenuation of the transmitted signal, a strong attenuation for the reflected
signal (bandgap) and large spin waves group velocities. Numerous parameters of magnonic crystals
play on the formation of band gaps, their number, position, bandwidth and on the group velocities.
First, the periodicity will define the spin waves Bragg wavevectors (±nπ

a
) and thus will determine

the frequency positions of the gaps according to the spin wave dispersion of the magnetic system
with no artificial periodicity. Larger periodicities will result in a spin waves dispersion dominated
by magnetostatic interactions [149], whereas smaller periodicities will imply exchange interactions
majorly responsible for the generated band structure [149]. Larger bandgaps are obtained in the
dipolar-exchange regime. Consequently, to obtain large bandgaps, periodic structures on the 100 nm
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length scale must be targeted [131, 149]. Even larger band gaps can be obtained in the exchange
regime, however this implies to produce sub-100 nm periodic features, which is for the moment tech-
nologically challenging.

The number of periodic scatterers acts on the band gaps depth. A large number of periodic scatter-
ers will reflect spin waves more efficiently [130] and avoid the formation of pseudo-gaps, which are
frequency bands with lowered intensity. Additionally, the rejection depth is also determined by the
transmission and reflection coefficients of the periodic structure. The shape of the magnetic periodic
structure (scattering centers) of the magnonic crystal will also play an important part on the number
of frequency band gaps and their width. If the shape of the periodic structure can be approximated
by a periodic rectangular function as in the Kronig-Penney model used for electrons in solids, several
frequency band gaps will be generated. However, in the case of a sine profile of the periodic structure,
only one frequency band gap will be opened [128, 130].

As a consequence, a wide variety of parameters gathering intrinsic magnetic properties (saturation
magnetization, exchange constant, magnetocrystalline anisotropy), geometrical shape, periodicity and
number of scatterers, thickness, shape of the magnetic matrix, strength and orientation of the applied
magnetic field will act on the position, width and number of the allowed frequency bands and band
gaps, depths of the frequency band gaps and setting of group velocities. Additionally, the spin waves
band structure in magnonic crystals can not be exclusively explained by Bragg reflections [131]. Spin
wave modes confinement [150] and hybridization occuring at non Bragg wavevectors [149, 151] can
be responsible for the generation of additional band gaps.

To do band structure engineering, the complete calculation of the band structure from a designed
magnonic crystal is required. To this end, two main numerical methods are used: the plane wave
method and micromagnetic simulations. Other numerical methods exist such as the dynamical matrix
method but they are less used in the literature and will thus not be detailed in this thesis.

The plane wave method is analog to the Bloch description used for the determination of electronic
band structures in solid crystals [61]. The aim is to solve the linearized LLG equation (1.35) by con-
sidering a periodic modulation of the saturation magnetization Ms and of the exchange stiffness A.
To solve the set of equations, the Bloch theorem [10] is used. The solutions of the equations can be
written as:

m⃗(r⃗) = m⃗k⃗(r⃗)e
ik⃗·r⃗ =

∑

G⃗

m⃗k⃗(G⃗)e
i(k⃗+G⃗)·r⃗ (2.4)

with k⃗ the wavevector in the first Brillouin zone and G⃗ the reciprocal lattice vector. Due to the
periodic structure considered, the saturation magnetization and exchange stiffness can be expressed
in the reciprocal space (Fourier transform) as:

Ms(r⃗) =
∑

G⃗

Ms(G⃗)e
iG⃗·r⃗ ; Λ2

ex(r⃗) =
∑

G⃗

Λ2
ex(G⃗)e

iG⃗·r⃗ (2.5)

with Λex =
√

2A
µ0M2

s

the exchange length. The Fourier components Ms(G⃗) and Λ2
ex(G⃗) are then

calculated by inverse Fourier transform. A finite number of reciprocal lattice vectors must then be
chosen to ensure the convergence of the solutions. As a result, the problem can be reduced to a matrix
form M̂m⃗k⃗ = iΩm⃗k that can be solved by standard numerical procedures to find the eigenvalues Ω,
which allow to determine the spin waves dispersion f(k⃗), and the eigenvectors m⃗k⃗ that can be used
to plot the spatial profile of the spin wave modes (amplitude in real space). The plane wave method
is a powerful tool for the calculation of spin waves dispersion in periodic structures. However this
numerical method has some limits as it is based on several approximations. The crystal anisotropy
and damping are usually neglected [61]. This method can only be applied for fully saturated materials
in the linear approximation [152]. When dealing with a planar magnonic crystals with antidots, the
thickness must be sufficiently thin so that the magnetization is homogeneous in the thickness and the
saturation magnetization can not be put to zero but to a small quantity.
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To overcome these limitations, micromagnetic simulations constitute another candidate. It relies
on solving the LLG equation with Finite Difference Method or Finite Element Method in time domain
and real space. These numerical methods were used during this thesis and will be further detailed in
chapter 3 section 3.1.

2.1.3 Spin waves in 2D Magnetic Antidot Lattices

During this thesis we chose to study a specific kind of magnonic crystals among those listed in
section 2.1.2 for filtering applications: 2D periodic lattices of holes etched in a magnetic thin film or
the so-called magnetic antidot lattices [153].

As discussed in chapter 1 section 1.3.2, three main types of spin waves (MSSW, BVMSW and
FVMSW) exist in a magnetic thin film according to the relative orientations of the applied field H⃗
with respect to the spin wave wavevector k⃗. FVMSW have the advantages of a lowest propagation
loss per unit time [70] and of being more isotropic (isotropic dispersion in the plane) compared to
in-plane spin waves, which make them better candidates for the generation of complete band gaps
in 2D magnetic antidot lattices [131]. However, a large magnetic field (≥ 1 T) must be applied to
saturate the magnetic antidot lattice, which will not be convenient for integrated circuits applications.
Nevertheless, it is to be noted that materials with Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA) could
be used to overcome this problem. For this reason, uniform precession and propagation of FVMSW
will not be further considered in this thesis. MSSW are favored over BVMSW as they possess larger
group velocities and are easier to excite. Nevertheless, BVMSW are more sensitive to Bragg reflec-
tions which can lead to the formation of larger and stronger frequency band gaps [17]. Consequently,
the configurations MSSW and BVMSW seem to be suitable for the development of magnonic filters.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a unit cell of a magnetic antidot lattice with circular holes showing the different terms
used to identify specific regions of the structure.

In magnetic antidot lattices, the periodic antidots lead to spin wave quantization and periodic mod-
ulation of the internal magnetic field Hint driven by strong demagnetizing interactions. This periodic
inhomogeneity of the internal field act as the periodic scatterers analog to the atomic potentials in
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solid crystals or to the periodic varying refractive index in photonic crystals, and is mainly responsi-
ble for the generated allowed frequency bands and band gaps [60, 146, 154, 155]. Due to the induced
spin wave quantization in magnetic antidot lattices, several spin wave modes with particular spatial
profiles can be uniformly excited (k = 0) for specific frequencies. When these modes propagate
(k ̸= 0) through the magnetic antidot lattice, they present different dispersion features such as group
velocities and sensitiveness to Bragg reflections. The spatial profiles of these modes, that can be re-
trieved with uniform precessions, play an important part in their dispersive behavior in such periodic
structure. For the description of the different collective spin wave modes, we defined specific regions
of the magnetic antidot lattice. The different terms that will be used in this manuscript are: horizon-
tal channels, horizontal rows of antidots, vertical channels and vertical columns of antidots, and are
schematized in Figure 2.4. Horizontal channels corresponds to the continuous magnetic regions in-
between adjacent rows of antidots extending along the x direction in the schematic. Horizontal rows
of antidots corresponds to the magnetic regions discontinued by the presence of the periodic antidots
in-between adjacent horizontal channels.

Figure 2.5: Examples of three main spatial profiles of the magnetization precession amplitudes of particular
spin wave modes excited in a magnetic antidot lattice with a saturation field H⃗0 applied along the y direction
and a uniform pumping field h⃗RF applied along the x direction: a) edge mode, b) extended mode and c)
localized mode. These spatial profiles were calculated via micromagnetic simulations (chapter 3 3.1.4) with
the magnetic and geometric parameters of [156]. The material used is permalloy and the antidots diameter and
periodicity are respectively 240 and 440 nm.

With an in-plane applied magnetic field, three main types of collective spin wave modes can be
uniformly excited in magnetic antidot lattices (k = 0) [60, 150, 155]: edge modes, extended modes
and localized modes. The edge mode [157] corresponds to the lowest frequency excited mode in the
magnetic antidot lattice. Its frequency is lower than the FMR frequency of the magnetic thin film. Its
high precession amplitudes are located at the vicinity of the antidots, as shown on the calculated spin
wave mode profile in Figure 2.5 a). The internal field is strongly lowered close to the antidots edges
in the direction of the applied field due to an increase of the demagnetizing field in these regions.
Propagating spin waves are confined within these internal field deep wells. This mode resembles the
edge mode arising in transversly magnetized waveguides [158, 159] mentioned in chapter 1 section
1.4.4. When increasing the frequency, different spin wave modes appear which belong to different
categories. Two typical examples are shown in Figures 2.5 b) and c) obtained at a higher and even
higher frequencies. In the first example, one can observe a mode whose maximum precession ampli-
tude extends along the channels in-between rows of antidots perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. Due to its quasi-uniform spatial extension throughout the antidot lattice, this mode is qualified
as an extended mode and is shown along the horizontal channels in Figure 2.5 b). In the second exam-
ple, a spin wave mode arises with its precession amplitude maximized in-between adjacent antidots
as shown along the horizontal rows of antidots in Figure 2.5 c) and is termed localized mode. The
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2.1. Magnonic crystals concept

strongly varying demagnetizing field in this area acts as a potential well localizing the precession of
the magnetization [150]. At high frequencies, other complex spin wave modes appear. They can be
described as higher-order quantized modes of mixed extended and localized modes [21, 49]. These
main quantized modes propagate differently through the magnonic crystals. The propagation of the
edge mode is only governed by dipolar coupling which results in lower group velocities due to strong
spatial confinement. Small propagation distances can be reached with this mode even if closer anti-
dots can facilitate its propagation. The localized modes are also less dispersive [160].

The propagation features of the extended mode can be described via the spin waves dispersion of
transversely magnetized effective nanowires in-between the antidots [146, 158, 161]. However, this
description can not render the frequency magnonic band gaps occuring for different Bragg wavevec-
tors (k = ±nπ

a
). Zivieri et al. have developped an analytical model to estimate the frequency band

gaps of transversely magnetized permalloy antidot lattice of periodicity a and antidots size δ [60]. The
periodicity and the antidots size is large enough (in the 100 nm range) to consider dipolar-dominated
spin waves in this periodic structure. They first averaged the internal field along the direction of the
applied magnetic field for the two spin wave modes extended ⟨Hy extended

int ⟩ and localized ⟨Hy localized
int ⟩

(here along y in Figure 2.5). Owing to the presence of antidots, these mean internal fields present pe-
riodic maxima of amplitudes along the direction of propagation (along x in Figure 2.5). By using an
approach analog to the Kronig-Penney model [10] used to obtain electronic band structures in solid
crystals, they demonstrated that the band gap for a particular wavevector k and particular mode i
(i =extended, localized) can be approximated by:

∆νk i ≈ γ

2π
(2|Hk i

int|Ms)
1/2 (2.6)

with ∆νk i = νk i
n+1 − νk i

n the frequency splitting at the Brillouin zones boundaries indexed by the
integer n = 1, 2, ... and Hk i

int the k-Fourier component of the mean internal magnetic field written as:

Hk i
int =

2

kπ
(⟨Hy(1) i

int ⟩ − ⟨Hy(2) i
int ⟩) sin kπδ

a
(2.7)

with ⟨Hy(1) i
int ⟩ and ⟨Hy(2) i

int ⟩ respectively the maximal and minimal mean internal field values along the
direction of propagation. The Fourier coefficientsHk i

int decrease for larger k values which is consistent
with the observed trend of band gaps smaller and smaller with increasing k [60]. Besides it should be
the opposite situation for BVMSW as higher-order Bragg reflections occur for lower frequencies in
this case [142]. From this expression, magnetic materials with larger saturation magnetization could
present larger band gaps.

As mentioned in the previous section 2.1.2, several strategies can be applied to obtain desired
spin waves band structure in these magnonic crystals. The antidots shape (square, circle, triangle...),
lattice symmetry (square, hexagonal, honeycomb like...) and periodicity can tune the profile of the
quantized spin wave modes and the anisotropy (angle-dependence) of the spin waves band structure
by the induced magnetic anisotropy [21, 162]. In specific structures, localized modes can become
extended modes with the varied in-plane angle of the applied magnetic field with respect to the lattice
symmetry axes [162]. For short periodicities, an overlap of the spin wave modes can occur, which
may prevent them from the interaction with the periodic perturbations leading to a closing of band
gaps. At the opposite, large periodicities will induce weaker Bragg reflections resulting also in band
gaps closing as it tends to the case of a plain thin film [149].

Magnonic antidot lattices thus display several advantages over other types of magnonic crystals.
First, they can have large frequency band gaps due to a large magnetic contrast between the magnetic
thin film and the antidots scatterers (zero saturation magnetization and exchange constant) [61]. They
have larger propagation velocities than lattices of interacting coupled magnetic disks/nanostructures.
The band gaps generated by the latter magnonic crystals are narrow due to weak magnetic interac-
tions (only dipolar) between the localized modes [163]. However, the presence of holes can strongly
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attenuate propagating spin waves in the allowed bands compared to bi-component magnonic crystals
[143], reducing their transmission efficiency in the allowed frequency bands.

Numerous applications based on magnetic antidot lattices exist: microwave filters, phase-shifters
and waveguides [23, 27, 28], ultra-high density storage media for non-volatile memory [42, 43]
but also sensor of magnetic nanoparticles [44, 164], and SWASER (Spin Wave Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation) [165], the magnetic counterpart of LASER, where the designed
magnonic crystal act as a cavity with a line defect to guide excited spin waves whose frequency lies
in the band gap of the magnetic antidot lattice.

2.1.4 Reconfigurable magnonic crystals at remanence

Most of the magnonic devices and magnonic crystals from the literature and mentioned previously
need to operate with a saturated magnetization state along a particular direction, in order to have a
uniform magnetic state. This uniform magnetic state is essential for large FMR signal and for the
straight and efficient propagation of spin waves (MSSW, BVMSW and FVMSW). To saturate the
magnetization of the sample, strong magnetic fields have to be applied, which requires the use of
permanent magnets in devices. Stray fields of permanent magnets may disrupt other nearby magnetic
components of an integrated circuit, and this can worsen with the increase of operation frequency as
it needs larger permanent magnets to provide larger magnetic fields. As a consequence, the presence
of permanent magnets greatly limits the application of magnonic devices in integrated circuits. Re-
cently, several strategies were approached to develop magnonic devices that can be reconfigurable at
remanence, i.e. at zero magnetic field applied.

The reconfigurability of the device manifests through the possibility to offer different remanent
magnetic states resulting in different microwave responses. Numerous works were particularly fo-
cused on the use of nanopillar lattices [29, 30], elliptical nanostructures composed of two different
magnetic materials (NiFe and Co) [31], or dipolar coupled nanowires [32–34, 166]. Dipolar coupling
of these structures can stabilize two remanent magnetic states, parallel (ferromagnetic) or anti-parallel
(antiferromagnetic). These magnetic systems thus possess two energy minima and are qualified as
bistable [113]. These two remanent magnetic states can be associated to two logic states that can
be switched according to magnetization reversal processes where the direction and amplitude of one
or several initialization magnetic fields relatively to the easy or hard axes of these structures are ap-
plied. These logic states are then read with the microwave response of the system. In the case of
dipolar coupled nanowires [33, 167], the bistable states which exhibits ferromagnetic order (FMO)
and antiferromagnetic order (AFO) allow to obtain two distinct spin waves dispersions with different
frequency band gaps. In the AFO state, the periodicity is changed leading to a modification of the size
of the Brillouin zone [33]. Such behavior can lead to the development of tunable spin wave filters.
Concerning, the nanopillar lattices [29], spin waves propagation in these structures is predicted to be
nonreciprocal [168], which can be used for microwave circulators and isolators working at remanence
[113]. Nevertheless reconfigurable remanent magnetic states based on dipolar coupling presents some
disadvantages. In particular, these devices are sensitive to fabrication defects, need complex and of
high amplitude initialization schemes, and present low spin wave group velocities due to weak dy-
namic dipolar coupling.

Other works deal with the use of shape anisotropy from nanostructures to generate multiple recon-
figurable remanent magnetic states [35]. A demonstration of such features was performed with the
combination of nanostructures of rhomboid shape and particular dimensions as illustrated in Figure
2.6. With the application of an initialization magnetic field along the long or short axis of the rhom-
bohedral nanostructures, two quasi-uniform remanent magnetic states can be generated, parallel or
anti-parallel respectively. These two remanent magnetic configurations give two different microwave
responses, which are particularly characterized by a frequency shift of the spin wave modes in the
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Figure 2.6: Simulated results showing the realization of reconfigurable operations with the association of
two self-biased rhomboid nanostructures: a) simulated remanent states, b) simulated demagnetization field
distributions c) FMR spectra of the remanent states and d) simulated spatial profiles of the different resonant
modes [35]. This image is from [35].

order of 400-600 MHz according to the used configurations [36, 37].
It is important to obtain large frequency shifts in order to be able to distinguish without ambi-

guity the different reconfigurable operations. To achieve this, they used the same nanostructures but
this time composed of several piled magnetic thin films spaced by a non magnetic material such as
NiFe/Cr/NiFe. Large frequency shifts up to 5 GHz in the range 3-15 GHz were obtained according
to the number of layers and their arrangement [38–40]. Beyond the scope of reconfigurable logic
operations at remanence, they also demonstrated the possibility to propagate spin waves at rema-
nence through straight and bent waveguides formed by a channel layout of these nanostructures [41].
Furthermore, a "switch" operating at remanence could have been made, letting spin waves by or not
according to the direction of the initialization magnetic field [41].

Few works explored the intrinsic magnetic properties of a magnetic material to make reconfig-
urable microwave components at zero bias field. Thick films of magnetic ferrites such as those of
hexaferrite bismuth which possess a strong magnetic anisotropy are examples [45]. Such devices are
currently commercialized [46]. However due to their thickness and dimension (in the order of mm),
the latter would be difficult to nanostructurate, thus preventing their application for miniaturized com-
ponents. In this thesis, we propose to use the strong cubic anisotropy of Co2MnSi (CMS) Heusler
alloys to make reconfigurable microwave components at zero bias field.
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2.2 Generalities on materials used in magnonics and advantages

of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi Heusler alloy for reconfigurable magnonic crys-

tals

2.2.1 Yttrium Iron Garnet and Permalloy

In the literature, Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) and permalloy (Py or NiFe) are the main magnetic
materials used for the development of magnonic devices. YIG is a ferrimagnetic insulator. Its damp-
ing coefficient is the lowest measured among magnetic materials, as low as 3.10−5 for bulk [47] and
of the order of 1.10−4 for thin films with thicknesses in the range of few tens of nanometers [169,
170]. Such low damping coefficient allows the propagation of spin waves over long distances up to
the millimeter range in the case of samples with micrometer thicknesses [7]. Then, YIG is very well
suited to adress numbers of fundamental problems and makes demonstrators such as logical opera-
tion devices based on the manipulation of spin waves [7]. However, despite its great interest for many
studies, YIG thin films can show a few limitations for the development of commercial microwave
devices. First, it has a relatively low saturation magnetization leading to microwave resonances in
the range of a few hundreds of MHz to a few GHz at remanence or very low field values. Also, in
order to be compatible with the actual CMOS technologies, the deposition of YIG must be achievable
on silicon substrates with crystalline quality. Such achievements are not straightforward but huge
advances have been made in this field recently and very high quality thin films have been obtained by
different methods allowing to consider YIG for industrial applications [48, 171–173].

On the contrary of YIG, permalloy (Py) is a ferromagnetic polycrystalline metal. It is widely
used in the literature owing to its easiness of deposition and micro/nanostructuration. Its saturation
magnetization is relatively high (about 1 T), however its damping coefficient is about two orders of
magnitude higher than in the case of YIG (in the order of 6.10−3 [7]). Consequently, the distance
on which spin waves can propagate is strongly reduced to only few µm, which may limit some ap-
plications such as phase shifter for example. As a consequence, strong efforts have been made for
several years to develop magnetic metals with potentially a high saturation magnetization, a high spin
polarization and low damping. In this context, full-Heusler alloys of general formula Co2YZ appear
as an interesting alternative to the magnetic materials mentioned previously.

2.2.2 Heusler-based alloys and the particular case of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

In 1903, F. Heusler discovered a peculiar feature of an intermetallic compound Cu2MnAl: an
exhibition of a spontaneous magnetization resulting from the combination of three different non fer-
romagnetic materials [174]. Generally, this particular property concerns some ternary intermetallic
compounds of general chemical composition X2YZ (full-Heusler) and XYZ (half-Heusler), with X
and Y transition metal elements and Z a main group element. One major interest of Heusler alloys
for spintronic applications is that many of them were theoretically predicted to be half-metals. This
term was introduced by de Groot et al. in 1983 when they calculated the electronic band structure
of the compound NiMnSb [175]. A half-metal is a material whose majority spin band has a metallic
behavior while the minority spin band has a semiconductor or insulator behavior (for this band, the
Fermi level lies in a band gap). Consequently, this means that electron transport can only be carried
by majority electrons leading to a 100% spin polarization. Such materials with this feature have thus
a strong potential for the development of spintronic devices, in particular magnetic tunnel junctions
[176, 177]. It is also very interesting for magnonic applications since half-metals lead to low damp-
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ing coefficients. Indeed, interband spin flip events that participate to the relaxation of spin waves are
forbidden in half-metals [106, 109, 178].

The Heusler alloy Co2MnSi (CMS) used in this thesis belongs to the full-Heusler class and ap-
pears to be very interesting to develop spintronic and magnonic applications. First, it is ferromagnetic
with a relatively high saturation magnetization (µ0Ms ≈ 1.3 T) [52, 53], allowing microwave opera-
tions in the GHz range. A high magnetization is also interesting for magnonic crystals since frequency
band gaps increase withMs when the material is nanostructured [60, 61] as discussed in section 2.1.3.
Experiments have demonstrated a spin polarization above 90% in CMS thin films [62, 63] while very
low damping coefficients ranging from 2.10−3 [53, 64] to 4.10−4 [54, 65] were measured. Another
interesting feature of full-Heusler compounds is their remarkably high Curie temperatures (Tc) ow-
ing to strong inter- and intra-sublattice exchange interactions. In the case of CMS, it reaches 985 K
[66] ensuring a strong thermal stability for device applications. Finally, a last property that will be
of particular interest in our work is the cubic anisotropy of the CMS. More particularly, values of
the anisotropy constant Kc up to about 15.103 Jm−3 were obtained in our group on CMS thin films
[53]. We will discuss the interest of the anisotropy at the end of this chapter in the particular field of
reconfigurable magnonic crystals.

Despite all these remarkable features that make CMS thin films very interesting for the develop-
ment of combined magnonic and spintronic (magnon spintronic) devices [67, 68], one of their main
limitation concerns their fabrication. In particular, it is of major importance to control the atomic dis-
order since their magnetic properties strongly depend on the crystal structure [179]. Such relationship
between magnetic and structural properties in CMS have been studied previously in our group [111,
180, 181] and it is worth to mention that an impressive number of experimental and theoretical studies
have been performed in the past 30 years to understand the link between structure and magnetism in
Full- and Half-Heusler alloys. In this section, we remind the general properties of the different crystal
orders while details about the growth process will be given in chapter 3 section 3.2.3.

Figure 2.7: Schemes of different Co2MnSi Heusler alloy crystal phases: a) the L21 phase, b) the B2 phase, c)
the DO3 phase and d) the A2 phase.

The most ordered crystal structure in which the CMS alloy can crystallize is the L21 order. It
corresponds to four interpenetrating face-centered cubic (fcc) sublattices where two of which are
composed of Co atoms, one of Mn atoms and one of Si atoms as represented in Figure 2.7 a) [182].
The two Co sublattices are positioned at (0, 0, 0) and (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) in the unit cell, when the ones of
Mn and Si are positioned at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) respectively. Other partial disordered
states can also exist. The B2 order corresponds to the case where the Mn and Si atoms occupy
the Mn and Si atomic sites with a 50% probability as shown in Figure 2.7 b). When Co and Mn
atoms interchange their position, one obtains the DO3 order as shown in Figure 2.7 c). Finally, a
random distribution of all atoms leads to the fully disordered A2 state as shown in Figure 2.7 d).
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Let’s note that Figures 2.7 a), b) and c) only correspond to the three "perfect" disordered states but
intermediate disorder states can appear depending on the growth conditions [179]. However, such
states are metastable from a thermodynamic point of view and evolve in time.

Concerning the magnetic properties, theoretical Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
[179, 183, 184] predict a full spin polarization, the highest magnetization value (5 µB/formula unit,
µ0Ms = 1.3 T ), the lowest damping coefficient and a cubic crystalline anisotropy for the L21 and
B2 structures. As already discussed before, experiments have confirmed these predictions for the L21
phase. However, very low damping coefficients for the B2 structure have not been reported so far,
the lowest observed value being around 1.10−3 to our knowledge [53, 65]. In contrast, theoretical
calculations have predicted a lower magnetization for the DO3 order [184]. In addition, our research
group has studied the impact of the DO3 disorder on the damping coefficient by means of ab-initio
calculations and has shown that it is increased by a factor of about 20 with respect to the damping
coefficient in the L21 phase [179]. To our knowledge, very few experimental studies deal with the
magnetic properties of the DO3 and A2 states, and it is not clear if the cubic anisotropy is conserved
for such states. In any case, only the L21 and B2 orders show interest for magnonic and spintronic
applications.

In chapter 4, we will show that we have grown CMS thin films on MgO (001) substrates which
is the classical deposition process for this alloy. However, the use of such substrates limits its com-
patibility with existing micro-electronic devices, especially the CMOS technology. To overcome this
problem, recent works have proven the possibility to grow polycrystalline CMS thin films on glass
substrates without any drastic modification of neither the strong spin polarization nor its low damping
coefficient (in the order of 1.5.10−3) [64]. Also, several studies focused on novel strategies to obtain
high crystalline quality for CMS thin films grown on silicon substrates [185–188]. In addition to the
formation of CoSi complex, one of the main problem is the annealing temperature above 500◦C to
reach the L21 order but the B2 order can be reached at temperatures around 400◦C. Even if many
efforts have still to be done, all these works pave the way to consider CMS for industrial applications.

Interest of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi for reconfigurable magnonic crystals

In this PhD work, we focused on the possibility to make reconfigurable magnonic crystals with
a simple antidot lattice geometry. As discussed in section 2.1.4, reconfigurable operations, i.e. the
possibility to turn on and off some spin wave modes, require to obtain different remanent states when
the system is initialized with an applied magnetic field in specific directions. Also, one expects to
obtain large frequency band gaps and possibly a high number of spin wave modes showing a strong
attenuation between the "ON" and "OFF" states. As it will be shown numerically in chapter 5, such
conditions are met if the distance between the antidots is relatively small (not more than few times
the size of the antidots) and strong spin waves attenuation is favored by uniform (or quasi-uniform)
remanent states between the holes. With isotropic materials or for materials with very small crystal
anisotropy (only few Oe), the local demagnetizing field related to the antidots generally induces
complex non uniform magnetic configurations at remanence. Also we generally obtain the same
magnetic state whatever the direction of an initializing (or saturation) field. However, materials with
relatively high cubic crystal anisotropy can help to reach our goal. Indeed, a proper design of the
antidots with respect to the magnetization easy axes allows to stabilize uniform alignment of the
magnetization between the antidots. Indeed the crystal anisotropy thus enters in competition with
the local demagnetizing field induced by the antidots. However the latter strongly depends on the
saturation magnetization of the material. Therefore, reconfigurable operations with uniform remanent
states can be obtained from materials showing a nice combination of cubic anisotropy and saturation
magnetization. Based on the previous works performed in our group, the CMS is supposed to fill all
the ticks. But for example, the same objectives could be more difficult to reach with iron as, despite
its strong cubic anisotropy constant, its saturation magnetization is almost twice the one of CMS.
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Then uniform remanent states could be obtained with a larger distance between the antidots, leading
to a smaller number of spin wave modes.
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Chapter 3

Numerical and experimental methods

In this chapter, we will detail the different techniques used during this thesis to deposit Co2MnSi
thin films and to study numerically and experimentally the fabricated Co2MnSi magnonic crystals.
The micro-nanofabrication techniques are later detailed in chapter 4. First, the micromagnetic sim-
ulations used to predict the reconfigurable properties of Co2MnSi magnonic crystals (chapter 5) and
to explain the measurements on the fabricated Co2MnSi magnonic crystals (chapter 6) are described
with the detail of the numerical procedure performed. Then the techniques of thin film deposition is
approached with in particular the sputtering technique and growth conditions that allowed the deposi-
tion of Co2MnSi thin films. Finally, the microwave measurements techniques used to characterize via
FMR measurements the deposited Co2MnSi thin films and to measure the excited spin wave modes
in the fabricated magnonic crystals are detailed.

3.1 Micromagnetic simulations

Micromagnetic simulations constitute very effective computational techniques to calculate the
magnetization dynamics in nano-microstructured ferromagnetic systems [152]. These techniques are
based on the numerical resolution of the LLG equation (1.35) described in chapter 1 in time and
spatial domains. To this end, numerical methods with time and space discretizations are used, such as
Finite Difference Method (FDM) or Finite Element Method (FEM). FDM solvers use a discretization
with cuboidal cells in an orthogonal grid while FEM solvers are based on tetragonal cells [189]. The
latter is usually more accurate but requires more computational resources.

In this thesis, we have used two different micromagnetic solvers: OOMMF (Object Oriented
MicroMagnetic Framework) [190] and MuMax3 [191] which are both based on FDM. These two
simulators are open source and widely used among the magnetism community. Contrary to OOMMF,
MuMax3 runs the numerical calculations on graphical processing units (GPUs) which offer optimized
parallel computing. Consequently, larger numbers of discretization cells (depending on the RAM of
the GPU) can be simulated in a shorter amount of time computing with MuMax3. For the simulated
results presented in chapter 5 and 6, MuMax3 was majorly used.

The objective of this thesis is to propose reconfigurable magnonic crystals at remanence. Owing
to their space discretization, micromagnetic simulations are particularly suited for the investigation
of unsaturated magnetic configurations contrary to plane waves methods (PWM) and other analytical
methods, where saturated magnetic states are required. With analytical or semi-analytical methods, it
is not always possible to obtain a calculable solution. In contrast, with micromagnetic simulations, it
mainly requires to choose a time step and to perform the temporal integration of the LLG equation.
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As a result, in a certain manner, "anything" can be simulated. This method is mainly limited by the
size of the simulated system as it depends on the number of cells that the CPU (OOMMF) or GPU
(MuMax3) can support. Thus it inherently depends on the size of the cells. The implementation of
periodic boundary conditions allows to overcome this issue in our case. Consequently we chose to
use micromagnetic simulations for the search of reconfigurable magnonic crystals at remanence and
for comparison with our measured magnonic crystals.

The numerical procedure to use and analyze micromagnetic simulations is illustrated in Figure
3.1. First the magnetic system is discretized and defined in terms of geometry and magnetic proper-

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the micromagnetic simulations procedure for the study of magnetization dynamics
(SW: spin waves) in a magnetic system.

ties. Then the magnetization configuration at equilibrium is calculated by energy minimization. The
latter subsequently constitutes the starting point for the dynamical simulation. Once the dynamical
simulation is finished, the simulated results are retrieved and processed to calculate microwave re-
sponses, spatial profiles, dispersion curves by a homemade code in Python. Each of these steps will
be detailed in the next sections.

3.1.1 Definition of the magnetic system

For a start, we define the mesh of the magnetic system to be studied by specifying its dimensions,
geometry and discretization. The "universe" is a rectangular simulation box discretized with cuboidal
cells. Each cell is composed of a uniform magnetic moment such as M⃗(x, y, z) where x, y, z deter-
mines the position of the cell in the universe. In Figure 3.2, an example of a discretized portion of a
magnetic antidot lattice with a square antidot (magnetic system to be simulated) is shown. The size of
the cells is defined and must be below or equal to the exchange length Λex in order to take into account
the exchange interaction in the calculation of the magnetic configurations. In our case, we used cell
dimensions of 5 × 5 × 5 nm3 as the exchange length of Co2MnSi is Λex =

√

2A/µ0M2
s ≈ 5.4 nm.

For MuMax3 it is generally recommended to apply a number of cells as a power-of-two value (2n) to
have the best computing performances as the calculation of the demagnetizing field is based on a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [191].

If the system to be simulated possesses one or two axes with a translational symmetry, such as in
the case of an infinite waveguide (1D infinite) or thin film (2D infinite), 1D [192] or 2D [193] periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) can be added. Nevertheless the application of these PBC is restricted to
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of a discretized magnetic system corresponding to a portion of a simulated magnetic
antidot lattice.

the x or/and y axes of the simulation box. In MuMax3, PBC consist in virtually repeating the sim-
ulation box on each side of the magnetic system (along x or/and y) for the calculation of the dipolar
and exchange interactions [194]. The use of PBC is time and computing efficient for the simulation
of periodic large systems as the simulation of a unit cell of the periodic structure is only required.
For the simulations presented in chapters 5 and 6, we have defined a unit cell of the magnetic antidot
lattice with 2D PBC. An example of a simulated unit cell is shown in Figure 3.3. The number of
repetitions was fixed at 10 on each side of the unit cell. For example, in the case of the simulations
presented in section 6.2, we used 320 cells along the x and y axes with a lateral cell size of 5 nm. The
lateral dimension of the unit cell size is 1.6 µm. With the application of 2D PBC, the virtual size of
the simulated system becomes 32 µm. The latter is then brought closer to the real size of the sample
measured.

Once the simulation box is defined, the geometry of the magnetic system and its magnetic pa-
rameters are specified. Different regions of the simulation box with different magnetic properties can
be defined. One can choose the different magnetic interactions that will act in the magnetic system.
Within the scope of this thesis, we used the exchange interaction, the dipolar interaction, the Zeeman
interaction (in the case of an applied field) and the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Their ener-
getic expressions are detailed in chapter 1 1.1.2. The magnetic parameters used for the simulations are
mentioned in chapters 5 and 6. The sum of the energies of these interactions constitutes the Brown’s
Equation that will be used for the calculation of the internal field.

3.1.2 Quasi-static simulations: Energy minimization

Once the magnetic system to be simulated is defined, the first step prior to the obtain of the
magnetization dynamics is to calculate the magnetic state at equilibrium. The latter constitutes the
starting point for the dynamical simulations. To this end, energy minimization is performed on the
magnetic system. As previously mentioned in chapter 1 section 1.1.2, the energy minimization is
based on:

H⃗eff = − 1

µ0

∇⃗M⃗E (3.1)

for which a minimum of energy is reached when M⃗ is collinear to H⃗eff i.e. when H⃗eff × M⃗ =
0. Two approaches can be used in MuMax3 for energy minimization. One is based on a standard
minimization scheme with the steepest conjugate gradient method [195]. This method is also the one
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used by OOMMF. The second uses the LLG equation (1.35) without the precession term. The latter
is more robust when relaxing magnetic states which are very different from the equilibrium state,
such as for example when starting with a random distribution of the magnetization over all cells. As
H⃗eff ×M = 0 can not be perfectly reached in reality, a convergence criteria is used. More precisely,
the stopping criteria is set by the maximum torque specified.

In all of our simulations, we started with a random distribution of the magnetization over all cells.
Then, a strong magnetic field (1 T) is first applied to saturate the magnetization of the system along a
particular direction, and the system is left to relax. Then the applied field is progressively decreased
down to the desired applied field by field steps of 10 mT. At each step, the energy of the magnetic
system is minimized. An example of an obtained magnetization configuration in a CMS antidot lattice
is shown in Figure 3.3. Black arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic moments distributed over
the unit cell. This magnetic state is color coded with respect to the magnitudeMx of the x-component
of the magnetic moments.

Figure 3.3: Example of a magnetic state at equilibrium of a simulated unit cell of a CMS magnetic antidot
lattice at an applied field of 100 mT. Black arrows indicate the direction of the local magnetic moments. The
colorbar is color coded with respect to the amplitude of the x-component of the magnetic moments Mx.

3.1.3 Dynamic simulations: Temporal integration of the LLG equation

Once the magnetic state at equilibrium is calculated, its dynamic to an applied temporal or/and
spatial excitation can now be calculated. The magnetization dynamic is determined by the integration
of the LLG equation (1.35) via numerical ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) resolution methods
such as Euler or Runge-Kutta methods. During the simulations, the LLG equation is solved for each
cell. In our case, we chose the 4th order Runge-Kutta method in MuMax3 and OOMMF. The latter
is a high-order solver which is fast and accurate for magnetization dynamics [191]. Depending on
the excitation signal, the magnetic system will respond differently. It is then important to choose the
appropriate excitation signal with respect to what needs to be observed.

Uniform excitation k = 0

To mimic a FMR experiment, we chose to apply a dynamic Zeeman field hRF (pumping field)
uniform over the volume of the magnetic system. Let’s note that the spatial and temporal dependences
of the hRF field will determine the microwave response of the magnetic system. For example, a
continuous wave signal (sinus-like) will only excite the magnetic system at one frequency, and its
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response for this sole frequency. On the contrary a pulse signal allows to excite different frequencies
at the same time. In our simulations we chose to use a cardinal sinus excitation sinc which is more
convenient [189, 196]:

hRF (t) =
µ0hp sin (2πfc(t− twait))

2πfc(t− twait)
(3.2)

with t the simulation time, µ0hp the amplitude of the applied dynamic field, which must be low
enough to ensure a linear regime of precession for the magnetization (in the order of 1-2 mT for a
damping factor of 1.10−3, these amplitudes depends on the chosen damping factor, they should be set
weaker (stronger) if the damping factor is lower (larger)), fc the cutoff frequency and twait the waiting
time before the triggering of the sinc pulse. An example of this sinc pulse is shown in Figure 3.4 a).
The use of a sinc pulse RF excitation allows to excite all spin wave modes that can couple efficiently

Figure 3.4: a) Sinc pulse with a cutoff frequency fc = 30 GHz, an amplitude of µ0hp = 1 mT and waiting
time twait = 5.12 ns. The sampling time is ∆tsamp = 10 ps. b) FFT of the sinc pulse in a).

to the uniform RF field with the same power for all frequencies up to the cutoff frequency. This is due
to the Fourier transform of the sinc pulse which is a rectangular function in the frequency domain as
can be seen in Figure 3.4 b). For excited frequencies above fc and below −fc, no efficient excitation
of the spin wave modes is carried. However for −fc < f < fc, the magnetic system is excited with
the same amplitude in the frequency domain. This particular feature allows then to retrieve the mi-
crowave response of the magnetic system over a broad range of frequencies by performing only one
simulation. This excitation must be applied continuously over the simulation time, it is then twait that
will trigger the sinc pulse at the desired time. When one chooses a cutoff frequency value, the latter
have to be less than the Nyquist frequency, i.e. fc ≤ 1/(2∆tsamp) with ∆tsamp the sampling time.

At each time step of the simulation n∆tsamp with n = 0, 1...N and N the total number of time
steps of the simulation, the magnetization in each cell M⃗(x, y, z) is calculated and registered as tem-
poral files. As it will be explained in the next section, we performed the data processings of these
temporal files with Fast Fourier Transform algorithms. Therefore it is better that the number of tem-
poral files N equals a power-of-2.

Concerning the simulations performed in this thesis, the typical simulation parameters used are:
∆tsamp = 10 ps, fc = 30 GHz, µ0hp = 2 mT, twait = 5.12 ns and N = 4096.

3.1.4 Data processing

When the simulation is finished and all the temporal magnetization files are generated, the tem-
poral and spatial magnetization values Mx(t, x, y, z), My(t, x, y, z) and Mz(t, x, y, z) (components
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of M⃗(t, x, y, z)) are retrieved and processed with a homemade code developed in Python. The data
processing is based on the works in [152, 189, 197].

Uniform excitation k = 0

In addition to the temporal magnetization files, the values of the averaged (over all (x, y, z) cells)
magnetization components Mx(t), My(t) and Mz(t) are also generated by the solver. To only focus
on the dynamic part of the magnetization components mx(t), my(t) and mz(t), we subtract Mx(t),
My(t) and Mz(t) to their values at equilibrium Mx(t = 0), My(t = 0) and Mz(t = 0) respec-
tively. An example of a temporal averaged dynamic magnetization component is shown in Figure
3.5. This corresponds to the temporal response of the magnetic system to the uniform sinc excitation
signal. The microwave response then corresponds to the visualization of the different excited spin
wave modes in the frequency domain.

In our case, the studied magnetic systems were CMS magnetic antidot lattices with 2D PBC in
the plane of the magnonic crystal (along x and y axes) and the thickness is along the z direction.
To obtain the microwave response of the magnetic system, we performed a FFT on the out-of-plane
averaged magnetization mz(t). The latter can also be done on the in-plane averaged magnetization
which is collinear to the pumping field h⃗rf (t) (mx(t) in chapters 5 and 6). An example of the cor-
responding FFT is shown in Figure 3.5. The microwave response is plotted as the amplitude of the
FFT: |FFTt(mx(t))|. Besides, the FFT can also be performed on the z-component of the demag-
netizing field hd,z(t) present in an upper layer of cells out of the magnetic system (at some distance
to the surface of the magnetic system). This can give an idea of the inhomogeneous z-component
of the inductive field bd,z(t)=µ0hd,z(t), which is at the origin of the electromotive force in coplanar
waveguides used as antenna (see section 3.3). Each FFT peak gives the excitation frequency of a par-
ticular spin wave mode in the magnetic system. To visualize its spatial profile, further data processing
is required and, this time, we do not work on the averaged magnetization components over all cells
but rather on mx(t, x, y, z) as we need the information of the magnetization temporally and spatially.
We chose to show the dynamic component of the spin waves along x (mx(t, x, y, z0)) in the images
presented in chapters 5 and 6 as we arbitrary applied h⃗rf in this direction. Again, as we want to
only work with the dynamic component of the magnetization mx, we subtract the value of the chosen
component to its value in the initial equilibrium state for each cell of each temporal file, such as for
example: mx(t, x, y, z0) =Mx(t, x, y, z0)−Mx(t = 0, x, y, z0). This calculation was only performed
for a particular plane defined by z0 to decrease the time calculation. As in this thesis we delt with
magnetic antidot lattices made out of thin films, z0 corresponds to the top surface of the magnonic
crystal. Then, a FFT is performed on the temporal evolution of mx(t, x, y, z0) for each individual
cell: FFTt(mx(t, x, y, z0)) = m̃x(f, x, y, z0). An Inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) is then applied
on m̃x(f, x, y, z0) at a chosen frequency f0 (corresponding to the frequency position of a FFT peak,
i.e. to a spin wave mode): IFFTt(δf0m̃x(f, x, y, z0)) = mx,f=f0(t, x, y, z0), with δ the Kronecker
symbol. The real part of the IFFT leads to a series of 4096 temporal values showing the temporal
evolution of the mx,f=f0 component in each spatial cells at the particular excitation frequency f0. The
spatial profile can then be visualized with a temporal snapshot of mx,f=f0 for which the maximum
of precession amplitude averaged over all spatial cells is reached. An example of a spatial profile of
an excited spin wave mode is shown in Figure 3.5. The amplitude in a spatial profile is normalized
according to the maximum of amplitude of this mode. The indicated normalized amplitude is specific
to each spin wave mode. If we had taken as reference the maximum of amplitude of all the calculated
spin wave modes profiles for a particular system, it would have been difficult to visualize clearly
some spatial profiles. For example, an edge mode presents stronger precession amplitudes compared
to an extended mode, however the extended mode is more spread spatially. This results in a spatially
averaged precession amplitude larger than the one of the edge mode, and hence in a larger signal
amplitude when measured with a micro-antenna for example (see section 3.3).
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the data processing of the temporal magnetization files to obtain the microwave
response and a spatial profile of an excited spin wave (SW) mode at a particular frequency f0 in a simulated
magnetic antidot lattice with square antidots. The spatial profile corresponds to a temporal snapshot of the
precession amplitude values mx,f=f0 in the plane (x, y) of the magnetic antidot lattice. This temporal snapshot
has been taken when the maximum of precession amplitude averaged over the (x, y) space is reached. The
colorbar is normalized with respect to the maximum precession amplitude of this mode.

3.2 Thin films synthesis

During this thesis, we used Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) techniques to produce different thin
films. These techniques are based on the vacuum vaporization of a material in a solid form. The
transfer of the target material to a substrate takes place by condensation of the vaporized atoms on
the surface of the substrate. In order to vaporize the target material, several techniques exist. During
our work, we used thermal evaporation and ion bombardment (sputtering) techniques, that will be
described below. In particular, we will focus on the Plassys sputtering chamber present at CEMES.

3.2.1 Thermal evaporation

In the following chapters, we will show that we have made Ti/Cu/Au micro-antennas. To this end,
we used either a Joule evaporation chamber from the LPCNO (Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie
des Nano-objets) laboratory of INSA Toulouse, or an electron-beam physical vapor deposition (e-
beam evaporation) chamber present in our laboratory. In the case of evaporation by Joule effect, the
target material is placed in a crucible, generally made of Tungsten, which will be heated by Joule
effect by circulating an electric current of several tens of amperes. The target material is then heated
until sublimation, and then condensation on the surface of a substrate facing it. A quartz crystal
microbalance close to the substrate makes it possible to control the deposited thickness. In order to
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avoid contaminations of the sample, the temperature of the crucible must be lower than its sublimation
temperature. The thin films obtained via this technique are generally polycrystalline, granular, mainly
because the temperature at the surface of the substrate is not high enough to favor crystallization. To
have a much better quality deposit, ion bombardment techniques are necessary. Joule evaporation
is therefore often used for the deposition of metals for lift-off processes: gold, aluminium, titanium,
copper...

In the case of an evaporation by an electron gun (e-beam evaporation), a filament is heated in order
to eject electrons. These electrons are then accelerated by a potential difference and deflected with a
magnetic field towards the target material to be sublimated. The material is thus heated by this electron
beam until it evaporates and condenses on the surface of the substrate. Both of these techniques
involve vacuums below 10−7 mbar, however the working pressures (i.e. during depositions) are a
few orders of magnitude higher. Nevertheless, it is important to keep vacuum pressures as low as
possible to control the evaporation rates. The latter can vary from a few Å s−1 to a few nm s−1 for
both methods.

3.2.2 Sputtering technique

In order to deposit our Co2MnSi (CMS) thin films as well as permalloy or oxide layers, we used
the ion bombardment technique, also called sputtering. This technique consists in accelerating ions
resulting from the ionization of a gas towards the target material, thus ejecting the atoms on its surface
by transfer of momentum. The whole gives rise to a plasma. Generally, an inert gas such as argon
is used to avoid chemical reactions with the target material. Argon is ionized by applying a voltage
between the target material constituting the cathode and the substrate constituting the anode. This
voltage can be direct (DC configuration) or alternating (radiofrequency or RF configuration) with a
frequency of 13.56 MHz. Before presenting in detail the Co2MnSi thin film growth process, we will
first briefly describe our setting.

At the CEMES laboratory, we used a Plassys-MPU-600S Sputtering chamber, schematically de-
scribed in Figure 3.6 a). It consists of a cryogenic pump ensuring vacuum pressures down to 1.10−8

to 3.10−8 mbar under normal conditions. A load-lock vacuum chamber allows to transfer the sub-
strate inside the main deposition chamber on a sample holder that can be heated up to 700◦C. This
deposition chamber contains three DC and two RF cathodes. In particular, each RF cathode has two
face to face material targets.

The DC configuration is used for the deposition of conductive materials (metals). In this con-
figuration, the material to be deposited constitutes the cathode and a negative potential of the order
of a few tens to a few hundreds of volts is applied. The substrate on which we want to deposit the
target material is placed on the anode as illustrated in Figure 3.6 b). Argon is introduced into the main
chamber at a pressure of a few mbar. The free electrons accelerated by the applied DC voltage ionize
the gas, and the generated Ar+ ions are accelerated towards the cathode. This process generates more
Ar+ ions by cascading effects. The surface atoms of the target material are then ejected by energy
transfer and will deposit on the substrate, while the electrons will fill the electronic vacancies of the
Ar+ ions. This energy relaxation results in the emission of photons, hence the observation of a lumi-
nous plasma.

For dielectric materials such as oxides, there would be an accumulation of charges near the target
material since the electrons coming from the cathode could not neutralize the Ar+ ions. To overcome
this problem, a radiofrequency voltage (13.56 MHz) is applied between the cathode and the anode,
which corresponds to the RF configuration illustrated in Figure 3.6 c). In our work, the RF power
is set between 50 and 100 W. During one half part of the RF cycle, Ar+ ions are attracted to the
cathode and bombard the target. During the other part, they are repelled thus discharging the cathode.
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Figure 3.6: Schematics of a) the Plassys sputtering chamber, b) the deposition processes in DC or RF configu-
rations and c) the face to face configuration used for RF sputtering in our work [111].

The deposition rate is much lower in the RF configuration (a few Åmin−1) than in the DC configura-
tion (a few Å s−1). Permanent magnets placed under the cathode in the RF configuration (magnetron
configuration) can help to confine the plasma and increase the deposition rate. During the ion bom-
bardment of the target material surface, secondary electrons are also ejected in addition to the atoms
of the material to be deposited. The magnetic field applied in the magnetron configuration traps these
electrons close to the target. By confining the electrons, the collisions allowing the generation of ions
are more frequent, thus increasing the deposition rate of the material. However, preliminary studies
carried out in our team a few years ago have shown that this method gives CMS deposition rates that
are too high by a few nmmin−1, preventing the correct crystallization of the material. Consequently,
we never work in the magnetron configuration. Another point of our process is that we use two targets
placed face to face in the RF configuration. In such configuration, the two targets are biased with the
RF potential and the substrate is placed a few centimeters above them as illustrated in Figure 3.6 c).
This configuration is generally used to achieve a stoichiometric deposition of the material onto the
substrate.

3.2.3 Growth of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi (CMS) thin films

We now present in detail the growth process to obtain CMS thin films. We followed the recipes
developed during the PhD works of G. Ortiz [180] and I. Abdallah [111]. However, as mentioned at
the beginning of section 4.1 of chapter 4, we emphasize that the optimal growth conditions were not
met during our deposition campaign. As a result, we had to work with these deposited thin films for
the rest of this thesis since the sputtering chamber is still not operational at the moment of writing this
manuscript.

The CMS thin films were deposited on (001) MgO epi-polished substrates with dimensions 10×10
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or 20× 20 mm2. These substrates were provided by Neyco. The choice of the substrate is important,
in particular to obtain a lattice mismatch as small as possible. The lattice parameter of the CMS
is acms ≈ 5.654 Å while the one of MgO is aMgO ≈ 4.211 Å. In order to have a cube on cube
growth, the CMS lattice rotates by 45° with respect to the MgO lattice as depicted in Figure 3.7. The
CMS thin film then grows with the following epitaxial relation: CMS(001)[110]∥MgO(001)[100].
This leads to a lattice mismatch defined as (acms −

√
2aMgO)/(

√
2aMgO) ≈ −5.1%. Let’s note

that other substrates, such as GaAs, could achieve better lattice mismatches, however we did not
have the possibility to test it during this work. In order to further reduce the lattice mismatch, a
buffer thin film with an intermediate lattice parameter can be deposited onto the substrate prior to the
CMS deposition. For example, the use of Cr as a buffer layer, whose crystal structure is fcc, results
in lowered lattice mismatches down to −2.4% at the interface Cr/MgO and −2.6% at the interface
CMS/Cr. Nevertheless, our group observed that diffusion of Cr atoms can occur at the interface
CMS/Cr and this strongly affects the properties of the CMS [180].

Figure 3.7: Schematic top view of the Co2MnSi and MgO lattice orientations [180].

Prior to any deposition process, the substrate is heated up to 700◦C for 1 hour to degas impurities,
especially carbon and water molecules trapped at the MgO surface. Once the pressure inside the
chamber is back in the range of 1.10−8 mbar, we realize a homoepitaxy of a MgO buffer layer to
reduce the influence of terraces that can be found at the surface of the commercial MgO substrates
and to avoid the diffusion of carbon atoms towards the surface during the deposition of the CMS thin
film. The buffer layer is deposited at 100◦C in face to face RF configuration with a RF power of
100 W, and its thickness is about 10 nm. The flow rate of the Ar gas is 50 sccm while a small amount
of O2 gas is also injected with a rate of 5.3 sccm to achieve a stoichiometric deposition of the MgO
layer. The deposition rate is about 0.3 nmmin−1.

Following this, the substrate is heated up to 500◦C for about 1 hour, and the CMS is then also
deposited in face to face configuration with a power of 50 or 100 W and an Ar flow rate of 50 sccm.
The two targets used as the cathodes are composed of 50% of Cobalt, 25% of Manganese and 25% of
Silicon. The materials are provided by Neyco and obtained by mechanical sintering. The deposition
rate is around 1 nmmin−1. This parameter must be kept relatively low to ensure a 2D growth. The
substrate is placed 10 cm above the cathodes. During the MgO and CMS depositions, the pressure
inside the chamber reaches the 1.10−3 mbar range. Once the CMS is deposited, the sample is annealed
for 4 hours at 700◦C to favor the crystallization of the L21 crystal order. The thickness of the deposited
CMS thin films is between 45 and 50 nm, and was characterized by X-ray reflectometry (not shown
here).

Finally, some of the CMS thin films were capped with a 100 nm thick MgO layer deposited in the
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same conditions as the buffer layer ones. This capping layer allows to isolate electrically the Heusler
layer for FMR characterization. However, as will be shown in chapter 4, the samples used to fabricate
the CMS magnonic crystals were not capped, as we aimed at injecting electrical currents into the
samples. Let’s note that previous electron microscopy studies performed in our group have shown
that when the CMS layer is not capped, an ultra thin amorphous oxidized layer of about 2 to 5 nm
can form at the interface between the CMS and air.

3.3 Microwave device characterization techniques

In chapter 1 1.2 and 1.3, we approached the concept of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), which
corresponds to the uniform precession of the magnetization (k = 0), and of spin waves (k ̸= 0)
respectively. In this work, we used a microwave magnetic field, referred to as the pumping field h⃗RF ,
to excite the FMR or the spin waves in our systems up to few GHz.

Microwave cavities with very high quality factors are often used to measure the FMR or quantized
spin wave modes of a magnetic sample owing to the spatial homogeneity of the pumping field [198,
199] and their very high sensitivity. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage is that the working frequency
is fixed. For broadband frequency measurements, transmission lines such as microstrips, striplines
and coplanar waveguides (CPW) [199] have been shown to be quite relevant as they can offer a
frequency bandwidth of several tens of GHz, despite a much lower sensitivity (due to microwave
losses). These planar waveguides have dimensions that can be in the millimeter to the nanometer
range making them very convenient for microwave characterization of magnetic thin films and planar
nanostructures [200].

In our work, we used a micron-sized microstrip to measure the FMR mode and determine the
magnetic constants of our CMS thin films. We also used micron-sized coplanar waveguides (called
antenna or micro-antenna in the following) to measure the quantized spin wave modes in the CMS
magnonic crystals. Even if we will not only deal with purely FMR (k = 0) but rather with quantized
spin wave modes (k ̸= 0), which are analog to standing waves, in the rest of this manuscript, through
misuse of language we will use the expression "FMR measurements" to describe our measurements
of either the FMR mode in thin films or the quantized spin wave modes in magnonic crystals. Besides,
the micro-antennas used in our work have finite dimensions that can be smaller than the size of the
sample, leading to a non-homogeneous microwave excitation in space. Nevertheless, we will show
in chapters 5 and 6 that it can be appoximated by a spatially uniform pumping field. Finally, we
used two approaches for these FMR measurements. We will refer to the first one as Field Modulation
FMR (FM-FMR). In this case the frequency of h⃗RF is fixed and the external magnetic field is swept
from 300 to 0 mT. The excited dynamic modes in thin films and magnonic crystals are measured
with this method as it is easy to set up and offers a high signal-to-noise ratio. The second approach
will be referred to as VNA-FMR. This method uses a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) to sweep the
frequency of h⃗RF from 0.01 to 20 GHz while the applied field H0 is fixed. In opposite to FM-FMR,
this method requires more complex calibration procedures.

3.3.1 Transmission line model

Striplines, microstrips and coplanar waveguides correspond to miniaturized planar transmission
lines which facilitates their use in integrated circuits [201]. In this thesis, we used in particular a
microstrip and coplanar waveguides. These two types of transmission lines are illustrated in Figure
3.8 a) and b) respectively. A microstrip comprises a conductor in the form of a stripe deposited on a
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dielectric substrate. The other side of the substrate is entirely covered with a conductor. A coplanar
waveguide corresponds to one central conductor and two ground conductors separated by an air gap
which are deposited on a dielectric substrate.

Figure 3.8: Schematics of two particular planar transmission lines, a) a microstrip and b) a coplanar waveguide.

Transmission lines or waveguides are generally represented with a dielectric medium surrounded
by two (or more) conductors. A TEM (Transverse ElectroMagnetic) wave, where its electric field
and magnetic field components are perpendicular to the direction of propagation, can propagate in
these waveguides. To be more precise, no pure TEM mode exists in waveguides and coplanar stripes.
First, the finite resistivity of the conductors induces a longitudinal component of the electric field.
The second reason is the propagation at the interface between two different dielectrics, such as air
and substrate in the case of coplanar waveguides. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated that for low fre-
quencies, the propagating microwave signal can be considered as a TEM mode [202].

Figure 3.9: Schematics of a) a portion of an infinite transmission line modelized by a RLC circuit and b) the
same transmission line terminated with an impedance load.

The propagation of a TEM wave in a waveguide can be assimilated to the notions of voltage and
current [203]. The voltage between the two conductors of the waveguide generates the electric field
component of the microwave and the flowing current generates the magnetic field component of the
microwave. Therefore, previous works demonstrated that transmission lines can be modeled by por-
tions of elementary RLC circuits connected in series as illustrated in Figure 3.9 a) [200, 204–206].
With this representation, classical circuit model can be applied [203]. In the RLC circuit scheme
in Figure 3.9 a), the transmission line is infinite along the x direction. By considering a finite por-
tion of the line dx, the inductance Ldx represents the magnetic response of the TEM mode and the
capacitance Cdx corresponds to its electric response. To represent the losses by Joule effect in the
conductors and the losses in the dielectric, the resistance Rdx and the conductance Gdx are respec-
tively added to the circuit. By applying the Kirchoff’s circuit laws and by solving the Telegrapher’s
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equations [200, 204–206], the characteristic impedance Z0 of the infinite transmission line is:

Z0 =

√

R + iωL

G+ iωC
(3.3)

In the case of a terminated transmission line with a load ZL ̸=Z0 as illustrated in Figure 3.9 b), the
propagating microwave can be partially transmitted through and reflected by this load. The impedance
discontinuity (ZL − Z0) is at the origin of the reflections of the incident microwave [200, 204–206].
This results in losses in the transmitted microwave signal. When ZL = Z0, the microwave power is
fully transmitted through the load. This property constitutes the basis of the 50 Ω impedance matching
of microwave components in order to minimize losses of microwave signals.

Coplanar waveguides

For the study of our samples, short-ended coplanar waveguides (CPW) were used. They are pre-
sented in chapter 4 4.3. We will refer to them as micro-antenna in this manuscript.

Several types of coplanar waveguides can be used: source-only corresponding to one conductor
stripe, Ground Source (GS) to two conductor stripes and Ground Source Ground (GSG) to three con-
ductor stripes. We chose the GSG symmetry as it is closer to the case of a coaxial cable and may
lead to a better impedance matching. A scheme of GSG CPW made and used in this thesis is shown
in Figure 3.10. The microwave signal is injected in the central conductor and comes out via the two
outer conductors. The width of the outer conductors was chosen half the central conductor width in
order to have the same current density in all the conductors of the micro-antenna.

The central conductor width win, the spacing g between the conductors, the dielectric permittiv-

Figure 3.10: Schematic of the micro-antenna used for the sample n◦ 2 presented in chapter 4 4.3 and 6 6.2.

ity, and the thickness and materials of the conductors define the microwave characteristic impedance
of a coplanar waveguide. Generally its design is optimized to obtain a 50 Ω impedance matching
with the rest of the microwave circuitry. To calculate the characteristic impedance, one can use the
TX-LINE software [207] for example. Another possibility is to use the Gupta formula in the case
of a GSG coplanar waveguide with infinitely thin conductors [201]. Nevertheless, these calculations
only constitute approximations of the impedance. For example the first method considers infinite
ground planes (infinite widths of the outer conductors) and they do not consider the exact distribution
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of current inside the conductors. To predict more precisely the impedance, Comsol Multiphysics™
simulations can be performed.

In this work, we have chosen to not take into account the impedance problem. Indeed, we chose
to set the geometry of our micro-antennas with respect to the experimental constraints related to the
geometry of our magnonic crystals. Such constraints are described in chapter 4. Furthermore, we did
not perform propagation measurements, where in this case it would have been necessary to completely
optimize the micro-antennas design. Our micro-antennas consist of a short load at the end of a small
portion of GSG coplanar waveguide (the length L is 235 µm). The short load allows to maximize the
current flowing in the micro-antenna and consequently h⃗RF . In the case of small antenna dimensions
with respect to the microwave wavelength, Bailleul [200] demonstrated that the micro-antenna can be
reduced to a very simple classical model with a resistance and an inductance in series (RL model).
We confirmed this behavior for our micro-antennas by measuring the Z11 parameter (impedance cal-
culated from one-port VNA measurements, see section 3.3.3) of one of them deposited on top of a
magnonic crystal (sample #2 in chapter 4). To this end, the micro-antenna was connected to a VNA
with microwave picoprobes (GGB Industries) and the calibration procedure (see section 3.3.3) was
performed with the manufacturer calibration kit for picoprobes. The real and imaginary parts of the
micro-antenna impedance are plotted in Figure 3.11 and are clearly resistive and inductive respec-
tively, as expected for a RL circuit, over the frequency range (0.01-20 GHz) that will be used for the
measurements. A linear fit of the imaginary part of Z11 was performed, leading to an inductance value

Figure 3.11: Input impedance of the micro-antenna of sample #2 measured by VNA. The blue curve corre-
sponds to the imaginary part of the impedance while the gray curve corresponds to its real part. The red dashed
line is a linear fit of the imaginary part of the impedance.

of about 0.2 nH.
The geometry/design of the micro-antenna will also define the excited wavevectors in the mag-

netic thin film. The maximum wavevector kmax can be approximately determined with the central
conductor width win as kmax ≈ 2π

win

. To be more precise, the excited wavevectors by the coplanar
waveguides can be obtained by calculating the spatial Fourier transform of the density of current in
the conductors [205, 208]. The density of current is approximated with rectangular functions, i.e. the
current density is considered constant in the conductors widths. This calculation is in addition mainly
valid for small conductors widths in the order of 2 µm, but not for larger conductors in the order of
20 µm owing to skin effect [209]. The excited wavevectors are generally broadened as they present
large ∆k. In order to select precisely a specific wavevector, the antenna geometry must be repeated
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spatially, as in the case of meander-shaped GSG coplanar waveguides in [208].
In our case, our micro-antennas were used to apply a uniform excitation over the CMS magnonic

crystals (samples #1 and #2 detailed in chapter 4 and 6). To this end, large central conductors
win = 30 µm were used on slightly larger probed magnonic crystals (lateral sizes of 45 µm for sam-
ple #1 and 70 µm for sample #2). As a result the applied wavevector is close to 0 (k ≈ 0). The
discussion concerning the potential influence of the excited wavevectors with our micro-antennas on
the samples can be found in section 6.2 and we demonstrate that the generated pumping field can be
considered as quasi-uniform.

Inductive excitation and detection of FMR and spin waves

After having briefly described the concept of transmission lines and coplanar waveguides, we now
briefly describe the physical effects at the origin of the coupling of the magnetization of a magnetic
thin film to the microwave signal injected in the micro-antenna placed above.

When a microwave signal is injected into a micro-antenna, the flowing microwave current gener-
ates a microwave magnetic field, also called pumping field hRF . The magnetization of the material
underneath the micro-antenna can couple to this microwave magnetic field leading to its precession.
In return, the precession of the magnetization generates a voltage in the micro-antenna owing to the
Lenz-Faraday law. This generates a variation of the impedance of the micro-antenna leading to an
increased impedance mismatch. Signal losses are then increased hence the term of power absorption
to define the magnetic response to the pumping field. Such absorption modifies the amplitude of the
transmitted and reflected voltages. The full description of these effects is called transduction, illus-

Figure 3.12: Schematic of spin waves transduction.

trated in Figure 3.12, and is beyond the scope of our work as we are not directly interested in the
quantitative analysis of the amplitudes of the signals. However an important detailed description of
transduction can be found in the PhD works of Bailleul [200], Vlaminck [204], Lassalle [205], Counil
[210] and Bilzer [211]. This inductive coupling of the magnetization dynamics with microwave exci-
tations is at the basis of FMR measurements [212] and spin waves transduction [208] with striplines,
microstrips and coplanar waveguides .

3.3.2 Field modulation Ferromagnetic Resonance technique (FM-FMR)

Field modulation Ferromagnetic Resonance technique (FM-FMR) constitutes a powerful non de-
structive tool to measure the volumic magnetic properties of a material quite easily [199, 213]. Among
others, one of the main interest is to obtain the intrinsic magnetic parameters without the need to know
the exact thickness of the sample (except for the calculation of the exchange constant). This is, for
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example, opposite to magnetometry measurements such as VSM (Vibrating sample magnetometry).
This technique was used for the characterization of our deposited CMS thin films (chapter 4 4.1) and
the measurements of the excited spin wave modes in the magnonic crystals (chapter 6).

Setup description for magnetic thin films characterization

The experimental setup used is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The sample is placed on a microstrip

Figure 3.13: Schematic of the FM-FMR measurement setup when used with a microstrip to excite and measure
FMR in magnetic thin films. The schemes are not at scale.

made of a gold line of width 600 µm deposited on an alumina substrate. This line will serve to
generate the pumping field h⃗RF . The other side of the substrate (down surface) is fully covered by
gold to connect the ground plane of the sample holder. The magnetic surface of the sample faces
the top surface of the microstrip. Prior to its placement on the microstrip, a thin passivation layer of
about 10 nm was deposited on the magnetic thin film to prevent short circuit. The dimensions of the
sample have to be quite small, in the order of millimiters so as to minimize propagation effects (not
discussed in this manuscript). The sample holder is placed at the center of an electromagnet allowing
to apply an in-plane static magnetic field µ0H0 up to about 400 mT. Angle measurements can also
be performed as the electromagnet can rotate from 0 to 180◦. In addition, Helmholtz coils are fixed to
the electromagnet. These coils are supplied with a low frequency current (in the order of 110 Hz) to
modulate the static magnetic field. The amplitude of the modulation was 0.2 mT at maximum, which
is lower than the resonance field linewidths measured.

A microwave source Agilent (0.1 − 30 GHz) is connected to the microstrip to provide the mi-
crowave current for the generation of the pumping field near the sample. The frequency range can
be swept from 10 MHz to 20 GHz and the power injected from −20 dBm to 10 dBm. In order to
remain in the case of linear precession of the magnetization (i.e. only few degrees of precession from
the effective field direction), the microwave power is kept below −16 dBm for our samples.

In this experiment, the static magnetic field is swept from 0 to 350 mT with steps of 0.3 mT at a
fixed frequency of h⃗RF . This procedure is repeated for 1 to 20 GHz with frequency steps of 0.5 GHz.
When the static magnetic field value for which FMR occurs (field resonance Hr) is reached, a part of
the injected power in the microstrip is absorbed by the magnetic material thus triggering the uniform
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precession of its magnetization. It can be shown that the microwave power absorbed by the mate-
rial is proportional to (1/2)µ0ωχ

′′(ω)h2RF with ω the pulsation of the pumping field hRF and χ′′(ω)
the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility defined in the equation (1.95). The variation of the
injected power is detected in transmission out of the microstrip via a Schottky diode. The Schottky
diode allows to recover the envelop function of the microwave signal at its output. As the microwave
power is modulated, the voltage produced out of the Schottky diode is then also modulated. This is
schematically described in Figure 3.14 b). This voltage is then connected to the entry of the Ametek

Figure 3.14: a) Scheme plots of the imaginary component of the susceptibility χ′′ (blue line) and its derivative
dχ′′

dH (red line). b) Plots of the signal out of the microstrip (black curve) and after the Schottky diode (red curve)
at three particular field points of χ′′ curve (a)) indexed with numbers.

lock-in amplifier, whose reference signal is locked to the modulation signal of the Helmholtz coils.
As a result, the combination of the Schottky diode and lock-in detection (homodyne detection) allows
to detect the variation of the transmitted voltage due to the partial absorption of the microwave power.

As the absorbed power is proportional to the imaginary part of the susceptibility having a Lorentzian
profile, it is thus theoretically possible to measure a signal proportional to the derivative of the imag-
inary part of the dynamic susceptibility dχ′′/dh of the sample as illustrated in Figure 3.14 a). The
measured signal have thus an anti-Lorentzian profile. The advantages of such technique is a high
signal-to-noise ratio allowing the FMR measurements on ultrathin films of only few nanometers of
thickness. It is also easy to set up as it does not require complex calibration procedures as in the
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case of the Vector Network Analyser (VNA), that will be approached in the next section 3.3.3. It
is to be noted that fine absorption peaks are more pronounced in the "derivative representation" as
differentiation enhances any changes in the slope of the measurement curve [199].

Data processing

From FM-FMR measurements at each frequency, one can recover the resonance field µ0Hr and
the field linewidth µ0∆H as illustrated in Figure 3.14 a) (blue curve). The resonance field is retrieved
when the detected voltage crosses 0. The field linewidth can be measured via the peak-to-peak field
linewidth ∆Hpp as:

∆H =
√
3∆Hpp (3.4)

Nevertheless, this procedure works for an ideal measured imaginary susceptibility. In reality, several
factors will impact the shape of the lorentzian χ′′ and by extension the measured anti-lorentzian
dχ′′/dh. For the measurements performed with the microstrip, not only this one is not perfectly
adapted to 50 Ω but also the samples have dimensions of a few millimeters, which lead to small
propagation effects (not discussed here, for more details the reader can refer to [200, 210]). Also,
the sample is larger than the microstrip line. All of these makes the measured signal a mix of the
real and imaginary part of the susceptibility. The presence of χ′ and χ′′ leads to the measurement of
asymmetric signals.

With the expressions of χ′ and χ′′ in chapter 1 1.95, the measured voltage signal V is proportional
to their derivative and can be fitted with the following formula to obtain µ0Hr and µ0∆H:

V = K
dχ′

dH
sin(ϕ) +K

dχ′′

dH
cos(ϕ) + offset

= K

[

(∆H
2
)2 − (H −Hr)

2

[

(H −Hr)2 + (∆H
2
)2
]2

]

sin(ϕ) +K

[

−(H −Hr)∆H
[

(H −Hr)2 + (∆H
2
)2
]2

]

cos(ϕ)

+ offset

(3.5)

with K and offset constants, and ϕ an arbitrary dephasing angle. If the measured signal is quite
symmetric, this means that dχ′′/dH is dominating over dχ′/dH , leading to a small ϕ value. Inversely,
the more asymmetrical the measured signal is, the higher will be the ϕ value.

By fitting the measurements for all frequencies, one can retrieve the magnetic parameters of the
sample. The evolution of the frequency with the resonant field f(Hres) can be fitted with the Kittel
formula (1.52) or the Smit-Beljers model (chapter 1 section 1.2.4). This allows to determine the
saturation magnetization Ms and the gyromagnetic factor γ. Then, the fitting of the evolution of the
field linewidth with the frequency ∆H(f) via the formula (1.97) in chapter 1 allows to determine the
damping coefficient α and the inhomogeneous broadening ∆H0. For the particular case of our CMS
thin films which have cubic crystal anisotropy, the determination of the magnetic parameters from
FM-FMR measurements are detailed in chapter 4 4.1.

Measurement procedures for our devices with magnonic crystals

FM-FMR measurements were also performed on the samples #1 and #2 detailed in chapter 6
(Figures 6.2 and 6.10). In this case the setup is the same as in Figure 3.13 except that instead of
the microstrip, picoprobes (GGB industries) are connected to the micro-antenna above the magnonic
crystal. Also, we place a circulator at the output of the microwave source. The transmitted power is
injected via the picoprobes to the micro-antenna. Due to the short load at the end of the micro-antenna,
a large part of the incoming microwave signal is reflected towards the microwave source. As a result,
we measure the variations of the microwave power absorbed by the magnetic sample as variations of
the reflected voltage by the micro-antenna. Indeed, the excitation of the spin wave modes results in
a variation of impedance of the micro-antenna as explained previously. The reflected power coming
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back to the source is then isolated on the third port of the circulator and sent to the Schottky diode.
With this configuration, measurements can only be performed from 2 to 18 GHz due to the limited
frequency bands of our circulators. For these measurements, the magnetic field was first applied to
saturate the magnonic crystal magnetization (300 mT) and then decreased down to 0 mT in order to
favor the obtaining of reproducible measured signals when dealing with unsaturated magnetic states
at low magnetic fields.

3.3.3 Vector Network Analyser Ferromagnetic Resonance (VNA-FMR)

As will be shown in chapter 6, we also measured the spin waves spectrum of magnonic crystals
with a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) [213]. The main interest of a VNA is the possibility to
measure the amplitude and phase of the reflected and transmitted voltages at the input and output
of a device. The amplitude and phase are measured with respect to a reference signal injected by
the instrument. Also, to measure the phase, one has to define a calibration plane, i.e. a position in
the circuit where the analyser considers that the incoming voltage has a null phase. This involves to
calibrate the VNA at a particular position in the circuit. In our case, this calibration is performed at
the output of the picoprobes in order to probe only the variation of signals at the micro-antenna level.

As in the case of FM-FMR, the microwave device is placed in the center of the electromagnet
as illustrated in Figure 3.15. The short-ended micro-antenna to probe the device is connected to one
port of the VNA (Anritsu MS4642A) via picoprobes and a non-magnetic coaxial cable (from P2SI
manufacturer). A second port can be used to connect a second antenna to measure the transmitted
signal in the case of a not short-ended antenna or of detection of propagating spin waves. In VNA-
FMR measurements, the applied field is fixed while the frequency is swept from 10 MHz to 20 GHz.
The concept of VNA measurements is briefly described below.

Figure 3.15: Schematic of the VNA measurement setup with a short-ended micro-antenna. The schemes are
not at scale.

Scattering parameters and impedance

Every linear electrical device can be described by scattering parameters called S-parameters. If
one injects a microwave signal (EM) in a port 1 with a voltage V +

1 , a part of this signal is reflected
at the same port V −

1 and another part is transmitted at a second port (port 2) V −
2 . Inversely, when a
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signal is injected in port 2 with a voltage V +
2 , a reflected V −

2 can be measured at port 2 and transmitted
V −
1 at port 1. These S-parameters are illustrated in Figure 3.16 a). These voltages are thus linked by

Figure 3.16: Schematic of the S-parameters for a a) two port measurement and b) one port measurement.

a matrix, called S-matrix, whose elements are the four scattering parameters:
[

V −
1

V −
2

]

=

[

S11 S12

S21 S22

]

·
[

V +
1

V +
2

]

(3.6)

where the parameters Sii =
V −
i

V +

i

correspond to the ratio between the amplitude of the reflected and

incident voltage signal at the same port i (i = 1, 2) while the parameters Sij =
V −
i

V +

j

correspond to the

ratio between the amplitude of the transmitted signal at port i and the incident signal at port j. These
S-parameters are complex values as they are retrieved from the amplitude and phase of the microwave
voltage signals.

The impedance matrix can then be built from the S-matrix:
[

V1
V2

]

=

[

Z11 Z12

Z21 Z22

]

·
[

I1
I2

]

(3.7)

where Vi = V +
i + V −

i and Ii = I+i + I−i . The impedance parameters can be calculated with [204]:

Zii = Zc
(1 + Sii)(1− Sjj) + SijSji

(1− Sii)(1− Sjj)− SijSji

(3.8)

Zij = Zc
2Sij

(1− Sii)(1− Sjj)− SijSji

(3.9)

Operating principle

The S-parameters of the microwave device of interest can be measured by a VNA-FMR over a
broad range of frequencies. These S-parameters are retrieved from the variation of amplitude and
phase of the reflected and transmitted signals at the ports of the VNA. The latter thus acts as a mi-
crowave source (injects voltage signal in the micro-antenna) and detector (measures the reflected and
transmitted voltage signals from the micro-antennas). Uniform or propagating spin waves induce a
variation of the impedance of the micro-antennas via inductive coupling, and by extension, a variation
of the S-parameters amplitude and phase with the excitation frequency and applied magnetic field. In
contrast with the previous FMR experiment of section 3.3.2, the applied magnetic field is fixed while
the excitation frequency (frequency of the injected RF signal in the micro-antenna) is swept from 0 to
20 GHz. Let’s note that such kind of measurements are more difficult than FM-FMR measurements.
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Indeed, one must avoid any part of the circuitry (such as cables) that could be sensitive to the ap-
plied field. Otherwise, changing the value ofH0 will involve parasitic signals, impedance variations...
[199]. In our case, we took a particular attention to find a manufacturer able to provide completely
non-magnetic cables and picoprobes.

To simply explain the functioning of the VNA [205, 214], the RF signal generated by the source
of the VNA is splitted in two branches, one to serve as a reference (injected voltage) and the other
to be guided from the port 1 of the VNA to the device of interest. The reflected signal is separated
from the injected signal via a directional coupler. The transmitted signal is collected at the port 2 of
the VNA. Each of these three voltage signals is then mixed with another signal of frequency f + δf
where δf is in the order of tens of MHz to obtain a mixed signal with in particular this δf frequency.
Then this mixed signal is filtered by only selecting δf . This procedure is called heterodyning. Their
detected values are then combined to calculate the S-parameters. Likewise, the same procedure is
performed with the port 2 to complete the determination of the S-matrix.

Open reflection measurements

Within the scope of this thesis, only reflection measurements were performed on a single short-
ended micro-antenna as illustrated in Figure 3.15. The situation is thus reduced to a one port measure-
ment. As illustrated in Figure 3.16 b), only the reflection parameter S11 is extracted in this particular
case. The other ports are terminated with 50 Ω matched loads. Let’s note that we focused on the S11

parameter and not on the Z11 corresponding impedance because, as it will be explained later, our goal
was to work on the potential microwave absorption of magnonic crystals and we assumed that the
best parameter to highlight such functionality is S11.

One port measurements present several advantages such as the use of a single picoprobe, simpli-
fied calibration, faster measurements as only one frequency scan on one port is needed. The latter
reduces the impact of drift of the measurements as it will be later mentioned. When the magnetiza-
tion precession enters in resonance (FMR), a strong absorption of the RF voltage signal injected in the
micro-antenna occurs. The sole measured S11(f,H0) parameter comprises mainly a field-dependant
background signal that prevents the clear observation of the resonance peaks associated to spin waves
excitation. Therefore, a reference measurement S11(f,Hreff ) taken at a reference field is subtracted
to the measurement of interest to suppress the background signal:

∆S11(f,H0) = S11(f,H0)− S11(f,Href) (3.10)

The reference field is generally taken the largest possible, in order to shift the resonance out of the
measured frequency bandwidth.

Calibration protocol

For microwave measurements, all the elements in which the RF signal passes through (VNA com-
ponents, coaxial cables, picoprobes) should have a correct impedance matching (close to 50 Ω) to
minimize the signal loss due to reflections at the connections between these different elements. A cal-
ibration routine have to be performed to overcome these non ideal measurement conditions by fixing
these potential sources of errors.

To this end, a calibration substrate supplied by GGB Industries is used. The latter comprises
several standards of coplanar waveguides commonly termed as SOLT, corresponding to Short, Open,
Load and Through. The coplanar waveguides that are required for the calibration are then a short-
circuit (0 Ω), an open-circuit (∞ Ω), an impedance load (50 Ω) and a portion of perfectly 50 Ω mi-
crowave lines (through lines) if two ports are used. The calibration protocol then consists in contacted
these standards and to measure them successively over the whole frequency range in the experimental
conditions that will be used for the measurement of the microwave device, i.e. same power, fre-
quency bandwidth, number of recorded frequency points. This routine is performed on both ports
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of the VNA. This routine then serves for the determination of the different terms of the error model
defined by the manufacturer that will shift the reference plane to the end of the picoprobes. As a
result, the measured signal will then only depends on the device to be measured. It is important to
perform a precise calibration in order to reach the largest signal-to-noise ratio. To this end, this cali-
bration routine is repeated several times successively to improve the determination of the error terms.
In addition, the calibration degrades with time and requires to perform the protocol routine quite often.
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Chapter 4

Micro-Nanofabrication of Heusler-based

Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnonic crystals

In this chapter, we will first discuss the magnetic properties of the Co2MnSi (CMS) thin films
deposited at the CEMES laboratory. Then we will present in detail the micro and nanofabrication
methods developed in order to obtain magnonic crystals from these films. We will emphasize the
strategy followed to make antidot lattices and we will discuss the difficulties associated. This task
represented one of the most critical and important points of this thesis work and required a lot of
development. It was made all the more difficult as we had few CMS thin films available for testing.
Then, we will show the microfabrication processes associated to the realization of the final devices.
Those ones must include a magnonic crystal, but also a micro-antenna for excitation/detection of the
spin wave modes and eventually electrical contacts. In particular, we will show that different kind
of micro-antennas were fabricated depending on whether the final device was dedicated to FMR or
Brillouin light scattering experiments.

4.1 Characterization of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi Heusler-based alloy thin films

Initially our goal was to obtain CMS thin films with a thickness of about 30 to 40 nm crystallized

in the L21 order. Unfortunately after the covid-related lockdown in 2020, our sputtering machine has

encountered a major breakdown just few weeks after the beginning of our growth campaign. At the

moment of writing this manuscript, our sputtering chamber is still broken down. As a consequence,

only very few thin films could have been deposited and we were not able to optimize the growth

conditions.

FM-FMR measurements as described in section 3.3.2 were performed to characterize the magnetic
constants of the CMS thin films capped with a thin layer of MgO. The results presented below suggest
that our thin films were not perfectly crystallized in a single crystal order and small variations of the
magnetic parameters (Ms, Hk, α) were observed from one film to another. Here we show a typical
example of the CMS thin film properties observed on the set of prepared samples further used for
magnonic crystals structuration.

Magnetic constants of the CMS thin films are obtained by FM-FMR measurements. The external
field H0 is applied in the plane of the sample along an easy or a hard axis, as illustrated in Figure
4.1 a). Due to the orientation of the crystalline axes of the CMS and the negative cubic anistropy
constant, the magnetic easy axes are parallel to the edges of the MgO substrate while hard axes are
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along the diagonal of the substrate. For the measurements, the frequency of the microwave current in
the microstrip is fixed and an in-plane applied magnetic field is scanned from 0 to 300 mT.

Figure 4.1: a) Schematic representation of the Co2MnSi thin film sample, with in black arrows the directions
of the magnetic easy axes, and in blue arrows the directions of the magnetic hard axes. Ferromagnetic resonance
absorption spectra (black dots) and their fitting with (3.5) (red line) in the case of measurements performed in
b) a hard axis at 17 GHz and c) an easy axis at 6 GHz.

As can be seen in Figures 4.1 a) and b), the anti-Lorentzian signals corresponding to the dP/dH
measurements are not symmetric. We assume that this is due to the fact that our samples are not
perfectly crystallized in a single crystal phase. As already mentioned at the beginning of this chap-
ter, such films were not supposed to be used to realize the magnonic crystals during this PhD work.
Besides, we did not performed a full structural analysis which would have require complex and time
consuming experiments such as HRTEM-STAADF, X-ray diffraction at different wavelengths, com-
bined with angle FMR measurements as demonstrated in [111]. Nevertheless, we relied on the expe-
rience of our research group which has studied these materials for 10 years. Based on these previous
works, we assume that our samples have small grains with B2 order inside a large L21 matrix [111].
In such case, we can have very similar magnetic properties for the two phases leading to asymmetric
resonance peaks. Therefore, in the following, we will consider that we have a majority (most prob-
ably L21) and a minority (most probably B2) phases in our thin films, with very similar magnetic
constants.

Despite the strong peak mixing, we were able to extract the values of the resonance field Hr at
each frequency for the two phases. The equation (3.5) was used to fit the measurements. More pre-
cisely, we used two anti-Lorentzian curves, one having a much higher amplitude (up to 10 times) than
the other one. The f(Hr) relations in the easy and hard axis directions are shown in Figure 4.2 a) as
colored dots for the majority and minority phases. Let’s note that the value of the cubic anisotropy
field HK can be obtained very easily as it corresponds to the inflexion point (where f = 0) when H0

is applied in the hard axis direction. In this figure, the fitting lines are obtained from the Smit-Beljers
equation (1.53). Using this formulation is particularly interesting when H0 is not rigorously aligned
with the easy or hard axes, and so for which the Kittel formula (1.63) and (1.64) can not be applied
correctly. It also allows to fit the f(Hr) points in the hard axis direction when H0 is below Hk, i.e.
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when the magnetization is not fully aligned with H0.

Figure 4.2: a) Evolution of the resonance frequency f as a function of the applied field H0 when the latter
is applied in the easy or hard axes (colored dots) and their fitting lines with (1.53) (black for the FMR peak
resonances along the hard and easy axes, blue for the PSSW mode resonances along the easy axis, pink for the
PSSW mode resonances along the hard axis). b) Example of a FM-FMR signal measured at 19 GHz. The red
line is the fitting of the experimental points in black. In insert, we show the signal corresponding to the PSSW
mode.

Then, the easy and hard axes f(Hr) curves are fitted to extract γ and Ms. Finally, the exchange
constant value A can be obtained from the first PSSW mode (Perpendicular Standing Spin Waves,
which correspond to quantized standing spin waves along the thickness of the thin film) measured at
a high frequency and low field as shown in the inset of Figure 4.2 b). This mode is an exchange dom-
inated mode thus appearing at higher excitation frequencies and lower applied fields than the uniform
resonance mode. It corresponds to the first quantized (i.e. stationnary) mode along the thickness of
the film. As this signal is very weak, we assume that it is associated to the majority phase only. The
value of A obtained from this peak relies on the assumption that the frequency separation between
the PSSW and the FMR modes equals to (2A/µ0Ms)k

2
z . In theory, the expression of kz depends on

the pinning conditions of the spins at the two surfaces of the film. Full and free pinning conditions
correspond to spins at the interfaces that can or can not precess respectively. In our case, this pinning
parameter could not be determined as the measurement of at least two PSSW modes are required,
which involves to perform measurements at frequencies above the limit of our microwave source. We
made the assumption of full pinning conditions with kz = π/t, with t = 45 nm (the thickness t was
measured via x-ray reflectometry). Possible discrepancies between the calculated and the real value
of A might exist. However, we mention here that the micromagnetic simulations of the spin wave
modes in the CMS magnonic crystals presented in chapter 6 section 6.2, which were performed with
the calculated value of A are in very good agreement with the experimental results. Consequently,
this suggests that our assumption is relevant.

The magnetic constants values for the majority phase obtained from the FMR measurements are
summarized in table 4.1. These results are close to the one obtained in the previous works of I. Ab-
dallah [53, 111], except that the cubic crystal anisotropy field is lower than expected (in the order
of 30 mT). From one film to another, we obtained HK values from 200 to 250 Oe (µ0Hk = 20 to
25 mT). The saturation magnetizationMs value is close to the theoretical one of the L21 or B2 crystal
order. This value varies from 1.28 to 1.29 T from one film to another. The exchange constant A value
is in very good agreement with the reported values in the literature [215–218].

With the dP/dH measurements (FM-FMR), it is possible with the equation (1.97) to obtain the
value of the Gilbert damping coefficient α from the evolution in frequency of the linewidth ∆H of
the FMR peaks. However, due to the proximity of the peaks associated to the majority and minority
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Saturation

magnetization

µ0Ms [T]

Cubic crystal

anisotropy field

µ0Hk [mT]

Cubic crystal

anisotropy

constant Kc1

[Jm−3]

Gyromagnetic

ratio γ
2π

[GHzT−1]

Exchange

constant A

[pJm−1]

1.28 20 -10186 28.8 21.5

Table 4.1: Magnetic parameters obtained from the fitting of the measured f(Hr) curves by FM-FMR.

phases, such treatment was quite difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, as the majority peak has a higher
amplitude than the minority one, it was easier to obtain reasonable values of ∆H for this phase. Con-
sequently, we have chosen to show in Figure 4.3 a) only the ∆H(fr) plots for the majority phase
when H0 is applied in the direction parallel to the easy (black dots) and hard (red dots) axes. As can
be seen, the calculated error bars are relatively important. The value of α is roughly similar for both
directions of the applied field and is around 2.10−3, which is quite reasonable as we did not remove
the contribution from two-magnon scattering [105]. Indeed, two-magnon scattering leads to a linear
increase of the field linewidth with the frequency, but it vanishes when H0 is applied perpendicularly
to the surface of the film. Unfortunately, our electromagnet does not allow us to apply a field suffi-
ciently strong to saturate the sample magnetization out of plane.

The extrinsic contribution ∆H0 is quite important (about 20 Oe) which reflects the "poor" crys-
tallinity of our samples. It results from local fluctuations owing to the microstructure such as local
defects, roughness, local variations of thickness [105]. Two-magnon scattering also contributes to
∆H0 [105]. As a consequence, the effective damping at a particular frequency, which can be given by
the equation (1.96), is much higher than the intrinsic damping at low frequencies as shown in Figure
4.3 b). It is only for frequencies above 15 GHz that the influence of extrinsic contributions becomes
less dominant.

Figure 4.3: a) Evolution of the field linewidth ∆H with the frequency f for H0 applied along the easy axis
(black dots) and along the hard one (red dots). The solid lines are linear fittings with 1.97. The calculated error
bars are represented. b) Evolution of the calculated effective damping α values from the equation 1.96 with the
frequency f , along the easy (black dots) and hard (red dots) axes.

To conclude on this section, we have shown that our CMS thin films are not perfectly crystallized.
Nevertheless their magnetic parameters are close to what could be expected for the L21 order. For the
experimental study of the magnonic crystals presented in chapter 6 section 6.2, we have considered
that we have mainly measured the majority phase as the measured signals are rather weak. Also, we
used the magnetic parameters presented in table 4.1 when performing the micromagnetic simulations
to describe the experimental measurements on the magnonic crystals. Only the damping coefficient
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was set to 1.10−3 in the simulations, in order to have well resolved peaks in the FFT spectra.

4.2 Micro/Nanostructuration of magnonic crystals fromCo2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

thin films

In this thesis, we chose to study a particular type of magnonic crystals: squared magnetic antidot
lattices. The latter correspond to a periodic lattice of etched squared holes in magnetic thin films.
Different nanostructuration techniques for the fabrication of antidot lattices have been reported in the
literature. The main ones are Focused Ion Beam (FIB) [219–222], combination of deep ultraviolet
lithography and lift-off processes [22, 223, 224], combination of Electron Beam Lithography (EBL)
and ion milling [49, 225], combination of EBL and lift-off processes [226], or template synthesis in
porous membranes [227].

This section is dedicated to the presentation of the micro and nanofabrication steps that have been
developed at the CEMES to produce our magnonic crystals from CMS thin films. These tasks repre-
sented the major part of the experimental developments that I carried out during this thesis. In order
to fully understand these different stages, it is important to present the constraints that we have set
ourselves for the fabrication of the samples:

- Firstly, we chose to make antidot lattices with squared patterns having "realistic" dimensions,
i.e. which are large enough to be achieved routinely with the nanostructuration techniques that we
will detail below, while being small enough to have significant effects for spin waves (generation of
forbidden bands, reconfigurable effects). Many numerical studies on magnonic crystals have been
carried out on systems having dimensions of the order of a few nanometers, which makes it possible
to have band gaps of several GHz, however without experimental studies associated with them [149].
This can probably be explained by the great technological challenge represented by the manufacture
of systems in the range of a few tens of nanometers. Consequently, we aimed for dimensions of the
squares s ranging from 100 to 300 nm with spacings d between them such that s ≤ d ≤ 3s.

- The lateral dimensions of the entire magnonic crystal had to be large enough so that we could
consider our system as almost infinite. This depends in particular on the size of the patterns and the
distance separating them, but we considered that we needed at least 50 periods (= s+ d). In addition,
we wanted to study the spin wave modes in these crystals with micro-antennas several microns wide
in order to achieve conditions close to a uniform excitation (FMR). Ideally, antidot lattices of a few
hundred microns wide would have fulfilled all the conditions and would have made it possible to place
several micro-antennas above the crystal for spin waves propagation studies for example. However,
since such a field of view was not accessible either in e-beam lithography or in FIB at CEMES, we
have sought to produce antidot lattices of sizes of the order of a few tens of microns.

To make the patterns from a CMS thin film, we used dry etching techniques. When I arrived
at the laboratory, the e-beam lithography was not yet in operation. Therefore, we first tried to make
the patterns by FIB etching with Ga+ ions. This technique has the advantage of a direct writing of
the patterns in the material, however it also presents certain limitations to achieve our objectives, in
particular those associated with the implantation of Ga+ ions. The latter will be discussed in chapter
6 section 6.1. This is why I have worked in parallel in the development of e-beam lithography and
lift-off equipments at CEMES in order to produce antidot lattices by etching CMS thin films with Ar+

ions through a resist mask. In this case, one of the major difficulties we encountered comes from the
slow etch rate of the CMS thin films. As a result, we had to test different electron-sensitive resists (e-
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beam resists) in order to find the one that could bear the necessary time for the etching of 45 to 50 nm
thick CMS thin films. In addition, the Ion Beam Etching (IBE) chamber that we use in the laboratory
is not a commercial equipment but a prototype, which also required significant development works.

We will start by presenting the techniques used, the strategy implemented and the associated lim-
itations to achieve square antidots in a thin film of CMS. Then in the next section 4.3, we will present
all the necessary steps in addition to the realization of the antidot lattices to obtain a measurable
sample either by FMR or by Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS).

4.2.1 Ion milling principle

The concept of ion milling has already been approached when we detailed the Plassys sputtering
chamber in chapter 3. Sputtering relies on the ejection of atoms by incoming ions (Ar+ in the case of
the thin film deposition). In the case of FIB milling, we used Ga+ ions from an ion source that will
be described below. The different physical mechanisms at the origin of ion milling (or sputtering) are
quite complex and many books treat these phenomena [228, 229]. Our goal here is to give general
information about them. Basically, it relies on the interaction between an incoming ion that has been
accelerated and the atoms of the material to be milled. The ions will interact through elastic and
inelastic collisions with the atoms of the target. The former is predominantly related to the electronic
shells of the species while the second is more related to nucleus interactions even if both effects are
always present. However, nuclear interactions always lead to inelastic scattering.

The milling process is schematically depicted in Figure 4.4 b). Incoming ions travelling inside the
material lose their kinetic energy to the surrounding targeted atoms through the elastic and inelastic
interactions that can be modelled with a collision cascades mechanism [230, 231]. As an example, in
the case of a crystalline material, the targeted atom receiving the ions energy can move from its initial
place to insert itself in-between placed atoms (interstitial atom) and thus creating a vacancy. This
phenomenon can occur if the ions energy exceeds the displacement energy of the targeted atom. This
primary collision can then lead to subsequent collisions if each time the energy transfered remains
sufficiently high to displace atoms. For surface atoms, if the transmitted kinetic energy of ions is
large enough to overcome the binding energy of the material [232], the targeted atoms are sputtered
away from the surface leading to an effective milling of the material surface.

4.2.2 Focused Ion Beam etching of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi antidot lattices

4.2.2.1 The dual FIB-SEM equipment

The Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique is widely used in semiconductor industries and academic
research facilities, especially for the preparation of samples which are then studied by Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM), in particular in the fields of microelectronic devices and integrated cir-
cuits. It is also used for the prototyping of devices as it is a direct micro/nanostructuration mask-free
process [230], with a versatile fine focusing provided by a wide variety of ion species. For some ap-
plications it shows some advantages over conventional nanostructuring techniques as UV or e-beam
lithography and deposition/etching processes.

In this thesis we used a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i dual beam FIB-SEM [233, 234]. It is equipped
with both a SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) and a FIB columns, as illustrated in Figure 4.4 a).
The main advantage of this instrument is that live observation of the milling process can be performed
with the SEM column. Let’s note that imaging can be performed with the ion column but it leads to
the damage of the observed area. The FIB column is basically composed of an ion source, ion optics
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Figure 4.4: Schematics of a) a dual FIB-SEM instrument, and b) the effects of ion milling. The red and yellow
dotted lines represent the trajectories of the incoming ion and atoms of the target respectively.

with electrostatic lenses and apertures to focus and deflect the ion beam onto the sample surface, a
motorized stage with the sample attached to it and a vacuum chamber. It is possible to use different
ion species but Ga+ Liquid Metal Ion Source (LMIS) is the most used in the literature due to its
liquid state at room temperature and low steam pressure facilitating its use in high vacuum. It is the
ion species used in our equipment. A sharp tungsten needle (W) is in contact with the Ga+ LMIS
and is wet by the latter. A high extraction field (> 108 V/cm) is applied to pull the gallium liquid at
the tungsten tip into a sharp cone of radius up to 5 − 10 nm. An applied high electric field will then
generate the emission of positive Ga+ ions from the gallium cone.

When the Ga+ beam impacts the sample surface, several physical phenomena occur in addition
to ion milling such as the generation of secondary electrons, the implantation of Ga+ ions, and amor-
phisation/recrystallisation of the material [235]. Depending on the energy of the Ga+ ions defined by
the high voltage applied, the damaged layer will be more or less deep. Efficient sputtering of material
is reached with highly energetic ions. In our case the Ga+ ions are accelerated at 30 keV. The etch-
ing efficiency can be characterized by the sputter yield which is the ratio of atoms sputtered per one
incident ion for specific ion beam settings (high voltage, current) and is specific to the material being
milled. To this end, working at 30 keV offers a high sputter yield. It also allows to obtain a very small
spot size of the ion beam [231]. At 30 keV, the penetration depth of incident Ga+ ions depends on
the material but it typically ranges from 5 to 40 nm.

FIB etching quality and resolution are limited by two main effects. The first one is redeposition
of sputtered atoms. While most of the ejected atoms of the target are pumped by the vacuum sys-
tem, those ejected at low angles are not energitically stable and tend to accumulate and condense in
a solid phase nearby etched areas. Also, the smaller is the pattern to be etched, the more will be the
redeposition as sputtered atoms have less possibilities to "go out". The second limitation concerns
implantation of Ga+ into the material. These ions can chemically interact with the atoms of the target
and potentially modify the physical (mechanical, electrical, magnetic optic) properties of the material.
Implantation appears mainly on a small volume surrounding the hole. It comes from the trajectory of
the ions, as depicted in Figure 4.4 b).

Scan methods or beam and processing parameters can help to reduce the impact of these issues.
The scan method concerns the way of moving the ion beam on the surface of the sample. Different
strategies can be set to etch the holes called serial or parallel modes. In the serial mode, one hole
is fully etched before moving to another one. This involves to stay a sufficient time on each hole,
increasing potentially the redeposition. In the parallel mode, the ion beam is moved successively on
each hole of the lattice and each hole is only milled for a small amount of time. Multiple scans over
the entire lattice are performed until all the holes are completely etched. These modes are depicted in
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Figure 4.5: Schematics of a) the serial and parallel scan modes, and b) the single and multi-pass etching
strategies.

Figure 4.5 a). The parallel mode is normally used to reduce the redeposition around one hole induced
by the ejected atoms coming from the surrounding holes [236]. Now for both the serial and parallel
modes, one can choose to work either in the single pass method or in the multi-pass method as de-
picted in Figure 4.5 b). These two methods are similar to the serial and parallel modes but for a single
hole. In fact, a hole pattern is composed of multiple pixels which are roughly corresponding to the
size of the ion beam spot. The number of pixels to form a hole pattern depends on the size of the hole
and the size of the ion beam spot. In the single pass method, a pixel is fully etched before moving
to the adjacent one while in the multi-pass method all pixels are etched in parallel. In the latter case,
the beam stays a very short time on each pixel. It is much faster than the single pass method but it is
potentially less precise.

In order to have the best spatial resolution, and thus the best pattern as possible, one might be
tempted to work with a very small spot size. However, this is not always relevant for large lattices,
such as ours, as the total milling time will increase and defects such as misalignment of the holes will
appear due to mechanical and electronic drifts. Other parameters also play a major role in the good
resolution of the pattern and the total milling time. For example, the latter increases when increas-
ing the dwell time (duration over which the focused ion beam stays at the pixel position) or when
increasing the overlap (the pitch between two pixels). But it can be reduced by increasing the ion
current density that depends on the ion species, their energy and the diaphragm aperture. Therefore a
compromise between all the experimental parameters and the total milling time has to be found. To
help the user to tune all these parameters, the FIB is equipped with the Thermo Scientific Nanobuilder
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Software that controls the milling process [237].

4.2.2.2 Antidot lattices processed by FIB

Many tests were performed to optimize the milling conditions to obtain squared antidot lattices.
In this section we will show a few examples which are significant of the difficulty to fulfill our exper-
imental constraints described at the beginning of this section. Before that, let’s mention that a high
number of people work with the FIB at CEMES. Therefore, each person has access to the equipment
only once or twice a week. One session lasts 4 hours but it is possible to have sessions at night for
8 hours. The limited time and small number of working sessions forced us to compromise on the
quality of the pattern.

Figure 4.6: SEM images of the FIB etched Co2MnSi squared antidot lattice (40 µm× 40 µm) of antidots size
100 nm and spacing 300 nm with a) a parallel multi-scan strategy and b) a serial multi-scan strategy.

As a first example, Figure 4.6 shows the difference we observed between the parallel and serial
milling modes. These images were done with the SEM column. We always worked with the multi-
scan method for both modes as it reduces redeposition. For this test, we aimed to etch a 40 µm×40 µm
lattice of squared antidots with expected lateral dimensions of 100 nm and edge-to-edge separation
of 300 nm. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 4.2. From Figure 4.6 a), it is

High voltage [kV] Writefield [µm2] Current [pA] Theoretical beam spot

size [nm]

30 100 × 100 70 21

Table 4.2: FIB experimental conditions

obvious that we were not able to find the correct experimental parameters to obtain squared patterns
in the parallel mode. Indeed, the shape and size of the antidots are not respected and the entire CMS
thickness was not milled. The reason for such a failure is not clear at all for us. It could be related to
a deflection of the beam not precise enough to mill the exact same area at each scans, resulting in a
larger area exposed to Ga+ ions and a lower milling depth. In contrast, the SEM image in Figure 4.6
b) shows that the serial multi-scan strategy leads to quite well-defined squared antidots. However, the
vertices of the squares are rounded and their lateral dimensions are about 140 nm instead of 100 nm.
Nevertheless the center-to-center distance is 400 nm as expected. Also, we can observe some kind of
white halo around the hole that we will discuss below. Therefore, we chose to work in the serial mode
to make our final device presented in section 4.3.1. Let’s note that the time needed to produce this
antidot lattice was 8 hours in the case of the serial milling strategy while it was about 1 hour for the
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parallel mode. With the constraint of access to our FIB, it means that the maximum lateral dimensions
of the antidot lattice are about 40 to 50 µm for 100 nm squared antidots with 300 nm spacing.

Figure 4.7: SEM images of FIB etched CMS antidots with an ion beam current and etching depth Z of a)
39 pA, Z = 100 nm, and of b) 7.7 pA, Z = 50 nm respectively. For both a) and b), the second row
corresponds to zoomed SEM images on a single antidot of the first row SEM images, the third row corresponds
to 52◦ tilted SEM images of the antidots and the fourth row to their cross-sections.

The white halo around the holes and the rounded shape of the vertices of the squares have been
observed for every antidot lattice we realized by FIB milling, whatever the size of the antidots or the
spacing in-between them. The amplitude of the ion beam current turned out to have no effect either,
nor the depth at which we want to etch the holes. Examples are shown for CMS squared antidots with
a nominal size and spacing of 300 and 900 nm respectively. In Figure 4.7 a), the ion beam current
was decreased compared to the conditions used to obtain the structures shown in Figure 4.6 b). In
Figure 4.7 b), the ion beam current was further decreased while we also reduced the etching depth
Z. In both cases, the halo corresponds to a variation of contrast induced by the fact that the sidewalls
of the holes are not vertical. In particular, the holes present a bowl shape that can be observed in the
SEM images obtained at a 52◦ tilted angle (third row of Figure 4.7 a) and b)) or when looking at the
profile of a cross section in the middle of the holes (fourth row of Figure 4.7 a) and b)). The bowl
shape is a little less pronounced for the lowest ion beam current and decreased milling passes as could
be expected. Indeed, the current is decreased by selecting a smaller diaphragm in the column, leading
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to a smaller spot size. A possible explanation of the bowl shape relies on both the conical shape of
the beam and the fact that we always focused the beam onto the surface of the sample. As can be
seen in Figure 4.8 a) representing the trajectories of Ga+ ions calculated with the SIMION software
[238], when the beam is focused onto the surface (red dotted lines in Figures 4.8 a), b), c)), the density
of ions is maximum at the center of the beam and weaker on the sides. The corresponding FIB and
SEM observations show the bowl shape as observed in our experiments. Now when underfocusing
the beam, we can see an optimum (Figure 4.8 b)) for which the sidewalls are straight. Therefore,
additional studies performed with different focusing conditions would be necessary to test the shape
of the antidots under different focusing conditions. Finally, it also appears that reducing the current
seems to improve slightly but not drastically the right angles of the squares vertices. In any case, even
if working at low currents can improve the quality of the etching, the fabrication of a large antidot
lattice will take too many hours, the pattern would then be sensitive to mechanical and electronic
drifts.

Figure 4.8: (Left) Simulation performed with the SIMION® software [239] of the Ga+ ions trajectories in a
FIB experiment with corresponding FIB (middle) or SEM (right) images of the holes. From a) to c) the beam
goes from focus to increasing underfocus. Reproduced with permission from [238].

To conclude here, we have realized a sample for FMR measurements with the experimental con-
ditions described in table 4.2. This sample is presented in section 4.3.1. In addition to the geometrical
discrepancies with respect to the expected ideal geometry, FMR experiments demonstrated that Ga+

implantation around the sidewalls induces a strong modification of the CMS magnetic parameters,
to the detriment of the possibility to achieve reconfigurable magnonic crystals. These effects are
presented in chapter 6 section 6.1. As a consequence we did not pushed further our studies to ob-
tain better geometries with the FIB technique. Instead, we developed another approach presented in
section 4.2.3.

Nonetheless, other avenues can be explored to overcome the bowl profile and Ga+ implantation.
A first possibility consists in depositing a protective thin film such as Si3N4 onto the CMS thin film
prior to the FIB etching [240]. In this case, the bowl shape due to the broader ion beam spot will
be printed onto the protective thin film. Ga+ implantation might be reduced also. Annealing at a
high temperature can also be tested to re-crystallize the CMS after the FIB milling but it can also
lead to Ga+ ion migration towards both the surface and between the holes where the CMS is intact
[241]. Finally, we think that the main parameter concerns the shape of the ion beam. This involves a
fine adjustment of the focus and astigmatism [230]. When adjusting the focus and astigmatism for a
sharp ion beam, the operator will logically tend to optimize the resolution of the image for the largest
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magnification (as we did). This consists in placing the target surface in the so-called Gauss optimum
geometrical plane as illustrated in Figure 4.8 a), where the ion beam presents a narrow and intense
central part and non-negligeable tails. To reduce the lateral tails of the focused ion beam, one should
place the target surface in a different plane, called the plane of the "circle of less confusion" [230],
where this time the focused ion beam profile resembles a bell-type whose tails are much weaker. As
a consequence, the latter fine focus strategy is to be favored to reach the maximum resolution in FIB
milling.

4.2.3 Combination of electron beam lithography and ion beam etching for the

fabrication of antidot lattices

In the litterature, several magnetic antidot lattices were fabricated by a combination of e-beam
lithography and ion beam etching [49, 225]. Contrary to the FIB technique presented above, it is no
longer a direct milling approach. Indeed, in a first step we must transfer the desired pattern into a
mask. In a second step, the pattern is transferred into a target material by ion etching through the
mask. For this step, the sample is generally placed in an IBE (Ion Beam Etching) chamber allowing
milling with inert ions such as Ar+, contrary to FIB milling. Another main interest is that anisotropic
milling is relatively easily achieved, favoring vertical sidewalls of the holes.

Several strategies have been developed to realize the mask. In this work, we used an electron
sensitive resist which is one of the most common method. The different steps are schematically illus-
trated in Figure 4.9. The resist is first spin-coated and baked on the sample to etch ("target material").
Then, e-beam lithography is performed to define the pattern into the resist. After development, ion
beam etching is carried out through the holes opened in the resist, while the rest of the sample is pro-
tected. Finally, the sample is placed in a solvant to remove the resist. Let’s note that photo-sensitive
resist and UV lithography can also be used but for patterns with dimensions above the micron.

It is worth to mention that it is also very common to use metallic or dielectric materials as a "me-
chanical" mask instead of a resist. In this case, these layers must have lower etching rates than the
target layer of interest (high selectivity) or to be thick enough so that it can prevent the underlying
thin film from etching. The main interest of such approach is to greatly improve the verticality of
the holes sidewalls owing to the hardness of the metallic mask as compared to polymer resists [242].
Such process is often used to make pillars and in semiconductors technology. The major difficulty is
to add additional stages to the fabrication process. Indeed, the mechanical mask must be deposited on
the target sample by lift-off process, which first involves a UV or e-beam lithography step to define
the mask as the inverse of the final expected pattern transferred to the target material. Another issue
is related to the removal of the mechanical mask. For example, it can require an extremely precise
thickness and etching rate calibrations so that the mask and the target material below are completely
milled at the very same time. Other processes use particular metals such as Al, Cr or Au that can be
removed chemically. In this case, the thin film below the mask must not be sensitive/reactive to the
chemical compound.

In this section, e-beam lithography and the Ion Beam Etching (IBE) machine used in this thesis
will be described. Then, the different tests to find processing conditions for the correct etching of
antidots lattices in a CMS thin film will be approached.
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Figure 4.9: Scheme of the combined e-beam lithography and ion beam etching process for the fabrication of
antidot lattices in the CMS thin film.

4.2.3.1 Electron beam lithography (EBL)

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) or e-beam lithography is a lithography technique which uses
a focused electron beam to write a predefined pattern onto an electronic sensitive resist. The e-beam
exposition changes the solubility of the resist in an appropriate developer. The EBL patterning is il-
lustrated in Figure 4.10. This technique is widely used in numerous research fields for the realization

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the EBL patterning on a resist.

of nanostructures [243]. EBL indeed provides high resolution owing to the small wavelength of elec-
trons (in the order of picometers or less) and its small spot size. Such features allowed the realization
of sub-10 nm line patterns [244].

EBL has the same functioning as a SEM except that the focused electron beam is managed with
a deflection control, pattern generator and beam blanker to scan a certain area with patterns [245,
246]. The beam deflectors serve to direct the e-beam onto the resist for the exposition with respect to
the specified pattern location. The beam blanking deflects the e-beam away from the sample to not
irradiate the resist that should not be exposed. EBL can be performed on a SEM equipped with an
EBL module or with dedicated EBL machines. In the case of a SEM equipped with an EBL module,
generally the maximum high voltage can be up to 30 kV while it can reach 50 to 100 kV in the case
of dedicated EBL equipments. In this thesis, we worked on the ZEISS SEM equipped with an EL-
PHY Multibeam Raith module of the CEMES clean room facility. Some tests were also performed
on the JEOL SEM equipped with an ELPHY Quantum Raith module at the AIME (LPCNO, INSA
Toulouse).

Prior to the patterning with EBL, an e-beam resist is deposited on the substrate. When the fo-
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cused e-beam irradiates the resist, the latter undergoes chemical reactions. Resists can be classified
in two main types depending on their reaction under electron irradiation: positive or negative. Under
irradiation, positive resists are degraded, and in an appropriate developer, the irradiated portion is
eliminated. In contrast, negative resists are strengthened by the e-beam irradiation and persist after
development while the rest of the resist is removed.

The major objective of EBL is the achievement of patterns with the highest resolution, density and
reliability [246]. The achievement of this objective relies on the manipulation of many parameters,
such as the quality of the electron optics, the resist properties, the substrate, the process conditions
and the developer.

Procedure

Prior to the writing of the patterns, the operation of the EBL is mainly decomposed in three steps.
First, with the choice of the high voltage and beam current, one performs the SEM adjustments (focus,
astigmatism, wobble) to obtain the smallest beam spot as possible. The high voltage corresponds to
the energy given to the electrons and impacts the reaction within the resist. For example, high energy
electrons will go deeper and straighter into the resists leading to less interactions on the sides, reducing
the proximity effect. The latter is later discussed in the subsection dealing with proximity effects. As
a result, the application of a high voltage is to be favored for the realization of fine structures. The
choice of the high voltage also depends on the resist properties. The beam current is determined by
the choice of the diaphragm. The smaller the diaphragm is the smaller will be the e-beam spot size.
Nevertheless, in the case of low beam currents, the adjustment of the SEM to perform EBL becomes
difficult, which can affect the correct realization of the spot size [245]. Generally a compromise is
made between smallest spot size and beam current. The beam current generally used for fine features
is below 50 pA [245]. The quality of the beam spot can be checked by letting the beam focused in
a spot on the resist during a certain time (10 − 30 s). A spot "imprinted" onto the resist can then be
seen. A correct spot must be circular and well-defined, otherwise further adjustments on the focus
and astigmatism are required.

In a second step, the writefield calibration is performed. This consists in calibrating the beam
deflection with respect to a chosen square scanning area called writefield. Generally in EBL, the stage
is moved to a particular position and then remain fixed while the e-beam scans the patterns enclosed in
the writefield. To a writefield corresponds a magnification. The higher the magnification, the smaller
the writefield is. A writefield is defined with a grid of pixels. For the writing of the pattern, the e-beam
will scan pixel-by-pixel the pattern which is part of the writefield (Figure 4.10). The center-to-center
distance of consecutive pixels is the step size. The minimum achievable step size is defined by the
writefield size. The writefield calibration consists in determining the appropriate zoom, shift and
rotation values of the SEM image seen by the deflection control. This procedure allows the correct
patterning (size, shape) of the predefined patterns. This procedure should always be performed each
time prior to the lithography of the patterns as the SEM settings drifts in time and other users of the
SEM can also involve changes in the SEM settings.

Finally, the last step before launching the lithography is the setting of the exposure parameters.
As mentioned previously, the electron beam scans an area of the resist pixel by pixel in a single
pass. The dose corresponds to the number of electrons per unit area to achieve changes in the resist
[247]. Its value depends on other exposition parameters such as the step size, the dwell time, which
corresponds to the duration for which the beam stays on a pixel before moving to the other one, and
the beam current. As the beam current is fixed at the beginning by the user and the step size choosen
with respect to the writefield size, increasing or decreasing the dose corresponds mainly to an increase
or decrease of the dwell time. The correct determination of the dose requires to perform beforehand
several EBL writing tests, called dose tests. Besides, for the patterning of fine structures, smaller
writefields 200×200 µm2 down to 50×50 µm2 are favored [245]. It is indeed better to be as close as
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possible to the minimum step size possible to achieve the best resolution. Dose tests will then allow
to find the corresponding dwell time. Finally, the beam speed is also an important parameter. The
latter must not be too fast (it is recommended below 5 mm/s for fine structures) otherwise distorted
patterns can occur.

Applications

Subsequently to EBL, another process step is achieved to finalize the "imprint" of the pattern
onto the substrate. EBL is indeed an intermediate process which provides a definition of the pattern.
Generally, this definition of the pattern is then used either for the deposition of a material on the
substrate by lift-off or for the etching of the substrate. In the first case, an undercut profile of the
resist after EBL and development is favored to facilitate the lift-off, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. To

Figure 4.11: Schematics of possible resist profiles. The undercut profile (on the left) with thick resists is
adapted for lift-off processes while the straight edges profile (on the right) with thinner resists is more suitable
for etching processes.

this end, several resist layers which have different abilities to react to the e-beam exposure, such as
PMMA 450 and 950, are added to obtain this profile. The thickness of the resist should be at least 2-3
times the thickness of the deposited material to ensure a correct lift-off. For etching applications, it is
better to obtain a resist profile with straight sidewalls as shown in Figure 4.11 to ensure straight etched
edges in the substrate. Besides, a smaller thickness of resist is preferred to offer the best resolution
for fine features. The difficult task lies in finding a resist that will stand the etching while offering the
best resolution.

The choice of the resist is important for the correct realization of targeted patterns during EBL and
after EBL with the subsequent process [247]. E-beam resists are characterized by different features:
sensitivity, contrast and selectivity to etching. The sensitivity corresponds to the extent of alteration in
the resist under e-beam exposure. The contrast corresponds to the property of a resist to differentiate
between exposed and unexposed areas and is closely related to the resolution. Selectivity to etching
process defines the resistance of the resist when used as an etch mask. The ideal resist for the best
resolution in etching processes has a low sensitivity, a high contrast and a high selectivity to etching.
The main limitations of EBL resolution come then from the e-beam resists (chemical structure) and
subsequent processes, such as etching and lift-off [243].

Proximity effects

Electron scattering in the resists constitutes an important limiting factor for the realization of sub-
100 nm patterns [248]. When energetic electrons enter the resist, some are scattered in the resist
layer. These scattered primary electrons are called forward electrons and irradiate unintentionally
adjacent sides of the resist. Back scattered electrons from the substrate can also further irradiate the
resist. These scattering effects can generate secondary electrons on their way through the resist layer
by inelastic collisions of the forward and back-scattered electrons. These phenomena lead to the
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undesired exposition of wide adjacent resist regions inducing a distortion of the patterns as illustrated
in Figure 4.12. This effect is called proximity effect [249, 250] and constitutes the main limitation

Figure 4.12: Schematic of proximity effects.

to resolution in EBL. Proximity effects can be reduced by the increase of the high voltage. At low
voltages (10 kV or less), high proximity effects can occur as slower electrons may interact more with
the resist, making them more subjected to scattering.

4.2.3.2 The Ion Beam Etching (IBE) chamber

An IBE chamber allows a relatively smooth etching of theoretically every materials. However, it
is especially fitted for thin metallic or dielectric films with thicknesses up to a few tens of nanometers.
Those chambers are quite similar to the sputtering chamber discussed in section 3.2.3, at the difference
that this time the etched material is the sample itself. Ions are extracted from a plasma formed from
an inert gaz, such as generally argon, but other species can be used such as oxygen to speed up the
milling via chemical reactions with the target sample. In nanotechnology platforms and clean room
facilities, IBE chambers are not as common as RIE (Reactive-Ion Etching) chambers that are devoted
to deep etching (depths in the micron range) and especially for insulating materials. Let’s note that
the CEMES acquired in 2017-2018 the only IBE chamber available among all physics laboratories in
Toulouse. However, this machine is a prototype developped by the Polygon Physics and Axesstech
companies.

Our system is schematically described in Figure 4.13. It is composed of a vacuum chamber
(vacuum down to the 10−7 mbar range obtained with a turbo pump), a resonant plasma cavity and a
rotating substrate holder. The resonant plasma cavity uses the ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance)
technology to generate and maintain a Ar+ plasma. The gas is injected into the cavity where a RF
discharge initiates the plasma at a pressure of around 5.10−3 mbar. Then, a small static magnetic
field B0 induces the circular precession motion (cyclotron motion) of the free electrons around the
field lines. B0 is generated by permanent magnets placed around the plasma cavity. The precession
frequency of the electrons equals the Larmor frequency defined as f = eB0/2πme, where e and
me are the electronic charge and mass, and B0 = 87.5 mT. The frequency is then 2.45 GHz. By
superimposing a magnetic fieldBrf oscillating at this exact frequency and oriented perpendicularly to
B0, the free electrons enter into resonance, i.e. they will be continuously accelerated at each half cycle
of the RF field (we then speak of "hot" electrons). Brf is generated by RF sources and microwave
waveguides placed at the top of the plasma cavity. Hot electrons then collide with the atoms of the gas
which lose electrons by transfer of kinetic energy. A cascade phenomenon takes place and stabilizes
the plasma as an equilibrium is reached between the Ar+ ions which recombine with the free electrons
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Figure 4.13: Schematic principle of an IBE chamber with ECR based Ar plasma.

and those which are extracted from the cavity and accelerated by a grid placed at a negative potential
(cathode). The acceleration voltage is 1 keV in our case. The Ar+ ions thus arrive in the form of an
anisotropic beam on the sample to be etched.

The particularity of the technology developed by the Polygon Physics company is the miniaturized
ECR cavity system allowing high ion beam current for very low microwave input power. Details can
be found at [251]. 7 RF sources at 2.45 GHz are placed at the top of the cavity chamber. Each RF
source can generate an ion beam with a diameter of approximately 3 cm. When all the sources are
switched on, the beam covers an area of about 81 cm2 (about 10 cm in diameter). The optimization of
the RF waveguides makes possible to generate a plasma for powers as low as 1 or 2 W (the maximum
power delivered by each source is 10 W). For example the ion beam current reaches about 14 mA for
2 W on all RF sources, leading to an etching rate of the CMS of about 7± 2 nmmin−1. Therefore it
takes about 7 to 8 minutes to etch entirely our thin films in such conditions.

As our system is a prototype, it presents a few disadvantages that we had to consider in our
experimental developments. For example, in commercial IBE systems, incoming ions are neutralized
by electrons before reaching the sample to be etched in order to avoid charge accumulation and
eventually chemical reactions. In our system, the electron beam has been added by Axesstech after
the installation of the ion source. The electron beam is undersized and is focused directly onto the
sample as schematized in Figure 4.13. It crosslinks electron sensitive resists, making them extremely
difficult to remove afterwards. Therefore, after many tests, we decided to work without the electron
beam at the risk of positive charge accumulation in our resist etch mask and thin film. To reduce this
risk, the etching was performed over several intervals and the sample was connected to the metallic
sample holder with conductive copper tapes. Another disadvantage of our machine relies on the
orientation of the sample holder. In commercial systems, an option allows to have the sample holder
tilted up with respect to the ion beam direction. This is known to reduce a lot the redeposition of
etched materials when the sample rotates on itself. In our system the sample holder can rotate on
itself but it is perpendicular to the ion beam.
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4.2.3.3 Antidot lattices processed by e-beam lithography and IBE

The main difficulties of this approach lie in finding operating conditions allowing to match the
desired pattern resolution. In particular we must find a resist sufficiently resistant to stand the ion
milling while being quite easily removable after harsh etching conditions. Usually, negative resists
such as HSQ [248] or ma-N2400 [252] are used to realize nanodots because they are quite resistant
to ion etching. However they are not relevant for making antidot lattices since during e-beam lithog-
raphy, the beam have to scan the areas in-between the antidots. For large lattices as expected in our
case, this approach would lead to very long processing times and potential beam drifts. Furthermore
these negative resists are generally difficult to remove and need harsh chemical removers that may
damage the Co2MnSi thin film. Therefore, we chose to use positive resists to make our magnetic
antidot lattices.

Contrary to lift-off patterning which requires an undercut profile as mentioned in section 4.2.3.1,
it is better to have straight vertical edges in the resist when it is used as a mask for dry etching. It
ensures vertical sidewalls in the underlying thin film. We have tested two different resists: PMMA
and mr-PosEBR by Micro Resist Technology GmbH [253, 254]. The first one is very widely used
in micro and nano electronics in particular for lift-off processes where several layers of PMMA with
different molecular weights (450 and 950) are used to obtain the undercut profile. Here we used only
950-PMMA due to its extreme resolution that can reach sub-10 nm and easiness of removal (aceton).
However it is known for having a low resistance to ion milling [255–257]. Thus, if the edges of the
resit patterns show a sloping profile, it is very likely that the transferred patterns will show a bowl
profile after IBE. This is typically what we obtained in our antidots and despite a very high number of
tests on the conditions for spin coating (thickness), baking, IBE process (base pressure, accelerating
voltage, electron neutralization) and lithography (dose, energy), we were not able to find conditions
leading to satisfactory antidot lattices. Therefore we will not give too much details on this part of
our work but only some general comments. Basically, we observed that antidots had rough edges and
inhomogeneous shapes probably due to the formation of bubbles and holes by degassing of the resist
during ion etching. This has been shown to lead to inhomogeneous and distorted flanks of the mask
[255–258]. Also, the PMMA layers appeared to be very difficult to remove after ion beam etching.
We assume that the incident ions induce a strong crosslink of the resist resulting in harder dissolution
in solvants [252, 259]. We tested different removing processes such as long time ultrasonic baths in
40◦C aceton. Even specially dedicated removers for highly crosslinked resists such as PG remover
[260] and SVC-14 [261], its non-toxic alternative, combined with ultrasonic baths were not efficient
to fully remove the PMMA. Only mechanical friction (with Q tips cleanroom swabs) allowed to re-
move most of the resist but it damages the surface of the Co2MnSi thin film.

As a consequence, we had to find another resist to make our antidot lattices. We chose the mr-
PosEBR resist during the second year of my PhD. It is an acrylate-based resist highly sensitive to
electrons and suitable for etching applications due to its high resistance to dry etching. This resist
was never used in our laboratory and we had to develop all the recipes including optimal thickness,
baking temperature and time, dose factors, electron current and energy for e-beam lithography, devel-
opment time, ion milling parameters... Even if it is time-consuming, all these steps were mandatory
to achieve our goal. The main parameters are presented in Table 4.3. Due to the limited number of
Co2MnSi thin films at our disposal, many tests were performed on permalloy layers that we had or
on Ti/Au layers deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates with an e-beam evaporator at the CEMES.

The main problem we encountered was related to proximity effects, which induce a volume around
the resist pattern where the resistance to ion etching is lowered with respect to the "bulk" parts of the
resist. Preliminary tests performed with a 150 nm thick layer (mr-PosEBR 0.1, process conditions
of first column of Table 4.3) showed that after development in mr-Dev800 and prior to etching, the
sidewalls of the resist seemed vertical. But after etching, a very marked bowl shape appeared. A
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Process conditions 1 Process conditions 2 Process conditions 3

Resists mr-PosEBR 0.1 mr-PosEBR 0.3 mr-PosEBR 0.3
Spin coater speed

[rpm]

1500 4000 4000

Resist thickness [nm] ≈ 150 ≈ 330 ≈ 330
Prebake temperature

[°C]

150 150 150

Prebake time [min] 2 1 1
EHT [kV] 20 20 30
Current [pA] 40 40 40
Focus on close marks No Yes Yes
Area Dose [µC.cm−2] 75 224 224
Developer mr-Dev800 (amyl

acetate)
mr-Dev800 (amyl

acetate)
mr-Dev800 (amyl

acetate)
Development time [s] 60 60 60
IBE high voltage [V] 1000 1000 1000
IBE pressure [mbar] ≈ 3.3.10−3 ≈ 3.3.10−3 ≈ 3.3.10−3

IBE current [mA] 14 14 14
Etching time [min] 7 8 8
Remover ultrasonic bath SVC-14

45◦
ultrasonic bath SVC-14

45◦
ultrasonic bath SVC-14

45◦

Table 4.3: Table of the main parameters of three processing recipes used to fabricate magnetic antidot lattices
in a 45 to 50 nm thick CMS thin films.

typical example is shown in Figure 4.14 a). These SEM images have been obtained for a NiFe thin
film, however similar shapes were obtained in CMS thin films.

To compensate the fast erosion of the resist, we chose to work with the mr-PosEBR 0.3 which
gives a 330 nm thickness when spin coated at (4000 rpm). The thicker the resist, the longer it will
stand until the thin film underneath is completely etched. However working with thicker resists is
at the expense of resolution, and small patterns (typically around 100 nm) may be more difficult to
achieve. Figures 4.14 b) and c) show typical results obtained with this resist and with the process
conditions 2 and 3 detailed in the second and third column of Table 4.3 respectively. The difference
between the two is the energy of the electron beam during lithography. 20 kV is the "classical"
acceleration voltage used by others in our laboratory for processing PMMA. 30 kV is the maximum
voltage that can be reached in our equipment.

General considerations can be given from these SEM images recorded on antidot squares with
nominal dimensions 300 nm and edge-to-edge spacing 900 nm. Let’s note that before the lithography,
the focus and astigmatism were fine-tuned close to the antidot lattice zone on metallic marks. SEM
images recorded after development in mr-Dev800 and before ion etching show that the squares opened
in the resist have dimensions closer to the expected ones when increasing the high voltage. Also, we
clearly observe for both voltages a bright halo around the holes that we attribute to the extent of the
main proximity effects. Even if these bright parts have not been developed, the change of contrast
compared to the furthest resist parts indicate a modification of the resist properties. After etching, this
halo is imprinted in the underneath CMS for a voltage of 20 kV. This can be seen as a clear bowl shape
either in the SEM tilted image (third line of Figure 4.14 b)) or in the cross-section image obtained by
FIB etching across the hole (fourth line of Figure 4.14 c)). However the situation is different when
the voltage is 30 kV. Indeed it can be seen in the SEM and FIB cross-section images that the bowl
shape is much less pronounced and almost vertical sidewalls were obtained in the CMS. We can also
notice that the corners of the squares are less rounded for 30 kV. Nonetheless, we observed some
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Figure 4.14: SEM images made before the etching (first row), after the etching and removal of the resist mask
(second row), tilted 52◦ (third row) and cross-section (fourth row) of a) a NiFe-based square antidot made with
the process conditions 1, b) a CMS-based square antidot made with the process conditions 2 and c) with the
process conditions 3. The targeted antidot size was 300 nm. The process conditions are detailed in Table 4.3.

irregular forms at the surface of the CMS that were not seen at 20 kV. These forms/residues are also
inhomogeneous across the entire lattice as shown in Figure 4.15 a). Figures 4.15 b), c) and d) show
a few examples of these surface residues which can be partially or totally removed after the cleaning
procedure. It is not clear what is their origin. It can be redeposited CMS material or resist residues.
Our assumption is that it is most probably resist residues, however we do not have a clear evidence
for it. In any case it is important to observe that the squared antidots are well resolved over the entire
lattice.

It is worth to mention for the reader that we have tested many parameters in order to reduce the
presence of these residues at the surface of the CMS. We will not discuss them here as they did not
bring noticeable improvements. Among the parameters, we tested the influence of the resist baking
conditions, reducing the size of the e-beam spot to reduce proximity effects, working at different
electron dose at the expense of decreasing the current intensity down to the minimum value of the
equipment (20 pA). In the end, the best conditions we found to obtain squared antidots with the
desired dimensions and almost vertical sidewalls are the one corresponding to the process conditions
3 in Table 4.3.

The last test presented in this section is the influence of the antidot sizes. In Figure 4.16, we show
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Figure 4.15: SEM images of non-tilted and tilted (52◦) sample of a) several CMS-based antidots (lateral
size 200 nm), of a particular antidot with b) complete resist/material residues attached to it, c) with partial
resist/material residues removed and d) free from resist/material residues.

SEM images of 40 µm × 40 µm squared antidot lattices with varying nominal dimensions of the
antidots from 300 to 100 nm while keeping the ratio between the size and the edge-to-edge distance
constant. The only difference here with the process conditions 3 discussed above is that the etching
time is 7 minutes instead of 8 minutes and "harder" cleaning conditions (about 8 hours in SVC-14
heated at 70◦C). In such conditions, the antidot sizes are a little smaller with respect to the expected
ones and residues at the vicinity of the antidot edges seem more important when the dimensions are
reduced. In the case of 100 nm squared antidots, these resist residues or redeposited materials can be
clearly observed. In addition, at 100 nm, it is not clear if the entire CMS thickness has been etched
properly.

To conclude, we succeeded in obtaining correct squared antidot lattices with dimensions down to
200 nm from 45 to 50 nm thick CMS thin films with the last process conditions presented above (third
column of Table 4.3). The samples prepared for measurements described in chapter 6 sections 6.2 and
6.3 were made with these conditions. However there is still some room to improve the quality of the
antidots without having to apply harsh cleaning conditions (ultrasonic baths). For example, correction
softwares such as NanoPECS [250] could be tested to reduce proximity effects. In particular, such
correction will be important in the case of close packed patterns as for example antidots with shorter
spacings. This type of software calculates the energy distribution simulated by primary and scattered
electrons on listed resists for a specified pattern to adapt the e-beam dose (dwelltime) distribution
relatively to the position of each surrounding patterns constituting the total structure. Hence lower
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Figure 4.16: SEM images for different magnifications (first and second row) and a 52◦ tilted view (third row)
of CMS-based antidot lattices of sets of square size and spacing a) 300 and 900 nm, b) 200 and 600 nm and c)
100 and 300 nm respectively. In insets are shown tilted SEM images of an antidot with corresponding size.

dose will be applied to close patterns and larger dose for isolated patterns. Also, it can adjust the dose
between the center and the edge of one hole.

The lattices for FMR measurements could be extended to 80 µm × 80 µm at maximum with a
100 µm writefield used. Larger 200 µm and 400 µm writefields were tested, however the squares
presented irregularities and were less well-defined. Larger writefields entail a larger minimum pixel
step size and consequently a loss in resolution leading to inhomogeneous patterns [243]. The best
solution for making large lattices would be using a field stitching strategy. Field stitching consists in
using multiple small writefields displaced by stage movement to expose the patterns over large areas.
Such procedure needs an extremely accurate displacement control of the stage, which can only be
performed with a SEM equipped with laser-interferometer stage control.

Finally, we wanted to mention to the reader that at the end of the thesis, the production of the
mr-PosEBR resist series was stopped by the manufacturer. To replace this resist, our procedure could
be performed in principle with the AR-P 6200 (CSAR 62) e-beam resists [262] whose properties
(sensitivity, etching resistance, resist preparation and developer) seem quite similar to the mr-PosEBR
resist.
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4.3 Complete magnonic crystal devices

In this part we present all the micro and nanofabrication steps allowing to obtain the samples mea-
sured during this thesis. We studied a magnonic crystal prepared by FIB (sample #1) and another
prepared by e-beam lithography and IBE (sample #2). Our objective for these two samples was first
to characterize their spin wave modes. For this, we placed above the crystals a micro-antenna whose
width is several microns in order to be in conditions close to uniform excitation. Also for the sample
prepared by e-beam lithography and IBE (sample #2), we deposited electrical contacts by lift-off
since we wanted to be able to inject a DC current into the magnonic crystal and observe its effect
on the spin waves spectrum. Finally, we prepared several magnonic crystals on a CMS thin film of
10× 10 mm2 in order to perform measurements of the spin waves spectrum and wave propagation by
Brillouin Light Scattering (sample #3). Let’s note that the CMS thin films used for the samples #2
and #3 are two individual parts of dimensions 10× 10 mm2 originating from a larger CMS thin film
sample of 20× 20 mm2.

Each sample required different micro and nanofabrication steps which will be presented indi-
vidually for each of them. However, the methods and equipments employed are similar and briefly
described below:

1) Laser Lithography: we used a Dilase 650 from Kloe. Laser lithography is equivalent to e-
beam lithography except that this time we use an optical microscope equipped with a laser. This one
scans the surface of the sample and draws a pattern by exposing a UV photosensitive resist AZ-5214
(positive resist) about 1 µm thick. The pattern is then revealed by developing the resist in the MF-319
developer from Microposit. The parameters of spin coating and prebake used were 4000 rpm and
105◦C respectively.

2) Ti/Au or Ti/Cu/Au metallic deposits by lift-off: these deposits are made in a dedicated Joule
heating chamber equipped with an electron gun in the CEMES clean room facility. The chamber
is equipped with 4 crucibles which allow the deposition of multilayers. The deposits are made at
room temperature and the sample is placed about 15 cm from the crucibles on a rotating sample
holder cooled with water. The speeds and thicknesses of deposits are controlled by a quartz crystal
microbalance near the sample holder. Deposition rates are of the order of a few Å s−1 for each
material.

3) Deposits of dielectric layers: they are made in a dedicated sputtering chamber in the CEMES
clean room facility. A Si3N4 target is placed at the cathode and the material is deposited in RF mode.
The sample is placed about 15 cm above. The deposition rate is of the order of 1 to 2 nmmin−1.

4.3.1 FIB etched Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnonic crystal device

For the sample #1, a 47 µm × 47 µm squared antidot lattice was made by FIB in a 50 nm thick
CMS thin film with the method presented in section 4.2.2.2 and parameters given in Table 4.2. The
sides of the squared lattice were aligned with the two magnetic easy axes of the CMS thin film. The
nominal dimension of the squares is 100 nm and the edge-to-edge distance 300 nm. SEM images
are shown in Figure 4.17 a), b) and c). As shown in section 4.2.2.2, we recover the brighter ring
around the antidots according to the bowl shape. This one is indeed clearly observed either in the
tilted SEM image (Figure 4.17 c)) or in the cross-section shown in Figure 4.17 d) of a similar antidot
lattice performed in the exact same conditions on another piece of CMS thin film.

From the Figures 4.17 a), b) and c), we can observe the complex geometry of the holes. While
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the geometry seems to be quite well squared at the bottom of the antidots (Figure 4.17 a)), it appears
rather circular at the top surface (Figure 4.17 b)). In addition the diameter of the etched area is clearly
larger at the top surface than at the bottom of the antidots, as confirmed with the cross-section showing
also the bowl profile of the sidewalls. The antidots size at the bottom is approximately 140 ± 10 nm
while it is 200 ± 20 nm at the top. These values are similar for both the measured sample and the
one for the cross-section prepared in the exact same conditions (Figure 4.17 d)). The center-to-center
distance between two antidots corresponds to the targeted periodicity (400 nm).

The antidot lattice was then completed by additional microstructuration processes to make a

Figure 4.17: SEM images of the FIB etched CMS squared antidot lattice (sample #1) (47 µm × 47 µm) of
size 140 nm and spacing 260 nm: a) top view at a large magnification, b) zoomed top view, c) zoomed tilted
view at 52◦ and d) cross-section view.

measurable device with a micro-antenna. The measurements and analysis are tackled in chapter 6
section 6.1. First, the antidot lattice had to be isolated from the rest of the CMS film. For this,
we performed an excavation all around the antidot lattice by laser lithography and IBE. The antidot
lattice was protected by a layer of AZ-5214 resist. After removal of the resist, a 200 nm thick Si3N4

passivation layer was deposited by laser lithography and lift-off on the excavation and magnonic
crystal areas. Finally, a large micro-antenna is patterned onto the Si3N4 to measure the microwave
response of the crystal. The antenna is made by laser lithography and lift-off of Ti10nm (stitching
layer) and Au150nm. It is placed in the middle of the crystal and its long axis is parallel with the
edge of the crystal. The passivation layer allows to isolate electrically the magnonic crystal from the
antenna. As shown in Figure 4.18 the antenna consists of a portion of coplanar waveguide in Ground-
Signal-Ground configuration. The waveguide is ended with a short load in order to maximize the
amplitude of the microwave current in the central conductor, and thus the microwave pumping field.
The widths of the central and outer conductors are respectively win = 30 µm and wout = 15 µm. The
gap between the conductors is g = 10 µm. The central conductor does not cover the entire surface of
the magnonic crystal as we wanted to avoid probing the dynamic magnetic states on the lateral edges
of the magnonic crystal. Indeed, we will show in chapter 5 section 5.2.2 that the finite size of the
sample leads to magnetic inhomogeneities at low magnetic fields on the very first antidots columns
with frequencies slightly different from the central part of the magnonic crystal.
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Figure 4.18: Optical image of the micro-antenna on top of the FIB etched CMS-based antidot lattice (sample
#1).

4.3.2 Combined e-beam lithography and ion beam etchingCo2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnonic

crystal devices

Two kinds of samples were processed by e-beam lithography and IBE etching. The first one
(sample #2) was dedicated to FMR measurements at the CEMES with the objective to observe re-
configurable spin wave modes at remanence. The second sample (sample #3) is made of several
magnonic crystals with different dimensions. The micro-antennas were designed for Brillouin Light
Scattering experiments performed at the University of Perugia in the group of Professor S. Tacchi.

4.3.2.1 Device for FMR measurements

The sample #2 consists in a 70 µm × 70 µm squared CMS antidot lattice with nominal antidot
lateral dimensions of 200 nm and edge-to-edge distance of 600 nm. The sample was realized with the
process conditions 3 detailed in Table 4.3. Before patterning the magnonic crystal, large (40 µm) and
small 5 µm L-shape marks were realized by UV laser lithography and lift-off of Ti5nm and Au20nm

layers. These marks allows to precisely align the edges of the magnonic crystal with those of the
substrate so that they correspond to the magnetic easy axes of the CMS. The smaller marks also allow
to precisely tune the focus and astigmatism of the electron beam in the area where the crystal is made.

In the SEM images of Figures 4.19 a) and b), the measured squared antidots size is 200± 10 nm
and their spacing is 600 ± 10 nm on average. Unfortunately, at the end of the process, we realized
that the vertical axis of the antidot lattice was not exactly perpendicular to the horizontal axis, but
tilted with an angle of 1.2◦ as can be seen on the SEM image in Figure 4.19 b). Such problem had
not been observed on the other antidot lattices made during the previous tests. This issue actually
results from the electronic alignment on the four small marks surrounding the antidot lattice, which
themselves appeared to be slightly shifted between them. This is probably due to stage drift during
the UV lithography of the L marks or unprecise calibration of the writefield. By chance, we will show
in chapter 6 section 6.2 that this seemed to have almost negligible effect on the measured spin waves
spectrum.

To isolate the magnetic antidot lattice from the rest of the CMS thin film, e-beam lithography
with the mr-PosEBR 0.3 resist and ion beam etching have been used to create a large excavation area
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Figure 4.19: SEM images of a) the CMS antidot lattice made by e-beam lithography and Ar+ ion beam etching
(sample #2), b) the same structure at a larger magnification where the non orthogonality of the antidot lattice
axes can be seen.

Figure 4.20: a) Optical image of the CMS-based magnonic crystal device made by e-beam lithography and
Ar+ ion beam etching (sample #2). b) SEM image of a part of the CMS antidot lattice with square antidots
size 200 nm and spacing 600 nm. In the inset, a SEM image of an antidot at a large magnification.

extended over 300 µm from the borders of the crystal. E-beam lithography with an electronic align-
ment according to the small L-marks was used instead of UV lithography in order to have a precise
placement of the excavation area around the antidot lattice (minimum 500 nm of precision required).
Then, a Si3N4 passivation layer with a thickness of about 50 nm was deposited to compensate the
milling of the excavation. Electrical contacts were then deposited by UV lithography and lift-off of
Ti10nm\Cu200nm \ Au30nm. These contacts were made to study the possible variations of the FMR
response of the magnonic crystal with an injected electrical current. Let’s note that these contacts
cover a 12 µm length of unpatterned CMS film on each connected side.

Finally, UV lithography and lift-off were performed to cover the electrical contacts (except the
pads) and the crystal with an insulating Si3N4 layer and a micro-antenna made of Ti10nm\Cu200nm

\ Au30nm. The use of Cu instead of Au as the main conductor layer allows a smaller impedance of
the micro-antenna. Indeed, the resistivity of copper is lower than the one of gold for polycrystalline
layers deposited by Joule heating at the CEMES. The final device is shown in Figure 4.20 a). Sim-
ilarly to the sample #1, it is a shorted portion of coplanar waveguide. The widths of the inner and
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outer conductors are 30 µm and 15 µm respectively and the gap is 5 µm. Contrary to the sample #1,
here the entire antenna (with the ground conductors included) covers the magnonic crystal but stays
in-between the electrical contacts. We chose such geometry in order to reduce as much as possible
a direct inductive and capacitive coupling of the antenna with the electrical contacts and to avoid
probing the FMR response of the unpatterned CMS parts on both sides of the crystal. In the end, this
device required 7 micro and nanopatterning steps.

4.3.2.2 Devices for Brillouin Light Scattering measurements

At the end of the thesis, a device (sample #3) with 6 magnonic crystals and micro-antennas were
made for Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) measurements as part of a collaboration with Dr. Silvia
Tacchi, researcher of the Perugia Institute Officina dei Materiali (IOM) of the National Research
Counsil (CNR). Dr. Silvia Tacchi and her colleagues are currently conducting the BLS experiments
on this sample. All crystals correspond to 80 µm × 80 µm squared antidot lattices with nominal
antidots size 200 nm and varied edge-to-edge spacings 400 nm, 600 nm and 800 nm. Each crystal
has been doubled. In addition, we added an area with an unpatterned CMS thin film with a micro-
antenna covering it. A last magnonic crystal of antidots size 200 nm and spacing 800 nm having a
micro-antenna rotated by 90◦ was also added. Optical images of one of the different zones are shown
in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21: a) Schematic of the sample containing the different CMS-based antidot lattices (magnonic crystals
(MC)) devices for BLS measurements (sample #3). b) Different zoomed optical microscope images of one of
the devices.

Even if the micro and nanostructuration processes are identical to those used for the sample #2,
there are several differences. First, the shape and resolution of the antidots were not as good as the
other samples. As already mentioned, we realized this sample at the end of the PhD work, when
our mr-PosEBR resist and remover were expired. Consequently, we had to adjust and optimize our
experimental parameters in order to obtain antidots with correct dimensions. SEM images of the
patterns are shown in Figure 4.22 a), b) and c). The averaged dimensions and spacings of the antidots
are respectively 205 ± 10 nm and 780 ± 10 nm (Figure 4.22 a)), 215 ± 10 nm and 575 ± 10 nm
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(Figure 4.22 b)), and 220 ± 10 nm and 380 ± 10 nm (Figure 4.22 c)). It also seems that the closer
the antidots are brought, the larger they become. This may be due to close proximity effects arising
during the e-beam exposure of the resist. In addition, the non orthogonality of the antidot lattice axes
was corrected for these devices.

Figure 4.22: SEM images at different magnifications of CMS antidot lattices of sample #3 with square sizes
and spacings of respectively a) 200 nm-800 nm, b) 200 nm-600 nm and c) 200 nm-400 nm.

Another difference with the sample #2 is that the excavation area around the lattice have been
done by UV lithography at the expense of alignment precision. This is because making e-beam
lithography of such areas for the 7 crystals was too long to be achieved in one day. Each etched
area extends over 400 µm from the borders of the antidot lattice. Then, the Si3N4 insulating layer
is deposited in two steps. In a first step, we deposit a 50 nm thick layer on each crystal in order to
cover the MgO substrate. This one is known to trap impurities (carbon, H2O...) present in the air,
which could disrupt the BLS measurements. At the same time, this layer had to be thin enough to
limit losses in the BLS measurements. In a second step, an additional Si3N4 layer was lifted-off only
over a small area of the crystal, where a Ti10nm\Cu200nm\Au30nm micro-antenna was then made. This
additional insulating layer ensures to avoid electrical discharges between the antenna and the crystal.
A schematic cross-section of the final device is shown in Figure 4.23 a). For the BLS experiments,
the shape of the antenna is different from the one of the samples for FMR measurements. Here, the
spin waves are excited by one part of the short load at the end of the coplanar waveguide as shown in
Figure 4.21 d). This line exciting the spin waves is 2.5 µm wide.
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Figure 4.23: a) Schematic cross-section of a device of sample #3. b) Corresponding top view optical image
showing the part of the micro-antenna on top of the magnonic crystal allowing to excite spin waves.
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Chapter 5

Reconfigurable dynamic states in Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Heusler magnonic crystals at remanence

As approached in chapter 2, we propose to use CMS Heusler-based magnonic crystals for the
development of reconfigurable microwave operations at remanence. Magnetic antidot lattices were
chosen for this task and in this chapter we prove numerically the possibility to achieve an ON/OFF
switching of several spin wave modes in a device operating with zero bias field. The results presented
in this chapter were published in Ref. [263].

5.1 Numerical study of Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnetic antidot lattices

5.1.1 Numerical procedure

Micromagnetic simulations were performed with MuMax3 [191] for the calculation of the rema-
nent states of CMS magnetic antidot lattices and their microwave responses. We used 2D periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) in order to simulate an infinite magnonic crystal while reducing the size of
the simulated system. Indeed we simulated the magnetic states of only one unit cell of the magnonic
crystal composed of four squared antidots arranged in a square lattice as shown in Figure 5.1. The
size of the antidots and their spacing from one edge to the other are respectively s and d. The finite
lateral sizes of the unit cell are thus 2s+ 2d. The square lattice symmetry axes are oriented along the
x and y axes.

The CMS magnetic parameters used for the simulations are the saturation magnetization Ms =
1003.103 Am−1, the exchange constantA = 18.10−12 Jm−1, the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constant Kc1 = −17.103 Jm−3 which corresponds to a cubic anisotropy field µ0Hk ≈ 35 mT, and
the gyromagnetic ratio γ = 29 GHzT−1. Those values are similar to the ones obtained experimen-
tally in previous experiments performed by our research group [53]. The direction of the crystalline
anisotropy axes are along the diagonals of the unit cell. AsKc1 is negative, the magnetic easy axes are
along the x and y directions. The unit cell is discretized with cubic cells of dimension 5× 5× 5 nm3,
which is below the calculated exchange length Λex =

√

2A/µ0M2
s ≈ 5.4 nm. The damping coef-

ficient was set to 1.10−3, which is in accordance with our previous findings [53] and recent reported
values in the literature [64, 65, 264]. The film thickness is 20 nm, which is thin enough to consider a
uniform magnetization along the thickness.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the simulated unit cell of the Co2MnSi magnetic antidot lattice. s

and d are respectively the antidots size and spacing, H⃗k is the cubic crystal anisotropy field, H⃗0 the applied
initialization magnetic field and h⃗RF the microwave pumping field.

Simulations of the static remanent states

In order to obtain the dynamic spin wave modes, the first step consists in calculating the equilib-
rium remanent states (i.e. when no magnetic field is applied, µ0H0 = 0 mT). We applied the method
described in section 3.1.2. For the simulation, we begin with a random orientation of the magneti-
zation, then an initialization magnetic field µ0H0 of 1 T is applied to saturate the magnetization M⃗ .
H⃗0 forms an angle θ with respect to the x axis, as shown in Figure 5.1. To avoid the calculation of
metastable remanent states arising from the cubic symmetry of the discretization cells, the magnetic
field is deliberately misaligned with an angle of 1◦ with respect to the x or y directions. Once the
system has been relaxed at 1 T, the amplitude of H⃗0 is progressively decreased down to zero with
field steps of 0.01 T. At each step, the energy of the magnetic system is minimized. The calculated
remanent states constitute the starting point for the calculation of the dynamic modes.

Dynamic simulations

To determine the different spin wave modes that can be excited with a uniform microwave excita-
tion in the CMS magnetic antidot lattice, we applied the method described in section 3.1.3. A uniform
magnetic field pulse along the x axis of the magnetic system is applied, which is analog to FMR ex-
periments. The pulse has a sinc form with µ0hp = 1 mT the amplitude of the pumping field, which
is low enough to ensure a linear regime of precession for the magnetization, fc = 30 GHz the cutoff
frequency and twait = 20.48 ns the waiting time before the triggering of the sinc pulse. The calculated
magnetization values at each cell M⃗(t, x, y, z) are recorded with a sampling period of 10 ps, which
corresponds to a a Nyquist frequency of 50 GHz (half of the sampling frequency), above the cutoff
excitation frequency. 4096 temporal magnetization files are recorded in addition to the values of the
dynamic mx(t), my(t) and mz(t) components averaged over all (x, y) cells in the z = 20 nm top
plane. The spin wave modes frequencies are then obtained from a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
the averaged mz(t) component.

The spatial profile of each spin wave mode is obtained by applying first a FFT on the temporal
mx(x, y, t) component of each individual cell followed by an inverse FFT (IFFT) at the frequency of
interest. Let’s note that the remanent magnetic state is subtracted first to each temporal file in order
to only have the dynamic evolution of the magnetization in each cell mx(x, y, t). The IFFT leads to a
series of 4096 temporal files showing the temporal evolution of the mx component in each cells at the
spin wave mode frequency. The spatial profiles shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.6 correspond to temporal
snapshots at the time for which the maximum of precession amplitude in the central cell is reached.
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Search for reconfigurable remanent states

In order to have a device for which one can select different microwave absorption spectra at zero
field, we first performed numerous micromagnetic simulations by varying the size of the antidots and
their spacing. As stated in chapter 2, we were looking for clearly distinct remanent equilibrium states
when applying a magnetic field either in the x or y direction. This is required to obtain very different
microwave responses of the device to a uniform microwave field (applied along x for example), which
is the basics of reconfigurable operations. Also, we were looking for remanent states with the most
uniform magnetic configuration as possible around the antidots as will be discussed below. We wanted
to keep the distance between the holes as small as possible in order to keep frequency band gaps as
large as possible. Finally, we also tend to focus our attention on antidot size reasonably achievable
by standard nanostructuration techniques as discussed in chapter 4. For the microwave response, we
focused on spatially uniform stimulus because we aim at realizing a device whose dimensions are
much smaller than the wavelength of microwave in vacuum. For example, the wavelength at 10 GHz
in vacuum is 3 cm. Then a device with dimensions of about 100 µm will sense roughly a uniform
microwave field.

To achieve these goals, we applied the following method. We started with a specific antidots size
s and antidots spacing d. We calculated the remanent states after the initialization field is applied in
the x and y directions, and the corresponding spin waves spectra. As long as the difference between
the two FFT spectra was not clear (at least -10 dB attenuation for at least two spin wave modes from
one configuration to the other), the antidots spacing d was varied and the procedure was executed
again until our criteria were met. In a second step, the antidots size was varied while keeping the ratio
s/d constant. Following this procedure, we considered that optimized reconfigurable remanent states
were obtained for an aspect ratio s/d ≤ 1/3, and it will be demonstrated later in section 5.1.3.

5.1.2 Microwave responses of different remanent states

Stabilization of different remanent states

We first present the results obtained for a magnonic crystal with antidots size s = 300 nm and
spacing d = 900 nm. In figure 5.2 a), four simulated remanent states were obtained according to the
direction of the initialization field H⃗0 with respect to the one of the x axis, with θ the corresponding
angle between these two directions. The antidot lattice symmetry axes are here aligned with the cu-
bic magnetic easy axes, indicated by H⃗k. Among these four remanent states, the configurations A1
(θ = 0◦) and A4 (θ = 90◦) present a quasi-uniform magnetization aligned along the direction of the
initialization field H⃗0, i.e. along x or y respectively. These remanent states mostly resemble to satu-
rated states, except that very small magnetic domains appear close to the antidots edges, that we refer
as edge domains. The configurations A1 and A4 are stabilized for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 40◦ and 50◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦

respectively.
In the range 40◦ ≤ θ ≤ 50◦, magnetic domains form in the diagonal joining two antidots. In these

domains, referred below to as 45◦ domains, the magnetization is mainly oriented along the diagonal
of the unit cell, i.e. along the magnetic hard axis. By applying H⃗0 below or above 45◦, the remanent
A2 or A3 configurations can be obtained respectively as they differ only by the orientation of the
magnetic moments between the 45◦ domains either along x or y.

The A1 to A4 configurations result from the competition between the demagnetizing field in-
duced by the presence of the antidots (shape anisotropy), the intrinsic cubic crystalline anisotropy of
the CMS, the exchange interaction and the applied initialization field H⃗0. The symmetry of the square
antidot lattice induces an in-plane four-fold shape anisotropy. The latter favours an alignment of the
magnetization along the diagonal directions of the lattice (crystal hard axes) while the alignment along
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Figure 5.2: Simulated remanent states in Co2MnSi magnetic antidot lattices with s = 300 nm and d = 900 nm
as a function of the angle θ between the applied initialization field H⃗0 and the x axis in the case of a) the cubic
anisotropy axes aligned along the antidot lattice symmetry axes, b) with no cubic anisotropy (Hk = 0), and c)
the cubic anisotropy axes rotated by 45◦ with respect to the antidot lattice symmetry axes. The remanent states
are color coded with respect to the value of the x-component of the magnetization Mx, ranging from −Ms

when Mx is oriented along the −x direction to Ms when Mx is oriented along the x direction.

the next nearest antidots (x or y, crystal easy axes) is less favorable, in particular very close to the
antidot edges where the demagnetizing field is very strong [162, 265, 266]. In the case of the A1 and
A4 configurations, the amplitude of the intrinsic cubic anisotropy of the CMS and the direction of
H⃗0 allow to overcome the four-fold anisotropy induced by the artificial lattice. This leads to a quasi-
uniform magnetization along the axes x (A1 configuration) or y (A4 configuration). In the case of the
A2 and A3 configurations, the direction of the initialization field stabilizes the magnetization along
a direction close to the magnetic hard axis. When µ0H0 is decreased down to about 8 mT, the 45◦

domains start to appear while the rest of the magnetization between the antidots rotates either in the x
(A2 configuration) or y (A3 configuration) directions owing to the strong intrinsic cubic anisotropy.
However, the 45◦ domains remain down to µ0H0 = 0 mT as they are stabilized by the four-fold shape
anisotropy induced by the antidot lattice. The A2 and A3 states are metastable due to the presence of
the 45◦ domains. Indeed, some part of the magnetization is aligned along the hard axis and we have
domain walls increasing the exchange energy. Thus the lowest energy remanent states are the A1 and
A4 configurations. One should note that the A1 and A4 states are not sensitive to small variations of
θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦ respectively. This is also true for the A2 and A3 states but with a more restricted
range. This stability of the different remanent states is of crucial importance for the design of robust
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and reliable devices. They should not however be stabilized close to 40◦ and 50◦ as it is at the junction
between two possible remanent states.

In order to demonstrate the interest of using a magnetic material with strong cubic anisotropy, we
compared these results with the one obtained in the school case of the same CMS magnetic antidot
lattice (same saturation magnetization, exchange constant, damping coefficient, gyromagnetic factor)
but with no cubic crystal anisotropy (Kc1 = 0 Jm−3). The simulated remanent states are shown
in Figure 5.2 b). Two remanent states named C1 and C2 can be observed for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 45◦ and
45◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ respectively. These two remanent configurations are strongly non uniform regardless
of the direction of the initialization field H⃗0. In this case, the four-fold shape anisotropy plays a major
role and induces multiple domains directed in a zigzag fashion, with the antidots acting as pinning
centers [49, 265].

Finally another type of configuration was studied with this time the antidot lattice rotated by 45◦

with respect to the cubic anisotropy easy axes of the CMS thin film. As can be shown in Figure 5.2
c), only one remanent state, termed as B1 is obtained. This is because the intrinsic cubic crystalline
anisotropy and the four-fold anisotropy from the antidot lattice are both aligned along the diagonal
directions of the antidot lattice. The major consequence is a quasi-uniform state with the magnetiza-
tion aligned at about 45◦ from the x or y axis. It is to be noted that the magnetization can be aligned
either along the directions 1, 2, 3 or 4 as shown in the illustration of Figure 5.2 c), depending on the
direction of H⃗0. Here we have restricted our analysis only to the quadrant 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦.

Tunable microwave responses at remanence

When excited uniformly by a microwave excitation pulse h⃗RF along the x axis as illustrated in
Figure 5.1, these different remanent magnetic states offer different microwave responses. The mi-
crowave spectra of the A1 (red curve) and A4 (black curve) configurations are shown in Figure 5.3 a).
Several frequency modes can be observed up to 10 GHz and the main ones with relevant amplitude in
the A4 state are indexed with numbers on the graph. The amplitude of the spin wave modes calculated
from the FFT was normalized with respect to the amplitude of the mode with the highest amplitude of
the A4 configuration (mode 2 here). We recall here that the amplitude of the modes in the FFT spec-
tra corresponds to the precession amplitude of the magnetic moments averaged over all cells. Then,
two parameters defined the averaged amplitude of a particular mode. First it will depend on the total
magnetic volume that enters in precession at this particular frequency. Second, it will depend on the
local phase of the magnetic precession. For example, a strong peak in the FFT spectra can correspond
to a large magnetic volume precessing in phase with a moderate amplitude while a minor peak can
correspond to areas precessing in phase opposition but with a large amplitude. The spatial profiles of
the spin wave modes excited in the CMS antidot lattice in the A4 configuration are shown below the
graph with snapshots of the dynamic mx component at the indexed frequencies. As the precession
amplitude of the different modes is not the same, we choose to normalize the mx component of each
mode by its own maximum amplitude for an easier visualization.

The lowest frequency spin wave mode (mode 1) corresponds to a large precession amplitude
within the edge domains. Its frequency is lower than the FMR frequency of the plain CMS thin film
(fFMR = 6.07 GHz calculated with the Kittel formula (1.63)) due to the lowered local effective field
arising from the local demagnetizing field nearby the antidots. This spin wave mode is reminiscent
of the edge modes that can be observed in saturated magnetic antidot lattices [156] as discussed in
chapter 2 section 2.1.3. Nevertheless, as compared to these, its spatial profile is asymmetric and can
extend further between the antidots owing to a larger edge domain in the remanent state.

The second mode, which is the largest in amplitude in the A4 configuration, presents a large pre-
cession amplitude extending along the horizontal channels. This mode resembles to the extended
mode that can be observed in saturated magnetic antidot lattices as also discussed in chapter 2 2.1.3
and to the uniform precession mode appearing in uniformly magnetized stripes [267]. We thus refer
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Figure 5.3: FFT amplitude spectra for the different remanent magnetic states presented in Fig. 5.2: a) in the
case of a CMS magnonic crystal with cubic anisotropy axes aligned along the antidot lattice symmetry axes
with the A4 (black curve) and A1 (red curve) remanent states, and b) in the case of the same magnonic crystal
but with no cubic anisotropy with the C2 (orange curve) and C1 (purple curve) remanent states. Each mode
with relevant amplitude are indexed with numbers. The amplitude of the spin wave modes was normalized with
respect to the highest amplitude mode (mode 2 of configuration A4 in a), mode 1’ of configuration C2 in b)).
Below each FFT spectrum, temporal snapshots of the dynamic mx component for specific frequency modes
(of the A4 configuration in a), of the C2 configuration in b)) indexed in the FFT spectra are shown. The mx

component of each mode is normalized with respect to its own maximum amplitude for an easier visualization.

to this mode as a quasi-uniform stripe mode. However, this mode is not completely equivalent to
the extended modes in saturated states as in our case a strong magnetization precession can be also
observed inside the edge domains with a node in the center of the domains. Consequently, the mag-
netization precession extends over an effective width of about 450 nm which is approximately half of
the antidots spacing.

The third excited spin wave mode is mainly related to the magnetic precession in the horizontal
rows of antidots. Finally, the fourth and fifth modes correspond to complex quantized spin wave
modes in the horizontal channels with a quantization number of 5 (5 antinodes) and of 7 (7 antinodes)
along the y axis respectively. The fifth mode seems to be also quantized along the x direction.

Switching from the A4 configuration to the A1 configuration, one can observe that most of the
spin wave modes are strongly attenuated. In particular the second mode is almost extinct. Such dif-
ferences result from the quasi-uniform magnetization of the remanent states. In the A1 configuration,
most of the magnetization is aligned along the direction of the microwave pumping field thus pre-
venting an efficient and direct coupling to the magnetization. The latter is valid as long as the power
of the microwave excitation remains low enough to not generate nonlinear processes such as Suhl
instabilities [82, 83].

In FMR experiments, the microwave response of the magnetic system under test is often mea-
sured in terms of the absorbed microwave power. Thus, we chose to quantify the attenuation of the
different modes as the variation of the power of the mz dynamic component that can be calculated
in dB with 20 log10(m

A1
z /mA4

z ) with mA1
z (mA4

z ) the z-dynamic magnetization component of the A1
(A4) remanent state. A strong attenuation of −40 dB is reached for the second mode. The modes 3,
4 and 5 are attenuated by −16 dB up to −20 dB. Finally, concerning the first mode, its attenuation is
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only of −8 dB. Contrary to the other excited modes, this mode only precesses in the edge domains.
As these domains are not fully magnetized along the direction of the microwave pumping field even
in the A1 configuration, they can always present a non-zero value of the averaged my component that
can still couple to h⃗RF .

To quickly conclude, by applying an initialization field along two different directions, it is pos-
sible to obtain two different microwave responses at remanence in a same CMS antidot lattice. This
difference is translated in the extinction of the spin wave modes, thus having the same functionality
as a switch, allowing reconfigurable operations at remanence.

To further demonstrate that the reconfigurable property at zero bias field is made possible thanks
to the strong magneto-crystalline cubic anisotropy of the CMS, the dynamic states were calculated
for the C1 and C2 configurations presented previously (Fig. 5.2 b)). Their microwave spectra are
shown in Figure 5.3 b). The spatial profiles of the indexed spin wave modes are shown below the
graph. All the indexed spin wave modes present a strong precession in the 45◦ domains. The zigzag
configuration appearing both for the C1 and C2 states induces that there is always some part of the
magnetic volume that can couple to h⃗RF . Again, we calculated the attenuations of the FFT peaks
in the C1 configuration in dB as 20 log10(m

C1
z /mC2

z ) with mC1
z (mC2

z ) the z-dynamic magnetization
component of the C1 (C2) remanent state. The maximum attenuation achieved in such system is only
of −6 dB with the first mode 1′. This value is far shorter that the one that could be obtained in the
case of a material with sufficiently strong cubic anisotropy (−40 dB).

In the CMS magnetic antidot lattice with cubic anisotropy, in addition to the A4 and A1 config-
urations, the A2 and A3 remanent states can be obtained (Fig. 5.2 a)). Therefore we also compared
the microwave spectra of the A2 and A3 remanent states with respect to the microwave spectrum of
the A4 remanent state in Figure 5.4 a). Owing to the presence of the 45◦ domains, one can observe
that the extended mode no longer exists in the A2 and A3 configurations compared to the A4 configu-
ration. When looking at the different spatial profiles, strong precessions occur in these domains with
an increasing number of nodes and antinodes as the frequency increases. In particular, the first mode
1′′ of the A3 configuration is shifted towards a lower frequency compared to the first mode 1 of the
A4 configuration. This frequency shift is of 1.3 GHz. Consequently, this results in an attenuation of
−34 dB of the first mode 1 of the A4 remanent state when switching from A4 to A2 or A3 states. As
a consequence, the possibility to induce the formation of a 45◦ domain by switching from the A4 to
the A2 or A3 configurations offer extra reconfigurable functionalities by shifting spin wave modes in
frequency in addition to the "simple extinction" process.

Finally, the microwave response of the B1 configuration (Fig. 5.2 c)) was also studied and is shown
in Figure 5.4 b) with the spatial profiles of the modes below. In such device, the microwave response
will always be the same regardless of the direction of H⃗0 as the averaged Mx and My components have
always the same amplitude. Such feature could be useful for microwave applications which require a
robust response against external magnetic perturbations. In this configuration, the edge-domain mode
is absent. The first dynamic mode appears around 5 GHz, which is closer but still lower than the
FMR frequency of the CMS thin film, and tends to resemble to a quasi-uniform stripe mode with
this time the stripe oriented along the diagonals of the antidot lattice. As the magnetization of the
remanent state is majorly aligned along the diagonals, all the spin wave modes are spreading along
the diagonals of the sample. When the frequency of the observed modes increases, the number of
nodes and antinodes increases as well.

To conclude, a magnetic device based on a magnetic antidot lattice with strong cubic crystal
anisotropy (configurations A1 to A4) can offer many reconfigurable possibilities at remanence de-
pending on the direction of an initialization field. In particular, it can perform an on and off switching
of several spin wave modes at specific frequency positions through strong attenuations in the range
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Figure 5.4: FFT amplitude spectra for the different remanent magnetic states presented in Fig. 5.2: a) in the
case of a CMS magnonic crystal with cubic anisotropy axes aligned along the antidot lattice symmetry axes
with the A4 (black curve), A3 (dark blue curve) and A2 (light blue curve) remanent states, and b) in the case
of the same magnonic crystal but with the cubic anisotropy axes rotated by 45◦ with respect to the antidot
lattice symmetry axes with the B1 remanent state (green curve) in comparison with the A4 configuration (black
curve). Each mode with relevant amplitude are indexed with numbers. The amplitude of the spin wave modes
was normalized with respect to the highest amplitude mode (mode 2 of configuration A4 in a) and b)). Below
each FFT spectrum, temporal snapshots of the dynamic mx component for specific frequency modes (of the A3
configuration in a), of the B1 configuration in b)) indexed in the FFT spectra are shown. The mx component of
each mode is normalized with respect to its own maximum amplitude for an easier visualization.

1− 10 GHz. These results were obtained for a particular antidots size and spacing. Variations of both
of these parameters could destroy or enhance the reconfigurable properties.

5.1.3 Influence of the aspect ratio

To optimize the design of the CMS magnonic crystal device for targeted reconfigurable properties
in desired frequency ranges, a study of the influence of the antidots size s and spacing d have to be
achieved. Here the antidot lattice symmetry is collinear to the cubic crystal anistropy axes and the
initialization field H⃗0 is applied either along the y or x axis thus giving rise to a remanent state called
Rem Y or Rem X respectively. This situation is analog to the previous studied cases with the A4 and
A1 remanent states. Each FFT spectrum is normalized according to the most intense mode.

Variation of the antidots spacing d with a fixed antidots size s

Figure 5.5 shows the remanent states, microwave spectra and spatial profiles of the different spin
wave modes in the Rem Y and Rem X configurations for two different values of spacing d (600 nm
and 300 nm) while the size s is kept constant (s = 300 nm). The case of an aspect ratio s/d = 1/2 is
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Figure 5.5: (Top) FFT spectra of the Rem Y (black curve) and Rem X (red curve), (Middle) the remanent
magnetic states Rem Y and Rem X , and (Bottom) the mx temporal snapshots for the indexed modes, in the
case of a CMS magnetic antidot lattice (cubic crystal easy axes aligned along x and y) with a fixed value of
s = 300 nm and a) d = 600 nm and b) d = 300 nm. The amplitude of the spin wave modes was normalized
with respect to the highest amplitude mode. The remanent states are color coded according to Mx.
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shown in Figure 5.5 a). Contrary to the A4 and A1 configurations (aspect ratio s/d = 1/3) approached
in the previous section 5.1.2, 45◦ domains appear for both the Rem X and Rem Y states. The rest of
the magnetization is again either aligned along the x or y axis depending on whether H⃗0 is applied
with an angle below or above 45◦. The spatial profiles of the first five modes are composed of complex
spatial precessions, mainly related to the 45◦ domains. The different modes are very similar to the
ones observed in the A2 or A3 configuration described in the previous section. Here, the first and
fourth modes are the most intense. The first mode presents large magnetization oscillations at the
boundaries between the 45◦ domain and the rest of the magnetization aligned along x or y. This can
be assimilated to a domain-wall resonance. The attenuation is only of −3 dB when switching from the
Rem Y to the Rem X states since the domains are always present. Such attenuation value is not very
attractive for reconfigurable functionalities. On the contary, a −30 dB attenuation is reached with the
mode 4. This mode resembles a localized mode as described in chapter 2 section 2.1.3 as it presents
strong magnetization precession in the horizontal rows of antidots. Contrary to the first mode, this
strong attenuation is obtained as the magnetization in the horizontal rows of antidots weakly couples
to the RF field in the Rem X state. Finally, the other spin wave modes present low attenuations that
can not reach −20 dB. Consequently, reconfigurable configurations can be performed with an aspect
ratio of s/d = 1/2, however with less performance than in the case of an aspect ratio of s/d = 1/3
as approached in the previous section 5.1.2.

The case of an aspect ratio of s/d = 1 is shown in Figure 5.5 b). One can observe that the Rem
X and Rem Y configurations are exactly the same thus leading to no difference in their microwave
response. As the spacing d is decreased, the local shape anisotropy due to the antidots becomes
dominant over other contributions. This leads to the rotation of the magnetization towards the x
(y) axis between two vertical (horizontal) antidots. The areas between vertical antidots are strongly
magnetized along x thus it can not couple to the pumping field. The magnetization precession is
mainly localized in the central part of the unit cell for modes 1 and 2 and in-between horizontal
antidots for modes 3 and 4.

As a result, we conclude from this study that having quasi-uniform states at remanence is the best
way to ensure a high number of modes showing important attenuation values. With the magnetic
parameters of the CMS Heusler alloy used in this numerical study, such quasi-uniform states are
observed for an aspect ratio of s/d = 1/3. Lower aspect ratios can also be convenient, however the
more the antidots are separated, the more we will bring closer the magnetic system to the case of a
plain thin film. Less quantized spin wave modes will be thus excited to converge towards the FMR
mode of a plain thin film. Of course, these results are material dependent meaning that different values
of cubic crystal anisotropy constant, saturation magnetization and exchange constant may require
other aspect ratios s/d to optimize reconfigurable states.

Variation of the antidots size s with a fixed aspect ratio s/d = 1/3

We now study how the value s tune the microwave spectrum of the magnonic crystal while keeping
s/d = 1/3. In Figure 5.6, the remanent states, their microwave spectra and spatial profiles of the
main spin wave modes are shown for antidot sizes ranging from 200 nm to 50 nm. We observed in
particular, that for antidot sizes s ≤ 200 nm, only two remanent states (Rem X and Rem Y ) could
be stabilized. Remanent states analog to the A2 or A3 configurations approached in section 5.1.2
with 45◦ domains could not have been generated when H⃗0 was applied towards the 45◦ direction. As
a result, the remanent states Rem X and Rem Y appear for an applied initialization field below or
above the 45◦ direction respectively.

In Figure 5.6 a), the case of a CMS magnetic antidot lattice with antidot size s = 200 nm and
spacing d = 600 nm is shown. To some extent, the remanent states Rem Y and Rem X are similar
to the A4 and A1 configurations in section 5.1.2. However, the lowest frequency mode is the most
intense in this case and its attenuation is only of −10 dB when switching from Rem Y to Rem X state.
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Figure 5.6: (Top) FFT spectra of Rem Y (black curve) and Rem X (red curve), (Middle) Remanent magnetic
states Rem Y and Rem X , and (Bottom) mx temporal snapshots of the indexed modes in the case of a CMS
antidot lattice aligned with the cubic crystal anisotropy axes with varied values of s and fixed aspect ratio
s/d = 1/3: a) s = 200 nm, d = 600 nm, b) s = 100 nm, d = 300 nm and c) s = 50 nm, d = 150 nm.
Each FFT spectrum is normalized according to the most intense mode. The remanent states are color coded
according to Mx.
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On the other hand, the second mode is attenuated by −42 dB. Concerning higher frequency modes,
attenuations better than −20 dB can be reached. This configuration present more spin wave modes
with relatively high intensities (Rem Y ) and attenuations (Rem X) compared to the case s = 300 nm
(section 5.1.2) making it even more suitable for reconfigurable operations at remanence due to its
increased flexibility.

When further decreasing the antidot size towards 100 nm and 50 nm, one can observe that the
central part of the unit cell is no longer completely aligned along the x or y axis in the Rem X or Rem
Y state respectively. The misalignement of the magnetization increases when decreasing s as shown
in the case of s = 50 nm. This is because when the antidot size is reduced, the edge domains start
to spread in the central part of the unit cell. The spin wave modes in a smooth non uniform magnetic
state was adressed in Ref. [268]. The authors studied the modes in a permalloy based antidot lattice
with circular antidot size and spacing 450 nm showing a small tilt of the magnetization with respect
to the lattice symmetry axes. In their study the small tilt of the magnetization was induced by a
relatively weak (20 mT) magnetic field applied at a few degrees from the lattice symmetry axes. In
particular, they demonstrated that the lowest frequency modes, usually assimilated to edge modes in
the saturated case, are in their case a combination of an edge mode with an asymmetric channel mode.
They call such modes "dragonfly modes" (see Figures 4 d) and 5 in Ref. [268]). They also reported
that the maximum precession amplitude was located in the channels linking opposite antidots in the
diagonal. Our results are similar even though we deal with remanent states and a different system.
Indeed, the spatial profiles of our first mode in Figure 5.6 b) and c), are similar to their "dragonfly
modes" as the magnetization precession is not only confined in the edge domains but also extends
between antidots diagonally aligned. The frequency of such mode is still very low (under the FMR
frequency of the thin film) and within the same range as observed for s = 200− 300 nm. This is due
to the fact that the magnetization precession occur mainly in the "extended" edge domains where the
effective field is lowered.

Similar to Ref. [268], we also observe that the higher frequency modes (2, 3...) are shifted towards
higher frequencies when the tilt of the magnetization in the central part of the unit cell is increased.
This occurs in our case when the antidot size s is decreased. Indeed the frequencies of the modes
2 and 3 for s = 100 nm (around 9 and 9.5 GHz respectively) are shifted to higher frequencies for
s = 50 nm (around 11.2 and 13.6 GHz). One possible explanation of this shift relies on the non
uniform state which is the source of an increased contribution of the exchange energy to the effective
field. This phenomenon can be considered as analog to steeper slopes in the dispersion curves f(k)
induced by the contribution of exchange energy for the different quantized spin wave modes in a
magnetic stripe [159].

Finally, there is another difference between the configurations with s = 300 nm or 200 nm and
the configurations with s = 100 nm or 50 nm. Indeed, the relative amplitude of the higher frequency
modes with respect to the main mode are reduced in the Rem Y state. Nevertheless, reconfigurable
operations at remanence can still be performed in the cases of s = 100 nm or 50 nm. When switching
from the Rem Y state to the Rem X state, an attenuation of the second mode of about −30 dB and of
higher-order modes around −20 dB can be achieved.

These results were obtained in the particular case of square antidots with specific antidot sizes. As
a consequence, one can tune the antidot sizes and eventually shape to fix the desired frequency range
for particular microwave reconfigurable operations.
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5.2 Applicability of reconfigurableCo2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnetic antidot lat-

tices

5.2.1 Switching performances

To further demonstrate the interest of such device for microwave reconfigurable operations, two
crucial parameters have to be studied to take into account the easiness of use for potential applications:
the minimum amplitude of the initialization field H⃗0 and the minimum required time to switch from
one remanent state to another. In particular, in the actual context of reducing the energy consumption
of futur devices, these two parameters are of particular importance.

We have tested the switching performances of our artificial device for an aspect ratio of s/d = 1/3
and different antidot sizes s = 300, 200, 100, 50 nm. In order to compare with published studies (but
obtained with permalloy-based nanostructures[269–271]), we followed the same methodology as de-
scribed in the pioneering works of Ref. [270] tackling the problem of switching easiness. We have
tested the transition from the remanent state Rem Y to Rem X with a field pulse of amplitude P
and duration 1 ns applied along the x direction. The transition from the A4 state (Rem Y ) to the A3
remanent state is also considered and the applied field pulse is in this particular case directed along
the 45◦ direction. The results are shown in Figure 5.7. Regardless of the antidot size s, the switching

Figure 5.7: Simulations of the switching (Rem Y to Rem X) times for different antidot sizes s and fixed aspect
ratio s/d = 1/3. The minimum magnetic pulse of amplitude P and duration 1 ns was applied along the x axis
except in the case of the transition from the A4 state to the A3 state (green curve) where it was applied towards
the 45◦ direction. The black, red, blue and pink curves correspond to the cases of s = 50, 100, 200, 300 nm
respectively.

times reach approximately 1 ns. The transition from the A4 to the A3 (green curve) state however
needs a larger time around 1.2 ns to effectively switch. The minimum field amplitude required for the
switching is of a few mT, up to 6 mT in the case of an antidot size s = 300 nm and down to 3.5 mT
concerning an antidot size s = 50 nm. As a result, decreasing the size of the antidots leads to smaller
amplitudes of the field pulse to initiate the transition. A larger amplitude of the field pulse (8 mT)
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was required in the transition A4 to A3 state.
Compared to the results obtained with permalloy-based nanostructures [269–271], our pulse am-

plitudes are one order of magnitude lower. However they designed magnetic systems that can be used
for nanoscale on-chip integration, while ours will be on a larger scale as we consider the case of 2D
infinite structures. As will be approached in the next section 5.2.2, the 2D infinite case can be reduced
to micrometer-scale devices, where the reconfigurable properties are still observed. To easily switch
the magnetization and allow on-chip integration, one can use a simple scheme as proposed in Ref.
[270] with two perpendicular current lines placed above the magnetic antidot lattice. Nevertheless,
the application of such magnetic fields to switch the remanent states still requires high currents. To re-
duce the energy consumption, additional studies on the device design, notably concerning the antidot
shape or the antidot lattice symmetry (hexagonal symmetry for example), should be tested.

5.2.2 Influence of finite dimensions on the device

In the previous sections, we demonstrated that reconfigurable operations at remanence can be
obtained in the case of a 2D pseudo-infinite magnetic antidot lattices based on the CMS magnetic
properties. In reality, the device will have finite dimensions and thus the validity of our approach for
finite size devices must be put to the test. Its finite size will inevitably induces flux closure domains
at the edges of the device. To adress this question, we performed micromagnetic simulations with
OOMMF on two large samples with different dimensions 14400 × 14400 × 20 nm3 and 13500 ×
13500× 20 nm3. Compared to the previous simulations, we used OOMMF instead of MuMax3 since
we observed that OOMMF was faster than MuMax3 in the convergence of the energy minimization
calculation of the remanent states. The simulations of such large systems required the use of the High-
Performance Computing (HPC) resources of the CALMIP supercomputing center. To determine the
initial remanent states, we used the evolver "Oxs_CGEvolve" and for the microwave response, we
used the driver "Oxs_mindriver". The convergence criteria was set to m⃗ × H⃗ × m⃗ = 10 Am−1

(m⃗×H⃗×m⃗ damping torque) and we verified that the results were the same down to 1. The simulated
device is constituted of a square antidot lattice with square antidots of size s = 300 nm and aspect
ratio s/d = 1/3.

We have tested two geometries. For the first one, the sample has dimensions of 14400× 14400×
20 nm3 and the spacing between the edge of the last antidots of the last row (or column) and the
edge of the sample is equal to half of the spacing between the antidots d, i.e. 450 nm. This can be
seen with the remanent states in Figure 5.8 a) and b). For the dimensions 13500 × 13500 × 20 nm3,
there is no spacing between the last antidots of the last row (or column) and the edge of the device, as
shown in Figure 5.9 a) and b). Other dimensions were simulated from 9900 × 9900 × 20 nm3 up to
29400× 29400× 20 nm3 and in all of these cases, equivalent remanent states as in the one presented
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 were obtained.

Finite device s = 300 nm and s/d = 1/3 with dimensions 14400× 14400× 20 nm3

The Rem Y configuration is presented Figure 5.8 a). One can observe that the magnetization
on the right and left edges of the device is uniform and aligned along the y direction in the areas
between the last antidots column and the edges of the device. At the top and bottom of the sample,
the magnetization is this time uniformly aligned along the x direction in-between the last antidots
rows and edges of the sample. These uniform magnetic areas close to the borders of the sample,
which we will refer as uniform domains, extend on a width of 450 nm. The same result is observed
in the Rem X configuration with a rotation of 90◦ of the system, as can be seen in Figure 5.8 b).
These uniform domains can couple to the microwave pumping field h⃗RF , in particular in the Rem X
configuration, and therefore could disrupt the reconfigurable properties. In this case, these uniform
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domains cover a small portion of the total sample, which we estimate around 6% of the total magnetic
volume.

We simulated the microwave response of this sample to study the influence of these uniform

Figure 5.8: Remanent magnetic states of a finite-size device with lateral dimensions 14.4 × 14.4 µm2 in a)
with H⃗0 along y (Rem Y ) and b) with H⃗0 along x (Rem X). The remanent states are color coded as the ones
in Figure 5.2. c) The FFT amplitude spectra of Rem Y (black curve), Rem X (red curve) and A4 state (infinite
case) (light blue curve). The amplitude of the FFT spectra are normalized according to the maximum amplitude
reached in the A4 state.

domains. The microwave spectra of the Rem Y (black curve) and Rem X (red curve) states are
shown in Figure 5.8 c). For comparison, the microwave response of the A4 remanent state (2D
infinite case) of section 5.1.2 is plotted in light blue on the graph. The amplitude of the microwave
responses were normalized with respect to the maximum value obtained in the A4 remanent state. The
microwave spectra of Rem Y and Rem X states are very similar to those obtained in the 2D infinite
approximation (A4 and A1 states respectively) in Figure 5.3. Also, the resonance peaks for all modes
are widened and a small satellite mode appear at 5.15 GHz with respect to the infinite case. The
amplitude of the excited modes is also slightly lowered compared to the infinite case, except for the
fourth mode (6.81 GHz) where it is barely increased. The attenuation values obtained when switching
from Rem Y to Rem X state are also equivalent to those reached with the A4 and A1 states. These
small differences should be rectified when the size of the sample is increased thus further reducing
the effects of these uniform domains.

These results were also verified in the case of a sample with the same dimensions and aspect ratio
but with antidot size s = 100 nm. The microwave spectra of the Rem Y and Rem X states were also
similar to those obtained in the infinite case shown in Figure 5.6. Consequently, the pseudo-infinite
approximation is valid for this geometry with finite dimensions to study reconfigurable operations.

Finite device s = 300 nm and s/d = 1/3 with dimensions 13500× 13500× 20 nm3

For this geometry, the previously considered uniform domains are here non-uniform and spread
on a larger extent within the magnonic crystal, as shown with the remanent states Rem Y and Rem
X in Figures 5.9 a) and b) respectively. This results in a larger fraction of about 17% of non-uniform
magnetized domains with respect to the total magnetic volume. When looking at the microwave
responses of the Rem Y (black curve) and Rem X (red curve) states of this finite sample compared
to the A4 state (light blue curve) in Figure 5.9 c), the spectra are also quite similar except that a small
low-frequency mode appears at 1.71 GHz, the satellite peak at 5.15 GHz previously observed in the
first dimension is further increased and the relative amplitudes of higher frequency modes after the
main mode are even more decreased. As a consequence, the attenuation values for these modes is
decreased by 10 to 40%. This corresponds to limited attenuations of −10 to −20 dB with this finite
size geometry.
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Figure 5.9: Remanent magnetic states of a finite-size device with lateral dimensions 13.5 × 13.5 µm2 in a)
with H⃗0 along y (Rem Y ) and b) with H⃗0 along x (Rem X). The remanent states are color coded as the ones
in Figure 5.2. c) The FFT amplitude spectra of Rem Y (black curve), Rem X (red curve) and A4 state (infinte
case) (light blue curve). The amplitude of the FFT spectra are normalized according to the maximum amplitude
reached in the A4 state.

To conclude, the effects of flux closure magnetic domains arising from finite size devices on the
reconfigurable properties of the magnonic crystal can be lowered with a proper design of the latter.
The finite dimensions must be taken into account to evaluate the performances of small devices,
i.e. typically for dimensions especially below 10 µm. This means that our system is worth for
micrometers microwave patches for example but probably not as it is for nanoscale integration.
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Chapter 6

Impact of the nanostructuration techniques

on Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi Heusler magnonic crystals

properties

In this chapter, we discuss how the choice of the nanofabrication techniques impacts the excited
spin wave modes in a CMS magnonic crystal. To this end, we present the FMR spectra measured
on the samples #1 and #2 presented in chapter 4 section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. For the sample prepared
by FIB (#1), we demonstrate that it is not sufficient to take into account only the exact geometry
of the holes to obtain a qualitative agreement between the simulated and measured FMR spectra.
One also has to consider the local variations of the magnetic parameters induced by Ga+ milling. In
contrast, concerning the sample prepared by e-beam lithography and Ar+ milling (#2), simulations
and experiments agree very well for an ideal geometry. Such studies will serve as a basis to conclude
about the relevance of using Ga+ FIB milling to achieve a "real device" based on CMS thin films.

6.1 Influence of Ga+Ga
+

Ga
+ FIB milling on the spin wave modes in a

Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnonic crystal

The results presented in this section were published in Ref. [272]. For this article, we used
magnetic parameters based on previous reports obtained in our group. Indeed, the batch of samples
that we used for FIB patterning were not capped during the sputtering deposition. Recently, we found
a possibility to measure by FMR the magnetic properties of a thin film grown in the same conditions
of the one used to make the sample #1. The measured magnetic parameters are very close to those
given in [272] except for the value of the cubic crystal anisotropy constant Kc1 (−12 kJ/m3 instead
of −17 kJ/m3 in the article). In this manuscript we present simulations performed with the last
measured parameters but we highlight here that the difference of anisotropy constant induces only
small variations of frequencies and it does not change the physical phenomenon discussed below.

The geometrical features of the sample #1 have already been described in section 4.3.1. Here
we remind the main points for the sake of clarity. The antidot lattice covers an area of 47 × 47 µm2.
The antidots have a bowl shape with a relatively squared geometry at the bottom surface while it is
almost circular at the top surface. The center-to-center distance is 400 nm. The different dimensions
are recalled in Figures 6.1 a), b) and c). In particular, a cross section performed on another sample
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prepared in the exact same FIB conditons allows to evaluate the antidots dimensions at the bottom
and top surfaces of the antidots. The antidot lattice symmetry axes are aligned along the cubic crystal
anisotropy easy axes of the CMS thin film.

A micro-antenna was deposited on top of the magnonic crystal with its long axis parallel to

Figure 6.1: SEM images of a) the top view, b) the tilted view at 52◦ and c) the cross section view of the CMS
magnetic antidot lattice (MC) patterned by FIB milling (sample #1). d) Optical image of the micro-antenna on
top of the CMS magnetic antidot lattice. The magnetic field is applied along the length of the micro-antenna.

the edges of the lattice. As shown in Figure 6.1 d), the magnetic field is applied along the length
of the antenna to ensure a MSSW configuration (⃗k ⊥ M⃗ , at least in the magnetically saturated
regime). The width of the central conductor is sufficiently large to consider a quasi-uniform pumping
field over the magnonic crystal. The central conductor indeed covers about 65 % of the magnonic
crystal. As the maximum wavevector that can be excited is very weak (approximately kmax ≈ 2π

win

=

0.209 radµm−1), it should have a negligible influence on the position and linewidth of the FMR peaks.
A discussion on the estimation of the induced frequency shifts is later approached in the case of the
sample #2 in section 6.2. The FMR measurements were performed with the FM-FMR measurement
technique detailed in chapter 3 section 3.3.2. The frequency of the microwave excitation is fixed while
the applied magnetic field is swept from 350 mT to 0 mT with field steps of 0.3 mT. This process is
repeated for each frequency from 1 GHz to 18 GHz with frequency steps of 0.5 GHz.

6.1.1 FM-FMR measurements and numerical study of variable antidot geome-

tries

FM-FMR measurements

The evolution of the microwave absorption spectrum with respect to the frequency f and applied
field H0 is shown in Figure 6.2. The amplitude of the voltage measured by lock-in detection (pro-
portional to the derivative of the absorbed power) is color coded with respect to the colorbar on the
right of the graph. One can first observe a large absorption band in which few distinctive peaks can be
resolved. In particular one mode is clearly distinct at high frequencies. An example of the measure-
ment at 9 GHz can be seen in the inset of Figure 6.2 where the presence of several resonance peaks
are pointed out with black arrows. As discussed in chapter 2 section 2.1.3, these resonances corre-
spond to the excitation of quantized and confined spin wave modes in the antidot lattice contrary to
the case of a plain magnetic thin film where only the uniform (i.e. k = 0, FMR) mode can be excited
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(and eventually also perpendicular standing spin waves (PSSW)). We can observe that the different
resonant peaks can not be well distinguished individually as they are broad and overlap. The most
intense mode which appears for the lower field (i.e. higher frequency) has the smallest peak-to-peak
field linewidth (≈ 2 mT) while it reaches up to 13 mT for other modes. Such large broadening of the
resonance peaks results in their very low amplitudes.

Figure 6.2: Evolution of the microwave power absorbed by the CMS magnetic antidot lattice nanostructured by
FIB (sample #1) according to the applied magnetic field µ0H0 and frequency f . The amplitudes of the FMR
signals are color coded with respect to the colorbar on the right. An example of the FMR spectrum measured at
9 GHz is shown at the top of the main figure (black line). The different resonance peaks correspond to different
spin wave modes excited in the magnonic crystal and are indexed with black arrows. The colored symbols
on the main graph correspond to the frequency positions of the simulated spin wave modes for different field
values. These symbols are the same as those in Figure 6.6.

Numerical modeling of the FIB etched antidots

To explain these measurements, micromagnetic simulations were performed with MuMax3 to un-
derstand not only the kind of spin wave modes excited in our structure but also the variation of the
resonance frequencies as a function of H0 and the large broadening of the peaks. Owing to the com-
plex shape of the antidots observed in Figure 6.1, we started by testing several simple geometries such
as square, circular, rounded square and bowl shapes. These geometries are illustrated in Figures 6.3
a) and b). The bowl shape is the closest geometry to the one deduced from the SEM images (Fig.
6.1 a), b), c)). Simulations were performed on a unit cell of the antidot lattice by using 2D periodic
boundary conditions (2D PBC) to mimic an infinite lattice. For all geometries, the center-to-center
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distance (periodicity) of the antidots is always equal to 400 nm. For the square and circular antidots,
the lateral dimensions or diameters are 140 nm. The rounded square geometry was obtained as the
intersection between a square with lateral size 140 nm with a circle of diameter 160 nm. Concerning
the bowl shape illustrated in Figure 6.3 b), we defined the bottom of the antidots as rounded squares
such as described previously, then the geometry becomes circular with increasing diameters up to
200 nm when going up to the top layer of the sample. For all the geometries, the unit cell has dimen-
sions of 800× 800× 50 nm3. The simulations were performed with a discrete mesh of 5× 5× 5 nm3

cubic cells.
The cubic crystal anisotropy easy axes are along the antidot lattice symmetry axes (x and y).

Figure 6.3: a) Schematics of the unit cells used for the micromagnetic simulations with the antidot geometries
(in white) in the CMS thin film (in grey): square, circle and rounded square. b) Schematics of the bowl geometry
with its cross section, top and bottom layers surface.

Saturation
magnetization

Ms [T]

Cubic crystal
anisotropy

field Hk [mT]

Cubic crystal
anisotropy

constant Kc1

[Jm−3]

Gyromagnetic
ratio γ

2π
[GHzT−1]

Exchange
constant A
[pJm−1]

Damping
factor α

1.28 24 -12223 28.8 20 0.001

Table 6.1: CMS magnetic parameters used for the micromagnetic simulations.

The static and dynamic magnetic states are calculated with the method described in chapter 3 section
3.1 in the case of a uniform field pulse excitation. The magnetic parameters used for the simulations
are indicated in Table 6.1. For these simulations, the external magnetic field was applied with a slight
deviation of 5◦ with respect to the y axis. This angle was estimated experimentally and results from a
misalignement of the applied field H0 with respect to the edges of the magnonic crystal when we put
our sample into the electromagnet setup.

For the calculation of the spin wave mode spectra, the FFT was here performed on the z-component
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of the dynamic stray field hd,z(t) in a plane located at 5 nm from the top surface of the magnonic crys-
tal. We used this approach to obtain a qualitative description of the amplitude of the expected FMR
signals for each excited spin wave modes. Indeed, while it is very convenient to consider that the
variations of reflected microwave power from the antenna comes from the power absorbed by the
magnetic sample, it is also possible to consider the effect of the stray field at resonance. Via the Lenz-
Faraday law, the z-component of the dynamic stray field induces a microwave voltage in the antenna
that can be modeled as a change of the antenna impedance (theory of spin waves transduction) as
described in chapter 3 section 3.3. It is to be noted that we obtained the same results for the FFT
performed on hd,z(t) and for Mz(t). As a result, the total volume of the simulated magnetic system
was 800×800×60 nm3. The spatial profiles of the excited spin wave modes were obtained following
the procedure described in chapter 3 section 3.1.4.

It is worth to mention that we also tested a few simulations on a finite size CMS antidot lattice,
which covers an area of 40 × 40 µm2, to be as close as possible to the experiment. The microwave
excitation was applied on a finite width of 30 µm (which extends on + and - 15 µm from the center
of the magnonic crystal). These large simulations were run with OOMMF and required the use of
the HPC (High Performance Computing) resources provided by the Calmip supercomputing center
in Toulouse. As such simulations are extremely time consuming (several days for each field) it is not
relevant for testing many geometries and many field values. However, we emphasize that during these
tests no particular differences were observed for the frequency positions of the spin wave modes with
respect to the results presented in this section.

Microwave responses of different antidot geometries

In the literature, discrepancies between measured spin wave frequencies and simulations are often
reported. Such variations are generally attributed to geometrical variations of the antidots, notably to
edge roughness [21, 220, 273]. To our knowledge, few studies are however performed to demonstrate
and quantify the impact of geometrical variations [22, 156]. Figure 6.4 a) shows the FFT spectra
corresponding to the microwave responses of the CMS antidot lattices for the different geometries
presented in Figure 6.3. The spectra have been calculated for µ0H0 = 200 mT. The spatial profiles of
each dynamic mode for each geometry are shown in Figure 6.4 b) for the top surface of the antidots.
The relaxed magnetic states are also shown next to the spatial profiles.

One can observe that each geometry leads to several main spin wave modes whose frequencies
lie relatively well with our experimental measurements (Fig. 6.2). In order to compare the different
geometries, we chose to index the different modes with a number (mode 1,2,3...) according to quite
similar spatial profiles. The mode 2 for all geometries resembles to an extended mode as its max-
imum precession amplitude extends along the horizontal channels (i.e. along x) between the rows
of antidots. The terms defining the different regions of the magnetic antidot lattice used in this text
(horizontal channels for example) are detailed in chapter 2 section 2.1.3. The mode 1 is an extended
mode along the horizontal channels (like mode 2) but it is quantized along the width (i.e. along y)
of the channels, with a quantization number of n = 3 (3 antinodes). Mode 5 can be assimilated to a
mix of a localized mode and extended mode quantized with n = 7. The other modes present complex
spatial profiles that can not be easily described.

An important result of these FFT spectra concerns the dependence of the frequency of the dif-
ferent modes with the shape of the antidots. For example, a 1 GHz shift is observed for the mode 1
between the square and circular shapes. The frequencies of the mode 2 for the square, rounded square
and bowl geometries are relatively close from each other (150-250 MHz gaps) while a discrepancy up
to 800 MHz can be found for the circular shape. In contrast, other modes like 3 and 4 are relatively
constant. These two modes seem to be less sensitive to the antidot shape but more to the size of the
antidots as the third mode of the bowl shape is slightly shifted at lower frequencies compared to the
third mode of the other geometries which superposes on the same resonance frequency. As a result,
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Figure 6.4: a) FFT spectra obtained from different antidot shapes shown in Figure 6.3 at µ0H0 = 200 mT
(square in red curve, circle in blue curve, rounded square in green curve and bowl in black curve). The FFT
spectra of each of these geometries were artificially shifted in amplitude for better visualization. The excited
spin wave modes with quasi similar spatial profiles are indexed with numbers. b) The corresponding equilib-
rium magnetic states and spatial profiles of the excited spin wave modes of the different antidot geometries at
µ0H0 = 200 mT. The color code used for the relaxed magnetic states is applied according to the amplitude
of the x-component of the magnetization Mx. The calculation and color code for the spatial profiles of the
excited spin wave modes are explained in section 3.1.4. A red cross indicates that the spin wave mode was not
observed or too weak in amplitude.
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local variations of shape and dimension of the antidots relative to each others (as can be seen in Figure
6.1 a)) occurring over the entire antidot lattice may be at the origin of the observed broadening and
overlapping of the experimental resonance peaks. As in our experiment the applied field is swept at
a fixed frequency, these local variations in the antidot shape and dimension result in small variations
of the resonance field µ0Hr over the antidot lattice. This phenomenon thus induces a smearing out of
the field resonance linewidths.

Additionally, the presence of satellite peaks close to the main modes, as can be observed in Figure
6.4 a) around the modes 2 and 3, can enhance the broadening of the resonance peaks. In contrast, as
the modes 3 and 4 seem to be less sensitive to local geometrical variations, they should appear more
discernible in the FMR spectra as can be seen in Figure 6.2. Another source of broadening of the
lower frequency modes can come from modified magnetic parameters. For example, an increase of
the damping coefficient up to 5.10−3 makes the satellite modes collapses on the closer main modes in
the FFT spectra resulting in larger frequency linewidths.

Despite the fact that the frequencies of the dynamic modes for the geometries tested agree reason-
ably well with our experimental observations, we were not able to reproduce the most intense mode
experimentally observed around 17.2 GHz at 200 mT, neither in frequency nor in amplitude even
when varying the antidot shape. The bowl shape, which is the closest geometry of the FIB-etched
antidots observed on the SEM images, is not sufficient to explain this issue. To go further, we then
needed to consider local modifications of the CMS magnetic properties arising from the Ga+ FIB
milling.

Consideration of local modified magnetic properties by Ga+Ga+Ga+ FIB milling

As approached in chapter 4 section 4.2.2.1, high-energy incident Ga+ ions can induce multiple
collision cascades in the CMS crystal. This can result in the generation of Frenkel pairs, correspond-
ing to the displacement of an atom leaving its initial place (vacancy) to lodge in-between other atoms
(interstitial), or swaps between atoms due to the created vacancies. These phenomena have been ob-
served for example in the case of irradiated CMS thin films with high-energy He+ ions at 30 keV
[274] or 150 keV [52, 53]. In particular, they both demonstrated that for low fluences (the number
of incoming ions/cm²) of the order of 1014 to 1015, the B2 order is favored at the expense of the L21
order due to induced Mn/Si swapping. For higher fluences, it was observed a degradation of the L21
order with a decreased saturation magnetization Ms and an increase of the Gilbert damping factor α.
Additionally to atomic disorder, implantation of Ga+ ions can also occur during FIB milling. In par-
ticular, this could lead to the modification of the local CMS electronic structure in the regions nearby
the etched antidots. These two effects, structural damages (atomic disorder) and Ga+ implantation,
which are illustrated in Figure 6.5 a), are material dependent and increase with the ions fluence. In
the literature, it has been shown that Ga+ irradiation may affect the magnetic properties of ferromag-
netic thin films through reduced saturation magnetization, exchange constant and magneto-crystalline
anisotropy [275–279]. The origin of these variations has been attributed to amorphization, Ga+ im-
plantation, chemical mixing or vacancy generation [280–282]. In Ref. [276], unexpected localized
spin wave modes at low frequencies were measured in magnetic antidot lattices of CoPd/multilayers
nanostructured by FIB etching with Ga+ ions. The authors stated that they correspond to spin wave
modes localized in a shell with modified magnetic properties around the antidots due to FIB milling.
More precisely, they attribute the appearance of these modes to a local decrease of the perpendicular
magneto-crystalline anisotropy in the shell region around the antidots which favors the magnetization
to lie in the plane of the magnetic antidot lattice.

To determine the extent of the damaged CMS volume nearby the antidots, simulations of damage
were performed with IPROS, a homemade Monte-Carlo software for ion implantation, by Dr. Alain
Claverie of our research team. This simulation software considers stoichiometric amorphous materi-
als and the crystal structure and binding energies are not taken into account. However, it gives a good
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order of magnitude of the ion stopping range. The density of the CMS thin film is 8.85×1022 at/cm3

(7.396 g/cm3). We have found that the stopping range of incident 30 keV Ga+ ions reaches a depth
of 30 nm into the CMS alloy and lateral damages extend over 20 nm all around the trajectory of the
incident ions. This damage volume around the antidots corresponds approximately to the difference
of the antidot radius at the bottom of the antidots (140 nm) and at the top (200 nm). The lateral
damage and ion implantation are most likely to vary gradually from the inner edge of the antidots to
the bulk CMS and also from the top surface of the antidots through the CMS thickness [283]. Nev-
ertheless, due to the complexity of a system with mixed disordered CMS atoms and implanted Ga+

atoms, we tried to describe our system with a very simple model for the micromagnetic simulations.
We have made the assumption that the impacted volume around the antidots is uniformly modified.
For the micromagnetic simulations, the bowl shape was used with the addition of a volume of 200 nm
diameter with degraded magnetic properties encircling the antidots. This unit cell model is shown in
Figure 6.5 b), where the impacted volume is represented in light-grey color.

Figure 6.5: a) Schematic cross section of the lateral structural damage and Ga+ implantation induced by the
FIB milling around the antidots. b) Schematics of the unit cell comprising antidots with a bowl shape and a
magnetic volume encircling the antidots impacted by FIB milling highlighted in lighter gray. c) FFT spectra of
the bowl shape with no impacted volume (in black) and with an impacted volume around the antidots (in pink)
at µ0H0 = 200 mT and with β = 0.18. The excited spin wave modes with relevant amplitudes are indexed
with numbers. The amplitude of the FFT peaks was normalized according to the one of the most intense mode.

To perform the micromagnetic simulations, we needed to assess the damage factor of the mag-
netic properties in the impacted layer. To our knowledge, few studies on the interaction of Ga+ ions
with Heusler alloys exist. Among them, Hamrle et al. tackle this problem for ultra-thin Co2FeSi film
(11 nm) [275]. This Heusler alloy presents similar magnetic properties with the CMS Heusler alloy. In
particular, the authors demonstrated that when increasing ion fluences, the material was progressively
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modified from a ferromagnetic to a fully paramagnetic state when reaching an ion fluence threshold
of 9.1016 ions/cm2. They observed that even for moderate ion fluences of 6.1015 and 3.1014 ions/cm2

the exchange constant and second order contributions to the spin-orbit coupling (which may affect the
cubic crystal anisotropy) were respectively reduced. From the experimental conditions presented in
chapter 4 section 4.2.2.2, we estimated the fluence of Ga+ ions in the tail of our beam spot between
1.1018 and 1.1019 ions/cm2 by considering 10% of ions in the tail. This fluence value is one order
larger than the paramagnetic transition threshold fluence found in the works of Hamrle et al. [275].
Consequently, we expect a strong reduction of the CMS magnetic properties in the impacted volume
around the antidots in our sample. As we have made the simple assumption of a uniform damaged
volume, the values of the saturation magnetization Ms, the exchange constant A and the cubic crystal
anisotropy constant Kc1 were multiplied by a damage factor β while the damping factor α was divided
by the same damage factor. To determine β, its value was varied until a qualitative and quantitative
agreement between the calculated spin wave frequencies and the FM-FMR measurements was found.
Values of β in the range 0.1 to 0.3 qualitatively fits the FM-FMR spectra, and the best agreement was
found for β = 0.18.

An example of the microwave response at 200 mT of this unit cell comprising the bowl geometry
with the impacted volume and a damage factor of β = 0.18 is shown in Figure 6.5 c) (pink curve).
For this value of β, the impacted layer around the antidots is not fully paramagnetic but the mag-
netic properties are stongly reduced compared to their nominal values. In comparison, the microwave
response of the magnonic crystal with the sole bowl geometry of the antidots (black curve) is also
plotted. The spatial profiles of the spin wave modes of the damaged geometry at 200 mT can be
found in Figure 6.6 b). First, one can observe that the frequencies of most of the spin wave modes
in the case of an impacted volume are shifted towards lower frequencies compared to the spin wave
modes in the case of the bowl shape alone, at the exception of the first mode. Due to the presence of
the almost paramagnetic volume around the antidots, the situation is as if the antidots size was unin-
tentionally increased. As a result, the spacing between the antidots is reduced resulting in an increase
of the demagnetizing field along the y direction and by extension in a decrease of the effective field
[284]. Concerning the first mode, its spatial profile (black star in Figure 6.6 b)) strongly resembles to
the spatial profile of the mode 1’ in the case of the circular antidot shape in Figure 6.4 b). Likewise,
its frequency position is closer to the one of the mode 2. As the impacted layer around the antidots
is defined circularly and uniformly, the damaged bowl geometry is brought closer to the case of a
circular shape.

Finally, a sixth mode appears at 17.32 GHz with a relative intense amplitude. This mode matches
the frequency position of the measured high frequency FMR signal that could not be retrieved previ-
ously without the consideration of the damaged layer around the antidots. To explain why it appears
as an "intense" mode in the experiment we remind that the frequency positions of the modes 1 and 2
are strongly sensitive to local variations of the shape of the antidots, leading to low amplitudes and
broad FMR signals. Contrary to the modes 1 and 2, the mode 6 is less sensitive to these variations as
it results from the "virtual" increase of the antidots size related to damage. This may explain why this
high frequency mode is less broadened and thus more intense in the FMR measurements. In other
words it is not this mode which is intense, it is the others which are weak.

6.1.2 Evolution of the spin wave spatial profiles with the magnetic field

To go further in the analysis of our measurements, we now describe the evolution of the spin wave
frequencies and profiles with the applied field µ0H0. For this, we calculated the equilibrium magnetic
states and the spatial profiles of the main spin wave modes for the impacted bowl geometry with
β = 0.18 and for µ0H0 = 250, 200, 150, 100, 50, 0 mT. The results are shown in Figures 6.6 a) and
b) and examples of FFT spectrum are shown in Figure 6.7. The magnetic states in Figure 6.6 a) have
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been plotted for the top plane of the antidot lattice. The main spin wave modes have been indexed with
colored symbols which have been reproduced also in Figure 6.2. We applied the following strategy to
attribute a symbol and a color to each mode. A same color is used to identify the modes with roughly
similar spatial profiles and following a same f(H0) tendency that can be observed in Figure 6.2. In
addition, the change of symbol indicates a drastic change in the spin wave mode profile. It is to be
noted that red crosses are put in Figure 6.6 b) when a mode "disappears" (non observed or too weak
amplitude) while a blank space means that the mode profile is quite equivalent to the one shown at
a higher field. From Figure 6.2, the calculated dynamic modes appear to be in very good agreement
with the microwave spectrum.

We first discuss the evolution of the relaxed (i.e. equilibrium) magnetic states with respect to the
amplitude of the applied field. It is clear that the equilibrium magnetic configuration strongly varies
with the amplitude of H0 as can be seen in Figure 6.6 a). At 250 mT, the magnetization is quasi-
uniformly oriented along the direction of H0 (y direction) except on the edges of the antidots where
the demagnetizing field is strong, leading to a local rotation of the magnetization roughly along x.
Since these edge domains involve that the magnetization is not fully aligned with H0 everywhere,
this equilibrium state is referred to as quasi-saturated. It is to be noted that edge domains are still
present for applied fields as high as 300 mT. The spatial profiles of the spin wave modes excited in
this quasi-saturated configuration are taken as the reference to describe the modes at lower H0 values.
They are all indexed with a square symbol colored differently according to the f(H0) tendency.

While the applied magnetic field is decreased down to 150 mT, the equilibrium magnetic states do
not change drastically and can still be classified as quasi-saturated states. Therefore, there are almost
no changes in the spatial profiles of the calculated spin wave modes except for the modes 1 and 4.
However, at 100 mT, one can observe in Figure 6.6 a) that edge domains start to extend in the diag-
onal of the antidot lattice but a horizontal channel with some part of the magnetization aligned in the
direction of H0 is still "opened". The spatial profiles of the spin wave modes are either only slightly
changed (mode 1, 2, 2’, 3, 6) or not present (modes 4 and 5). Lowering further the H0 values, the
equilibrium states become strongly non-uniform with the generation of magnetic domains between
diagonally opposite antidots. At 50 mT, the magnetization in these domains is aligned roughly along
the diagonal of the unit cell, i.e. approximately at 45◦ from the x axis. These domains are quite simi-
lar to the 45◦ domains discussed in chapter 5. As the equilibrium magnetic state is non-uniform, the
spatial profiles of the excited spin wave modes differ significantly from those in the quasi-saturated
states. Only the mode 2’ is not significantly different as its spatial profile already connects two diag-
onally opposite antidots even in the quasi-saturated state. Finally, when reaching 0 mT, the remanent
magnetic state is organized in a zig-zag configuration [49, 265] of large magnetic domains where the
magnetization lies along the x or y directions in-between vertical columns or horizontal rows of an-
tidots respectively. A large magnetic domain with the magnetization oriented along the 45◦ direction
can also be observed in the central part of the unit cell. This mode is reminiscent of the remanent
states obtained with a magnetic antidot lattice with the CMS magnetic properties but without cubic
crystal anisotropy as seen in chapter 5 section 5.1.2. In fact, the artificial increase of diameters of
the antidots due to the damaged layer induces a strong local demagnetizing field prevailing over the
cubic crystal anisotropy field. Then the magnetization is oriented in such a way to decrease the local
demagnetizing energy. Such strong non-uniform magnetic states induce complex spin wave mode
profiles. For the main mode (mode 6), the precession is mainly localized in the 45◦ domains with a
quantization of the wavevector along the diagonal of the unit cell. Finally, we mention that the edge
mode (yellow square) found in the micromagnetic simulations were not observed experimentally, ex-
cept at very low field. It is usually difficult to observe the collective response of this mode [220]. This
difficulty is generally attributed to their sensitivity to edge roughness and shape of the antidots as they
are strongly confined at the vicinity of the antidots. Our guess is that once again it is related to the
geometrical and magnetic variations across the sample. This mode indeed becomes more and more
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Figure 6.6: a) Equilibrium magnetic states for different values of µ0H0. The colorbar is color coded according
to the x-component value of the magnetization Mx. b) Spatial profiles of the main excited spin wave modes
(indexed with numbers and colored symbols) for different values of µ0H0. These spatial profiles correspond to
temporal snapshots of the calculated dynamic x-component of the magnetization mx as detailed in chapter 3
3.1.4. The mx component of each mode is normalized according to its own maximum amplitude. A same sym-
bol color is used to identify modes with roughly similar spatial profiles and following a same f(H0) tendency
in Figure 6.2. A change of symbol indicates a drastic change in the mode spatial profile, a red cross, that the
mode was not observed and a blank space, that the mode profile is quite equivalent to the one at a higher field.
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localized within the edge domains as the field is increased (see yellow square and diamond in 6.6 b)).
Thus it is one of the most sensitive mode to local magnetic and geometrical imperfections leading to
a rapid and large broadening of the signal.

In the simulations, the transition field from the unsaturated (where large magnetic domains ap-
pear) to quasi-saturated states (where most of the magnetization is aligned along H0) is between 100
and 150 mT. From the microwave measurements, it is relatively difficult to determine this transition
region. To explain this, we recall that it is obvious that the transition field depends not only on the
geometrical variations of the antidots but also on the local variations of magnetic properties induced
by Ga+ etching. For example if β is close to 1, then the transition field will be lowered as the antidots
look artificially further from each other. In opposite if β tends to 0, antidots look artificially nearer
leading to an increase of the transition field due to an increase of the demagnetizing field betweeen
the antidots. Therefore, the local variations of antidot shapes and damage in our sample are most
probably at the origin of the large variations of the transition field across the sample. This could
explain the strong red contrast observed from 150 mT to 50 mT in Figure 6.2 as one can expect to
encounter multiple spin wave modes in this transition "zone".

Finally, we discuss the evolution of the spin wave mode spatial profiles and amplitudes with the
external field. It is obvious that most of the modes can not present the same spatial profiles when
the equilibrium state goes from the quasi-saturated to the unsaturated one, mainly due to the domain
formation and domain walls acting as boundaries for spin wave modes. For example, the extended
modes (mode 1 and 2) in the quasi-saturated states can no more spread over the x direction below
50 mT. Also, one may think that a strong modification of the spatial profile could lead to an abrupt
variation of the frequency of the mode. This can be the case for the mode 3 (blue square), in particular
if one looks at its frequency position at 50 and 200 mT in Figure 6.2. However our simulations show
that it is not the case for all the other modes. The example of mode 6 particularly highlights this
point. As an example, the FFT spectra at 200mT and 100mT are shown in Figure 6.7. The purple

Figure 6.7: FFT spectra in the case of the bowl shape with the impacted volume around the antidots with
β = 0.18 at 200 mT (pink curve) and 100 mT (blue curve). The amplitude is normalized according to the
maximum of amplitude of the FFT curve at 100 mT. The main spin wave modes are indexed with colored
symbols that can also be found in Figure 6.2 and their spatial profiles in Figure 6.6.
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mode is always the most intense at the highest frequency but it can be seen in Figure 6.6 b) that the
spatial profile is not the same for the two different field values. The FFT spectrum at 100 mT also
shows a series of very small and broad peaks at frequencies above 14 GHz which might correspond
to the green contrast in Figure 6.2. The FFT spectra describe also the appearance of modes 4 (dark
blue square) and 5 (pink square) at 200 mT which present weak amplitudes such as observed in the
experimental measurements, while they collapse and disappear at the transition field.

Conclusion

To conclude, we performed FMR measurements on a CMS magnonic crystal patterned by FIB
with a periodic lattice of antidots. We demonstrated the importance of considering both the geomet-
rical and magnetic variations arising from FIB milling in order to explain qualitatively and quantita-
tively the microwave response of this magnonic crystal in the entire field range (from quasi-saturated
to unsaturated states). A simple model was used in the numerical simulations to assess the local
variations of the CMS magnetic properties. The good agreement of this simplified model with the
experimental results suggests that the magnetic properties of the Ga+ irradiated volume of CMS
nearby the antidots are strongly reduced but without reaching a full paramagnetic state. However,
a full modeling would imply further studies on the variation of the CMS magnetic properties with
respect to applied Ga+ fluences. With this model, we stated that the variations of magnetic param-
eters result in the excitation of a high-frequency spin wave mode which probably would not exist in
perfect structures. While other simulated spin wave modes are well consistent with the experimental
measurements, we assume that small variations of geometry and magnetic properties over the whole
sample is at the origin of the large measured absorption band. While strategies can be set to reduce
geometrical imperfections during FIB milling as discussed in chapter 4 section 4.2.2.2, it is clear that
implantation will remain a major limitation to achieve CMS magnonic crystal with this approach.

6.2 Study of a Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnetic antidot lattice made by e-beam

lithography and ion beam etching

This section is devoted to the microwave study of the magnonic crystal nanostructured by e-beam
lithography and ion beam etching (sample #2) detailed in chapter 4 sections 4.2.3.3 and 4.3. As for
the sample #1, we recall first the characteristics of this crystal for the sake of clarity. The fabricated
CMS magnetic antidot lattice is composed of a periodic square lattice of square antidots of lateral
dimensions 200± 10 nm and spacing 600± 10 nm (periodicity 800± 10 nm) as can be seen on the
SEM images in Figures 6.8 a) and b). The antidot lattice covers an area of 70 × 70 µm2. The thick-
ness of the CMS thin film is of 45 nm. On the SEM images in Figures 6.8 a) and b), one can observe
that the square shape and size of the holes are well respected and that the edges of the antidots are
rather straight as wanted. Some resist residues are still around some antidots as explained in chapter
4 section 4.2.3.3. Such achieved antidots contrast with those obtained by FIB patterning, and this will
significantly improve the measurements, as discussed below.

For this sample, two areas of the CMS thin film on both sides of the magnonic crystal were
not nanostructured to deposit electrical contacts. We initially planned to study the evolution of the
magnonic crystal microwave response with respect to an applied DC or RF electrical current. These
measurements will not be presented in this manuscript as the data treatment and interpretation could
not have been yet performed by the end of the manuscript. The microwave response of the crystal is
measured via a micro-antenna placed above the magnonic crystal. The magnetic field µ0H0 is applied
perpendicularly to the generated dynamic pumping field hRF (MSSW configuration) to maximize the
amplitude of the measured signals as illustrated in Figures 6.8 c) and d).
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Figure 6.8: SEM images of the CMS magnetic antidot lattice made by EBL and IBE (sample # 2) at a) a top
view and b) a tilted angle of 52◦. Optical images of a) the overall device (sample # 2) comprising the CMS
magnonic crystal (MC) with electrical contacts and a micro-antenna placed above, and c) the zoomed in on the
micro-antenna showing its entire position (outer conductors included) on the magnonic crystal. win and wout

are respectively the inner and outer conductor widths, and g the spacing between the inner and outer conductors.
The magnetic field H⃗0 is applied parallel to the length of the micro-antenna (MSSW configuration).

As explained in chapter 4 section 4.3.2.1, the entire CPW (with the ground conductors included)
covers the magnonic crystal leading to a non uniform pumping field over the entire magnonic crystal.
Spin waves with a finite wavevector can then be excited. Due to the large widths of the conductors (in
the order of tens of µm) compared to the CMS exchange length (≈ 5 nm), only magnetostatic spin
waves (long wavelength) can be excited. The maximum wavevector that can be excited depends ap-
proximately on the width of the conductor, which is here kmax ≈ 2π

win

= 0.209 radµm−1. We tried to
evaluate the influence of this inhomogeneous pumping RF field. For this we calculated the difference
between the k = 0 FMR frequency as a function of the applied field H0, fk=0(H0), and the one for
k = kmax, fk=kmax

(H0). As our thin film is patterned it is not relevant to use the analytical formula
for thin films (1.74) (MSSW configuration) [200]. As discussed in chapter 2, the horizontal channels
of a magnetic antidot lattice transversely magnetized can be assimilated to effective stripes [158] in
which spin waves can propagate. Thus to determine approximately the frequency shift induced by the
micro-antenna, we calculated the difference between fk=kmax

(H0) and fk=0(H0) with the analytical
formula (1.88) presented in chapter 1 1.4.4 for the quantized spin wave modes with n = 1, 3 and 5
in a transversely magnetized waveguide of width 600 nm corresponding to the spacing between the
antidots. These results are plotted in Figure 6.9. The frequency shift depends on the applied magnetic
field value µ0H0 and on the quantization number n. At maximum the frequency shift is of around
30 MHz. These results only constitute approximations as the FMR of a magnetic antidot lattice is
more complex than this simple case and we can not predict the frequency shift of the localized modes
with this method. However, the frequency shift is very weak and then we consider relevant to simulate
a uniform RF pumping field in the micromagnetic simulations. We will see below that this approach
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Figure 6.9: a) Schematic of quantized (n = 1, 3, 5) extended modes spatial profiles in a magnetic antidot
lattice (MC) whose horizontal channels are transversely magnetized along H⃗0. These quantized modes can be
approximated with quantized modes in a transversely magnetized waveguide of the same width as the horizontal
channels of the MC. b) Frequency difference between fk=kmax

(H0) and fk=0(H0) for quantized spin wave
modes n = 1, 3, 5 in a transversely magnetized waveguide of width 600 nm.

is validated by the good agreement between the experimental and simulated results.

6.2.1 Ferromagnetic Resonance measurements

FM-FMR measurements were performed on this sample #2 as detailed in chapter 3 section 3.3.2.
The microwave absorption spectra f(H0) are shown in Figure 6.10. Micromagnetic simulations were
performed on a unit cell with 2D PBC of a square antidot lattice with squared antidots of size s =
200 nm and spacing d = 600 nm. The magnetic parameters used in the simulations are summarized in
Table 6.2 and were measured on another piece of unpatterned CMS thin film from the same deposition
batch. The numerical procedure is the same as detailed in chapter 3 section 3.1. The calculated

Saturation

magnetization Ms

[T]

Cubic crystal

anisotropy field

Hk [mT]

Cubic crystal

anisotropy

constant Kc1

[Jm−3]

Gyromagnetic

ratio γ
2π

[GHzT−1]

Exchange

constant A

[pJm−1]

1.28 20 -10186 28.8 21.5

Table 6.2: CMS magnetic properties used for the micromagnetic simulations for the device #2.

equilibrium magnetic configurations and spin wave mode spatial profiles for different values of H0

are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.11 respectively. The plotted spatial profiles were obtained for
the top plane of the magnonic crystal. In the simulations, colored symbols were used to index the
individual spin wave modes with similar spatial profile as can be seen in Figure 6.15 later discussed.
Contrary to the sample #1, the spatial profiles of the main modes do not vary much with H0. The
frequency positions of these different spin wave modes are superposed in Figure 6.10 with indexed
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Figure 6.10: a) Evolution of the microwave power absorbed by the CMS magnetic antidot lattice nanostruc-
tured by EBL and IBE (sample #2) according to the applied magnetic field µ0H0 and frequency f . The
amplitude of the FMR signal is color coded with the colorbar on the left. An example of the FMR spectrum
measured at 11.5 GHz is shown at the top of the main figure (blue line). The black arrows indicate the excited
spin wave modes. The colored symbols correspond to the frequency positions of the simulated spin wave modes
for different field values. These symbols are the same as those in Figure 6.11. The dotted lines correspond to
fn(H0) analytical curves (n = 1 (yellow), 3 (red), 5 (orange)) calculated in the case of modes in a 600 nm
wide CMS waveguide with (1.88). b) Zoomed plot of a) for µ0H0 ≤ 60mT, c) for µ0H0 ≥ 125mT.
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Figure 6.11: (Top) Equilibrium magnetic states for different values of µ0H0 of the simulated CMS magnetic
antidot lattice of sample #2. The latter can also be better visualized in Figure 6.12. The colorbar is color coded
according to the x-component value of the magnetization Mx. (Bottom) Simulated spatial profiles of the main
excited spin wave modes (indexed with numbers and colored symbols) for different values of µ0H0. These
spatial profiles correspond to temporal snapshots of the dynamic mx calculated as detailed in chapter 3 3.1.4.
The mx component of each mode is normalized according to its own maximum amplitude. Each color and
symbol corresponds to excited spin wave modes with a similar spatial profile. A red cross corresponds to the
non-observation of a spin wave mode in the simulations due to a too weak amplitude. The black square symbol
and number 0 in Figures 6.10 and 6.15 correspond to an edge mode with a spatial profile at µ0H0 = 250 mT
shown in Figure 6.13 (left). As this spatial profile is rather similar for the other field values and as this mode
was not observed experimentally, the evolution of its spatial profile with the applied field is not shown here for
better visualization of the other modes.
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colored symbols. We recall that the terms indicating specific regions of the magnetic antidot lattice
(horizontal channels, horizontal rows of antidots...) that will be used in the text are defined in Figure
2.4 of chapter 2.

Figure 6.12: Equilibrium magnetic states of the simulated unit cells of sample #2 for different values of µ0H0.
The colorbar is color coded according to the x-component value of the magnetization Mx.

Even though the targeted antidot size and spacing are larger in this sample compared to the one
etched by FIB (sample #1) , it is possible to make general comments on the aspect of both microwave
spectra. The most striking difference is that the microwave signal of the different spin wave modes are
much well resolved for this sample. As a consequence we do not have a large absorption band as for
the sample #1 but well resolved peaks. This can be observed for example in the inset of Figure 6.10
a), showing the measured signal at f = 11.5 GHz. Eight absorption peaks (pointed by black arrows)
with different field linewidths are clearly and individually distinguished over a wide field range from
345 to 10 mT.

Over the whole FMR spectra, high amplitudes reaching up to 25 µV could be measured owing
to the low field linewidths of the signals. The field linewidths of the different modes range between
around 2 mT for the most intense mode (yellow mode, at 58 mT and 8.5 GHz) to around 6 mT
for the weakest signals that can be found at high magnetic field and frequency values. Contrary to
the sample #1, sample #2 presents small geometrical variations of the holes shape and size over
the entire lattice. Such feature prevents from the broadening of the field linewidths. In addition, the
high amplitudes and good field resolution of the different peaks in the microwave spectrum allow
to clearly observe the splitting of the different excited spin wave modes with the increase of H0. A
part of these splittings may result from the quantization of the spin wave modes in the channels of
the antidot lattice [225, 285]. In transversely magnetized waveguide structures, it has been shown
that the boundary conditions (finite width of the waveguide) cause spin wave mode splitting due to
the formation of standing spin waves along the width of the waveguide [286]. Other splittings could
come from the non-uniform demagnetizing field owing to the periodic presence of antidots which
also leads to the excitation of non-uniform spin wave modes [287]. Below 10 mT, one enters in
the unsaturated regime as can be seen on the magnetic configurations at equilibrium in Figure 6.12
leading to less pronounced signals as will be discussed later in this section.

From Figure 6.10 a), one can observe that the frequencies of the simulated spin wave modes
(shown with colored symbols) in perfectly squared antidots with nominal size and spacing are already
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in excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental measurements. As a result,
contrary to the sample #1, it was not required to model a complex geometry of the antidots nor to
introduce chemical or magnetic variations around the antidots to recover the measured absorption
signals. Then, concerning IBE with accelerated Ar+ ions, the use of a relatively thick resist mask
(around 300 nm) prevents the CMS sample from surface and in-depth Ar+ irradiation of the CMS
volumes nearby the antidots. In the case of lateral Ar+ irradiation that can occur during the etching
of the antidots, these inert-gas ions with low energy 1 keV may less damage the surrounding CMS
volumes.

Description of the excited spin wave mode profiles in quasi-saturated magnetic configura-

tions

The evolution of the equilibrium magnetic states as a function of the applied field value is shown
in Figure 6.12, while Figure 6.11 summarizes the different spin wave modes obtained from the FFT
spectra (examples of FFT spectra are presented later in Figure 6.15 and 6.18). The equilibrium states
are quasi-uniform between 250 and 50 mT. However, even at very low field values such as 10 mT, the
central portion of the horizontal channels with a magnetization aligned along H0 are still observed
and it is only at remanence that a full 45◦ domain appears in the middle of the unit cell, with the
magnetization along its diagonal. The very good agreement between our simulations and the FMR
spectra allows to state that the different f(H0) trends in Figure 6.10 a) and c) correspond to specific
spin wave modes whose spatial profile does not change significantly with the decreasing of µ0H0

down to 50 mT.
The black squares correspond to the edge modes as defined in chapter 2 section 2.1.3 and an ex-

ample is shown in Figure 6.13 (left) for µ0H0 = 250 mT. As for the sample #1 these particular
modes were not measured in the quasi-saturated states. They strongly depend on the shape and edge
roughness of the antidots making it difficult to observe them from a collective response [220]. The
mode 1 (cyan hexagon) is the first mode in frequency that can be observed in the FFT spectra right
after the edge mode. While we detect it in the FMR spectra for 50 mT ≤µ0H0< 100 mT, we were
not able to measure it clearly for higher fields. Looking at its spatial profile can help to understand
such observation. As the amplitude of µ0H0 increases, this mode resembles more and more a local-
ized edge mode but as if it was quantized with 3 antinodes (n = 3) in the edge domains as can be
seen in Figure 6.13 (right). Its resemblance with an edge mode involves that this mode is sensitive

Figure 6.13: Temporal snapshot of the spatial profiles of the dynamic mx in the plane of the unit cell for
the edge mode (left) and for the mode 1 (right) at µ0H0 = 250 mT. The mx component of each mode is
normalized according to its own maximum amplitude.

to the antidot shape, size and roughness, the variations of which may explain why we do not detect
it at high fiels. However when µ0H0≤ 100 mT, the magnetization precession of this mode further
extends along the x axis, linking horizontally neighbouring antidots and giving rise to the preces-
sion of a larger magnetic volume. As a result, the precession of the magnetization may become less
sensitive to edge roughness of the antidots leading to the better detection of the collective response
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of this mode. This mode is reminiscent of the edge mode that can form and extend in transversely
magnetized waveguides [104]. In the FM-FMR measurements at 50 mT, this mode is shifted of about
+600 MHz compared to its frequency position found numerically.

Higher frequency modes (mode 2 to mode 7 in Figure 6.11) are well retrieved in the experimental
measurements. The evolution of the spatial profile of the mode 2 (purple circle) is quite similar to the
one of the mode 1 as the dynamic precession is focused more and more within the edge domains when
µ0H0≥ 200 mT. This may explain why it seems to disappear when increasing further the field. In
addition, for 100 mT ≤µ0H0≤ 150 mT, the maximum precession amplitude of the mode 2 extends in
small horizontal channels connecting the antidots along the x direction. At 50 mT, the spatial profile
of the mode 2 tends to resemble the spatial profile of mode 4 (red square). Further reducing µ0H0

down to 50 mT results in the "collapse" of the mode 2 on the mode 4 whose spatial profiles become
similar.

The modes 3 (orange star), 4 (red square) and 5 (yellow circle) correspond to well-known spin
wave modes excited in magnetic antidot lattices that can be found in the litterature [288] as ap-
proached in chapter 2 section 2.1.3 concerning the mode 4. These spin wave modes are analog to
extended modes in the horizontal channels (along x, kx = 0), with a quantization of their wavevec-
tor kn,y = nπ/weff (weff effective width of the quantized modes) between vertical antidots along
y with 5, 3 and 1 antinodes (quantization number n = 5, 3, 1) for the modes 3,4 and 5 respectively.
As mentioned previously, these modes can usually be approximated by quantized spin wave modes
that can form in magnetic waveguides with an effective width close to the spacing of the antidots
[158]. For comparison, we calculated the analytical fn(H0) curves for these effective stripes spin
wave modes with the CMS magnetic parameters from Table 6.2 via the formula (1.88) approached in
chapter 1 section 1.4.4. These curves are shown in yellow, red and orange dotted lines in Figure 6.10
for the respective quantization numbers n = 1, 3, 5. One can observe that the analytical fn=1(H0)
curve (calculated with (1.88)) in Figures 6.10 a) and c) quantitatively fits the experimental signal
showing the highest absorption amplitude and corresponding to the simulated mode indexed with a
yellow circle. Concerning the two other analytical fn(H0) curves for n = 3 and n = 5, they only
qualitatively match the experimental signals and the frequencies deduced from the micromagnetic
simulations. This larger discrepancy may be explained by the fact that the spatial profiles of these two
modes present non ideal antinodes profiles compared to those that can form in a stripe. In addition,
the effective width of the area where the magnetization precesses depends on the size of the edge
domains which vary with field. This variation of effective width is not taken into account in the the-
oretical model. This is particularly true for the mode 4. Even though these analytical fn(H0) curves
only constitute approximations of the quantized extended spin wave modes appearing in the horizon-
tal channels of the magnonic crystal, they are consistent with the FMR signals found experimentally
and thus further confirm the associated spin wave mode profiles found numerically. These curves are
however only relevant for quasi-saturated magnetic states (in Figure 6.12) from 250 to 50 mT as the
analytical formula do not take into accound unsaturated configurations of the magnetization.

The mode 6 (cyan triangle) corresponds to a localized mode as the maximum of the magneti-
zation precession is confined in the horizontal rows of antidots. This mode also seems to present
a quantized precession with a non null wavevector along the x direction kx ̸= 0 in the horizontal
channels. One can notice that when the amplitude of the applied field increases, the amplitude of the
FM-FMR signals corresponding to the localized mode 6 (cyan triangle) or the extended modes (5,3,1)
respectively increases and decreases. This amplitude evolution with field in the case of the extended
modes is consistent with FM-FMR measurements on plain magnetic thin films as owing to the Gilbert
damping, the field linewidth of the FMR signal increases with the frequency. This thus leads to the
decrease of the amplitude of the FM-FMR signal as the total area under the peak is mostly conserved.
Finally, the mode 7 (blue triangle) possess weak amplitudes in the simulations and in the FM-FMR
measurements, and seems to resemble a MSSW spin wave mode with a quantized wavevector along
x linked to the periodicity a of the antidot lattice: kx ≈ 2π/a.
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Influence of the demagnetizing field on the evolution of the extended spin wave mode profiles

with the applied field

In Figure 6.11, one can notice that the spatial profile of the most intense spin wave mode, the
mode 5, is not exactly the same for field values between 250 to 150 mT on one hand and for 100 to
50 mT on the other hand while being in quasi-saturated magnetic states (Fig. 6.12). For example,
we observe that for high applied fields, the magnetization precesses in phase opposition between the
horizontal channels and the horizontal rows of antidots, while in a simplified way, it precesses only
in the horizontal channels for 100 to 50 mT. Moreover, in Figure 6.11, we can observe some small
oscillations of the dynamic mx amplitude along the x direction in the horizontal channels for 250 to
150 mT while the precession amplitude seems to be more uniform along x for 100 to 50 mT.

These complex spatial profiles may result from changes in the distribution of the dipolar field
between the antidots [289]. Indeed, for large values of H0 applied along y, the magnetization tends
to align with the applied field. This effect is reinforced by the cubic crystal anisotropy with easy
magnetic axes along x and y. When the magnetization rotates in the y direction, the demagnetizing
field increases at the edges of the antidots. When reducing the field value, the magnetization on the
edges of the antidots rotates towards x in order to minimize the local demagnetizing energy.

Figure 6.14: a) 2D colormaps of the simulated y-component of the dipolar field µ0Hdy in the unit cell of the
CMS magnetic antidot lattice at µ0H0 = 250 mT (left) and µ0H0 = 50 mT (right). b) Evolution of µ0Hdy as
a function of the position x in the unit cell at y = 800 nm (along the horizontal dotted line in the center of the
horizontal channel in a)) for the applied fields 250 (blue line) and 50 mT (orange line). c) Evolution of µ0Hdy

as a function of the position y in the unit cell at x = 800 nm (along the vertical dotted line in the center of the
vertical channel in a)) for the applied fields 250 (blue line) and 50 mT (orange line).

To illustrate this point, the 2D mappings of the y-component of the dipolar field µ0Hdy simulated
at µ0H0 = 250 mT and µ0H0 = 50 mT are shown in Figure 6.14 a). Extended modes (such as
typically the mode 5) which are spreading in the horizontal channels are subjected to local variations
of the dipolar field along the x direction. This can be seen in Figure 6.14 b) showing the variations
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of µ0Hdy along the horizontal dotted line in Figure 6.14 a). As expected, the amplitude of µ0Hdy at
position 1 is always higher than at position 2. However the difference is much more pronounced for
µ0H0 = 250 mT than for µ0H0 = 50 mT. We assume that this strong local variation of µ0Hdy at
higher fields is at the origin of the variation of the precession amplitude of extended modes along x
(such as observed for mode 5). Indeed, for µ0H0 = 50 mT the variation of µ0Hdy is very weak and
the spatial profile of the mode is homogeneous along x. But for µ0H0 = 250 mT, the variation of
µ0Hdy is stronger and the spatial profile becomes slightly less homogeneous along x.

Now a similar effect arises in the y direction. However this time µ0Hdy is maximum for µ0H0 =
50 mT. This can be seen in Figure 6.14 c) showing µ0Hdy along the vertical line in Figure 6.14 a). At
low field values, µ0Hdy increases at the position 3 because of flux closure of the edge domains. Then,
we assume that this strong local variation of µ0Hdy along the vertical channel is at the origin of the
extinction of the precession of the magnetization in the horizontal rows of antidots.

Transition to non-uniform magnetic states

At 10 mT, the magnetic edge domains extend more towards the center of the unit cell (Figure
6.12). However the majority of the magnetization is still aligned along the y direction. This magnetic
state resembles those observed at remanence in chapter 5 (Figure 5.2 a)). Due to its quasi-uniform
magnetization, two extended modes (yellow circle and red square) are still observed for this low field
value. Below 10 mT, the edge domains further spread towards the center of the unit cell and at re-
manence (0 mT) a domain with its magnetization oriented along the 45◦ direction is stabilized as can
be seen in Figure 6.12. Owing to these non-uniform magnetic states, the simulated spin wave mode
spatial profiles are different from the one observed in the quasi-saturated regime (Mode 1 to 7). As
a result, these modes are indexed with other colored and shaped symbols on the FM-FMR measure-
ments (Figures 6.10 a) and b)).

For µ0H0 ≤ 10 mT, as can be seen in Figures 6.10 a) and b), the FMR signals start to be weak
and broadened in the frequency range 2 to 10 GHz. Nevertheless, one can observe that below 10 mT,
the FMR signal which corresponded to an extended mode (yellow circles), seems to appear again
with increasing frequencies while the applied field is lowered. This inflexion point may indicate the
transition field, here at 10 mT, corresponding to a change of the magnetic configuration [224, 290].
The magnetization is no more uniformly collinear to the applied field. This transition field may be
assimilated to the anisotropy field generated by the presence of the antidot lattice [291]. At this par-
ticular field value, the latter may cancel with the anistropy field of the lattice, leading to the possibility
of reorientation of the magnetization (hard axis behavior). This results in a drop of the resonance fre-
quency to a minimum value owing to the vanishing torque exerted by the applied field [291]. Above
this transition field, the Zeeman field strengthened by the cubic crystal anisotropy field (easy axes
along x and y) are stronger than the anisotropy field of the lattice whose hard axes are along x and
y directions and easy axes along the 45◦ directions [266]. This results in quasi-uniform states mag-
netized along the direction of the applied field H⃗0. Below this transition field, the Zeeman field and
cubic crystal anisotropy field are no longer dominant over the anisotropy field. Consequently, 45◦

domains are favored below 10 mT.
Despite the obtained non-uniform remanent states in contrast to what was aimed in the simula-

tions in chapter 5, it is to be noted that the cubic crystal anisotropy nevertheless contributes to stabilize
quasi-uniform states down to lower magnetic fields compared to the case of a same material with no
cubic anisotropy. Indeed, the change of magnetic configuration occurs for a higher magnetic field of
about 20 mT without cubic crystal anisotropy. As a result, classical modes that can be observed in
saturated magnetic antidot lattices could be retrieved down to lower applied field values owing to a
relatively strong cubic crystal anisotropy of the CMS thin film.

VNA measurements
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Figure 6.15: Plots of the numerical FFT spectra (upper graph, red line) and the measured ∆S11 parameter by
VNA-FMR (lower graph, black line) at the applied magnetic fields µ0H0 a) 200 mT, b) 150 mT, c) 100 mT
and d) 50 mT. The excited spin wave modes are indexed with numbers and colored symbols corresponding to
those in Figure 6.11. The black arrows indicate measured spin wave modes that could not have been explained
by the micromagnetic simulations.
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Most of the measured FM-FMR signals in Figure 6.10 were retrieved and explained via micro-
magnetic simulations. To go further in the analysis of this sample, VNA-FMR measurements as
described in chapter 3 3.3.3 were performed. The measured ∆S11 parameters for different applied
field values (µ0H0 = 200, 150, 100, 50 mT) are shown in Figure 6.15. The simulated FFT spectra for
the different µ0H0 are also plotted in comparison with the ∆S11 graphs. These FFT spectra previously
served for the indexation of the excited spin wave modes in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.

Obviously, the simulated results quantitatively fit the experimental VNA-FMR results as for the
FM-FMR experiments. However, VNA-FMR measurements allow to observe details in the spin wave
spectrum in frequency and to obtain a direct comparison with micromagnetic simulations. We retrieve
the two high intense modes, extended (yellow circle, mode 5) and localized (cyan triangle, mode 6)
and low amplitude signals corresponding to the rest of the modes. All the measured modes present
a slight frequency shift, whose value differs from one mode to another, with respect to the frequency
obtained in the simulated FFT. In particular, the modes 2, 3, 6 and 7 are shifted downwards in fre-
quency of about −600, −150, −100 and −400 MHz respectively while the mode 5 is shifted upwards
of about +130 MHz over the field range 250− 150 mT.

In addition, two absorption peaks with moderate amplitudes are present close to the two main
intense spin wave modes (extended and localized modes). These resonances are indexed with black
arrows in the ∆S11 graphs of Figure 6.15. Such peaks are also observed in Figure 6.10 but VNA-
FMR measurements allow to obtain a better resolution of these two modes. Surprisingly, they are
not described in the micromagnetic simulations. In chapter 4, we mentioned that similar unpatterned
CMS thin films show two FMR peaks associated to a majority and minority crystal order. In the
easy axis direction, the minority peak appears at a higher field value compared to the majority one
for field sweep measurements at a fixed frequency. As a result, it should appear at a lower frequency
in the frequency sweep measurements at fixed applied field (VNA-FMR), which is in opposition to
our observation. Therefore, we do not believe that this two additional peaks can be associated to
the minority phase of the CMS thin film even if it is not easy to transpose the reasoning on thin
films to patterned magnonic crystals. Another potential source may be the pumping field generated
by the micro-antenna. However, we show in the next section that these additional modes are also
observed in propagating Brillouin Light Scattering experiments employing a micro-antenna with a
different geometry. Then, we think that these satellite peaks are intrinsic to the material but we have
no explanation for their origins at the moment.

6.2.2 Micro-Brillouin Light Scattering measurements

To go further in the analysis of this CMS magnonic crystal, we compared our results to micro-
Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) experiments performed on the sample #3 as described in chapter
4 4.3.2.2. For the sake of clarity we remind that this sample #3 was made with the same method
as the sample #2 (EBL and IBE for the patterning of the antidots). On one substrate we succeeded
in making 6 magnonic crystals, three of them having a squared antidot lattice with nominal squared
antidot size and spacing of 200 nm and 600 nm respectively. Only micro-BLS measurements were
performed on these magnonic crystals. The experiments were performed in the team of Dr. S. Tacchi
from the university of Perugia.

The aim of micro-BLS measurements is to provide an investigation of propagating spin wave
modes between 5 and 500 GHz with a spatial resolution of about 300 nm when conventional BLS
spectroscopy offers a spatial resolution around 30 µm [292, 293]. This technique thus allows the
imaging of propagating spin waves in micro-nano magnetic structures. BLS and micro-BLS tech-
niques rely on the inelastic scattering of photons by thermal or inductively excited spin waves. For
the micro-BLS measurements, a laser spot of spatial resolution 300 nm was focused on the magnonic
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crystal and the spin waves were excited by a microwave waveguide of width w = 2.6 µm as detailed in
section 4.3.2.2. The spin wave wavevectors that can be excited are up to kmax ≈ 2π

w
≈ 2.42 rad/µm.

A small area of 5× 5 µm2 close to the micro-antenna was scanned by the laser spot as can be seen in
Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Optical image of one of the devices of sample #3 (CMS magnonic crystal (MC) with s =
200 nm, d = 600 nm) with the indicated area scanned by micro-BLS.

The intensity of the frequency scans measured by micro-BLS for µ0H0 = 100 mT and µ0H0 =
50 mT are shown in Figure 6.17 a) and b) respectively. For comparison, the calculated FFT spectra
of the magnonic crystal at the same field values are recalled in Figure 6.17. One can observe that
the experimental and numerical results are also in good agreement. The frequencies of the two main
spin wave modes in the magnonic crystal, mode 6 (localized) and 5 (extended), are retrieved in the
micro-BLS spectra. The mode 1 is also measured around 8.5 GHz for µ0H0 = 100 mT and at around
5.8 GHz for µ0H0 = 50 mT. As with the VNA-FMR measurements on the sample #2, the modes
1 and 6 are slightly shifted towards higher and lower frequencies respectively compared to the sim-
ulated values. The mode 1 is shifted in frequency of about +400 MHz. The mode 6 at 13.40 GHz
is slightly shifted of −400 MHz compared to the simulated mode. Finally, it is important to men-
tion that for 100 mT, the satellite peaks that were reported in FM-FMR and VNA-FMR experiments
on the sample #2 seem to be also observed at 11.51 GHz and at 14.51 GHz. This means that our
nano/micro-fabrication processes were rather reproducible for the samples #2 and #3.

Micro-BLS spatial mappings of our sample allow to validate even more our micromagnetic simu-
lations by mapping the spin wave spatial profiles corresponding to the detected resonance peaks. More
precisely, micro-BLS is not phase resolved here, only the amplitude of precession is recovered. The
major information for us with micro-BLS is then to observe the spatial localization of the modes (even
if the spatial resolution is weak with respect to the distance between two antidots in our magnonic
crystal). Our colleagues performed the mappings at 10.4 and 13.7 GHz for µ0H0 = 100 mT and 7.7
and 11.8 GHz for µ0H0 = 50 mT. The spatial mappings are shown as insets in Figures 6.17 a) and
b).

For µ0H0 = 100 mT and excitation frequency 10.4 GHz, the maximum amplitude of precession is
continuous and quasi-uniform along the horizontal channels, as expected for an extended mode such
as the mode 5. In contrast, at 13.70 GHz corresponding to the predicted localized mode, the max-
imum of precession amplitude occurs non-continuously along the x axis, in the horizontal rows of
antidots. These measurements thus confirm the numerically predicted extended and localized modes.
It is to be noted that the spin waves propagation at 13.70 GHz is attenuated on a shorter distance
than the spin waves at 10.40 GHz. This is consistent with the fact that the localized modes, which
are spatially confined by nature, are weakly dispersive (lower propagation velocities) thus preventing
their further propagation throughout magnonic crystals [60]. The same spatial mappings were also
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Figure 6.17: Micro-BLS intensity (black curve) and FFT (red curve) spectra at the applied magnetic fields a)
100mT and b) 50mT of one of the devices of sample #3 (CMS magnonic crystal with antidot size s = 200 nm
and spacing d = 600 nm). Insets of the 2D spatial colormaps of the amplitude of the two main propagating
spin wave modes (extended indexed with yellow circle and localized indexed with cyan triangle) are shown in
a) and b). For comparison, the numerical spatial profiles of the two main spin wave modes that can be found in
Figure 6.11 are also shown.
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acquired at µ0H0 = 50 mT for 7.70 GHz and 11.80 GHz and are shown in Figure 6.17 b). Similar
results were also obtained in this case. These micro-BLS measurements tend to validate our simula-
tions and nanostructuration techniques.

Even if it is not the main point of our work, it is interesting to highlight that the propagation dis-
tances of spin waves in the extended mode are relatively short as compared to what is expected for
low damping coefficient materials. In addition, the BLS mappings are not very uniform across the
full scanned area. Then other data analysis such as the group velocity and the attenuation length mea-
surements could not have been performed. Some explanations can be given concerning these facts.
First, the passivation layer may be too thick, thus decreasing the detected micro-BLS signal. Then,
the weak propagation distances can be related to the large effective damping presented in section 4.1
Figure 4.3. The quite non-uniform propagation of spin waves could also come from the crystal phase
mixing of the L21 and B2 phases in our thin films. Finally, the BLS measurements were performed
close from the border of the antidot lattice as can be seen in Figure 6.16, where we numerically
demonstrated in chapter 5 5.2.2 that the magnetic states can be non inhomogeneous. Further mea-
surements are required, notably on an area more located near the center of the magnonic crystal and
on the unpatterned CMS thin film area of sample #3, to know which cause is the most probable.

6.3 Experimental demonstration of a reconfigurable property at

remanence with a Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi magnonic crystal

In chapter 5, we numerically demonstrated the possibility to stabilize quasi-uniform magnetic
configurations at remanence in a CMS magnetic antidot lattice with specific antidot sizes, spacings
and magnetic properties. The key parameter to obtain quasi-uniform remanent states is a strong cubic
crystal anisotropy whose easy axes are along the square antidot lattice symmetry axes (x and y axes).
By applying an initialization magnetic field H⃗0 along the x or y axis, one can either uniformly sta-
bilize most of the magnetization of the antidot lattice along the x (the magnetization state is referred
to as Rem X) or y (the magnetization state is referred to as Rem Y ) axis respectively. As a result,
when a uniform microwave pumping field h⃗RF is applied along the x axis for example, two different
microwave responses can be obtained at remanence corresponding to a reconfigurable operation. In
this particular case, some spin wave modes that are well excited with high amplitudes in the Rem Y
state due to an efficient coupling with the pumping field, are strongly attenuated when switching to
the Rem X state. In this numerical study, an optimal antidot aspect ratio s/d of 1/3 was found for the
magnetic parameters of the CMS thin films based on the previous works of our research team [51–53,
111, 180].

In the previous sections, we have presented the evolution of the microwave response of the sample
#2. The antidot size (s = 200 nm) and spacing (d = 600 nm) for this sample were chosen according
to the numerical results obtained in chapter 5 as we wanted to demonstrate experimentally the recon-
figurable property. However at the time of fabricating the sample, we did not know that the crystal
anisotropy constant was lower than expected.

For the sample #2, the cubic crystal anisotropy is still sufficiently important to have quasi-uniform
magnetic configurations down to a low field value of about 10 mT but not sufficient to maintain it
at remanence. Even though the remanent state of this sample is clearly not ideal as micromagnetic
simulations predict a 45◦ domain at the center of the unit cell, this remanent state seems to be less
"non-uniform" that the one obtained in chapter 5 in the case of a CMS thin film with no cubic crystal
anisotropy (Kc1 = 0). Then, we attempted to measure if reconfigurable operations of particular spin
wave modes could be achieved in our sample.

We first applied a saturation field of µ0H0 = 300 mT along y (i.e. along the length of the antenna).
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After recording the ∆S11 signal with VNA-FMR (as the reference signal), we decreased the applied
field down to 0 mT where ∆S11 is recorded again. The simulated remanent magnetic configuration
is referred to as Rem Y and is shown in Figure 6.18 b) (on the left). This remanent configuration is
the same as the one in Figure 6.12. Secondly, the same procedure was carried out with H⃗0 applied
parallel to the x axis (i.e. perpendicular to the long axis of the antenna). The remanent state is referred
to as Rem X and is also shown in Figure 6.18 b) (on the right).

Figure 6.18: a) Plots of the numerical FFT spectra (upper graph) and the measured ∆S11 parameters (lower
graph) in the Rem Y state (black line) and in the Rem X state (red line) at remanence µ0H0 = 0 mT. The
amplitude in the FFT spectra is normalized according to the maximum amplitude reached. The relevant spin
wave modes are indexed with numbers and/or colored symbols. The colored symbols are the same as those in
Figure 6.11. b) Equilibrium magnetic configurations Rem Y and Rem X at remanence. The colorbar is color
coded according to the x-component value of the magnetization Mx. c) Temporal snapshots of the simulated
dynamic mx spatial profiles for some indexed reconfigurable spin wave modes in a). The mx component of
each mode is normalized according to its own maximum amplitude.

The results are shown in Figure 6.18 a) with the measured ∆S11 (lower graph) and calculated
FFT (upper graph) spectra performed on the Mz component in the case of these two remanent states.
Figure 6.18 b) shows the Rem X and Y remanent states. The different absorption peaks with a relevant
amplitude in the Rem Y state are indexed with numbers. On the FFT spectrum, we indexed the spin
wave modes with the colored symbols used in section 6.2.1. The simulation and the experimental
results are in good agreement even if we observe frequency shifts from −180 to 500 MHz depending
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6.3. Experimental demonstration of a reconfigurable property at remanence with a Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi
magnonic crystal

on the spin wave mode. It is to be noted that in the VNA-FMR measurements, the first mode is far
from being as intense as expected from the simulations. In the Rem Y state, one major observation is
that the amplitudes of the absorption peaks are very low, about a factor 10, as compared to the case of
the quasi-saturated magnetic configurations (Figure 6.15). This results from the non-uniformity of the
magnetization at remanence. The 45◦ domains couple to the pumping field less efficiently as only the
projected My component couples to h⃗RF ). This leads to a decrease in the signal amplitude. The larger
frequency linewidths of the absorption peaks may also contribute to the low measured amplitude.

Now, dealing with the microwave response in the Rem X state, one can observe in the FFT
spectra that many FFT peaks are nonetheless strongly attenuated even with the presence of the 45◦

domains in the remanent configuration. This strong attenuation of these spin wave modes occurs more
particularly in the frequency range 5.3 − 8.3 GHz. Despite some differences, this reconfigurable
frequency band is retrieved in the VNA-FMR measurements, where the absorption peaks are well
attenuated. Some exceptions arise for the modes 1 and 8 which are more attenuated than expected.
The spatial profiles of the reconfigurable spin wave modes are shown in Figure 6.18 c) for the Rem
Y remanent state. One can observe that these profiles are complex and present different localization
of intense precession of the magnetization due to the presence of the 45◦ domains. The mode 1
corresponds to the precession of the magnetization mainly at the boundaries of the 45◦ domains but
also to a lesser extent in-between the 45◦ domains in the horizontal channels. The mode 3 seems
quite similar to the mode 1 but antinodes appear within the 45◦ domains. The mode 5 presents large
precessions along the horizontal rows of antidots and in-between 45◦ domains. These regions are
not well excited by the pumping field in the Rem X state as most of the magnetization lies in the x
direction. The other higher frequency modes present quantized precessions in the regions inside and
in-between the 45° domains. Interestingly, for the modes 8 and 9, the amplitude of the magnetization
precession is weak in the domains compared to the regions in-between the domains.

Conclusion

To conclude on the samples #2 and #3, the use of EBL and IBE for the nanostructuration of CMS
thin films allowed to achieve reproducible magnetic antidot lattices, whose measured microwave re-
sponses are very consistent with the micromagnetic simulations. This validates our approach for the
nanostructuration of CMS magnonic crystals. In the particular case of the sample #2, the slight non-
orthogonality of the antidot lattice, as detailed in chapter 4 4.3.2.1 seems to have a negligble impact
on the measured spin wave mode spectra. Other measurements (not shown here) were conducted on
the sample #2 such as with the application of an electrical current to observe its impact on the FMR
spectra or with the application of varying amplitudes of power injected in order to observe nonlin-
ear effects. The analysis of the experimental data are still in progress at the moment of writing this
manuscript. Besides, measurements in the BVMSW configuration (pumping field collinear to the
external field) could also be performed. This kind of measurements could lead to the observation of
a periodic variation of the field linewidths of the measured signals with frequency [294–296]. This
periodic variation would result from the periodicity of the lattice, in particular due to Bragg conditions
[294–296].

In addition, we were able to obtain reconfigurable spin wave modes at remanence in a squared
antidot lattice with cubic crystal anisotropy (sample #2). However, the anisotropy constant was not
sufficiently large to stabilize a well-defined quasi-uniform state at remanence and the number of re-
configurable modes is limited. For this sample it would have been better to increase the spacing
between the antidots to compensate this unexpected lower cubic crystal anisotropy. In the micromag-
netic simulations, an antidot size and spacing of 200 nm and 800 nm respectively would have allowed
the stabilization of quasi-uniform remanent states. In the sample made for micro-BLS measurements
(sample #3), an antidot lattice with these characteristics has been patterned and BLS spectra (not
shown here) were found in agreement with the simulations at 100 mT. However strong discrepan-
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Chapter 6. Impact of the nanostructuration techniques on Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi Heusler magnonic crystals
properties

cies were observed at 7 mT (in the micro-BLS experiments, it was not possible to be exactly at zero
bias field due to the remanent field of the electromagnet used) most probably due to the area scanned
by the laser spot as the latter was close to the edges of the magnonic crystal (Figure 6.16). Further
measurements are expected on this device to observe a correct reconfigurable property at remanence.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

The objective of this thesis was to produce reconfigurable magnonic crystals based on squared
magnetic antidot lattices. Moreover, our objective was that these systems operate at zero field (i.e.
remanence) since this opens the way for microwave components operating without the presence of
permanent magnets. In order to achieve this goal and to optimize the reconfigurable aspect, we ex-
plored the possibility of taking advantage of the cubic crystal anisotropy present in Co2MnSi Heusler
alloy thin films.

First, we showed via micromagnetic simulations that spin wave modes could be excited or not
by a microwave field when the remanent equilibrium state in the magnonic crystal is modified by an
external field pulse applied in two different directions perpendicular to each other. In particular, we
have shown that for the attenuation amplitudes of the modes to be as large as possible, it is preferable
to have the most uniform magnetic equilibrium states possible between the antidots. This is favored
by the presence of a material with cubic crystal anisotropy such as Co2MnSi, notably by orienting
the easy magnetic axes with the symmetry axes of the antidot lattice. We have also demonstrated that
the number of spin wave modes, the amplitude of their attenuations and their excitation frequencies
can be tuned by controlling the dimensions of the antidots and their spacing. In the numerical study
that we conducted, a ratio of 1/3 between the size of the antidot squares and their spacing is optimal.
However this ratio will strongly depends on the value of the cubic crystal anisotropy constant and
of the saturation magnetization of the material. In addition, with our model material, our numerical
study predicts that switching times between two different remanent states of the order of 1 ns could be
reached with pulses of the order of a few mT. Consequently, a magnonic crystal based on a Co2MnSi
square antidot lattice could be a good candidate for the design of multi-band receiving antennas for
example.

We then sought to make such devices. For this, we fabricated Co2MnSi Heusler alloy thin films
in the laboratory, which were then nanostructured by different methods in order to obtain a magnonic
crystal. The targeted antidot dimensions are of the order of a few hundred of nanometers. For this
stage, we explored two strategies.

The first consisted in using Ga+ focused ion beam (FIB) etching. Its experimental study of the
spin wave spectrum measured by FM-FMR revealed several limitations. Among these we can mention
the importance of shaping the ion beam in order to have the straightest possible flanks on the edges of
the antidots. The consideration in our numerical simulations of the dispersion of the geometries and
dimensions of the holes over the lattice makes it possible to partially explain the low intensity of the
experimental signals and their large field linewidths associated to the different modes. Nevertheless,
our analysis seems to show that the main limitation lies in the modification of the magnetic properties
of the Co2MnSi volumes of a few tens of nanometers long around the antidots. We attribute these
damaged magnetic volumes to Ga+ ion implantation occuring during FIB milling of the antidots. This
local modification of the magnetic properties leads to a broadening of the main spin wave modes, but
also to the appearance of additional absorption peaks at high frequencies.

The second strategy explored consisted in producing magnonic crystals by e-beam lithography
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followed by Ar+ ion beam etching in an IBE chamber. With this method we obtained antidot lattices
whose antidot geometry and dimensions present few dispersions. The fabricated CMS antidot lattice
could then be simply modeled in the case of a lattice with ideal squared antidots. Thus, this method
turns out to be much more relevant than FIB etching with Ga+ ions. This technological development
work represented a large part of this thesis work since it was necessary to set up all the techniques and
tools of e-beam lithography and IBE milling in the environment of the CEMES clean room facility.

Through these studies on the spin wave modes of the fabricated magnonic crystals via these two
methods, we have followed the evolution of the spatial profile of the modes according to the more
or less uniform character of the magnetization at equilibrium. Thus, we were able to show that in
the case of the sample prepared by e-beam lithography and IBE, most of the modes keep the same
spatial profile up close to the remanence. However, the profile of the main mode is sensitive to the
evolution of the dipolar field between the antidots. Please note that our micromagnetic simulations
could be validated through micro-Brillouin Light Scattering experiments performed at the University
of Perugia which demonstrated the rather propagative or localized nature of the different simulated
modes. In the case of the samples prepared by FIB, the spatial profile of the modes evolves in a much
more notable way as a function of the applied field, as the quasi-saturated equilibrium state is reached
for relatively intense fields (> 100 mT).

Finally, we were able to observe reconfigurable spin wave modes at remanence in the sample
prepared by e-beam lithography and IBE. However, since the value of the cubic crystal anisotropy
constant of this sample was lower than expected, the remanent states are not uniform and therefore
only a few modes could be attenuated on a frequency band of the order of 3 GHz. Other results that
are not discussed in this manuscript have been obtained such as the evolution of the spin wave mode
amplitudes as a function of the injected microwave power. An example of such measurements is
shown for information in Figure 6.19 a). It can be observed a variation of the ∆S11 of certain modes.
These results are still under consideration. We also tested the effect of an electrical current on the
spin wave spectrum obatined by FM-FMR. As the CMS was proved theoritically and experimentally
half-metallic in the literature, we wanted to observe some effects related to spin polarized current on
the magnonic spectrum. At this time, no significant effects except Joule heating has been observed.

Figure 6.19: a) VNA-FMR ∆S11 measurements performed on sample #2 at 0 mT for two different injected
powers −20 dB (black line) and 5 dB (red line). b) FM-FMR measurements performed on sample #2 at 7 GHz
with an applied electrical current through the MC of −50 mA (black line), 0 mA (red line) and 50 mA (blue
line).

Among the perspectives opened up by this thesis work, the possibility of now being able to pro-
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duce magnonic crystals based on Heusler alloys paves the way for interesting perspectives. From a
purely material point of view, it is interesting to focus on the reconfigurable aspect in other mate-
rials exhibiting cubic crystal anisotropy. More precisely, this concerns the optimal combination of
cubic crystal anisotropy and saturation magnetization values. Also, it will be important to study the
degree of reconfigurability of an antidot lattice according to the geometry of the patterns. Indeed,
a lattice of circles or diamonds will not have the same response as a lattice of squares for example.
The purpose of this work seeks the realization of microwave systems of multi-band receiver types.
Then, the most obvious stage that we did not have time to prospect is obviously the study of the spin
wave propagation through these crystals, notably to study the possibility of making reconfigurable
microwave filters. Further studies by micro-BLS may be particularly suitable for this type of study
for example. The objective could be to observe how the frequency pass bands and forbidden bands
can be modulated to the remanence, with always taking advantage of the cubic crystal anisotropy of
the material. However, the impact of not only the nanostructuration but also of the finite dimensions
of the crystal will have to be studied in detail. This last point is one of the most important for the
design and miniaturization of microwave components. Finally, we believe that the strong theoretical
spin polarization of the Heusler alloys paves the way for excitation and detection of spin wave modes
by spin-orbit coupling via placing for example Pt lines on top of it. As it has been shown for YIG, it is
possible to consider amplification effects of spin waves by injection of a spin current in these systems
and to have a very local detection of the spin wave propagation by Inverse Spin Hall Effect.
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Synthèse en français

6.4 Introduction

6.4.1 Concept de magnonique et de magnétisme dynamique

Dans un matériau magnétique, une perturbation uniforme ou localisée de l’ordre magnétique ré-
sulte en la précession collective ou propagative respectivement des moments magnétiques de spin.
Lorsque la précession des moments magnétiques est non-uniforme (i.e. déphasée), on parle d’ondes
de spin (ou magnons dans le cas d’une description corpusculaire) (figure 6.20), dont le concept a
été introduit en 1930 par Bloch [1]. Ces ondes présentent des caractéristiques particulières com-

Figure 6.20: Représentation imagée d’une onde de spin

parées aux ondes électromagnétiques dans le vide, qui les rendent particulièrement intéressantes
notamment pour la miniaturisation de composants radiofréquences (quelques MHz à la dizaine de
THz). Premièrement, leurs longueurs d’ondes sont plusieurs ordres de grandeur inférieurs à celles
des ondes électromagnétiques dans le vide et leurs fréquences d’excitation peuvent être modifiées par
l’application d’un champ magnétique par exemple. En particulier, leur relation de dispersion f(k)
dépend de l’ordre magnétique du matériau, de sa forme ou encore de l’amplitude et direction d’un
champ magnétique appliqué par rapport à sa direction de propagation. De ce fait, la propagation
d’ondes de spin peut ainsi être anisotrope ou isotrope.

Le domaine de la magnonique consiste en l’étude de l’émission, propagation et détection des
ondes de spin. D’intenses recherches portent sur ce sujet depuis une vingtaine d’années avec pour
objectif de développer de nouveaux composants électroniques qui pourraient être moins énergivores
et plus polyvalents. Pour donner quelques exemples, il a été démontré en laboratoire que le contrôle
de l’amplitude et/ou de la phase des ondes de spin peuvent permettre de réaliser des composants
logiques tels que le transistor à magnon [2], des composants radiofréquences (filtres radiofréquences,
lignes à retard de phase, déphaseurs, circulateurs, multiplexeurs . . . [3]), ou encore pour les tech-
nologies de communication 5G [4–7]. La magnonique embrasse ainsi un fort potentiel, que ce soit
fondamental ou appliqué, au travers de la promesse de miniaturisation, de large bande de fréquence
utilisable et de faible consommation d’énergie. Également il est à noter que les ondes de spin sont
porteurs d’un courant de spin, analogue à un courant électronique mais sans effet Joule. La combi-
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naison de matériau magnétique avec des matériaux à fort couplage spin-orbite ouvre notamment la
voie au développement de composants basse énergie, de faibles dimensions et multifonctionnels. Ce
domaine de recherche émergeant est appelé « spin-orbitronique » et est actuellement en plein essor.
Toutes ces recherches sur la magnonique et la spin-orbitronique sont motivées par le besoin d’aller
au-delà des technologies CMOS actuelles. Dans ce contexte, en 2021, les dispositifs à ondes de spin
ont été mentionnés comme une alternative crédible aux technologies CMOS par « the International
Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) » [8]. Par exemple, des guides d’ondes magnoniques aux
dimensions proches de celles de transistors CMOS actuels, 50 nm, ont été produit [9].

6.4.2 Concept des cristaux magnoniques

Dans le cadre de cette thèse, nous nous sommes intéressés en particulier à un type de dispositif
magnonique appelé cristal magnonique. Un cristal magnonique est un matériau magnétique dont les
propriétés magnétiques ont été modifiées périodiquement et artificiellement. La propagation des on-
des de spin dans ces systèmes magnétiques peut être décrite par les lois établies et formalisées par
C. Kittel en 1929 concernant la propagation d’ondes dans des systèmes périodiques, qui par ailleurs
constituent depuis les fondements de la physique du solide [10]. Une propriété importante et unique
de ces structures périodiques est que la propagation d’ondes dans ces milieux ne peut avoir lieu que
dans des bandes de fréquences bien spécifiques. En effet, pour des longueurs d’ondes correspondant à
un multiple de la périodicité du réseau, les ondes subissent de multiples réflexions de Bragg, générant
ainsi des bandes d’énergie interdites à la propagation.

Les cristaux magnoniques permettent ainsi l’émergence d’une multitude de méthodes innovantes
afin de contrôler et moduler les ondes de spin pour des applications d’opérations logiques ou de
traitement du signal. Ces derniers constituent ainsi la contrepartie magnétique des cristaux pho-
toniques qui sont apparus en 1987 [11, 12] et qui permettent notamment de guider et/ou piéger des
ondes électromagnétiques pour produire par exemple des circuits intégrés optiques et des cellules
solaire photovoltaïques plus efficientes [13]. Bien que les structures périodiques magnétiques soient
apparues avant dans les années 1970 [14], ce n’est que dans les années 2000 que le concept de cristal
magnonique émerge réellement [15, 16] grâce en particulier à la maîtrise des techniques de nanofab-
rication et de dépôts de couches ultra-minces. Comparé aux autres cristaux artificiels (photoniques,
phononiques...), les cristaux magnoniques offrent un avantage majeur : leur structure de bande n’est
pas seulement dépendante de la périodicité du cristal, mais également de la configuration magnétique
ou de l’application d’un champ magnétique externe. Ce degré de liberté additionnel les différencie
fortement des cristaux photoniques. Pour aller plus loin dans l’ingénierie de bande, de nombreuses
stratégies, autres que l’application d’un champ magnétique, ont été explorées dans la littérature, no-
tamment en variant la géométrie des centres réflecteurs du cristal magnonique tel que l’épaisseur, la
largeur ou le nombre de couches magnétiques [17, 18], l’arrangement périodique de disques magné-
tiques [19, 20] ou de trous dans une couche mince [21–23], mais également en modulant les constantes
magnétiques au travers de l’incorporation périodique d’un autre matériau magnétique [24, 25] ou par
implantation ionique [26] dans la couche mince magnétique.

6.4.3 Applications magnoniques reconfigurables à la rémanence

Les cristaux magnoniques présentent ainsi une riche diversité d’applications, et dans le cadre de cette
thèse, nous nous sommes en particulier intéressés aux propriétés d’absorption radiofréquence (RF)
et de filtrage [23, 27, 28]. En particulier, notre principal objectif a été d’obtenir un système modèle
pouvant fonctionner sans champ magnétique appliqué, i.e. à la rémanence, et présentant des bandes
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d’absorption RF pouvant être modifiées à la demande. Ce type de composant est appelé reconfig-
urable. Ces systèmes fonctionnant à la rémanence permettent d’éviter l’utilisation d’aimants perma-
nents pour maintenir une aimantation uniforme du système magnétique pour assurer sa fonctionnalité.
Actuellement, la majorité des dispositifs magnoniques et des cristaux magnoniques présents dans la
littérature fonctionne avec un champ magnétique de saturation selon une direction particulière. Le
fait de retirer l’utilisation d’aimants permanents va non seulement résoudre les problèmes de champs
rayonnés par ces derniers lorsque présents dans des circuits intégrés, mais également peut répondre
aux problèmes écologiques et économiques quant à la fourniture de terres rares pour ces aimants per-
manents et dont le marché est contrôlé par seulement quelques pays.

La reconfigurabilité du dispositif s’obtient généralement en changeant le système entre différents
états magnétiques offrant différentes réponses RF. Bien que cette thématique présente un fort potentiel
applicatif, peu d’études existent dans la littérature sur ce sujet. Parmi les travaux présents, on peut no-
tamment mentionner ceux utilisant des réseaux de nanopillers [29, 30], des nanostructures elliptiques
avec deux matériaux magnétiques différents [31], de nanofils couplés par interaction dipolaire [32–
34]. Cependant, la majorité de ces travaux requièrent des schémas d’initialisation complexes avec
de forts champs magnétiques appliqués. Parmi ces travaux, la voie la plus prometteuse consiste en
l’utilisation de l’anisotropie de forme de nanostructures avec une forme rhomboédrique et dimensions
spécifiques. Ces nanostructures permettent en particulier la stabilisation d’états magnétiques quasi-
uniformes selon l’axe long ou court de la nanostructure au travers de l’application d’une impulsion
de champ magnétique de l’ordre de la quelques dizaines de mT [35]. De cette manière, un décalage
en fréquence de l’ordre de 400-600 MHz suivant les configurations utilisées a été obtenu [36, 37]. En
combinant plusieurs couches magnétiques et non-magnétiques (par exemple NiFe/Cr/NiFe) dans le
même type de nanostructures, les auteurs ont pu augmenter le décalage en fréquence entre 1-5 GHz
dans la gamme 3-15 GHz suivant le nombre de couches et leur arrangement [38–40]. Pour aller plus
loin, ils ont par ailleurs démontré la possibilité de propager des ondes de spin à la rémanence via des
guides d’ondes droits ou courbés formés par un arrangement en chaîne de ces même nanostructures,
cela a permis en particulier d’obtenir une fonction "d’interrupteur à ondes de spin" [41].

6.4.4 Réseaux périodiques 2D de trous (Magnetic antidot lattice)

Dans cette thèse, nous avons cherché à réaliser un cristal magnonique reconfigurable à la rémanence
à partir d’une géométrie périodique simple et largement étudiée dans la littérature : un réseau péri-
odique de trous dans une couche mince (magnetic antidot lattice en anglais). Sur les dix dernières
années, un large nombre de publications s’est focalisé sur la détermination des modes d’ondes de spin
dans ce type de cristal magnonique ainsi que sur l’observation de bandes de fréquence interdites à la
propagation des ondes de spin. Des applications autres que pour la magnonique ont été également
étudiées telle que via la production de mémoires de stockage à forte densité [42, 43] ou de capteurs
de nanoparticules [44].

Dans les réseaux périodiques de trous, la présence des trous induit la quantification des ondes de
spin et une modulation périodique du champ magnétique interne. Cette inhomogénéité périodique
du champ interne agit comme des centres de diffusions qui permettront de générer des bandes de
fréquences interdites et permises pour les ondes de spin se propageant dans un tel milieu. Pour aider
à la description des modes d’ondes de spin quantifiés et confinés dans ces cristaux magnoniques,
nous utilisons les termes schématisés dans la figure 6.21. Les canaux horizontaux correspondent aux
canaux horizontaux étendus entre deux lignes de trous, tandis que les lignes horizontales de trous se
trouvent entre deux canaux horizontaux.
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Figure 6.21: Schéma de la cellule unitaire d’un réseau périodique de trous montrant les différents termes
utilisés pour identifier des régions spécifiques de la structure.

6.4.5 Utilisation des propriétés matériaux dans la quête de reconfigurabilité

Afin d’obtenir des fonctionnalités reconfigurables à la rémanence avec ces réseaux de trous, nous
avons opté pour une approche peu explorée pour le moment dans la magnonique. Cela consiste à
tirer parti des propriétés magnétiques intrinsèques au matériau, et dans notre cas particulier, celle de
l’anisotropie magnéto-cristalline cubique de certains. Peu de travaux de recherche ont exploré les
propriétés intrinsèques au matériau magnétique afin de réaliser des composants RF à la rémanence.
On peut néanmoins remarquer le cas de couches épaisses de ferrites tel que le bismuth hexaferrite qui
possède une forte anisotropie magnéto-cristalline [45]. Ce type de dispositif est actuellement com-
mercialisé [46], cependant en raison de leur grande épaisseur et dimensions (de l’ordre du mm), ces
derniers sont ainsi difficiles à nanostructurer, limitant ainsi leur miniaturisation.

En ce qui concerne les couches minces magnétiques, la plupart des études sur les cristaux magnon-
iques ou sur la magnonique de manière générale sont principalement basées sur du YIG (Yttrium Iron
Garnet) ou sur du Py (Permalloy, NiFe). Le YIG est un matériau ferrimagnétique isolant possédant le
coeffient d’amortissement le plus bas, de l’ordre de 3.10−5 [47], ce qui permet de propager des ondes
de spin sur de très longues distances, de l’ordre du mm dans le cas de films épais (autour du µm) [7].
Néanmois, son aimantation à saturation est faible (autour de 0.17 T), ce qui limite grandement son
utilisation dans la gamme RF (quelques centaines de MHz lorsqu’on est proche de la rémanence).
Toutes les démonstrations d’opérations logiques mentionnées plus haut ont été menées avec du YIG.
Cependant, pour être compatible avec les technologies CMOS existantes, ce dernier doit pouvoir
croître dans sa forme cristalline sur des substrats de silicium, ce qui pour le moment est compliqué
technologiquement même si de grands progrès ont été atteints ces dernières années [48]. Le permal-
loy, quant à lui, est un matériau ferromagnétique métallique très largement utilisé dans la littérature
en raison de sa facilité de déposition et nanostructuration [7]. Son aimantation à saturation est rela-
tivement élevée (∼ 1 T) mais son coefficient d’amortissement est bien plus élevé que celui du YIG
(de l’ordre de 6.10−3 [7]). De ce fait, la distance que peut parcourir les ondes de spin dans ce matériau
est largement réduite à quelques microns seulement.

En conséquence, nous proposons dans cette thèse d’étudier la possibilité de fabriquer des réseaux
périodiques de trous à partir d’une couche mince d’alliages d’Heusler Co2MnSi (CMS) [49, 50]. Ce
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matériau a été notamment étudié au CEMES pendant plusieurs années [51–53]. Dans le cadre de ce
travail, l’avantage majeur de ce matériau par rapport au YIG ou au Py est son anisotropie magnéto-
cristalline cubique, qui peut atteindre quelques dizaines de mT [52, 53]. Il est à noter que peu de
recherches ont jusqu’à présent étudié des guides d’ondes à base d’alliages d’Heusler [54–57, 59], et
encore moins portant sur les cristaux magnoniques d’alliages d’Heusler [49, 50]. Par rapport au YIG
et au Py, le Co2MnSi présente d’autres avantages. Son aimantation à saturation est de l’ordre de 1.3 T,
ce qui permet d’obtenir des fréquences de travail supérieures à 1 GHz à la rémanence [52, 53]. Dans
le cas des cristaux magnoniques, cela pourrait également augmenter la largeur des bandes interdites
en fréquence [60, 61]. Ce matériau est également demi-métallique (polarisation de spin supérieur à
90 %), ce qui résulte en un faible coefficient d’amortissement entre 1.10−3 [53, 64] et 4.10−4 [54, 65].
Enfin, sa température de Curie est autour de 985 K [66] offrant ainsi une stabilité thermique correcte
en tant que composant. Un tel matériau permet d’envisager le développement de dispositifs combi-
nant magnonique, spintronique et spin-orbitronique [67, 68]. Néanmoins, son principal désavantage
concerne sa fabrication. Généralement, ce matériau est déposé sur des substrats de MgO (001) afin
d’assurer une croissance épitaxiale, ce qui pourrait limiter sa compatibilité avec les dispositifs micro-
électroniques existants. Néanmoins de récentes recherches ont prouvé la possibilité de faire croître
du Co2MnSi polycristallin sur des substrats de verre sans observer un changement drastique de la
polarisation de spin et du coefficient d’amortissement (de l’ordre de 1.5.10−3) [64]. Un tel résultat
offre la possibilité d’envisager de déposer du Co2MnSi de bonne qualité sur des substrats de silicium
permettant ainsi de le rendre compatible pour des applications industrielles.

6.5 Micro-nanofabrication de cristaux magnoniques à base d’alliages

d’Heusler Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

6.5.1 Caractérisation des couches minces d’alliages d’Heusler Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Initialement notre objectif était d’obtenir des couches minces de Co2MnSi avec une épaisseur de

30-40 nm cristallisées dans la phase L21. Malheureusement, après le confinement lié au COVID en

2020, notre sputtering a depuis présenté des pannes majeures quelques semaines après le début de

notre campagne de croissance. Au moment de la rédaction de ce manuscrit, le sputtering est toujours

en panne. En conséquence, très peu de couches minces de Co2MnSi ont pu être déposées et nous

n’avons pas pu optimiser les conditions de croissance.

Des mesures FM-FMR (mesures de la puissance absorbée par le système magnétique en modulant
en champ, scan en champ à fréquence fixe) ont été réalisées sur les couches minces de CMS cap-
pées avec du MgO afin de déterminer ses propriétés magnétiques. Les résultats présentés ci-dessous
suggèrent que nos films minces ne possèdent pas qu’une seule phase cristalline comme attendu et
de faibles variations des paramètres magnétiques (Ms, Hk, α) ont été observées d’un échantillon à
l’autre. Dans cette partie, nous montrons un exemple typique des propriétés magnétiques mesurées
sur un lot d’échantillons qui ont été utilisés pour la nanostructuration en cristaux magnoniques.

Les mesures ont été faites en appliquant un champ magnétique H⃗0 suivant l’axe de facile aimanta-
tion et suivant l’axe de difficile aimantation. En raison des axes cristallographiques du CMS à 45° par
rapport au substrat MgO et de la négativité de la constante d’anisotropie Kc, les axes de facile aimanta-
tion du CMS sont parallèles aux bords du substrat de MgO tandis que les axes de difficile aimantation
sont suivant les diagonales du substrat. Lors des mesures, la fréquence du courant RF injecté dans
la microstrip est fixe et le champ magnétique µ0H0 dans le plan est balayé de 0 à 300 mT. Les sig-
naux mesurés correspondant à des dérivées de Lorentzienne (∝ dP/dH) n’étaient pas symétriques.
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Nous attribuons cette asymétrie au fait que nos échantillons ne sont pas parfaitement cristallisés dans
une seule phase cristalline. Comme mentionné plus haut, de tels films minces n’auraient pas été
utilisés en temps normal pour réaliser les cristaux magnoniques car ils n’ont pas pu être optimisés.
Par ailleurs, nous n’avons pas réalisé d’analyses structurales complètes et chronophages telles que
HRTEM-STAADF, diffraction aux rayons X pour différentes longueurs d’ondes, combinés à des
mesures FMR en angle comme réalisés dans la thèse de I. Abdallah [111]. Nous nous sommes
appuyés sur les précédents travaux de notre groupe de recherche qui étudie ces matériaux depuis
une dizaine d’années. Au vue des précédents travaux de notre groupe, nous supposons ainsi que nos
échantillons possèdent des grains cristallisés de faibles dimensions dans la phase B2 incorporés dans
une large matrice de phase cristalline L21 [111]. En conséquence, nous considérons qu’on a une
phase majoritaire (très probablement L21) et une phase minoritaire (très probablement B2) dans nos
échantillons de CMS avec des propriétés magnétiques très semblables.

Malgré les deux pics mélangés, nous avons pu extraire la valeur du champ de résonance Hr

pour chaque fréquence en ajustant l’équation (3.5) avec les pics de résonance. Sur la figure 6.22
a), nous avons tracé f(Hr) pour les directions de facile et difficile aimantation avec des points colorés
pour les deux phases cristallines. La valeur du champ d’anisotropie cubique Hk correspond au point

Figure 6.22: a) Evolution de la fréquence de résonance f en fonction du champ magnétique H0 appliqué
suivant un axe de facile aimantation (points verts phase majoritaire, points oranges phases minoritaire) et de
difficile aimantation (points noirs phase majoritaire, points rouges phase minoritaire). Les points de mesures
concernant le mode en épaisseur PSSW sont également montrés en bleu pour l’axe facile et en rose pour l’axe
difficile . b) Exemple de signal FM-FMR mesuré à 19 GHz. La ligne rouge correspond à l’ajustement des
points de mesures en noir. Dans l’encart, nous montrons le pic de résonance correspondant au premier mode
en épaisseur PSSW.

d’inflexion (à f = 0 GHz) lorsque H⃗0 est appliqué suivant l’axe difficile. Ces courbes f(Hr) sont
ajustées avec l’équation Smit-Belger pour les axes facile et difficile, correspondant aux lignes sur la
figure 6.22 a), ce qui permet alors de déterminer le facteur gyromagnétique γ et l’aimantation à sat-
uration Ms. La constante d’échange peut ensuite être obtenue à partir du premier mode en épaisseur
PSSW pouvant être mesuré à haute fréquence et bas champ comme montré dans l’encart de la figure
6.22 b). Les constantes magnétiques ainsi déterminées sont résumées dans la table 6.3. Ces résultats
sont proches de ceux obtenus lors des précédents travaux de I. Abdallah [53, 111], sauf en ce qui
concerne le champ d’anisotropie cubique dont la valeur est inférieure à celle attendue (de l’ordre de
30 mT).

En traçant l’évolution de la largeur des pics de résonance en champ en fonction de la fréquence
∆H(f), il est possible de déterminer le coefficient d’amortissement de Gilbert α en ajustant la courbe
de l’équation (1.97). Cependant, en raison de la proximité des pics associés aux deux phases majori-
taire et minoritaire, le traitement de ces mesures fut difficile résultant en des barres d’erreurs im-
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Aimantation à

saturation µ0Ms

[T]

Champ

d’anisotropie

cubique µ0Hk

[mT]

Constante

d’anisotropie

cubique Kc1

[Jm−3]

Facteur

gyromagnétique
γ
2π [GHzT−1]

Constante

d’échange A

[pJm−1]

1.28 20 -10186 28.8 21.5

Table 6.3: Paramètres magnétiques obtenus à partir des ajustements des courbes f(Hr).

portantes. La valeur de α extraite est approximativement 2.10−3. La contribution extrinsèque ∆H0

déterminée est relativement élevée (de l’ordre de 20 Oe), ce qui reflète la "mauvaise" cristallinité de
nos échantillons.

6.5.2 Micro/Nanostructuration des cristaux magnoniques à base de couches

minces Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Il existe différentes techniques de nanostructuration afin de réaliser des réseaux périodiques de
trous (dimensions inférieures au micron) dans des couches minces. Les principales techniques util-
isées dans la littérature sont la gravure FIB (Focused Ion Beam) [219–222], la lithographie optique
"deep ultraviolet" et lift-off [22, 223, 224], la lithographie électronique (EBL) et gravure ionique (Ion
Beam etching, IBE) [49, 225], EBL et lift-off [226] ou encore via l’utilisation de membranes poreuses
[227]. Cette partie présente les étapes de micro/nanofabrication qui ont été développées au CEMES
afin de produire les cristaux magnoniques de CMS. Ces travaux ont représenté une part majeure des
développements expérimentaux que j’ai mené durant cette thèse. Nous rappelons brièvement les con-
traintes que nous nous sommes imposés pour la fabrication de nos échantillons :

- Nous avons choisi de faire des réseaux dont les trous sont de forme carrée et possédant des di-
mensions réalisables, i.e. suffisamment larges pour que cela puisse être fait de manière systématique
avec des techniques de nanostructuration standard mais tout en étant suffisamment de petites dimen-
sions afin d’observer des effets significatifs sur les ondes de spin (création de bandes de fréquence
interdites, effets reconfigurables). Dans la littérature, il existe de nombreux travaux numériques sur
des cristaux magnoniques dont les motifs ont des dimensions de l’ordre de quelques nm, ce qui per-
met d’observer de larges bandes de fréquences interdites de quelques GHz, mais sans études experi-
mentales associées en raison du grand défi technologique que nécessite la réalisation d’aussi petites
dimensions. En conséquence, nous avons choisi des dimensions des trous carrés s entre 100 et 300 nm
avec un espacement d tel que s ≤ d ≤ 3s.

- Le réseau périodique de trous doit s’étendre sur une surface du CMS suffisamment large afin de
pouvoir considérer notre cristal magnonique comme 2D quasi-infini. Cela dépend notamment de la
taille des motifs et de leur espacement. Nous avons considéré qu’il nous fallait au moins 50 périodes
a (a = s+ d). De plus, nous souhaitions mesurer ces cristaux magnoniques avec des micro-antennes
larges d’une dizaine de microns afin d’être dans des conditions proches d’une excitation uniforme
(FMR). Nous avons donc cherché à réaliser des réseaux de trous s’étendant sur quelques dizaines de
microns (limité par les champs de vue en FIB et EBL).

Pour réaliser les réseaux périodiques de trous dans des couches minces de CMS, nous avons utilisé
des techniques de gravure sèche. Lorsque je suis arrivée au laboratoire, la lithographie électronique
n’était pas encore opérationnelle. Par conséquent, dans un premier temps, nous avons commencé
par faire les motifs par gravure FIB avec des ions Ga+. Cette technique a l’avantage d’une écriture
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directe des motifs mais présente certaines limites pour atteindre nos objectifs, ce que nous verrons
dans la section 6.7.1. Par conséquent, en parallèle j’ai travaillé au développement de la lithographie
électronique et équipements de lift-off au CEMES afin de produire des réseaux de trous par gravure
ionique Ar+ au travers d’un masque de résine électrosensible. La principale difficulté que nous avons
rencontrée provenait de la gravure lente du Co2MnSi. Cela a nécessité des tests de différentes résines
électrosensibles afin de déterminer celle qui tiendrait le temps nécessaire pour graver 45 à 50 nm
d’épaisseur de nos couches minces. De plus, le bâti de gravure IBE que nous utilisons au laboratoire
n’est pas un bâti commercial mais un prototype, ce qui a également requis des travaux de développe-
ment.

6.5.2.1 Gravure FIB des réseaux périodiques de trous dans des couches minces de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

La gravure FIB permet une micro/nanostructuration directe sans masque des motifs sur un sub-
strat. Dans cette thèse, nous avons utilisé le FEI Helios Nanolab 600i dual-beam FIB-SEM [233,
234], qui est donc équipé à la fois d’un microscope électronique à balayage (SEM) pour de l’imagerie
et d’une colonne FIB aux ions Ga+ pour de l’imagerie, gravure et dépôt de couches.

Lorsque le faisceau Ga+ impacte la surface de l’échantillon, plusieurs phénomènes physiques se
produisent en plus de la gravure ionique, tels que la génération d’électrons secondaires, l’implantation
d’ions Ga+ et l’amorphisation/recristallisation du matériau [235]. Selon l’énergie des ions Ga+

définie par la haute tension appliquée, les couches endommagées vont s’étendre plus ou moins pro-
fondément. Afin de pourvoir éjecter la matière de manière efficiente, nous avons appliqué une haute
tension de 30 kV, ce qui permet par la même occasion d’obtenir une taille de spot du faisceau ionique
très faible [231].

La qualité et la résolution de la gravure FIB sont principalement limitées par deux effets. Le
premier est la redéposition d’atomes éjectés. La seconde limite concerne l’implantation d’ions Ga+

dans le matériau. Ces ions peuvent interagir chimiquement avec les atomes du matériau gravé et
potentiellement modifier les propriétés physiques (mécanique, électrique, magnétique, optique) du
matériau. L’implantation va apparaître sur un faible volume autour de la zone gravée de l’échantillon.

Les méthodes de balayage du faisceau ionique et les paramètres d’exposition peuvent aider à ré-
duire l’impact de ces problèmes. Pour réaliser les différents trous, il est possible de travailler en mode
série ou parallèle. En mode série, un trou est entièrement gravé avant de passer à un autre trou. Cela
implique que le faisceau reste un certain temps sur la zone à gravée, ce qui peut augmenter les effets
de redéposition. En mode parallèle, le faisceau ionique réalise une passe de gravure (faible temps de
gravure) sur chaque motif de tout le réseau. Pour graver entièrement les motifs, de multiples passes
successives sur chacun des motifs sont réalisées jusqu’à gravure complète de tous les trous. Le mode
parallèle est généralement utilisé pour réduire la redéposition [236]. Pour le balayage du faisceau
sur le motif pour faire un trou, on a de même les modes de balayage une seule passe et multi-passes
analogues aux modes série et parallèle mais pour le motif d’un seul trou.

Pour obtenir la meilleure résolution et donc les meilleurs motifs, idéalement il serait préférable
de travailler avec la taille de spot du faisceau ionique la plus petite possible (diaphragme et donc le
courant le plus petit possible). Cependant, ce n’est pas toujours pertinent de se placer dans ces con-
ditions lorsque l’on souhaite graver de nombreux motifs couvrant une large surface de l’échantillon
car cela risque d’augmenter fortement le temps total de gravure, générant ainsi des problèmes de
désalignement des trous les uns par rapport aux autres en raison de dérives mécaniques et électron-
iques au cours du temps. En conséquence, un compromis doit être fait entre les paramètres expéri-
mentaux pour optimiser le rendu des motifs gravés et le temps total de gravure.

Réseaux périodiques de trous gravés par FIB
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L’utilisation du FIB au CEMES est très limitée en raison d’un nombre conséquent d’utilisateurs.
Malgré de nombreux tests pour optimiser la gravure des réseaux de trous, le temps limité (maximum
8h de gravure) et le peu de sessions de travail obtenues nous a obligé à faire un compromis sur la
qualité des motifs gravés. Un exemple est donné à la figure 6.23 où l’on peut voir la différence entre
les stratégie de gravures parallèles (a)) et série (b)) sur ces images SEM. Pour ce test, nous avons

Figure 6.23: Images SEM de réseaux de trous carrés de Co2MnSi (40 µm × 40 µm) dont la taille des trous
est 100 nm et l’espacement entre les trous 300 nm gravés par FIB avec a) une stratégie parallèle multi-passes
et b) une stratégie série multi-passes.

gravé un réseau de trous s’étendant sur une surface de 40 µm × 40 µm dont les trous ont une taille
latérale de 100 nm et d’espacement bord à bord entre les trous de 300 nm. Les conditions expérimen-
tales sont résumées dans la table 6.4. Il est évident qu’en mode parallèle (figure 6.23 a)) nous n’avons

Haute tension [kV] Champ de vue [µm2] Courant [pA] Taille théorique de

spot du faisceau

ionique [nm]

30 100 × 100 70 21

Table 6.4: Conditions expérimentales FIB

pas trouvé les conditions de gravure correctes pour obtenir des trous carrés gravés. Par contre, au vue
de l’image SEM de la figure 6.23 b), la stratégie série multi-passes permet d’obtenir des trous carrés
assez bien définis. Par conséquent, nous avons choisi de travailler avec cette procédure de gravure. Il
est cependant à noter que le temps nécessaire pour graver un tel réseau en entier avec cette stratégie
était de 8 heures contre 1 heure dans le cas de la stratégie parallèle. Par conséquent, les contraintes
d’accès au FIB ont ainsi limité les dimensions latérales du réseaux de trous à 40 − 50 µm pour des
trous carrés de 100 nm espacés de 300 nm.

On peut remarquer sur l’image SEM de la figure 6.23 b) la présence d’un halo blanc autour des
trous et la forme arrondie des sommet des motifs carrés. Ce phénomène a été observé quelque soit la
taille des trous (jusqu’à 300 nm) et l’espacement entre les trous. En particulier, les trous présentent
une forme en cuve (flancs non droits mais incurvés) lorsqu’on les observe avec un angle de vue de
52° et en cross-section. Une cause possible pour cette géométrie en cuve serait la forme conique du
faisceau ionique et le fait que nous avons focalisé le faisceau sur la surface de l’échantillon.

En plus des imperfections géométriques obtenues, les mesures FMR de la section 6.7.1 démon-
treront également que l’implantation d’ions Ga+ sur les flancs des trous induit une forte modification
des propriétés magnétiques du CMS dans ces zones, ce qui sera au détriment de la possibilité de
réaliser un cristal magnonique reconfigurable. Par conséquent, nous n’avons pas entrepris plus de
développement sur cette technique de nanostructuration. A la place, nous avons développé une autre
méthode pour atteindre nos objectifs.
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6.5.2.2 Combinaison de lithographie électronique et gravure ionique pour la nanofabrication

des réseaux périodiques de trous de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Contrairement à la technique FIB présentée précédemment, la combinaison d’EBL et gravure ion-
ique n’est donc pas une approche d’écriture directe des motifs du fait qu’elle requiert plusieurs étapes
de fabrication. Dans un premier temps, on transfère les motifs à graver dans un masque de résine.
Dans un second temps, on transfère les motifs dans l’échantillon en gravant par IBE au travers du
masque. Pour cette étape, l’échantillon est généralement placé dans une chambre IBE permettant de
graver pleine plaque avec des ions inertes Ar+. Il existe plusieurs stratégies pour réaliser le masque de
gravure (résines, masques métalliques). Dans cette thèse, nous avons opté pour un masque de résine
électrosensible. Les différentes étapes pour la nanofabrication des réseaux de trous sont illustrées
dans la figure 6.24. Tout d’abord, la résine est déposée sur la surface de l’échantillon avec une tour-

Figure 6.24: Schéma du procédé combinant lithographie électronique et gravure IBE pour la nanofabrication
de réseaux de trous périodiques dans une couche mince de CMS.

nette (spin-coater) et recuite. La lithographie électronique est ensuite opérée pour définir les motifs
dans la résine (masque). Après développement (révélation des motifs), l’échantillon est soumis à la
gravure ionique afin de transférer les motifs dans l’échantillon tandis que le reste de l’échantillon est
protégé de la gravure par le masque de résine. Enfin, l’échantillon est placé dans un solvant afin de
retirer la résine.

La lithographie électronique consiste à utiliser un faisceau d’électrons focalisés pour écrire des
motifs prédéfinis par l’utilisateur sur une résine électrosensible. L’irradiation au faisceau électronique
change la solubilité de la résine exposée dans un développeur (solvant) approprié. Cette technique
offre une très grande résolution en raison de la faible longueur d’onde des électrons (de l’ordre du
picomètre voire moins) et de sa petite taille de spot, permettant ainsi de réaliser notamment des motifs
de lignes de dimensions inférieures à 10 nm [244]. Dans cette thèse nous avons travaillé sur le micro-
scope électronique ZEISS SEM équipé d’un module de lithographie électronique ELPHY Multibeam
Raith de la salle blanche du CEMES. Des tests ont été également réalisés avec le microscope élec-
tronique JEOL SEM et module EBL ELPHY Quantum Raith à l’AIME (LPCNO, INSA Toulouse).

Réseaux périodiques de trous gravés par EBL+IBE

La principale difficulté de cette approche a été de trouver les conditions d’opérations afin d’obtenir
les réseaux de trous avec les spécifications désirées. En particulier, il a fallu trouver une résine élec-
trosensible qui puisse être suffisamment résistante pour tenir l’étape de gravure IBE tout en étant
facilement retirable après des conditions de gravure rudes. Généralement, les résines négatives telles
que HSQ [248] ou ma-N2400 [252] sont utilisées pour les procédés de gravure en raison de leur forte
résistance à la gravure. Ce type de résine est ainsi très utile pour faire des réseaux de nanopoints
(nanodots en anglais) mais pas pour des réseaux de trous. Dans ce cas, nous avons plutôt opté pour
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des résines positives qui se dissolvent dans le développeur lorsqu’exposées au faisceau électronique.
Contrairement aux procédés de lift-off qui requièrent préférentiellement un profil de résine "en cas-
quette" (undercut en anglais), pour des procédés impliquant de la gravure, il est préférable un profil
de résine avec des flancs ouverts droits afin d’assurer des flancs droits gravés dans la couche mince
sous-jacente. De ce fait, nous avons testé deux résines en particulier : PMMA 950, en raison de son
extrême résolution pouvant être inférieure à 10 nm et sa facilité à être retirée (acétone), et mr-PosEBR
de Micro Resist Technology GmbH [253, 254]. Après de nombreux tests sur les conditions d’EBL et
de gravure, nous n’avons pas pu réaliser des réseaux de trous correctes avec la PMMA en raison de
sa faible résistance à la gravure (bords des trous rugueux, formes carrés inhomogènes) et de sa très
grande difficulté à être retirée après gravure (réticulation de la résine lors de la gravure ionique). Par
conséquent, nous nous sommes par la suite focalisés sur la résine mr-PosEBR durant la seconde année
de mon doctorat. Cette résine acrylate est fortement sensible aux électrons et particulièrement appro-
priée pour la gravure en raison de sa forte résistance à la gravure sèche. Cette résine n’avait jamais été
utilisée au laboratoire, nous avons donc développé tous les procédés permettant des conditions expéri-
mentales optimales. Les principaux paramètres optimaux pour la réalisation de nos réseaux de trous
sont indiqués dans la troisième colonne de la table 6.5. Avec cette résine, nous avons rencontré princi-

Conditions process 1 Conditions process 2 Conditions process 3

Résines mr-PosEBR 0.1 mr-PosEBR 0.3 mr-PosEBR 0.3
Vitesse tournette [rpm] 1500 4000 4000
Epaisseur résine [nm] ≈ 150 ≈ 330 ≈ 330
Température

pré-recuit [°C]

150 150 150

Temps pré-recuit [min] 2 1 1
Haute tension [kV] 20 20 30
Courant [pA] 40 40 40
Focus sur marques

proches

No Yes Yes

Dose surfacique

[µC.cm−2]

75 224 224

Développeur mr-Dev800 (amyl
acetate)

mr-Dev800 (amyl
acetate)

mr-Dev800 (amyl
acetate)

Temps de

développement [s]

60 60 60

Haute tension IBE [V] 1000 1000 1000
Pression IBE [mbar] ≈ 3.3.10−3 ≈ 3.3.10−3 ≈ 3.3.10−3

Courant IBE [mA] 14 14 14
Temps de gravure

[min]

7 8 8

Solvant remover ultrasonic bath SVC-14
45◦

ultrasonic bath SVC-14
45◦

ultrasonic bath SVC-14
45◦

Table 6.5: Table des principaux paramètres de trois procédés utilisés pour fabriquer les réseaux de trous dans
des couches minces de CMS d’épaisseur 45− 50 nm.

palement un problème lié aux effets de proximité (les électrons du faisceau incident sont diffusés dans
la résine et l’échantillon sous-jacent et peuvent exposer lors de leurs parcours des zones de résines
adjacentes non désirées pouvant impliquer une distorsion des motifs une fois révélés). Pour réduire au
maximum ces effets, nous avons principalement décidé de travailler avec une résine épaisse (300 nm)
pour compenser l’érosion plus rapide de la résine proche des motifs au détriment de la résolution de
nos motifs (cela devient plus compliqué de faire motifs de 100 nm), et d’appliquer le maximum de
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haute tension possible avec notre microscope électronique soit 30 kV. Des images de réseaux de trous
obtenus avec le procédé 3 de la table 6.5 sont montrés dans la figure 6.25. On peut remarquer sur ces

Figure 6.25: Images SEM de face et tiltées (52°) de l’échantillon avec a) plusieurs trous dans la couche de
CMS (taille latérale 200 nm), avec des trous particuliers comportant b) des restes de résines complets attachés
au trou, c) des restes de résines partiellement enlevés et d) sans restes de résines.

images que la taille (200 nm) et la forme carrée des trous sont respectées et on observe également
la présence d’un résidu autour des trous qui par endroit est partiellement, voire entièrement enlevé
et à d’autres entièrement présent autour des trous. Nous ne savons pas exactement ce que sont ces
résidus, cela pourrait être de la résine ou/et du redépôt. Nous pensons plutôt que ce sont des restes de
résine mais nous ne pouvons pas le prouver totalement. Plusieurs tests ont été menés pour réduire ces
résidus, mais nous ne sommes pas parvenus à un enlèvement complet de ces résidus.

Nous avons également testé la réalisation de différentes tailles de trous, 300, 200 et 100 nm, avec
pour espacements respectivement 900, 600, 300 nm comme montré dans la figure 6.26. On constate
ainsi que pour des trous carrés de 300 et 200 nm, les tailles et formes sont respectées avec des flancs
droits. Par contre, concernant les trous de dimensions 100 nm, on voit très bien les résidus de résine
restants. Il devient alors difficile de savoir si dans ce cas la couche de CMS a été suffisamment gravée.

Par conséquent, nous avons réussi à obtenir des réseaux périodiques de trous carrés correctes dans
des couches minces de CMS d’épaisseurs 45− 50 nm jusqu’à des dimensions de trous de 200 nm.
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Figure 6.26: Images SEM à différents grandissements et pour un angle de vue de 52◦ de réseaux de trous
de CMS de forme carrée pour trois combinaisons de taille de trou et d’espacement a) 300 nm et 900 nm, b)
200 nm et 600 nm et c) 100 nm et 300 nm respectivement. Dans les encarts sont montrés des images SEM
tiltées d’un trou de taille correspondante.

6.5.3 Dispositifs de cristaux magnoniques complets

Afin de mesurer ces cristaux magnoniques de CMS avec des micro-antennes, d’autres étapes
de micro-fabrication sont nécessaires. Une fois le cristal magnonique fait, il faut l’isoler du reste
de la couche mince de CMS en gravant le CMS tout autour du cristal magnonique sur une surface
pouvant comporter la micro-antenne et éventuellement des contacts électriques (cas de l’échantillon
#2). Ensuite, on dépose une couche de passivation sur le cristal magnonique et la zone gravée tout
autour avec 200 nm de Si3N4. Enfin on fait une lithographie laser puis lift-off de Ti (10 nm), Cu
(200 nm), Au (30 nm) pour réaliser la micro-antenne.
Trois échantillons ont été fabriqués et étudiés : l’échantillon #1 comporte un réseau périodique de
trous carrés de 100 nm et de périodicité 400 nm gravés par FIB et une micro-antenne pour des mesures
FMR ; l’échantillon #2 comporte un réseau périodique de trous carrés de taille 200 nm et espacement
600 nm gravés par EBL+IBE, des contacts électriques et une micro-antenne pour des mesures FMR ;
l’échantillon #3 comporte 6 dispositifs de cristal magnonique de CMS avec différentes tailles de trous
et espacements gravés par EBL+IBE et des micro-antennes pour des mesures micro-BLS. Chaque
échantillon sera présenté dans les parties suivantes concernant les mesures.
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6.6 Etats dynamiques reconfigurables dans les cristaux magnon-

iques de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi à la rémanence : une étude numérique

Comme abordé dans la section 6.4.2, nous proposons d’utiliser des cristaux magnoniques d’alliages
d’Heusler Co2MnSi pour développer des opérations radiofréquences reconfigurables à la rémanence.
Pour réaliser cet objectif, nous avons choisi des réseaux periodiques de trous (magnetic antidot lat-
tices) comme cristaux magnoniques et dans cette section nous démontrons de manière numérique la
possibilité d’allumer/éteindre plusieurs modes d’ondes de spin dans un dispositif fonctionnant sans
champ magnétique de saturation. Des simulations micromagnétiques ont été réalisées avec Mumax3
[191] et OOMMF afin de calculer les états magnétiques rémanents de réseaux périodiques de trous
de CMS ainsi que leurs réponses radiofréquences. Nous avons utilisé des conditions périodiques 2D
(PBC Periodic Boundary Conditions en anglais) afin de simuler un cristal magnonique infini tout en
réduisant la taille du système magnétique simulé (ce qui permet de gagner en rapidité de calcul).
En effet, avec l’application de conditions PBC 2D, il suffit de simuler une cellule unitaire du cristal
magnonique composée de quatre trous carrés arrangés dans un réseau carré comme montré dans la
figure 6.27. La taille des trous et leur espacement bord à bord sont respectivement s et d. Les dimen-

Figure 6.27: Représentation schématisée de la cellule unitaire simulée du cristal magnonique de Co2MnSi.

sions latérales de la cellule unitaire sont 2s + 2d. Les axes de symétrie du réseau carré sont orientés
suivant les axes x et y.

Les paramètres magnétiques du CMS utilisés pour les simulations sont : l’aimantation à satura-
tion Ms = 1003.103 Am−1, la constante d’échange A = 18.10−12 Jm−1, la constante d’anisotropie
magnéto-cristalline Kc1 = −17.103 Jm−3 (µ0Hk ≈ 35 mT) et le facteur gyromagnétique γ =
29 GHzT−1. Ces valeurs sont similaires à celles obtenues expérimentalement lors de précédents
travaux de mon groupe de recherche [53]. Les directions cristallines des axes de facile aimantation
sont orientées suivant les directions x et y (Kc1 < 0). La cellule unitaire est discrétisée avec des
celulles cubiques de dimensions 5×5×5 nm3, ces dernières sont inférieures à la longueur d’échange
Λex ≈ 5.4 nm. Le coefficient d’amortissement a été fixé à 1.10−3, en accord avec les précédents
travaux [53] et les valeurs rapportées récemment dans la littérature [64, 65, 264]. L’épaisseur de la
couche mince est 20 nm, ce qui est suffisamment fin pour considérer une aimantation uniforme le
long de l’épaisseur.

Simulations des états statiques rémanents

Premièrement on calcule les états magnétiques rémanents à l’équilibre. A partir d’une orientation
aléatoire des moments magnétiques du système, on applique un champ magnétique µ0H0 de 1 T afin
de saturer les moments magnétiques M⃗ dans sa direction. H⃗0 forme un angle θ avec l’axe x comme
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montré sur la figure 6.27. Ensuite, l’amplitude de H⃗0 est progressivement diminuée jusqu’à 0 T par
pas de champs de 0.01 T. A chaque pas de champ, l’énergie du système magnétique est minimisée.
L’état rémanent ainsi obtenu constitue le point de départ pour le calcul des modes dynamiques.

Simulations dynamiques

Nous avons appliqué un champ magnétique uniforme dynamique sous la forme d’une impul-
sion temporelle en sinus cardinal suivant la direction x. L’amplitude de l’impulsion était de 1 mT,
ce qui est suffisamment faible pour assurer un régime linéaire de précession de l’aimantation, et la
fréquence de coupure est fc = 30GHz. Les valeurs de l’aimantation en chaque cellule spatiale du
système simulé M⃗(t, x, y, z) sont enregistrées toutes les 10 ps. La réponse radiofréquence est obtenue
à partir de la transformée de Fourier (FFT Fast Fourier Transform) de la composante dynamique en z
de l’aimantation moyennée sur l’ensemble de la cellule unitaire, mz(t).

Le profil spatial de chaque mode d’ondes de spin est obtenu en réalisant d’abord une FFT sur
mx(t) en chaque cellule spatiale du système puis en appliquant une transformée de Fourier inverse
(IFFT) à la fréquence du mode d’ondes de spin à visualiser. Le profil spatial correspond au "cliché"
(snapshot) temporel pour lequel on a calculé le maximum d’amplitude moyennée sur toutes les cel-
lules spatiales.

Recherche d’états rémanents reconfigurables

Comme mentionné dans la section 6.4.2, nous recherchons des états rémanents clairement dis-
tincts à l’équilibre lorsqu’on applique un champ magnétique d’initialisation suivant la direction x
ou y. Cela est nécessaire afin d’obtenir des réponses radiofréquences du dispositif différentes pour
un champ radiofréquence uniforme (appliqué suivant x par exemple), ce qui constitue la base de la
reconfigurabilité. Egalement, nous cherchions à obtenir des états rémanents les plus uniformes possi-
bles magnétiquement. Nous voulions aussi garder un espacement entre les trous suffisamment faible
afin d’avoir des bandes de fréquences interdites suffisamment larges, et les dimensions des trous
doivent être réalisables via des techniques de nanostructuration standards comme discutées dans la
section 6.5.2. Enfin, nous nous sommes concentrés sur une excitation uniforme car nous souhaitions
réaliser un dispositif dont les dimensions sont bien plus petites que la longueur d’onde d’ondes ra-
diofréquences dans le vide.

Pour atteindre ces objectifs, nous avons testé plusieurs configurations de tailles de trous s et
d’espacements d. Nous avons obtenu des opérations reconfigurables pertinentes à la rémanence pour
un rapport d’aspect s/d ≤ 1/3.

6.6.1 Réponses radiofréquences de différents états rémanents

Stabilisation d’états rémanents différents

Nous présentons des résultats pour un cristal magnonique avec des tailles de trous s = 300 nm et
d’espacement d = 900 nm. Dans la figure 6.28 a), quatre états rémanents ont pu être obtenu suivant la
direction d’application du champ d’initialisation H⃗0 par rapport à l’axe x. Parmi ces quatres config-
urations, les configurations A1 (θ = 0◦) et A4 (θ = 90◦) présentent une aimantation quasi-uniforme
alignée selon la direction du champ d’initialisation H0, i.e. suivant x ou y respectivement. Ces états
rémanents sont très semblables à des états saturés, à l’exception de la présence de petits domaines
magnétiques apparaissant proches des bords des trous, que l’on nomme dans ce manuscrit domaines
de bords. Les configurations A1 et A4 sont stabilisées pour 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 40◦ et 50◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ respec-
tivement. Ces états rémanents résultent de la compétition entre le champ démagnétisant induit par
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Figure 6.28: Etats rémanents simulés d’un réseau périodique de trous carrés 2D de Co2MnSi avec s = 300 nm
et d = 900 nm en fonction de l’angle θ entre le champ d’initialisation H0 et l’axe x dans le cas a) d’axes de
facile aimantation (anisotropie cubique) alignés selon les axes de symétrie du réseau de trous, b) d’un même
système sans anisotropie cubique (Hk = 0), c) d’axes d’anisotropie cubique (axes faciles) tournés de 45◦ par
rapport aux axes de symétrie du réseau de trous.

la présence des trous (anisotropie de forme), l’anisotropie cristalline cubique du CMS, l’interaction
d’échange et la direction du champ d’initialisation H0. La symétrie du réseau carré de trous induit
une anisotropie planaire quadruple (four-fold en anglais) qui favorise un alignement de l’aimantation
suivant les diagonales du réseau [162, 265, 266]. Dans le cas des configurations A1 et A4, l’amplitude
de l’anisotropie cubique du CMS et du champ d’initialisation H0 surpasse l’anisotropie de forme in-
duite par le réseau, ce qui mène à la quasi-uniformité de ces états rémanents.

Afin de démontrer l’intérêt d’utiliser des matériaux magnétiques avec une forte anisotropie cu-
bique, nous avons comparé ces résultats avec ceux obtenu avec le même système magnétique (même
réseau de trous, même propiétés magnétiques que le CMS) mais sans anisotropie cubique (Kc1 =
0 Jm−3). Les états rémanents sont montrés dans la figure 6.28 b). Les deux états rémanents nommés
C1 et C2 sont observés pour 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 45◦ et 45◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ respectivement. Ces deux états ré-
manents sont fortement non uniformes quelque soit la direction de H⃗0. Dans ce cas, l’anisotropie de
forme du réseau joue un rôle majeur et induit de multiples domaines magnétiques orientés en "zigzag"
[49, 265].

Réponses radiofréquences ajustables à la rémanence

Lorsqu’excités de manière uniforme par une impulsion RF, h⃗RF , appliquée selon l’axe x comme
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illustrée à la figure 6.27, ces différents états magnétiques offrent différentes réponses RF. La réponse
RF de l’état rémanent A1 (courbe rouge) et celle de l’état rémanent A4 (courbe noir) sont mon-
trées dans la figure 6.29 a). Plusieurs modes d’ondes de spin (fréquences pour lesquelles on observe

Figure 6.29: Spectres d’amplitude FFT pour différents états magnétiques rémanents présentés dans la figure
6.28 : dans le cas a) d’un cristal magnonique de CMS avec anisotropie cubique dont les axes sont alignés
suivant x et y avec les états rémanents A4 et A1, et b) du même cristal magnonique mais sans anisotropie
cubique avec les états rémanents C2 et C1. Sous chacun des deux spectres FFT, des clichés temporels du profil
spatial de la composante dynamique mx(t) pour des modes d’ondes de spin particuliers indexés par des chiffres
sur les spectres FFT sont montrés. Les amplitudes des modes en fréquence ont été normalisées par rapport au
pic d’amplitude le plus intense. L’amplitude de précession des modes d’ondes de spin dans les profils spatiaux
est normalisée par rapport à leur propre maximum d’amplitude pour une meilleure visualisation.

des pics avec des amplitudes assez importantes) sont visibles jusqu’à 10 GHz et les principaux sont
indexés par des chiffres. Les profils spatiaux des modes d’ondes de spin excités dans le réseau péri-
odique de trous de CMS dans la configuration A4 sont montrés sous le spectre FFT avec des clichés
de la composante dynamique mx pour les fréquences indexées.

En passant de la configuration A4 à A1, on peut observer que la majorité des modes d’ondes
de spin sont fortement atténués. En particulier, le mode 2 est quasiment complètement éteint. De
telles différences résultent de la quasi-uniformité de l’aimantation des deux états rémanents. En ef-
fet, dans la configuration A1, la majorité de l’aimantation est alignée suivant la direction du champ
de pompage h⃗RF , empêchant ainsi son couplage de manière directe et efficace avec l’aimantation.
Dans les expériences FMR, la réponse RF d’un système magnétique est souvent mesurée en terme de
puissance RF absorbée. Par conséquent, nous avons choisi de quantifier l’atténuation des différents
modes comme la variation de puissance de la composante dynamique mz que l’on peut calculer en dB
avec 20log10(m

A1
z /mA4

z ) avec mA1
z (mA4

z ) la composante dynamique en z de l’aimantation de l’état
rémanent A1 (A4). Une très forte atténuation de -40 dB est atteinte concernant le second mode. En
regardant le profil spatial de ce mode, ce dernière possède de fortes amplitudes de précession dans les
canaux horizontaux. Ces canaux horizontaux sont majoritairement alignés suivant x (même direction
que le champ de pompage h⃗RF ) dans la configuration A1 impliquant une forte extinction de ces modes
dans cette configuration. Les modes 3, 4 et 5 sont atténués entre -16 dB et -20 dB. Enfin, le mode 1
n’est atténué que de -8 dB. Contrairement aux autres modes excités, ce mode précesse uniquement
dans les domaines de bords. Comme l’aimantation de ces modes n’est pas complètement orientée vers
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la direction du champ de pompage même dans la configuration A1, ces domaines peuvent toujours
présenter une valeur non-nulle de la composante moyennée my qui peut toujours se coupler à h⃗RF .

En conséquence, en appliquant un champ d’initialisation suivant deux directions différentes par-
ticulières, il est possible d’obtenir deux réponses radiofréquences différentes à la rémanence avec un
même cristal magnonique de CMS. Cette différence se traduit dans l’extinction de modes d’ondes de
spin, qui est une fonctionnalité analogue à un interrupteur, permettant ainsi des opérations reconfig-
urables fonctionnant à la rémanence.

Pour démontrer que le caractère reconfigurable à la rémanence est possible grâce à la forte anisotropie
magnéto-cristalline du CMS, les réponses RF des configurations C1 et C2 sont montrées dans la figure
6.29 b). Lorsqu’on observe les profils spatiaux des principaux modes d’ondes de spin dans la con-
figuration C2, ces derniers présentent tous une forte précession de l’aimantation dans les domaines
orientés à 45◦. La configuration magnétique en zigzag des états rémanents C1 et C2 implique qu’il
y aura toujours un domaine magnétique qui pourra se coupler au champ de pompage. De ce fait,
l’atténuation maximale est faible et vaut seulement -6 dB pour le mode 1’ ce qui est bien inférieur
comparé aux valeurs d’atténuation obtenues dans le cas avec anisotropie cubique.

Ces résultats ont été obtenus pour une taille de trous et d’espacement spécifiques. Des variations
de ces deux paramètres peut détruire ou améliorer les propriétés reconfigurables.

6.6.2 Influence du ratio d’aspect taille/espacement des trous

Variation des tailles de trous s avec un rapport d’aspect fixe s/d = 1/3

En diminuant la taille des trous, on va pouvoir déplacer les modes d’ondes de spin excités vers
de plus hautes fréquences. Nous avons également remarqué que les états rémanents étaient moins
uniformes en diminuant la taille des trous, car les domaines de bords s’étendent plus vers le centre de
la cellule unitaire du réseau en raison de l’augmentation de la contribution de l’interaction d’échange.

6.6.3 Performances de commutation

Pour aller plus loin dans la démonstration de l’intérêt d’un tel dispositif pour des opérations RF
reconfigurables, nous avons étudié deux paramètres cruciaux à la facilité d’utilisation pour de poten-
tiels applications : le minimum d’amplitude du champ d’initialisation H⃗0 et le temps minimum requis
pour commuter d’un état rémanent à un autre. Dans le contexte actuel de diminution de la consom-
mation d’énergie, ces deux paramètres sont particulièrement importants.

Nous avons testé les performances de commutation de notre cristal magnonique pour un ratio
d’aspect s/d = 1/3 et différentes tailles de trous s = 300, 200, 100, 50 nm. Afin de se comparer aux
travaux publiés traitant de ces problèmes sur d’autres systèmes magnoniques [269–271], nous avons
suivi la même méthodologie comme décrite dans ces travaux pionniers [270]. Nous avons testé la
transition d’un état rémanent Rem Y (H⃗0 suivant y, analogue à l’état A4) et d’un état rémanent Rem
X (H⃗0 suivant x, analogue à l’état A1) avec une impulsion de champ magnétique d’amplitude P et
de durée 1 ns appliquée suivant l’axe x. Les résultats sont montrés dans la figure 6.30. Quelque soit
la taille des trous, le temps de commutation atteint approximativement 1 ns. L’amplitude de champ
nécessaire pour déclencher la commutation est de quelques mT, de 6 mT dans le cas d’une taille
de trous de s = 300 nm et cela peut diminuer jusqu’à 3.5 mT avec des trous de s = 50 nm. Nos
amplitudes d’impulsion de champ sont inférieures d’un ordre de grandeur par rapport aux résultats
obtenus dans d’autres travaux avec des nanostructures de permalloy [269–271].
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Figure 6.30: Simulations des temps de commutation (de Rem Y vers Rem X) pour différentes tailles de trous
s et de ratio d’aspect fixe s/d = 1/3. L’impulsion de champ magnétique d’amplitude P et de durée 1 ns a
été appliquée suivant l’axe x sauf dans le cas de la transition de l’état rémanent A4 vers l’état rémanent A3
(courbe verte) où H⃗0 est appliqué à 45◦ de x. Les courbes noire, rouge, bleue et rose correspondent aux cas
s = 50, 100, 200, 300 nm respectivement.

6.7 Impact des techniques de nanostructuration sur les propriétés

des cristaux magnoniques de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

6.7.1 Influence de la gravure FIB Ga+Ga+Ga+ sur les modes d’ondes de spin dans un

cristal magnonique de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Le cristal magnonique de CMS du dispositif #1 a été fait par FIB. Le réseau périodique de trous cou-
vre une surface de 47× 47 µm2 et, la taille et la distance centre à centre des trous sont respectivement
s = 100 nm et a = 400 nm. Des images SEM du cristal magnonique sont montrées dans la figure
6.31. Comme discuté plus haut, les trous présentent une forme carrée avec des sommets arrondis et
des flancs incurvés ressemblant à une cuve. A la surface du CMS, la taille des trous est de 200 nm
tandis que dans le creux des trous, elle est de 140 nm. Les axes de symétrie du réseau de trous sont
alignés avec les axes de facile aimantation du CMS. La micro-antenne a été déposée de telle manière
que son axe long est parallèle aux bords du réseau afin d’assurer une configuration MSSW lorsque le
champ magnétique est appliqué selon la longueur de la micro-antenne.

Des mesures FM-FMR ont été réalisées sur cet échantillon. La fréquence d’excitation est fixe tan-
dis que le champ magnétique appliqué est balayé de 350 à 0 mT avec des pas de 0.3 mT. Cette mesure
est ensuite répétée pour chaque fréquence d’excitation, de 1 à 18 GHz avec des pas de 0.5 GHz.

Mesures FM-FMR

L’évolution de l’absorption radiofréquence en fonction de la fréquence d’excitation f et du champ
magnétique appliqué H0 est montrée dans la figure 6.32. On observe une large bande d’absorption
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Figure 6.31: Images SEM de a) la vue de dessus, b) la vue tiltée à 52◦ et c) la vue en coupe transversale
(cross-section en anglais) du réseau de trous de CMS gravés par FIB (échantillon #1). d) Image optique de la
micro-antenne au-dessus du cristal magnonique de CMS.

dans laquelle peu de pics de résonance peuvent être distingués. Un mode se démarque particulière-
ment des autres à haute fréquence. Un exemple de mesure est donné à 9 GHz dans l’encart de la
figure. La présence de plusieurs pics de résonance est indiquée par des flèches. Ces résonances cor-
respondent à l’excitation de modes d’ondes de spin quantifiés et confinés dans le réseau périodique
de trou. Ces pics de résonances sont difficilement individuellement discernables du fait qu’ils soient
larges et qu’ils se superposent. Le pic le plus intense apparaissant au plus bas champ (i.e. haute
fréquence) a la largeur pic à pic la plus faible (≈ 2 mT) alors que cela peut atteindre 13 mT pour les
autres modes. Une telle largeur de raie résulte en de faibles amplitudes.

Modélisation numérique des trous gravés par FIB

Pour expliquer ces mesures, des simulations micromagnétiques ont été menées avec MuMax3.
En raison de la forme complexe des trous observés dans la figure 6.31, nous avons testé plusieurs
géométries telles que carré, circulaire, circulaire avec les sommets arrondis et la forme en cuve. La
forme en cuve est la plus proche géométrie déduite des images SEM. Les simulations portaient sur
une cellule unitaire du réseau de trou en utlisant des conditions périodiques 2D pour se placer dans
le cas d’un réseau infini. Le système est discrétisé avec des cellules spatiales de 5 × 5 × 5 nm3.
Les paramètres magnétiques utilisés pour les simulations sont indiqués dans la table 6.6. Les états

Aimantation à
saturation Ms

[T]

Champ
d’anisotropie
cubique Hk

[mT]

Constante
d’anisotropie
cubique Kc1

[Jm−3]

Facteur gyro-
magnétique γ

2π
[GHzT−1]

Constante
d’échange A

[pJm−1]

Coefficient
d’amortissement

α

1.28 24 -12223 28.8 20 0.001

Table 6.6: Paramètres magnétiques du CMS utilisés pour les simulations micromagnétiques.

magnétiques statiques et dynamiques sont calculés comme mentionné précédemment. Pour calculer
les spectres des modes d’ondes de spin, une FFT est appliquée sur la composante en z du champ
rayonné dynamique, hd,z(t), dans un plan localisé à 5 nm de la surface du cristal magnonique. Nous
avons utilisé cette approche pour avoir une description qualitative de l’amplitude des signaux FMR
attendus pour chaque mode d’ondes de spin excité.
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Figure 6.32: Evolution de la puissance radiofréquence absorbée par le cristal magnonique de CMS nanostruc-
turé par FIB (échantillon #1) en fonction du champ magnétique appliqué µ0H0 et de la fréquence d’excitation
f . Les amplitudes des signaux FMR sont colorés en fonction de l’échelle de couleur sur la droite. Un exemple
de spectre FMR mesuré à 9 GHz est montré au-dessus de la figure principale (ligne noire). Les symboles col-
orés correspondent aux positions en fréquence des modes d’ondes de spin simulés pour différentes valeurs de
champ appliqué. Ces symboles sont les même que ceux de la figure 6.6.

Réponses radiofréquences des différentes géométries de trous

Pour chaque géométrie, nous avons observé que plusieurs modes d’ondes de spin principaux ont
leurs fréquences concordant relativement bien avec les mesures expérimentales. La fréquence des
différents modes d’ondes de spin dépend fortement de la géométrie des trous, avec des décalages
allant jusqu’à 1 GHz suivant le mode concerné. En conséquence, les variations locales de forme
et de dimension des trous relativement aux autres sur l’ensemble du réseau peuvent être à l’origine
de l’élargissement important des pics de résonance mesurés et de leur superposition. Néanmoins,
avec ces géométries de trous, nous n’avons pas été capable de reproduire le mode le plus intense
expérimentalement que l’on observe à 17.2 GHz à 200 mT, que ce soit en fréquence ou en amplitude.

Considération de la modification locale des propriétés magnétiques du CMS par gravure

FIB Ga+Ga+Ga+

Comme abordé dans la section 6.5.2.1, des ions accélérés incidents Ga+ peuvent induire de mul-
tiples collisions d’atomes en cascades dans le cristal de CMS. En plus du désordre atomique, des ions
Ga+ peuvent également s’implanter durant la gravure FIB. Cela pourrait notamment modifier les pro-
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priétés électroniques du CMS localement dans les régions proches des trous. Il a été démontré dans
la littérature que l’implantation au Ga+ peut affecter les propriétés magnétiques des couches minces
ferromagnétiques au travers d’une aimantation à saturation, de constante d’échange et d’anisotropie
cristalline réduites [275–278].

Pour déterminer l’étendue du volume de CMS dégradé autour des trous, des simulations de dom-
mages avec IPROS, un logiciel "fait-maison" Monte-Carlo d’implantation ionique, ont été réalisées
par Dr. Alain Claverie de notre équipe de recherche. Nous avons calculé que le plan d’arrêt d’ions
incidents Ga+ d’énergie 30 keV atteint une profondeur de 30 nm dans le CMS et des dommages
latéraux s’étendent sur 20 nm tout autour de la trajectoire des ions incidents. Ce volume dégradé au-
tour des trous correspond approximativement à la différence de diamètres des trous à la base (140 nm)
et en surface (200 nm). Il est très probable que ces dommages latéraux et implantation ionique varient
progressivement du bord interne du trou au volume de CMS, et également de la surface du CMS au
travers de son épaisseur [283]. En raison de la complexité d’un tel système, nous avons tenté de le
décrire avec un modèle très simple pour les simulations micromagnétiques. Cela consiste à consid-
érer que le volume impacté autour des trous est modifié de manière uniforme. Pour les simulations,
nous avons utilisé la géométrie en cuve avec l’ajout d’un volume de diamètre 200 nm encerclant
les trous avec des propriétés magnétiques dégradées comme montré dans la figure 6.33 b). Les pro-
priétés magnétiques du volume dégradé autour des trous sont modifiée par un facteur de dommage
β de 0.18, après plusieurs variations de β pour ajuster au mieux les mesures. Comme on peut le

Figure 6.33: a) Schéma du dommage structural latéral et d’implantation Ga+ induites par la gravure FIB
autour des trous. b) Schémas de la cellule unitaire comprenant des trous avec une forme en cuve et un volume
magnétique dégradé par FIB encerclant les trous souligné en gris clair. c) Spectres FFT pour une forme de trous
en cuve avec pas de volume dégradé (en noir) et avec un volume dégradé (en rose) à µ0H0 = 200 mT et avec
β = 0.18.

voir sur la réponse RF de la nouvelle géométrie, on observe désormais un mode d’ondes de spin à
17.32 GHz avec une amplitude relativement intense, qui peut s’associer au pic de résonance intense à
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haute fréquence qui était non expliqué jusqu’à présent.
Nous démontrons ainsi l’importance de considérer à la fois les variations géométriques et mag-

nétiques induites par la gravure FIB afin de reproduire qualitativement et quantitativement la réponse
radiofréquence du cristal magnonique sur l’ensemble de la gamme en champ. L’implantation con-
stitue ainsi un obstacle majeur à la réalisation de nos cristaux magnoniques de CMS reconfigurables
avec cette technique de nanostructuration.

6.7.2 Etude d’un réseau périodique de trous deCo2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi par lithographie élec-

tronique et gravure ionique

L’échantillon #2 comporte un réseau périodique de trous fait par lithographie électronique et gravure
IBE, comme détaillé dans la section 6.5.2.2. La taille des trous carrés est de 200 ± 10 nm et
l’espacement entre les trous 600 ± 10 nm (périodicité 800 ± 10 nm) comme montré dans les im-
ages SEM de la figure 6.34 a) et b). Le réseau de trous couvre une surface de 70 × 70 µm2. Sur les

Figure 6.34: Images SEM du réseau périodique de trous de CMS fait par EBL et IBE a) en vue du dessus et b)
avec un angle de vue tilté de 52◦. Images optiques a) du dispositif complet comprenant le cristal magnonique
de CMS avec les contacts électriques et la micro-antenne placée au-dessus, et c) du zoom sur la micro-antenne
montrant sa position complète (conducteurs externes compris) sur le cristal magnonique.

images SEM, on peut voir que la forme et la taille des trous sont respectées et que les flancs des trous
sont plutôt droits comme souhaité. Quelques résidus de résine et/ou de redépôt sont visibles. Une
telle différence de géométrie des trous contraste fortement avec la section précédente, ce qui devrait
améliorer significativement les mesures (et c’est le cas comme nous le verrons brièvement plus bas).

Mesures FM-FMR

Des mesures de résonance ferromagnétique modulée en champ (FM-FMR) ont été menées sur cet
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échantillon. Les spectres d’absorption radiofréquence f(H0) sont montrés dans la figure 6.35. Les
paramètres magnétiques utilisés pour les simulations micromagnétiques sont résumés dans la table
6.7. Même si la taille des trous de cet échantillon est supérieure à celle de l’échantillon #1 fait au

Aimantation à

saturation Ms [T]

Champ

d’anisotropie

cubique Hk [mT]

Constante

d’anisotropie

cubique Kc1

[Jm−3]

Facteur

gyromagnétique
γ
2π [GHzT−1]

Constante

d’échange A

[pJm−1]

1.28 20 -10186 28.8 21.5

Table 6.7: Propriétés magnétiques du CMS pour les simulations micromagnétiques du dispositif #2.

FIB, on peut néanmoins remarquer que les pics de résonance des différents modes d’ondes de spin
sont très bien résolus pour l’échantillon #2. Cela se voit particulièrement dans l’encart de la figure
6.35 a) montrant le signal FMR mesuré à 11.5 GHz. Huit pics d’absorption sont ainsi clairement
identifiés. Les signaux mesurés présentent une plus forte amplitude du fait de la faible largeur de raie
en champ des modes. De telles amplitudes et résolution des pics permettent d’observer le "splitting"
de différents modes d’ondes de spin avec l’augmentation de H0. Une partie de ces splittings résulte
probablement de la quantification des modes d’ondes de spin danx les canaux du réseau de trous
[225, 285]. Il a été démontré que dans des guides d’ondes aimantés perpendiculairement à l’axe
long des guides, les conditions finies des guides causent le splitting de modes d’ondes de spin en
raison de la formation d’ondes de spin stationnaires le long de la largeur des guides [286]. D’autres
splittings peuvent venir d’un champ démagnétisant non-uniforme dû à la présence des trous, ce qui
peut également mené à l’excitation de modes d’ondes de spin non uniformes [287]. En-dessous de
10 mT, on entre dans le régime non saturé où les états magnétiques sont moins uniformes impliquant
des signaux mesurés plus faibles.

Du fait du bon accord mesures et simulations dans le cas d’un système avec des trous carrés
parfaits, nous supposons que l’irradiation aux ions Ar+ (inerte, faible énergie 1kV) latérale (en surface
le CMS était protégé par la résine pendant la gravure ionique) semble moins endommager le CMS à
proximité des trous.

Mesures micro-BLS

Pour aller plus loin dans l’analyse de nos cristaux magnoniques de CMS, nous avons comparé nos
résultats avec des expériences de micro-BLS (BLS, Brillouin Light Scattering, diffusion Brillouin)
sur l’échantillon #3 qui a été fait avec la même technique de nanostructuration que l’échantillon #2
(EBL+IBE). Six cristaux magnoniques ont été réalisés sur un seul substrat (figure 6.36) dont deux
d’entre eux ont des réseaux périodiques de trous carrés de taille 200 nm et d’espacement 600 nm. Les
mesures micro-BLS ont été réalisées par l’équipe de recherche du Dr. Silvia Tacchi de l’Université de
Perugia. L’objectif des mesures micro-BLS est de permettre une imagerie des modes d’ondes de spin
se propageant dans des micro-nanostructures avec une résolution spatiale de 300 nm. Cette technique
est basée sur la diffusion inélastique des photons par des ondes de spin excitées de manière thermique
ou inductive. Un spot laser de résolution 300 nm est focalisé sur le cristal magnonique et les ondes de
spin sont excitées par une micro-antenne. L’intensité des mesures en fréquence par micro-BLS pour
des champs appliqués de 100 et 50 mT sont montrées dans la figure 6.37 a) et b) respectivement. On
peut observer que les résultats expérimentaux et numériques sont en bon accord. Les fréquences des
deux modes d’ondes de spin principaux du réseau de trous, le mode 6 (localisé) et le mode 5 (étendu),
sont retrouvés dans les spectres micro-BLS.

Le balayage spatial des mesures micro-BLS sur notre échantillon permet de valider encore plus
nos simulations micromagnétiques en scannant le profil spatial des ondes de spin correspondant aux
pics de résonance détectés. Les mesures micro-BLS ne sont pas résolues en phase mais uniquement
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Figure 6.35: a) Evolution de la puissance radiofréquence absorbée par le réseau périodique de trous de
CMS nanostructuré par EBL et IBE (dispositf #2) en fonction du champ magnétique appliqué µ0H0 et de
la fréquence f . L’amplitude du signal FMR est colorée avec l’échelle de couleur sur la gauche. Un exemple
de spectre FMR mesuré à 11.5 GHz est montré au-dessus du graphe principal (ligne bleue). Les symboles col-
orés correspondent aux positions en fréquence des modes d’ondes de spin simulés pour différentes valeurs de
champs. Ces symboles sont les mêmes que ceux de la figure 6.11. b) Graphe zoomé de a) pour µ0H0 ≤ 60 mT.
c) Graphe zoomé de a) pour µ0H0 ≥ 125 mT.
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Figure 6.36: Schéma de l’échantillon contenant les différents dispositifs de réseaux de trous de CMS pour des
mesures micro-BLS et différentes images optiques zoomées sur l’un des dispositif.

en amplitude de précession. Ainsi, l’information importante de ce type de mesures est d’observer
la localisation spatiale des modes. Ces balayages en amplitude de précession sont montrés dans les
encarts de la figure. On retrouve bien les profils spatiaux simulés des modes étendu et localisé. En
effet, pour le mode à 10.4 GHz à 100 mT, le maximum d’amplitude de précession est continu et se
situe le long des canaux horizontaux, comme attendu pour un mode étendu. Concernant le mode à
13.70 GHz, le maximum d’amplitude de précession apparaît de manière discontinue (saccadée) entre
les lignes horizontales de trous, ressemblant ainsi à un mode localisé. Ces mesures confirment ainsi
les modes d’ondes de spin étendu et localisé prédits numériquement.

6.7.3 Démonstration expérimentale d’une propriété reconfigurable à la réma-

nence avec un cristal magnonique de Co2MnSiCo2MnSiCo2MnSi

Dans la section 6.6, nous avons démontré par le biais de simulations micromagnétiques la possibilité
de stabiliser des états magnétiques quasi-uniformes à la rémanence dans des réseaux périodiques de
trous de Co2MnSi avec des tailles de trous, espacements et propriétés magnétiques spécifiques. Le
paramètre clé pour obtenir des états rémanents quasi-uniformes est une assez forte anisotropie cu-
bique dont les axes de faciles aimantation sont orientés suivant les axes de symétrie du réseau (axes x
et y). En appliquant un champ d’initialisation H⃗0 suivant l’axe x, on peut stabiliser un état rémanent
uniformément aimanté suivant l’axe x (Rem X) ou suivant l’axe y (Rem Y ) lorsque H⃗0 est appliqué
suivant y. Par conséquent, en appliquant un champ de pompage h⃗RF suivant l’axe x de manière uni-
forme sur le dispositif, deux réponses RF peuvent alors être obtenues à la rémanence, correspondant
ainsi à une opération reconfigurable.

Pour l’échantillon #2, l’anisotropie cubique est suffisamment forte pour stabiliser une aimanta-
tion quasi-uniforme jusqu’à 10 mT mais pas jusqu’à la rémanence. Bien que l’état rémanent de cet
échantillon n’est pas idéal du fait qu’il présente des domaines à 45◦ dans le centre de la cellule unitaire
du réseau, cet état rémanent semble être moins non-uniforme que celui observé dans la section 6.6
pour une anisotropie cubique nulle (Kc1 = 0). Nous avons donc tenté l’expérience pour observer la
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Figure 6.37: Spectres d’intensité micro-BLS pour les champs magnétiques appliqués a) 100 mT et b) 50 mT.
Encarts des colormaps 2D spatiales de l’amplitude des deux principaux modes d’ondes de spin propagatifs
(mode étendu indexé avec un cercle jaune et mode localisé indexé avec un triangle cyan) sont montrés dans a)
et b). Par comparaison, les profils spatiaux simulés des deux modes d’ondes de spin principaux sont également
montrés.
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reconfigurabilité à la rémanence.

Les mesures ont été réalisées à l’analyseur de réseaux VNA-FMR (mesures en balayant en fréquence
à champ fixe, VNA Vector Network Analyser). Les résultats sont montrés dans la figure 6.38 a) avec
les variations du paramètre mesuré ∆S11 et des spectres FFT simulés.

Figure 6.38: a) Graphes des spectres FFT numériques (en haut) et les paramètres ∆S11 mesurés (en bas)
dans l’état Rem Y (ligne noire) et dans l’état Rem X (ligne rouge) à la rémanence µ0H0 = 0 mT. b) Etats
magnétiques d’équilibre Rem Y et Rem X à la rémanence. c) Clichés temporels des profils spatiaux de la
composante dynamique simulée mx pour différents modes d’ondes de spin reconfigurables.

Les simulations et les résultats expérimentaux sont en bon accord même si l’on observe des décalages
en fréquence de −180 à 500 MHz suivant le mode d’ondes de spin considéré. Une première observa-
tion est que les pics d’absorption mesurés sont faibles, par un facteur de 10, comparés aux précédentes
mesures dans le régime quasi-saturé. Cela provient de la non-uniformité de l’aimantation à la réma-
nence puisque les domaines à 45◦ se couplent moins efficacement au champ de pompage impliquant
ainsi une baisse d’amplitude du signal. De plus, l’observation de large pics de résonance en fréquence
contribue également à leur faible amplitude.

En ce qui concerne la réponse de l’état Rem X , on peut observer une bonne atténuation de certains
modes, en particulier dans la gamme de fréquence 5.3− 8.3 GHz.
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6.8 Conclusion et perspectives

L’objectif de cette thèse était de produire des cristaux magnoniques reconfigurables à la rémanence
à partir de réseaux périodiques de trous carrés. Cela ouvre la voie à la réalisation de composants
magnoniques RF fonctionnant sans aimants permanents. Afin d’atteindre cet objectif, nous avons
tirer partie de la forte anisotropie magnéto-cristalline cubique de l’alliage d’Heusler Co2MnSi.

Nous avons dans un premier temps démontré par des simulations micromagnétiques la possibil-
ité d’exciter ou non des modes d’ondes de spin suivant l’état rémanent stabilisé par l’application
d’une impulsion de champ magnétique dans deux directions différentes. Pour cela, il est important
d’obtenir des états magnétiques rémanents quasi-uniformes pour une reconfigurabilité efficace. La
quasi-uniformité est favorisée par une forte anisotropie cubique du CMS qui vient contre-balancer
l’anisotropie de forme induite par la présence des trous. Notre modèle permet également d’obtenir
des temps de commutation entre deux états rémanents de l’ordre de la nanoseconde s’inscrivant dans
une démarche d’opérations ultra-rapides avec une impulsion de champ de l’ordre de quelques mT.
Par conséquent, les réseaux périodiques de trous carrés de CMS constituent de bons candidats pour le
design d’antennes réceptrices multi-bandes par exemple.

Une fois le potentiel numérique étudié, nous avons cherché à le démontrer expérimentalement.
Pour ce faire, il fallait déposer puis nanostructurer les couches minces de CMS. Nous avons développé
deux techniques de nanostructuration pour obtenir des trous dans la gamme 300−100 nm : la gravure
FIB et une combinaison de la lithographie électronique et de la gravure IBE. La gravure FIB n’a pas
permis d’obtenir des réseaux de trous respectant les spécifications au vue des défauts géométriques
des trous et de l’implantation ionique autour des trous. Par contre, la lithographie électronique com-
binée à la gravure IBE a permis d’obtenir des trous avec les bonnes dimensions, formes et des flancs
droits. Les simulations micromagnétiques sur une géométrie parfaite des réseaux de trous carrés sont
en très bon accord avec les mesures d’absorption des modes d’ondes de spin par le cristal magnon-
ique ainsi fabriqué. D’autres types de mesures, VNA-FMR et micro-BLS, ont également confirmé
l’excellent accord entre les simulations et les mesures. Un tel échantillon nous a permis de mesurer
une opération reconfigurable malgré une anisotropie cubique plus faible que prévue.

Parmi les perspectives ouvertes à ce travail de thèse, il y a la possibilité de propager des ondes de
spin dans ces cristaux et notamment d’observer du filtrage fréquentiel à la rémanence. D’autres per-
spectives concernent l’améliorations de l’aspect reconfigurable via la recherche de nouveaux designs
de cristal magnonique.
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Étude de cristaux magnoniques reconfigurables à base d’alliages d’Heusler Co2MnSi 
 
Les ondes de spin sont des excitations élémentaires de matériaux magnétiques consistant en une précession déphasée des 
moments magnétiques du matériau. Tout comme une onde électromagnétique, les ondes de spin peuvent transmettre des 
informations. Ces ondes présentent plusieurs caractéristiques attractives par rapport aux ondes électromagnétiques pour la 
miniaturisation de composants radiofréquences (dans la gamme de quelques MHz à la dizaine de THz). Notamment, leurs 
longueurs d’ondes sont plusieurs ordres de grandeurs inférieures à celles des ondes électromagnétiques dans le vide et leurs 
fréquences peuvent être modifiées par l’application d’un champ magnétique. Un cristal magnonique est un matériau magnétique 
dont les propriétés magnétiques sont modulées de manière périodique et artificielle. A l’instar des photons dans un cristal 
photonique, les ondes de spin diffusent et interfèrent au travers du cristal magnonique générant ainsi des bandes de fréquences 
permises et d’autres interdites à la propagation. Suivant le design des cristaux magnoniques, diverses applications sont possibles 
tels que des filtres à ondes de spin, des portes logiques, mémoires non volatiles. Actuellement, la majorité des cristaux 
magnoniques présents dans la littérature fonctionne avec l’application d’un champ magnétique de saturation, ce qui nécessite 
l’utilisation d’aimants permanents. Cela limite l’incorporation de ces dispositifs magnoniques dans des circuits intégrés. Ainsi 
l’objectif principal de cette thèse consiste à obtenir un système modèle de cristal magnonique présentant des bandes 
radiofréquences reconfigurables, c’est-à-dire pouvant être modifiées à dessein, à champ magnétique nul (rémanence).  
Dans ce contexte, les couches minces d’alliages d’Heusler Co2MnSi (CMS) constituent des candidats prometteurs pour des 
applications magnoniques en raison de leur forte aimantation à saturation, de leur faible coefficient d’amortissement et de leur 
forte anisotropie magnéto-cristalline cubique (proche de 30 mT). En particulier, nous avons démontré dans un premier temps 
de manière numérique que la forte anisotropie cubique du CMS permet la stabilisation d’états magnétiques quasi-uniformes à 
la rémanence dans un système modèle de cristal magnonique :  un réseau périodique de trous carrés de tailles 300-50 nm et de 
périodicité le triple de la taille des trous au minimum. Suivant la direction du champ d’initialisation, différents états magnétiques 
rémanents peuvent être obtenus. Lorsque soumis à un champ de pompage radiofréquence, ces différents états offrent alors 
différentes réponses radiofréquences. Nous montrons également comment la taille des trous et leur espacement influe sur le 
nombre et la fréquence des modes reconfigurables. Nous avons par la suite fabriqué et mesuré des cristaux magnoniques de 
CMS. La nanostructuration du CMS a été réalisée via deux techniques différentes : gravure Focused Ion Beam (FIB) et une 
combinaison de lithographie électronique et gravure Ion Beam Etching (IBE). Tout d’abord, un cristal magnonique de CMS 
avec des trous carrés de 140 nm et de périodicité 400 nm a été réalisé par FIB. En mesurant sa réponse radiofréquence par des 
mesures inductives via une micro-antenne et en réalisant des simulations micromagnétiques, nous avons montré la nécessité de 
prendre en compte les imperfections géométriques et la dégradation des propriétés magnétiques du matériau induites lors de la 
nanostructuration au FIB pour comprendre les mesures. Afin de s’affranchir de ces désavantages, un dispositif similaire à celui 
du FIB a été fait par combinaison de lithographie électronique et gravure IBE. Des modes d’ondes de spin bien distincts ont 
alors pu être observés, ce qui nous a permis de mesurer la reconfigurabilité à la rémanence prédite numériquement. Ce travail 
ouvre ainsi la voie à la réalisation de dispositifs magnoniques radiofréquences reconfigurables pour des opérations logiques ou 
de filtrages d’ondes de spin à la rémanence. 
 
 
 

Study of reconfigurable Co2MnSi Heusler based magnonic crystals 
 
Spin waves are elementary excitations within magnetic materials consisting of a phase-shifted precession of the magnetic 
moments of the material. Analog to an electromagnetic wave, spin waves can transmit information. These waves present several 
attractive characteristics compared to electromagnetic waves for the miniaturization of microwave components (in the range 
of a few MHz to ten THz). In particular, their wavelengths are several orders of magnitude shorter than those of electromagnetic 
waves in vacuum and their frequencies can be modified by the application of a magnetic field. A magnonic crystal is a magnetic 
material whose magnetic properties are periodically and artificially modulated. Analog to photons in a photonic crystal, spin 
waves scatter and interfere through the magnonic crystal generating allowed frequency bands and frequency band gaps where 
their propagation is forbidden. Depending on the design of the magnonic crystals, various applications are possible such as spin 
wave filters, logic gates, non volatile memories. Currently, the majority of magnonic crystals present in the literature operate 
with the application of a saturation magnetic field, which requires the use of permanent magnets. This limits the incorporation 
of these magnonic devices in integrated circuits. The main objective of this thesis is to obtain a model system of magnonic 
crystal with reconfigurable frequency bands, i.e. which can be modified on purpose, at zero magnetic field (remanence).  
In this context, thin films of Heusler Co2MnSi alloys (CMS) are promising candidates for magnonic applications due to their 
strong saturation magnetization, low damping coefficient and high cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy (close to 30 mT). In 
particular, we have first demonstrated numerically that the strong cubic anisotropy of CMS allows the stabilization of quasi-
uniform magnetic states at remanence in a model magnonic crystal system: a periodic array of square holes of sizes 300-50 nm 
and periodicity at least three times the hole size. Depending on the direction of an initialization field, different remanent 
magnetic states can be obtained. When subjected to a microwave pumping field, these different states offer different microwave 
responses. We also show how the size of the holes and their spacing affect the number and frequency of reconfigurable modes. 
We then fabricated and measured CMS magnonic crystals. The nanostructuring of the CMS was achieved via two different 
techniques: Focused Ion Beam Etching (FIB) and a combination of electron beam lithography and Ion Beam Etching (IBE). 
First, a CMS magnonic crystal with 140 nm square holes and 400 nm periodicity has been made by FIB. By measuring its 
microwave response by inductive measurements with a micro-antenna and by performing micromagnetic simulations, we have 
shown the necessity to take into account the geometrical imperfections and the degradation of the magnetic properties of the 
material induced by the FIB nanostructuring to understand the measurements. In order to overcome these disadvantages, a 
device similar to the FIB one has been made this time by combining electron beam lithography and IBE etching. Well distinct 
spin wave modes could then be observed, which allowed us to measure the reconfigurability at remanence numerically 
predicted. This work paves the way to the realization of reconfigurable microwave magnonic devices for logic operations or 
spin waves filtering applications at remanence. 


